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3 AESTHETICS 

INTRODUCTION 

The Mather Field Project EIR (2016) evaluated the Mather South Plan Area at the plan-
level and that analysis is hereby incorporated by reference in this document and 
summarized as appropriate below. This chapter describes the regulatory and 
environmental setting for aesthetics and visual resources in the vicinity of the Plan Area, 
identifies and analyzes impacts related to aesthetics and visual resources from 
implementation of the Mather South Project at a project-level, and if necessary, 
recommends mitigation measures to reduce or eliminate significant impacts. 

During the Notice of Preparation (NOP) scoping process, commenters raised concerns 
related to the design of parks and accessory buildings to parks. A copy of the NOP and 
comment letters received in response to the NOP are included in Appendix PD-2 of this 
Mather South Project Draft EIR.  

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 

VISUAL CHARACTER OF THE REGION 
Sacramento County lies near the center of California’s Central Valley, at the southern 
end of the Sacramento Valley. The regional character of Sacramento County is 
distinguished by three general regions: Sierra Nevada foothills (east), Lower 
Sacramento Valley (west, south, and north), and Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta 
(south and west). The valley region is divided by numerous rivers and creeks, including 
three major waterways, the Sacramento, American and Cosumnes Rivers. The 
Sacramento River forms the western border of the county flowing north to south, while 
the American and Cosumnes flow through the central portion of the county from east to 
west. 

Much of the county is flat alluvial plains until the eastern edge where the foothills of the 
Sierra Nevada Mountains begin to emerge. Because of the flat nature of the county, the 
Sierra Nevada and their foothills are visible to the east on clear days, as is the Coastal 
Range on the western horizon. 

The Mather South Plan Area is within the eastern portion of Sacramento County in a 
relatively undeveloped area. Vast agriculture lands occupy much of this portion of the 
county and dominate the visual landscape. Open space views within this undeveloped 
area is generally characterized by broad sweeping panoramas of flat agricultural lands 
and open space dotted with trees, and concentrations of vegetation surrounding water 
ways.  
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VISUAL CHARACTER OF THE MATHER SOUTH PLAN AREA 
The Mather South Plan Area is similar in character to the overall eastern portion of the 
county, and is covered by grasslands and scattered trees across a relatively flat 
topography. The Plan Area elevations range from 128 feet above sea level to 174 feet 
above sea level, with a gradual increase in elevation occurring from southwest to 
northeast. Two tributaries of Todd Creek and other drainage swales, as well as 
wetlands are found throughout the property and heavier vegetation is concentrated 
along the eastern side of the project boundary. 

The Plan Area has been vacant since the closure of the Mather Air Force Base (AFB); 
however, a few small bunkers that were used for ordnance storage and related military 
uses remain on the site. The bunkers are located in the center of the Plan Area and are 
not generally visible from perimeter roadways, with the exception of Zinfandel Drive. 
These buildings would be demolished as part of pre-construction activities.  

The project site is bound along the west side by Zinfandel Drive, along the north by the 
Mather Golf Course and Mather Regional Park, along the east by Folsom South Canal 
and Sunrise Boulevard, and along the south by Kiefer Boulevard and the Sacramento 
Rendering Company (SRC) an animal rendering plant, which is located along the south 
side of Kiefer Boulevard.  

VIEWS OF THE MATHER SOUTH PLAN AREA 
Existing public views of the Plan Area are generally limited to Zinfandel Drive, Kiefer 
Boulevard, Excelsior Road, and Woodring Drive. Views of the Plan Area are 
unobscured from Zinfandel Drive and Kiefer Boulevard which border the project 
boundary along the west and south respectively. Open space characterized by 
grasslands and wetlands is the predominant view, with some development visible in the 
distance. Small overhead electrical transmission lines and post and cable fencing lines 
are also intermittently visible. Views from Jackson Road, which is approximately 1.3 
miles south of the Plan Area, include electrical transmission lines, cattle fencing, open 
grazing lands, trees, rural housing, and the SRC facility. Elevations increase 
approximately 20 feet over this distance, but because of the flat nature of the area the 
Plan Area is barely visible, but does contribute to extensive views of open space. Views 
from Excelsior Road and Woodring Drive are distant, but available in some areas. The 
Independence at Mather housing development is located in this area.  

The existing views of the Plan Area from the north and east are limited because of 
various land features. Views from the north are obstructed because of the presence of 
Mather Regional Park, Mather Lake, and Mather Golf Course. The Golf Course includes 
many trees, which dominate the views from Mather Regional Park; therefore, only 
patrons of the Golf Course can easily view the Plan Area and see expansive open 
grassland. Views from the east are limited by Folsom South Canal, which includes 
slightly elevated berms on either side. Sunrise Boulevard is on the eastern side of 
Folsom South Canal, and when looking at the plan area from Sunrise Boulevard or the 
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adjacent subdivisions, such as Anatolia, views are dominated by the canal edges and 
the trees that line the eastern edge of the Plan Area.  

Views from within the Plan Area to the west are predominantly of grassland with homes 
in the distance. Views to the north are predominantly of Mather Golf Course. Views to 
the east are predominantly of the Folsom South Canal’s elevated berms. In the far 
distance to the east, the Sierra Nevada Mountains can be seen on clear days from 
higher areas. Southern views from within the project site are of undeveloped land 
beyond Kiefer Boulevard and tall evergreen trees which screen the SRC facility.  

An aerial photo depicting viewpoint locations surrounding the Plan Area is available in 
Plate AE-1, and a series of visual context photos for the Plan Area can be found below 
in Plates AE-2 through AE-21.  

SCENIC VISTAS AND SCENIC RESOURCES 
The Mather South Plan Area is located approximately 25 miles west from the foothills of 
the Sierra Nevada Mountain Range (Google Maps 2018). As described above, the 
general topography surrounding the Plan Area is flat with existing land uses and trees 
obscuring mountain views to the east and west with the exception of very clear days. 
Additionally, there are no scenic highways in the vicinity of the Plan Area. The 
Sacramento County General Plan EIR does not identify any scenic viewpoints or vistas 
in the project vicinity, and the project site is not designated as an important public 
viewpoint (Sacramento County 2017). Therefore, scenic vistas and scenic resources 
are not available near or within the Plan Area.  

LIGHT AND GLARE SOURCES 
The immediate vicinity of the Mather South Plan Area is rural and agricultural. The 
existing rural land uses do not generate substantial amounts of glare, lighting, or 
illumination, and the ambient nighttime lighting and illumination levels are very low. 
Suburban areas of the county typically exhibit sources of daytime glare and nighttime 
illumination. Sources of daytime glare include sunlight and reflections from windows, 
architectural coatings, glass and other shiny reflective surfaces. Nighttime illumination 
can include structure illumination, decorative landscape lighting, parking lot safety 
lighting, vehicles, and aircraft.  

Major lighting sources surrounding the Plan Area are limited and there is no existing 
lighting within the Plan Area. The most significant source of light in the surrounding area 
is Mather Airport and the urban development just beyond, which is visible from the Plan 
Area to the east in the distance. Housing developments to the west (Independence at 
Mather) and east (Anatolia) provide nighttime skyglow. Nighttime views to the south are 
darker because of the lack of urban development to the south and limited nighttime 
lights of the SRC facility. Nighttime views to the north are also darker because of limited 
nighttime light associated with the golf course.  
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Plate AE-1: Plan Area Viewpoints on Aerial Photo 
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Plate AE-2: Viewpoint 1, Photo 1A 

 
Viewpoint 1. View southeast from Mather Lake. Views of Mather Golf Course and of the commercial development off 
of Douglas Road and Sunrise Boulevard in the distance.  

Plate AE-3: Viewpoint 1, Photo 2A 

 
Viewpoint 1. View south from Mather Lake. Views of Mather Golf Course.  
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Plate AE-4: Viewpoint 2, Photo 2A 

 
Viewpoint 2. View northeast from northwest corner of Plan Area on Zinfandel Drive. Views of Zinfandel Drive and 
Mather Golf Course with 12-kilovolt (kV) electrical transmission lines visible along Zinfandel Drive.  

Plate AE-5: Viewpoint 2, Photo 2B 

 
Viewpoint 2. View southeast from northwest corner of Plan Area on Zinfandel Drive. Views of Zinfandel Drive and the 
northern portion of the Plan Area with 12-kV electrical transmission lines visible along Zinfandel Drive.  
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Plate AE-6: Viewpoint 2, Photo 2C 

 
Viewpoint 2. View northwest from northwest corner of Plan Area on Zinfandel Drive. Views of Mather Preserve and 
the Independence at Mather and a water tank in the distance.  

Plate AE-7: Viewpoint 3, Photo 3A 

 
Viewpoint 3. View east just east of Zinfandel Drive. Views of Plan Area and vacant military outbuildings.  
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Plate AE-8: Viewpoint 3, Photo 3b 

 
Viewpoint 3. View southwest just east of Zinfandel Drive. Views of Mather Preserve and 12-kV electrical transmission 
lines.  

Plate AE-9: Viewpoint 3, Photo 3C 

 
Viewpoint 3. View north just east of Zinfandel Drive. Views of road to the military outbuildings within Plan Area and 
Mather Gold Course in the distance.  
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Plate AE-10: Viewpoint 4, Photo 4A 

 
Viewpoint 4. View northwest at Zinfandel Drive and Kiefer Boulevard intersection. Views of Mather Preserve and 
Independence at Mather in the distance.  

Plate AE-11: Viewpoint 4, Photo 4B 

 
Viewpoint 4. View northeast at Zinfandel Drive and Kiefer Boulevard intersection. Views of the Plan Area with Sierra 
Nevada Mountains in the far distance. 
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Plate AE-12: Viewpoint 4, Photo 4C 

 
Viewpoint 4. View southeast at Zinfandel Drive and Kiefer Boulevard intersection. Views of open space, trees that 
screen the Sacramento Rendering Company facility, and 230-kV electrical transmission lines.  

Plate AE-13: Viewpoint 4, Photo 4D 

 
Viewpoint 4. View southwest at Zinfandel Drive and Kiefer Boulevard intersection. Views of grazing land and 230-kV 
electrical transmission lines in the distance. 
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Plate AE-14: Viewpoint 5, Photo 5A 

 
Viewpoint 5. View north from entrance of the Sacramento Rendering Company facility on Kiefer Boulevard. Views of 
Plan Area depicting the generally flat nature of the Plan Area.  

Plate AE-15: Viewpoint 5, Photo 5B 

 
Viewpoint 5. View from Kiefer Boulevard looking southeast toward the Sacramento Rendering Company facility. 
Views of evergreen trees that screen views of the Sacramento Rendering Company facility.  
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Plate AE-16: Viewpoint 6, Photo 6A 

 
Viewpoint 5. Looking west at intersection of Kiefer Boulevard and Sunrise Boulevard toward the Sacramento 
Rendering Company facility. Views of Plan Area, the Sacramento Rendering Company facility’s screen trees, and 
69-kV electrical transmission lines.  

Plate AE-17: Viewpoint 6, Photo 6B 

 
Viewpoint 5. Looking northwest on the bridge crossing the Folsom South Canal just west of the intersection of Kiefer 
Boulevard and Sunrise Boulevard.  
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Plate AE-18: Viewpoint 6, Photo 6C 

 
Viewpoint 5. Looking north on the bridge crossing the Folsom South Canal just west of the intersection of Kiefer 
Boulevard and Sunrise Boulevard. Views of Folsom South Canal with the Anatolia housing development in the 
distance.  

Plate AE-19: Viewpoint 6, Photo 6D 

 
Viewpoint 5. Looking northeast at the intersection of Kiefer Boulevard and Sunrise Boulevard. Views of undeveloped 
land with 230-kV electrical transmission lines visible and Sierra Nevada Mountains in the far distance.  
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Plate AE-20: Viewpoint 7, Photo 7A 

 
Viewpoint 7. Looking west at the intersection of Justinian Drive and Sunrise Boulevard toward the Plan Area. Views 
of Folsom South Canal with open space in the distance.  

Plate AE-21: Viewpoint 8, Photo 8A 

 
Viewpoint 8. Looking southwest in the commercial development southwest of the intersection of Douglas Road and 
Sunrise Boulevard. Views of Folsom South Canal. 
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REGULATORY SETTING 

CALIFORNIA SCENIC HIGHWAY PROGRAM 
The California Scenic Highway Program was enacted in 1962 to protect and enhance 
California’s scenic beauty by identifying and conserving those portions of the State 
highway system that would diminish aesthetic values of surrounding lands if changed. A 
highway may be eligible for designation as “scenic” based on landscape seen by 
travelers on that highway, quality of the landscape seen, and the extent development 
would intrude on enjoyment of the landscape. Before official designation of a highway 
as scenic, a city or county must nominate the highway for designation and adopt 
ordinances that protect its scenic quality. The city or county then applies to the 
California Department of Transportation for scenic highway approval. A list of State 
scenic highways is identified in Section 263 of the Streets and Highway Code.  

TITLE 24 OUTDOOR LIGHTING 
The 2016 Building Efficiency Standards of Title 24 include regulations for outdoor 
lighting characteristics such as maximum power and brightness, shielding, and sensor 
controls to turn lighting on and off. Different lighting standards are set by classifying 
areas by lighting zone, which are zones LZ1 through LZ4. The ambient illumination for 
LZ1 is “dark,” for LZ2 is “low,” for LZ3 is “medium,” and for LZ4 is “high” (see Table 10-
114-A of the 2016 Building Efficiency Standards). Lighting regulations for areas of lower 
ambient lighting are stricter – providing lower wattage allowances – to protect those 
areas from new sources of light pollution and light trespass. According to the 2010 US 
Census map for the Sacramento region, the plan area is located the area designated as 
Rural. Therefore, the Plan Area is located within lighting zone LZ2.  

SACRAMENTO COUNTY GENERAL PLAN  
The following General Plan policies pertaining to aesthetics and lighting may be 
applicable to the Mather South Project: 

LU-18. Encourage development that complements the aesthetic style and character of 
existing development nearby to help build a cohesive identity for the area. 

LU-31. Strive to achieve a natural nighttime environment and an uncompromised 
public view of the night sky by reducing light pollution. 

OS-13. Permit development clustering in urban areas where grouping of units at a 
higher density would facilitate on-site protection of woodlands, wetlands, steep 
slopes, urban stream corridors, scenic areas, or other appropriate natural 
features as open space, provided that:  

• Urban infrastructure capacity is available for urban use. 

• On-site resource protection is appropriate and consistent with other General 
Plan Policies.  
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• General Plan policies pertaining to floodplain fill or natural preserves would 
not preclude development of the proposed use in the area to be protected 
as open space.  

• The architecture and scale of development is appropriate for the area.  

• Development rights for open space areas are permanently dedicated via 
conservation easements and appropriate long-term management is 
provided for by either a public agency or other appropriate entity (Please 
also refer to the Conservation Element for related policies). 

CORDOVA COMMUNITY PLAN 
The Cordova Community Plan includes the following policies related to visual character 
and aesthetics.  

UDNC-2. Encourage architecture and building design that promotes pedestrian and 
other multi-model forms of access. 

UDNC-7. Encourage the formation of distinct but integrated commercial districts with 
appropriate focal points, core activity areas, and supporting amenities. 

UDNC-8. Promote high quality architecture, landscape, and streetscape features 
that enhance the character and identity of activity areas. 

UDNC-9. Promote pedestrian-friendly, human-scale urban environments that 
provide safe and pleasant places for people to live and work. 

UDNC-10. Encourage infill development and redevelopment to strengthen and 
improve the character of existing development as a means to avoid sprawl 
in other areas, provide greater connectivity by means of circulation 
improvements, and to complement and complete existing neighborhoods. 

UDNC-11. Ensure that potentially incompatible and unsafe land uses are separated 
from residential uses by appropriate transition areas. 

UDNC-12. Encourage screening of visibly large or tall structures such as water tanks 
or cellular facilities, by either locating them in areas seen by few people or 
“hidden” such as with the placement on the roof of a building or integration 
into the building’s design and architecture. 

UDNC-13. Promote the undergrounding of all electrical utilities. 

MATHER FIELD SPECIFIC PLAN AND SPECIAL PLANNING AREA 
The Mather Field Specific Plan and Special Planning Area contain policies and 
guidelines that are applicable to the project.  

Design projects consistent with the Design Guidelines established for the Mather Field 
South Subarea.  
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603-15. Design Guidelines. Design Guidelines are established for Mather Field to 
ensure quality development given the conditions resulting from conversion of 
a former military air base to a variety of civilian uses. Applicants preparing an 
application for design review are encouraged to use the guidelines in the 
preparation of their plans. The design guidelines for Mather Field are 
contained in Section 603-20.5. 

603-16. Design Review. Design review shall be conducted in order to ensure an 
orderly development pattern, facilitate good design practices and maintain a 
harmonious character to the design and appearance of property and 
structures at Mather Field. 

603-17. Development Standards. Development Standards are identified for each of 
the Districts and Subareas of the Mather Field Special Planning Area and are 
found in Section 603-20.6. These standards address the unique environment 
that exists at the former military base and clarify the appropriate standards in 
areas with mixed zoning categories. 

DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS 
Chapter 5 (Development Standards) of the County’s Zoning Code contains standards 
requiring that illumination of buildings, landscaping, signs, and parking and loading 
areas be shielded and directed so that no light trespasses onto adjacent properties. The 
Mather South Project includes its own set of Development Standards (Chapter 7 of the 
Mather South Master Community Plan) that are specific to the Plan Area and are based 
on Chapter 5 of the Zoning Code, with the general requirements that lighting is directed 
away from residential areas and public streets so that glare is not produced that could 
impact the general safety of vehicular traffic and the privacy and well-being of residents.  

The proposed Development Standards also require that lighting is provided for safety 
along walkways and passageways and that spillover lighting is minimized to the 
greatest extent possible throughout the Plan Area. 

DESIGN GUIDELINES AND DESIGN REVIEW 
Like the proposed set of Development Standards, the Mather South Project includes its 
own set of Design Guidelines which are intended to ensure that the community attains 
an orderly and cohesive aesthetic. The Design Guidelines strive to create a sense of 
place and emphasize pedestrian orientation among distinct land use types. The Design 
Guidelines (Chapter 6 of the Mather South Community Master Plan) are similarly based 
on the Countywide Design Guidelines, but enable varied development and a distinctive 
character specific to the Mather South Project. Where the Mather South Design 
Guidelines are silent on a topic, the standard would default to the requirements of the 
Countywide Design Guidelines. All development within the Plan Area would be subject 
to Design Review by the Sacramento County Design Review Advisory Committee, 
which would ensure future development’s compliance with the Mather South Project 
Design Guidelines and the Countywide Design Guidelines, if required.  
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SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA 

Based on Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines, the project was determined to result 
in a significant impact to aesthetics and visual resources if it would:  

1. Substantially alter existing viewsheds such as scenic highways, scenic 
resources, or vistas; 

2. Substantially degrade the existing visual character or quality of the site and its 
surroundings; and/or 

3. Create a new source of substantial light, glare, or shadow that would result in 
safety hazards or adversely affect day or nighttime views in the area.  

METHODOLOGY 

The analysis of potential effects is based on the assumption that the project would be 
designed in accordance with the Mather South Community Master Plan and compliant 
with all other applicable County regulations. A visit to the project site in July 2017; 
review of aerial photographs of the project site and vicinity; and review of proposed land 
uses for the project, were used to inform the discussion.  

The analysis focuses on views of the project site from offsite sensitive receptors and 
public viewpoints. In determining the extent and implications of the anticipated visual 
changes, consideration was given to: 

• existing visual qualities of the affected environment and specific changes in the 
visual character and qualities of the affected environment; 

• the visual context of the affected environment; 

• the extent to which the affected environment contains places or features that 
provide unique visual experiences or that have been designated in plans and 
policies for protection or special consideration; and 

• the sensitivity of viewers, access of viewers, their activities, and the extent to 
which these activities are related to the aesthetic qualities affected by the project-
related changes. 

ISSUES NOT DISCUSSED FURTHER 
The Plan Area is not visible from a designated state scenic highway or county scenic 
corridor. Sacramento County only has one scenic highway and one scenic corridor, 
which are both located approximately 20 miles west. Therefore, the project would not 
result in damage to scenic resources within view of a state scenic highway or locally 
designated roadways. Impacts related to state scenic highways or county scenic roads 
would not occur and are not discussed further in this EIR. 
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A scenic vista is generally considered to be a location from which the public can 
experience unique and exemplary high-quality views—typically from elevated vantage 
points that offer panoramic views of great breadth and depth. The visual character of 
the Plan Area is that of undeveloped flat grasslands, with dilapidated remnants of 
military uses. However, the site’s visual context is also greatly influenced by 
surrounding development which is primarily sparsely developed agricultural uses, 
marked by a rendering plant to the south, views of the canal to the east, and sparse 
residential development in distant views. Views of the Plan Area are not unique in the 
eastern portion of the county and do not constitute a scenic vista. Furthermore, as 
described in the Environmental Setting section, existing viewsheds surrounding the Plan 
Area are limited because of various land features that obscure views of the mountains, 
the lack of topographical changes, and the distance to nearby mountains. All of these 
factors prohibit the opportunity for scenic vistas. Impacts to scenic vistas are not 
discussed further in this EIR. 

IMPACTS AND ANALYSIS  

2016 MATHER FIELD PROJECT EIR DETERMINATION 
The Mather Field Project EIR evaluated impacts related to aesthetics and visual 
resources from implementation of the Mather Field Project which consisted of a 
realignment of Zinfandel Drive and trunk sewer extension, creation of the Mather 
Preserve and the establishment of an Urban Development Area designation for the 
Mather South Plan Area.  

The EIR concluded less than significant or no impacts related to scenic resources and 
vistas, degradation of visual quality, and light and glare. The discussion of impacts can 
be found on page CK-3 of the Mather Field Project EIR and is hereby incorporated by 
reference.  

MATHER SOUTH PROJECT IMPACTS DETERMINATION 

IMPACT: DEGRADATION OF EXISTING VIEW AND VISUAL QUALITY 
Implementation of the Mather South Project would result in the development and 
urbanization of approximately 795 acres of the 848-acre Plan Area. Approximately 53 
acres west of Zinfandel Drive is included as part of the Mather Preserve, which would 
retain its current undeveloped nature. The project also integrates an additional 157 
acres of open space into the Plan Area, which includes 33 acres of nature preserve, 50 
acres for detention basins, and 74 acres to be used for drainage/trail corridors and 
landscape buffers. These open space features are dispersed throughout the Plan Area. 
However, development of the Mather South Project would cause urbanization of the 
Plan Area, which would be visible from several adjacent roads. Development of the Plan 
Area would result in the construction of buildings, roadways, parks, and utility 
structures, along with landscaping, which would obscure distant views of the horizons in 
all directions.  
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The Plan Area currently consists of open grassland, interspersed with scattered 
wetlands and vernal pools and is typical of the larger rural agricultural setting of the 
area. The southern portion of the Plan Area would be developed with the highest 
intensity land uses including high density residential (up to 20 dwelling units/acre), the 
Research and Development Park, and commercial uses. These changes would 
substantially alter the existing visual character of the site from adjacent viewpoints 
(Plate AE-1).  

Views would change from open space and grassland in an undeveloped setting to a 
relatively urban residential development. Drivers along Kiefer Boulevard would be the 
most sensitive to these changes in views. Views from Zinfandel Drive along the western 
portion of the project would similarly change as there are multiple parcels zoned for 
commercial uses along the east side of the roadway. 

Distant views of the Plan Area from Independence of Mather would also be altered. 
Mather Preserve provides a buffer of approximately of 2,000 feet from the closest 
homes to the Plan Area; however, instead of extended views of open space, the Mather 
South Project would result in visible development beyond the preserved lands. Views of 
the Plan Area are limited from the north and east because of the Folsom South Canal 
and the Mather Golf course. Views from Sunrise Boulevard would not change 
substantially but could result in views of rooftops from various locations. Although public 
views of the Plan Area from the north would not noticeably change, patrons of Mather 
Golf course would have views of single-family homes instead of open space.  

The project would result in the construction of single-family attached, detached, and 
multi-family apartments, townhomes, and condominiums of up to two-stories. The 
proposed housing would be designed to be consistent with the design aesthetic of the 
community to create a cohesive and unified presentation across the development. 
Because of the timing of buildout, specific designs have not been selected, but general 
guidance is provided in Chapter 6 of the Community Master Plan. The project is not 
located immediately adjacent to other existing housing developments; therefore, 
community designs and architecture styles can be more flexible because the project 
would not be required to conform to an existing community character.  

Internal roadways would be landscaped, and trees would be planted throughout the site 
consistent with the Community Master Plan. The project would include drought tolerant, 
non-invasive species with a preference for native species, and this would be consistent 
throughout the development. Upon maturity, landscaping and trees would improve the 
visual character of the development by partially screening the development from 
surrounding viewpoints. There are no adjacent rural residences, so the change in visual 
context would be noticed by users of perimeter roadways and possibly by residents and 
visitors of the Independence at Mather South community.  

The project would require new electrical infrastructure to be developed by SMUD to 
serve the project’s demand. A new electrical distribution substation and subtransmission 
lines would be constructed to connect to the project to the Jackson Bulk Substation, the 
development of which is discussed in detail in Chapter 19, “Summary of Impacts and 
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Their Disposition.” As discussed in Chapter 1, “Project Description,” there are two on-
site options for the location of the new distribution substation and overhead 
subtransmission lines: 

Option A:  The distribution substation would be located in the center of the 
Plan Area within COMM1, this would be connected to 69-kV 
overhead subtransmission lines that would run along the east side 
of Zinfandel Drive.  

Option B:  The distribution substation would be located on the eastern side of 
the Plan Area within R17a, with a 69-kV overhead line that would 
run along the east side of the Regional Bike Trail on the west side 
of the Folsom South Canal.  

Under either option, the distribution substation would be required to meet the demand 
generated by the project and to distribute electricity throughout the Mather South 
Project. It would be located within the Plan Area and would be located such that no 
adjacency impacts with nearby land uses would occur (e.g., directly adjacent to 
residential uses). While exact design details are not available, the following summary is 
a good faith effort at describing the typical distribution substation characteristics  

The facility would require approximately 1.5 acres and would be energized by 
connecting to 69-kV subtransmission lines that are supplied by the Jackson Bulk 
Substation. Bulk substations typically step-down transmission line voltage of 230 kV to 
distribution subtransmission voltage of 69 kV through power transformers. The 
distribution substations would in turn step down the electricity supply to 12 kV for 
delivery to residential neighborhoods. Each distribution substation would include up to 
two transformers, eight capacitor banks, two backup battery systems, two metal clad 
switchgears, and one or two poles with a disconnect switch. Substations will require an 
access road of at least 20-feet wide if the access roads are straight, and 24-foot wide if 
there are turns. SMUD’s standard construction for sub-transmission lines is overhead 
construction with poles that if pole-mounted would be approximately 65-feet tall. The 
distribution substations would distribute electricity via underground and/or overhead 
12-kV lines to neighborhoods. Permanent utility easements would be required. 
Construction of the distribution substations would occur over a one-year period. 

Option A would result in siting overhead 69-kV subtransmission lines along the edge of 
Mather Preserve that would be approximately 65-feet tall. Although powerlines do not 
block views, they do represent an urbanizing element and would disrupt the visual 
context of the natural landscape. The project includes additional open space adjacent to 
the Mather Preserve that would help to maintain that visual quality, nonetheless, views 
of the preserve would be diminished from existing conditions. Therefore, placement of 
powerlines adjacent to Mather Preserve would add a feature that would substantially 
degrade the visual quality along Zinfandel Drive creating a potentially significant impact.  

Option B would result in siting overhead 69-kV subtransmission lines along the west 
side of Folsom South Canal. These subtransmission lines could alter existing public 
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views from Sunrise Boulevard; however, they would be over 250 feet away. This 
distance reduces visual impacts from Sunrise Boulevard. Furthermore, Sunrise 
Boulevard supports high vehicle speeds with many existing overhead powerlines; 
therefore, views of distant powerlines would not substantially change views in the area. 
Impacts associated with siting new subtransmission lines along Folsom South Canal 
would not be significant.  

Public views of the Plan Area would permanently change from views of flat, largely 
undeveloped land, to a more suburban and urban environment consisting of homes, 
roads, commercial buildings, landscaping, and other municipal infrastructure. In general, 
views of the Plan Area would exhibit more suburban tendencies, with rooflines and 
commercial buildings becoming predominant. As described in the Environmental 
Setting, the project would be required to comply with existing and proposed design 
standards, which provide requirements that would maintain order and continuity 
throughout the design of the project. The Community Master Plan includes design 
guidelines that would result in the development of a cohesive and orderly aesthetic. 
Nonetheless, because the area is currently undeveloped, the project would result in a 
permanent and substantial change to the visual character of the area.  

The urbanization that would occur by the implementation and buildout of the Mather 
South Project would result in a permanent alteration of views and visual quality of the 
Plan Area and surrounding areas. Although, the project would alter the existing 
undeveloped state of the project site, the development would only be seen at a 
distance, would not dominate the views, and would be visible for a short period of time 
to travelers along nearby roadways. While the project includes adoption of a Community 
Master Plan with Design Guidelines and Development Standards, and would implement 
a cohesive landscaping program to ensure an attractive new development that would 
integrate the new uses with an adjacent preserve, the change in visual quality would be 
permanent and drastic, regardless of whether or not the new development community 
would be visually appealing or not. This would be a significant impact. Besides design 
guidelines and policies that would guide the visual characteristics of a development and 
which are already required for the project, no other feasible mitigation is available to 
reduce the magnitude of visual changes that would occur at the site. Therefore, this 
impact would be significant and unavoidable. 

MITIGATION MEASURES 
None available.  

IMPACT: NEW SOURCES OF LIGHT OR GLARE 
The Plan Area is currently undeveloped and does not contain existing lighting or 
sources of glare. However, residential development and roadways surrounding the 
project site currently produce a moderate amount of nighttime lighting. The Plan Area is 
designated as an LZ2 zone (semi-rural) (low levels of ambient nighttime light) under the 
County’s Lighting Ordinance. With development of the project, sources of nighttime 
lighting would be added to the environment and would moderately increase nighttime 
lighting in the area with the type and intensity of lighting consistent with suburban 
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residential neighborhoods. The project would result in standard lighting systems with 
average light output, such as porch lights, parking lot lights, street lighting, and similar. 
When viewed from more distant areas, the lighting associated with the residential 
development could increase skyglow in the area because the existing project site is 
currently dark. Additionally, there could be some disruption for wildlife which use the 
habitats surrounding the site because sky glow would increase ambient lighting 
conditions in the area, even as direct light would be shielded from impacts to preserve 
areas. This would be a potentially significant impact.  

Development on the Plan Area could also increase daytime glare because of an 
increase in the number of windows and use of certain types of building materials. The 
project would also result in thousands of new residential units that would be required to 
include rooftop photovoltaic (PV) solar panels per new California Energy Commission 
regulations adopted in May 2018. In some cases, concerns have been raised about the 
possibility of PV-induced glare causing conflicts with airline pilots. However, according 
to the US Department of Energy (DOE), it is a common misconception that PV panels 
inherently cause excessive glare that results in nuisances to neighbors and additional 
safety risks to pilots. The DOE points out that while PV panels can create some glare, 
their function is to absorb light, rather than reflect it. The DOE provides a fact sheet to 
provide additional information on potential issues associated with glare from PV panels 
and to dispel common misconceptions about PV panels. The fact sheet, prepared by 
Meister Consultants Group (DOE 2014), points out PV panels are usually built with 
dark-colored materials, which absorb light and are covered with anti-reflective coating 
that reflect less than 2 percent of incoming light. This is similar to the absorption rates of 
water, and less than soil and wood shingles. The fact sheet also points out that there is 
often confusion between the use of solar PV systems and concentrated solar power 
(CSP) systems, which use mirrors to reflect light to heat water, which can be significant 
sources of glare, but are used for other purposes and not for residential electricity-
generation, as would be required by the regulations.  

The proposed Development Standards of the Community Master Plan rely on the 
County Zoning Code (Section 3.6.6.C), which requires that all solar collectors (i.e., PV 
panels) are oriented on rooftops or other hardscape areas to avoid unreasonable glare 
from solar panels onto adjacent properties. This, combined with the light absorbing 
design of solar panels, as well as the distance from Mather Airport and topography of 
the site, would ensure that solar PV panels on buildings developed within the Plan Area 
would not result in conditions that would create major new sources of glare. Therefore, 
impacts associated with glare would be less than significant.  

Impacts related to lighting would be a potentially significant impact, however, as a 
standard condition, the project would be required to comply with General Plan Policy 
LU-31, the County’s Zoning Code (in accordance with specific lighting regulations by 
development type), and Section 5 of the County Improvement Standards. These 
requirements would ensure that light and glare created by the proposed development 
would be minimized through use of lighting fixtures that are directed away from adjacent 
areas to minimize light pollution and spillage onto adjacent properties. Additionally, 
Mitigation Measure AE-1 would require all lighting applications developed within the 
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Plan Area to use fixtures approved by and following illumination levels per the 
Illuminating Engineering Society of North America. Therefore, impacts associated with 
the creation of light or glare, such that it would adversely affect daytime or nighttime 
views in the area, would be less than significant with mitigation incorporated. 

MITIGATION MEASURES 
AE-1. The Community Master Plan shall be amended to require all lighting 

applications to use fixtures approved by the International Dark Sky 
Association.   
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4 AIR QUALITY 

INTRODUCTION  

The Mather Field Project EIR (2016) evaluated the Mather South Plan Area at the plan-
level and that analysis is hereby incorporated by reference in this EIR and is 
summarized below where appropriate. This chapter includes a discussion of existing air 
quality conditions, a summary of applicable regulations, and an analysis of potential 
construction and operational air quality impacts caused by implementation of the Mather 
South Project. Mitigation measures are recommended as necessary to reduce 
significant air quality impacts to the extent feasible. 

During the NOP scoping process, no commenters raised concerns about air quality. A 
copy of the NOP and comment letters received in response to the NOP are included in 
Appendix PD-2 of this Mather South Project Draft EIR.  

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING  

The Plan Area is located adjacent to the City of Rancho Cordova, within Sacramento 
County, California, which is within the Sacramento Valley Air Basin (SVAB). The SVAB also 
includes all of Butte, Colusa, Glenn, Shasta, Sutter, Tehama, Yolo, and Yuba Counties; the 
western portion of Placer County; and the eastern portion of Solano County.  

The ambient concentrations of air pollutant emissions are determined by the amount of 
emissions released by the sources of air pollutants and the atmosphere’s ability to 
transport and dilute such emissions. Natural factors that affect transport and dilution 
include terrain, wind, atmospheric stability, and sunlight. Therefore, existing air quality 
conditions in the area are determined by such natural factors as topography, 
meteorology, and climate, in addition to the amount of emissions released by existing 
air pollutant sources, as discussed separately below. 

TOPOGRAPHY, METEOROLOGY, AND CLIMATE 
The SVAB is a relatively flat area bordered by the north Coast Ranges to the west and 
the northern Sierra Nevada to the east. Air flows into the SVAB through the Carquinez 
Strait, the only breach in the western mountain barrier, and moves across the 
Sacramento River–San Joaquin River Delta (Delta) from the San Francisco Bay area. 

The Mediterranean climate type of the SVAB is characterized by hot, dry summers and 
cool, rainy winters. During the summer, daily temperatures range from 50 degrees 
Fahrenheit (°F) to more than 100°F. The inland location and surrounding mountains 
shelter the area from much of the ocean breezes that keep the coastal regions 
moderate in temperature. Most precipitation in the area results from air masses that 
move in from the Pacific Ocean, usually from the west or northwest, during the winter 
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months. More than half the total annual precipitation falls during the winter rainy season 
(November through February); the average winter temperature is a moderate 49°F. Also 
characteristic of SVAB winters are periods of dense and persistent low-level fog, which 
are most prevalent between storms. The prevailing winds are moderate in speed and 
vary from moisture-laden breezes from the south to dry land flows from the north.  

The mountains surrounding the SVAB create a barrier to airflow, which leads to the 
entrapment of air pollutants when meteorological conditions are unfavorable for 
transport and dilution. The highest frequency of poor air movement occurs in the fall and 
winter when high-pressure cells are present over the SVAB. The lack of surface wind 
during these periods, combined with the reduced vertical flow caused by a decline in 
surface heating, reduces the influx of air and leads to the concentration of air pollutants 
under stable metrological conditions. Surface concentrations of air pollutant emissions 
are highest when these conditions occur in combination with agricultural burning 
activities or with temperature inversions, which hamper dispersion by creating a ceiling 
over the area and trapping air pollutants near the ground. 

Elevated levels of ozone typically occur May through October in the SVAB. This period 
is characterized by poor air movement in the mornings with the arrival of the Delta sea 
breeze from the southwest in the afternoons. In addition, longer daylight hours provide a 
plentiful amount of sunlight to fuel photochemical reactions between ROG and NOX, 
which result in ozone formation. Typically, the Delta breeze transports air pollutants 
northward out of the SVAB; however, a phenomenon known as the Schultz Eddy 
prevents this from occurring during approximately half of the time from July to 
September. The Schultz Eddy phenomenon causes the wind to shift southward and 
blow air pollutants back into the SVAB. This phenomenon exacerbates the 
concentration of air pollutant emissions in the area and contributes to the area violating 
the ambient-air quality standards. 

The local meteorology of the Plan Area and vicinity is represented by measurements 
recorded at the Western Regional Climate Center (WRCC) Sacramento 5 ESE station. 
The normal annual precipitation is approximately 18 inches. January temperatures 
range from a normal minimum of 40°F to a normal maximum of 53.5°F. July 
temperatures range from a normal minimum of 59.2°F to a normal maximum of 92°F 
(WRCC 2018). The predominant wind direction is from the south (WRCC 2017).  

EXISTING AIR QUALITY 

CRITERIA AIR POLLUTANTS 
Concentrations of emissions from criteria air pollutants indicate the quality of the 
ambient air. Brief descriptions of key criteria air pollutants in the SVAB are provided 
below. Emission source types, health effects are summarized below. Sacramento 
County’s attainment status for the California Ambient Air Quality Standards (CAAQS) 
and the National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS) are shown in Table AQ-1. 
Monitoring data applicable to the Plan Area is provided in Table AQ-2. 
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Table AQ-1: Attainment Status Designations for Sacramento County 
Pollutant Federal Standard State Standard 

Respirable particulate matter 
(PM10) Attainment (24-hour) 

Nonattainment (24-hour) 

Nonattainment (Annual) 

Fine particulate matter (PM2.5) 
Nonattainment (24-hour) (No State Standard for 24-Hour) 

Unclassified/Attainment (Annual) Nonattainment (Annual) 

Carbon monoxide (CO) 
Attainment (1-hour) Attainment (1-hour) 

Attainment (8-hour) Attainment (8-hour) 

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) 
Unclassified/Attainment (1-hour) Attainment (1-hour) 

Unclassified/Attainment (Annual) Attainment (Annual) 

Sulfur dioxide (SO2)5 (Attainment Pending) (1-Hour) 
Attainment (1-hour) 

Attainment (24-hour) 

Lead (Particulate) Unclassified/Attainment (3-month 
rolling avg.) Attainment (30-day average) 

Hydrogen Sulfide 

No Federal Standard 

Unclassified (1-hour) 

Sulfates Attainment (24-hour) 

Visibly Reducing Particles Unclassified (8-hour) 
Notes: 
1 Air Quality meets federal 1-hour Ozone standard (77 FR 64036). EPA revoked this standard, but some associated requirements 
still apply. SMAQMD attained the standard in 2009. SMAQMD has requested EPA recognize attainment to fulfill the requirements. 
2 Per Health and Safety Code (HSC) § 40921.5(c), the classification is based on 1989 – 1991 data, and therefore does not 
change. 
3 1997 Standard. 
4 2008 Standard. 
Source: SMAQMD 2016 

OZONE 
Ground-level ozone is not emitted directly into the air but is created by chemical 
reactions between reactive organic gases (ROG) and oxides of nitrogen (NOX). This 
happens when pollutants emitted by cars, power plants, industrial boilers, refineries, 
chemical plants, and other sources chemically react in the presence of sunlight. Ozone 
at ground level is a harmful pollutant, because of its effects on people and the 
environment, and is the main component in smog (EPA 2016). 

Acute health effects of ozone exposure include increased respiratory and pulmonary 
resistance, cough, pain, shortness of breath, and lung inflammation. Chronic health 
effects include permeability of respiratory epithelia and possibility of permanent lung 
impairment (EPA 2016). Emissions of the ozone precursors ROG and NOX have 
decreased over the past two decades across California because of more stringent 
motor vehicle standards and cleaner burning fuels (CARB 2014). 
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NITROGEN DIOXIDE 
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is a brownish, highly reactive gas that is present in all urban 
environments. The major human-made sources of NO2 are combustion devices, such 
as boilers, gas turbines, and mobile and stationary reciprocating internal combustion 
engines. Combustion devices emit primarily nitric oxide (NO), which reacts through 
oxidation in the atmosphere to form NO2. The combined emissions of NO and NO2 are 
referred to as NOX and are reported as equivalent NO2. Because NO2 is formed and 
depleted by reactions associated with photochemical smog (ozone), the NO2 
concentration in a particular geographical area may not be representative of the local 
sources of NOX emissions (EPA 2012). 

Acute health effects of exposure to NOX includes coughing, difficulty breathing, vomiting, 
headache, eye irritation, chemical pneumonitis, or pulmonary edema, breathing 
abnormalities, cough, cyanosis, chest pain, rapid heartbeat, and death. Chronic health 
effects include chronic bronchitis and decreased lung function (EPA 2016).  

PARTICULATE MATTER 
Respirable particulate matter with an aerodynamic diameter of 10 micrometers or less is 
referred to as PM10. PM10 consists of particulate matter emitted directly into the air, such 
as fugitive dust, soot, and smoke from mobile and stationary sources, construction 
operations, fires and natural windblown dust, and particulate matter formed in the 
atmosphere by reaction of gaseous precursors (CARB 2014). Fine particulate matter 
(PM2.5) includes a subgroup of smaller particles that have an aerodynamic diameter of 2.5 
micrometers or less. PM10 emissions in the SVAB are dominated by emissions from area 
sources, primarily fugitive dust from vehicle travel on unpaved and paved roads, farming 
operations, construction and demolition, and particles from residential fuel combustion. 
Direct emissions of PM10 are projected to remain relatively constant through 2035. Direct 
emissions of PM2.5 have steadily declined in the SVAB between 2000 and 2010 and then 
are projected to increase very slightly through 2035. Emissions of PM2.5 in the SVAB are 
dominated by the same sources as emissions of PM10 (CARB 2014). 

Acute health effects of PM10 exposure include breathing and respiratory symptoms, 
aggravation of existing respiratory and cardiovascular diseases, and premature death. 
Chronic health effects include alterations to the immune system and carcinogenesis 
(EPA 2016). 

MONITORING STATION DATA AND ATTAINMENT AREA DESIGNATIONS 
Criteria air pollutant concentrations are measured at several monitoring stations in the 
SVAB. The Sloughhouse station is the closest station to the project site with recent data 
for ozone. The closest station to the project site with data for PM10 is the Sacramento-
Branch Center Road #2 air monitoring station while PM2.5 is monitored at the Sacramento 
– Health Department monitoring station. In general, the ambient air quality measurements 
from these stations are representative of the air quality near the project site. Table AQ-2 
summarizes the air quality data from the last three years (2015—2017). 
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Both California Air Resources Board (CARB) and U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) use this type of monitoring data to designate areas according to their 
attainment status for criteria air pollutants (attainment designations are summarized 
above in Table AQ-1). 

Table AQ-2: Summary of Annual Data on Ambient Air Quality (2014-2016)1 
 2015 2016 2017 

Ozone 

Maximum concentration (1-hr/8-hr avg, ppm) 0.122/0.094 0.103/0.088 0.091/0.083 

Number of days state standard exceeded (1-hr/8-hr) 4/14 4/7 0/7 

Number of days national standard exceeded (8-hr) 14 17 6 

Fine Particulate Matter (PM2.5) 

Maximum concentration (24-hour μg/m3) 35.5 20.2 34.5 

Number of days national standard exceeded (24-
hour measured)2 3.5 * * 

Respirable Particulate Matter (PM10)3 

Maximum concentration (μg/m3) 45.0 44.0 81.0 

Number of days state standard exceeded 0 0 18.4 

Number of days national standard exceeded 0 0 0 
Notes: μg/m3 = micrograms per cubic meter; ppm = parts per million  
1 Measurements from the Sloughhouse station for ozone.  
2 Measurements obtained from the Sacramento–Health Dept. Stockton Blvd. station.  
3 Measurements obtained from the Sacramento-Branch Center Road #2 station. 
* Insufficient data available. 
Source: CARB 2018 

TOXIC AIR CONTAMINANTS 
According to the California Almanac of Emissions and Air Quality, most of the estimated 
health risks from TACs can be attributed to relatively few compounds, the most 
important being diesel PM (CARB 2014:5-2 to 5-4). Diesel PM differs from other TACs 
in that it is not a single substance, but rather a complex mixture of hundreds of 
substances. Although diesel PM is emitted by diesel-fueled internal combustion 
engines, the composition of the emissions varies depending on engine type, operating 
conditions, fuel composition, lubricating oil, and whether an emissions control system is 
being used. Unlike the other TACs, no ambient monitoring data are available for diesel 
PM because no routine measurement method currently exists. However, CARB has 
made preliminary concentration estimates based on a PM exposure method. This 
method uses the CARB emissions inventory’s PM10 database, ambient PM10 monitoring 
data, and the results from several studies to estimate concentrations of diesel PM. In 
addition to diesel PM, the TACs for which data are available that pose the greatest 
existing ambient risk in California are benzene, 1,3-butadiene, acetaldehyde, carbon 
tetrachloride, hexavalent chromium, para-dichlorobenzene, formaldehyde, methylene 
chloride, and perchloroethylene. 
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Diesel PM poses the greatest health risk among these 10 TACs mentioned. Based on 
receptor modeling techniques, CARB estimated its health risk to be 360 excess cancer 
cases per million people in the SVAB in the year 2000 (CARB 2009:5-83). Overall, 
statewide emissions of diesel PM are forecasted to decline by 71 percent between 2000 
and 2035 (CARB 2014:3-8). 

ODORS 
Odors are generally regarded as an annoyance rather than a health hazard. However, 
manifestations of a person’s reaction to foul odors can range from psychological (e.g., 
irritation, anger, or anxiety) to physiological (e.g., circulatory and respiratory effects, 
nausea, vomiting, and headache). 

The ability to detect odors varies considerably among the population and overall is quite 
subjective. Some individuals can smell very minute quantities of specific substances; 
others may not have the same sensitivity but may have sensitivities to odors of other 
substances. In addition, people may have different reactions to the same odor; an odor 
that is offensive to one person may be perfectly acceptable to another (e.g., fast food 
restaurant). It is important to also note that an unfamiliar odor is more easily detected 
and is more likely to cause complaints than a familiar one. This is because of the 
phenomenon known as odor fatigue, in which a person can become desensitized to 
almost any odor and recognition only occurs with an alteration in the intensity. 

The Sacramento Rendering Company (SRC) has operated a rendering plant on Kiefer 
Boulevard since 1955 and is located approximately 700 feet south of the Plan Area. 
SRC receives restaurant grease and animal waste materials and renders them into 
products used in the manufacturing of many everyday items such as soaps, cosmetics, 
candles, and animal feed. Odor complaint data was provided by SMAQMD for the past 
25 years and indicates that the facility generates objectionable odors to nearby 
receptors. Given the nature of the operations at SRC, the facility is regulated by a 
number of agencies, including the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management 
District (SMAQMD). The SMAQMD’s role in regulating SRC is to ensure that SRC follows 
federal, state, and local air pollution control regulations designed to protect the public 
health. Additional information about SMAQMD’s role in regulating operations at SRC are 
provided below in the Regulatory Setting.   

SENSITIVE RECEPTORS 
Sensitive receptors are generally considered to include those land uses where exposure 
to pollutants could result in health-related risks to sensitive individuals, such as children 
or the elderly. Residential dwellings, schools, hospitals, playgrounds, and similar 
facilities are of primary concern because of the presence of individuals particularly 
sensitive to pollutants and the potential for increased and prolonged exposure of 
individuals to pollutants.  

New residences would be constructed as part of the Mather South Project and located 
throughout the Plan Area. Two new schools and one environmental education campus, 
are proposed. Refer to Plate PD-9 for residential land use, schools, and environmental 
education campus locations. The closest nearby existing sensitive receptors are located 
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along Sunrise Boulevard, approximately 500 feet east of the eastern Plan Area. Other 
residential areas are located approximately 2,250 feet west of the western Plan Area 
boundary (i.e., Zinfandel Drive) and approximately 2,000 feet east of the eastern Plan 
Area boundary. 

REGULATORY SETTING 

Air quality within the project area is regulated through the efforts of various federal, 
State, regional, and local government agencies. These agencies work jointly, as well as 
individually, to improve air quality through legislation, planning, policy-making, 
education, and a variety of other programs. The agencies responsible for improving air 
quality within the SVAB are discussed below. 

FEDERAL  

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
EPA has been charged with implementing national air quality programs. EPA’s air 
quality mandates are drawn primarily from the federal Clean Air Act (CAA), which was 
enacted in 1970. The most recent major amendments made by Congress were in 1990. 

CRITERIA AIR POLLUTANTS 
The CAA required EPA to establish NAAQS. As shown in Table AQ-3, EPA has 
established primary and secondary NAAQS for the following criteria air pollutants: 
ozone, carbon monoxide (CO), NO2, sulfur dioxide (SO2), respirable and fine particulate 
matter (PM10 and PM2.5), and lead. The primary standards protect the public health with 
an adequate health margin for safety and the secondary standards protect public 
welfare from adverse effects, including those related to effects on soils, water, crops, 
vegetation, human-made materials, animals, wildlife, weather, visibility, and climate. 
The CAA also required each state to prepare a State implementation plan (SIP) for 
attaining and maintaining the NAAQS. The federal Clean Air Act Amendments of 1990 
(CAAA) added requirements for states with nonattainment areas to revise their SIPs to 
incorporate additional control measures to reduce air pollution. The SIP is modified 
periodically to reflect the latest emissions inventories, planning documents, and rules 
and regulations of the air basins as reported by their jurisdictional agencies. EPA is 
responsible for reviewing all SIPs to determine whether they conform to the mandates 
of the CAA and its amendments, and whether implementation will achieve air quality 
goals. If EPA determines a SIP to be inadequate, a federal implementation plan that 
imposes additional control measures may be prepared for the nonattainment area. If an 
approvable SIP is not submitted or implemented within the mandated time frame, 
sanctions may be applied to transportation funding and stationary air pollution sources 
in the air basin.  
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Table AQ-3: Ambient Air Quality Standards 

Pollutant Averaging Time Californiaa,b 
Nationalc 

Primaryb,d Secondaryb,e 

Ozone 
1-hour 0.09 ppm 

(180 μg/m3) –e Same as primary 
standard 

8-hour 0.070 ppm 
(137 μg/m3) 

0.075 ppm 
(147 μg/m3) 

Carbon monoxide (CO) 
1-hour 20 ppm 

(23 mg/m3) 
35 ppm 

(40 mg/m3) 
Same as primary 

standard 

8-hour 9 ppmf 

(10 mg/m3) 
9 ppm 

(10 mg/m3) 

Nitrogen dioxide 
(NO2)g 

Annual arithmetic 
mean 

0.030 ppm 
(57 μg/m3) 

53 ppb 
(100 μg/m3) 

Same as primary 
standard 

1-hour 0.18 ppm 
(339 μg/m3) 

100 ppb 
(188 μg/m3) 

— 

Sulfur dioxide (SO2) 

24-hour 0.04 ppm 
(105 μg/m3) — — 

3-hour — — 0.5 ppm 
(1300 μg/m3) 

1-hour 0.25 ppm 
(655 μg/m3) 

75 ppb 
(196 μg/m3) 

— 

Respirable particulate 
matter (PM10) 

Annual arithmetic 
mean 20 μg/m3 — Same as primary 

standard 

24-hour 50 μg/m3 150 μg/m3 

Fine particulate matter 
(PM2.5) 

Annual arithmetic 
mean 12 μg/m3 12.0 μg/m3 15.0 μg/m3 

24-hour — 35 μg/m3 Same as primary 
standard 

Leadg 

Calendar quarter — 35 μg/m3 Same as primary 
standard 

30-Day average 1.5 μg/m3 — — 

Rolling 3-month 
average — 0.15 μg/m3 Same as primary 

standard 

Hydrogen sulfide 1-hour 0.03 ppm 
(42 μg/m3) 

No national standards 
Sulfates 24-hour 25 μg/m3 

Vinyl chloridef 24-hour 0.01 ppm 
(26 μg/m3) 

Visibility-reducing 
particulate matter 8-hour Extinction of 0.23 

per km 
Notes: µg/m3 = micrograms per cubic meter; km = kilometers; ppb = parts per billion; ppm = parts per million. 
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Pollutant Averaging Time Californiaa,b 
Nationalc 

Primaryb,d Secondaryb,e 

a. California standards for ozone, SO2 (1- and 24-hour), NO2, particulate matter, and visibility-reducing particles are values that 
are not to be exceeded. All others are not to be equaled or exceeded. California ambient air quality standards are listed in the 
Table of Standards in Section 70200 of Title 17 of the California Code of Regulations. 

.b Concentration expressed first in units in which it was issued. Equivalent units given in parentheses are based on a reference 
temperature of 25 degrees Celsius (°C) and a reference pressure of 760 torr. Most measurements of air quality are to be 
corrected to a reference temperature of 25°C and a reference pressure of 760 torr; ppm in this table refers to ppm by volume, 
or micromoles of pollutant per mole of gas.  

c. National standards (other than ozone, particulate matter, and those based on annual averages or annual arithmetic means) are 
not to be exceeded more than once a year. The ozone standard is attained when the fourth highest 8-hour concentration in a 
year, averaged over three years, is equal to or less than the standard. The PM10 24-hour standard is attained when 99 percent 
of the daily concentrations, averaged over three years, are equal to or less than the standard. The PM2.5 24-hour standard is 
attained when 98 percent of the daily concentrations, averaged over three years, are equal to or less than the standard. 
Contact the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for further clarification and current federal policies. 

d. National primary standards: The levels of air quality necessary, with an adequate margin of safety, to protect the public health. 
e. National secondary standards: The levels of air quality necessary to protect the public welfare from any known or anticipated 

adverse effects of a pollutant.  
f. The California Air Resources Board has identified lead and vinyl chloride as toxic air contaminants with no threshold of 

exposure for adverse health effects determined. These actions allow for the implementation of control measures at levels below 
the ambient concentrations specified for these pollutants. 

Source: CARB 2016 

TOXIC AIR CONTAMINANTS 
Toxic air contaminants (TACs), or in federal parlance, hazardous air pollutants (HAPs) 
are a defined set of airborne pollutants that may pose a present or potential hazard to 
human health. A TAC is defined as an air pollutant that may cause or contribute to an 
increase in mortality or in serious illness, or that may pose a hazard to human health. 
TACs are usually present in minute quantities in the ambient air; however, their high 
toxicity or health risk may pose a threat to public health even at low concentrations. 

A wide range of sources, from industrial plants to motor vehicles, emit TACs. The health 
effects associated with TACs are quite diverse and generally are assessed locally, 
rather than regionally. TACs can cause long-term health effects such as cancer, birth 
defects, neurological damage, asthma, bronchitis or genetic damage; or short-term 
acute affects such as eye watering, respiratory irritation (a cough), running nose, throat 
pain, and headaches.  

For evaluation purposes, TACs are separated into carcinogens and non-carcinogens 
based on the nature of the physiological effects associated with exposure to the 
pollutant. Carcinogens are assumed to have no safe threshold below which health 
impacts would not occur. This contrasts with criteria air pollutants for which acceptable 
levels of exposure can be determined and for which the ambient standards have been 
established (Table AQ-3). Cancer risk from TACs is expressed as excess cancer cases 
per one million exposed individuals, typically over a lifetime of exposure.  

EPA and, in California, CARB regulate HAPs and TACs, respectively, through statutes 
and regulations that generally require the use of the maximum available control 
technology or best available control technology for toxics to limit emissions. 
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STATE 
CARB is the agency responsible for coordination and oversight of State and local air 
pollution control programs in California and for implementing the California Clean Air Act 
(CCAA). The CCAA, which was adopted in 1988, required CARB to establish CAAQS 
(Table AQ-3). 

CRITERIA AIR POLLUTANTS 
CARB has established CAAQS for sulfates, hydrogen sulfide, vinyl chloride, visibility-
reducing particulate matter, and the above-mentioned criteria air pollutants. In most 
cases the CAAQS are more stringent than the NAAQS. Differences in the standards are 
generally explained by the health effects studies considered during the standard-setting 
process and the interpretation of the studies. In addition, the CAAQS incorporate a 
margin of safety to protect sensitive individuals. 

The CCAA requires that all local air districts in the state endeavor to achieve and maintain 
the CAAQS by the earliest date practical. The act specifies that local air districts should 
focus attention on reducing the emissions from transportation and area-wide emission 
sources, and provides air districts with the authority to regulate indirect sources. 

TOXIC AIR CONTAMINANTS 
TACs in California are regulated primarily through the Tanner Air Toxics Act (Assembly 
Bill [AB] 1807, Chapter 1047, Statutes of 1983) and the Air Toxics Hot Spots 
Information and Assessment Act of 1987 (AB 2588, Chapter 1252, Statutes of 1987). 
AB 1807 sets forth a formal procedure for ARB to designate substances as TACs. 
Research, public participation, and scientific peer review are required before CARB can 
designate a substance as a TAC. To date, CARB has identified more than 21 TACs and 
adopted EPA’s list of HAPs as TACs. Most recently, PM exhaust from diesel engines 
(diesel PM) was added to CARB’s list of TACs. 

After a TAC is identified, CARB then adopts an airborne toxics control measure for 
sources that emit that TAC. If a safe threshold exists for a substance at which there is 
no toxic effect, the control measure must reduce exposure below that threshold. If no 
safe threshold exists, the measure must incorporate best available control technology 
for toxics to minimize emissions.  

The Hot Spots Act requires that existing facilities that emit toxic substances above a 
specified level prepare an inventory of toxic emissions, prepare a risk assessment if 
emissions are significant, notify the public of significant risk levels, and prepare and 
implement risk reduction measures. 

AB 617 of 2017 aims to improve air quality and public health in communities where 
exposure to TAC sources are highest. AB 617 imposes a new state-mandated local 
program to address non-vehicular sources (e.g., refineries, manufacturing facilities) of 
criteria air pollutants and TACs. The bill requires CARB to identify high-pollution areas 
and directs air districts to focus air quality improvement efforts through adoption of 
community emission reduction programs within these identified areas. Currently, air 
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districts review individual sources and impose emissions limits on emitters based on 
based available control technology, pollutant type, and proximity to nearby existing land 
uses. This bill addresses the cumulative and additive nature of air pollutant health effects 
by requiring community-wide air quality assessment and emission reduction planning. 

CARB has adopted diesel exhaust control measures and more stringent emissions 
standards for various transportation-related mobile sources of emissions, including 
transit buses, and off-road diesel equipment (e.g., tractors, generators). Over time, the 
replacement of older vehicles will result in a vehicle fleet that produces substantially 
lower levels of TACs than under current conditions. Mobile-source emissions of TACs 
(e.g., benzene, 1-3-butadiene, diesel PM) have been reduced significantly over the last 
decade and will be reduced further in California through a progression of regulatory 
measures (e.g., Low Emission Vehicle/Clean Fuels and Phase II reformulated gasoline 
regulations) and control technologies. With implementation of CARB’s Risk Reduction 
Plan, it is expected that diesel PM concentrations will be 85 percent less in 2020 in 
comparison to year 2000. Adopted regulations are also expected to continue to reduce 
formaldehyde emissions from cars and light-duty trucks. As emissions are reduced, it is 
expected that risks associated with exposure to the emissions will also be reduced. 

LOCAL 

SACRAMENTO METROPOLITAN AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT 

CRITERIA AIR POLLUTANTS 
Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District (SMAQMD) is the primary 
agency responsible for planning to meet federal and State ambient air quality standards 
in Sacramento County. SMAQMD works with other local air districts in the Sacramento 
region to maintain the region’s portion of the SIP for ozone. The SIP is a compilation of 
plans and regulations that govern how the region and State will comply with the federal 
Clean Air Act requirements to attain and maintain the federal ozone standard. Ozone 
plans in the Sacramento Metro region include the 1994 Sacramento Area Regional 
Ozone Attainment Plan and the 2009 8-Hour Ozone Attainment and Reasonable 
Further Progress Plan. These plans were produced to develop a strategy to attain the 
federal one-hour and 8-hour ozone standards. The Sacramento Region has been 
designated as a “severe” 8-hour ozone nonattainment area with an extended attainment 
deadline of June 15, 2019.  

SMAQMD has developed a set of guidelines for use by lead agencies when preparing 
environmental documents. The guidelines contain thresholds of significance for criteria air 
pollutants and TACs, and make recommendations for conducting air quality analyses.  

All projects are subject to adopted SMAQMD rules and regulations in effect at the time 
of construction. Specific rules applicable to the construction of the project may include 
but are not limited to the following: 

• Rule 201: General Permit Requirements. Any project that includes the use of 
equipment capable of releasing emissions to the atmosphere may be required to 
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obtain permit(s) from SMAQMD before equipment operation. The applicant, 
developer, or operator of a project that includes an emergency generator, boiler, 
or heater should contact SMAQMD early to determine whether a permit is 
required, and to begin the permit application process. Portable construction 
equipment (e.g., generators, compressors, pile drivers, lighting equipment) with 
an internal combustion engine greater than 50 horsepower must have a 
SMAQMD permit or CARB portable equipment registration. 

• Rule 202: New Source Review. The purpose of this rule is to provide for the 
issuance of authorities to construct and permits to operate at new and modified 
stationary air pollution sources and to provide mechanisms, including emission 
offsets, by which authorities to construct such sources may be granted without 
interfering with the attainment or maintenance of ambient air quality standards. 

• Rule 402: Nuisance. A person shall not discharge from any source whatsoever 
such quantities of air contaminants or other materials which cause injury, 
detriment, nuisance or annoyance to any considerable number of persons or the 
public, or which endanger the comfort, repose, health or safety of any such 
persons or the public, or which cause or have natural tendency to cause injury or 
damage to business or property. 

• Rule 403: Fugitive Dust. The developer or contractor is required to control dust 
emissions from earthmoving activities or any other construction activity to prevent 
airborne dust from leaving the project site. 

• Rule 417: Wood Burning Appliances. The purpose of the rule is to limit emissions 
of particulate matter to the atmosphere from the operation of wood burning 
appliances. 

• Rule 442: Architectural Coatings. The purpose of the rule is to limit the emissions 
of VOCs from the use of architectural coatings supplied, sold, offered for sale, 
applied, solicited for application, or manufactured for use within the District. 

In addition, effective as of October 10, 2005, if modeled construction-generated 
emissions for a project are not reduced to SMAQMD’s thresholds of significance after 
the standard construction mitigation is applied, then an offsite construction mitigation 
fee is recommended. The fee must be paid before a grading permit can be issued. This 
fee is used by SMAQMD to purchase offsite emissions reductions. Such purchases are 
made through SMAQMD’s Agriculture and Construction Equipment Replacement 
Program, through which select owners of heavy-duty equipment in Sacramento County 
can repower or retrofit their old engines with cleaner engines or technologies. 

TOXIC AIR CONTAMINANTS 
At the local level, air districts may adopt and enforce CARB control measures. Under 
SMAQMD Rule 201 (“General Permit Requirements”), Rule 202 (“New Source 
Review”), and Rule 207 (“Federal Operating Permit”), all sources that possess the 
potential to emit TACs are required to obtain permits from SMAQMD. Permits may be 
granted to these operations if they are constructed and operated in accordance with 
applicable regulations, including New Source Review standards and air toxics control 
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measures. SMAQMD limits emissions and public exposure to TACs through several 
programs. SMAQMD prioritizes TAC-emitting stationary sources based on the quantity 
and toxicity of the TAC emissions and the proximity of the facilities to sensitive 
receptors. Sensitive receptors are people, or facilities that generally house people (e.g., 
schools, hospitals, residences), that may experience adverse effects from unhealthful 
concentrations of air pollutants. 

ODORS 
Although offensive odors rarely cause any physical harm, they can be very unpleasant, 
leading to considerable stress among the public and often generating citizen complaints 
to local governments and SMAQMD. SMAQMD’s Rule 402 (Nuisance) regulates 
odorous emissions. 

As mentioned above, SMAQMD is involved in regulating operations at SRC.  The 
principal method by which the SMAQMD regulates SRC is through a permit to 
operate. This permit requires SRC to operate in accordance with specific 
conditions. These conditions are enforced by regular compliance inspections. 
Due to the number of odor complaints the SMAQMD receives regarding SRC, the 
facility is inspected frequently to ensure that it is operating in full compliance 
with permit conditions. 
 
The surrounding land uses have changed considerably since SRC began 
operating at its current location. More recently, the County of Sacramento 
approved a large residential project in the Sunrise/Douglas area. When that 
development was approved by the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors, an 
agreement was reached between the developer, Sacramento County, and SRC to 
install an enhanced odor control system prior to the issuance of any building 
permits for structures located downwind of the plant. This particular odor control 
system was not required by any air pollution control regulations – it was a 
voluntary effort by the developer and SRC to reduce odors already known to exist 
around the plant. Even though this equipment was voluntarily installed, it is still 
subject to SMAQMD permitting requirements to ensure that it meets local, state, 
and federal emission requirements. 
 
SRC has indicated that the odor control equipment it installed is a state-of-the-art 
system that takes air from the rendering process through a combination of 
chemical and thermal treatments to reduce pollutants and odors. The primary air 
pollutants emitted from rendering operations are Volatile Organic Compounds 
(VOCs). There are many different types of VOCs which may be emitted, including 
organic sulfides, disulfides and aromatic compounds. Given the low odor 
detection threshold for some compounds and varying sensitivities among 
individuals who may detect odor downwind of the plant, it is possible to detect 
odors from SRC even though the odor control equipment is being operated within 
design specifications and in full compliance with SMAQMD permit conditions. 
 
In addition to its authority to establish permit conditions to limit the discharge of 
air pollutants from facilities, the SMAQMD has a nuisance rule (Rule 402) that, 
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under most scenarios, would apply when a facility operating in compliance with 
permit conditions is still causing a public odor nuisance. However, California 
Civil Code Section 3482.6, “The Right to Farm Act”, specifically (i) includes 
rendering plants in the definition of agricultural activity, and (ii) exempts 
agricultural processing facilities and rendering plants from nuisance rules if the 
nuisance is due to changed conditions that occur after an agricultural activity has 
been in continuous operation for more than three years (so long as it was not a 
nuisance at the time it began operation). 
 
SRC predates most of the other development in the surrounding area. 
Consequently, as to the newer developments, if SRC is operating within the limits 
of its SMAQMD permit and the SMAQMD receives odor complaints, the SMAQMD 
has no authority to take an enforcement action against the facility. 
 
However, the SMAQMD has worked with SRC in an effort to lessen odor impacts 
on the community, and SRC is interested in hearing from surrounding residents, 
businesses, and the general public with comments and/or concerns about their 
operations. To this end, SRC has established a 24-Hour Hotline 1-800-339-6493 
for reporting concerns. The hotline is staffed during business hours and voice 
mail after hours. SRC can be contacted directly via email at 
airyourthoughts@SRCCompanies.com or contact them by mail at 11350 Kiefer 
Boulevard, Mather, CA 95830. Additional information on SRC may also be found 
on the County of Sacramento’s website. 
 
In summary, to ensure SRC properly operates its odor control equipment, the 
SMAQMD conducts regular inspections of the plant. Under certain conditions, 
odors may be detected even when this equipment is operated properly. Given the 
limitations of the SMAQMD’s authority as it relates to rendering plants, odors 
alone do not constitute a violation of existing SMAQMD regulations. 

SACRAMENTO COUNTY GENERAL PLAN 
The Sacramento County General Plan contains the following policies related to air quality 
that may be applicable to the project.  

AQ-3. Buffers and/or other appropriate mitigation shall be established on a project-
by-project basis and incorporated during review to provide for protection of 
sensitive receptors from sources of air pollution or odor. The California Air 
Resources Board’s “Air Quality and Land Use Handbook: A Community 
Health Perspective,” and the [SMAQMD’s] approved Protocol (Protocol for 
Evaluating the Location of Sensitive Land uses Adjacent to Major Roadways) 
shall be utilized when establishing these buffers. 

AQ-4. Developments which meet or exceed thresholds of significance for ozone 
precursor pollutants as adopted by the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality 
Management District, shall be deemed to have a significant environmental 
impact. An Air Quality Mitigation Plan shall be submitted to the County of 
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Sacramento prior to project approval, subject to review and recommendation 
as to technical adequacy by the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality 
Management District. 

AQ-16. Prohibit the idling of on- and off-road engines when the vehicle is not moving 
or when the off-road equipment is not performing work for a period of time 
greater than five minutes in any one-hour period. 

AQ-19. Require all feasible reductions in emissions for the operation of construction 
vehicles and equipment on major land development and roadway 
construction projects. 

COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO CLIMATE ACTION PLAN 
On November 9, 2011, the County of Sacramento adopted the Climate Action Plan – 
Strategy and Framework document, which presented a framework for reducing 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and developing second phase of the Climate Action 
Plan (CAP). On September 11, 2012, the Board of Supervisors adopted the Climate 
Action Plan – Government Operations, which identifies GHG emissions associated with 
government operations and develops sector level measures to reduce these GHG 
emissions. The County is currently working to develop the Communitywide CAP to 
address communitywide emissions. While the County of Sacramento CAP focuses 
specifically on reducing greenhouse gases, many of the plan’s measures have 
significant benefits for improving air quality as well.  

MATHER FIELD SPECIFIC PLAN AND SPECIAL PLANNING AREA ORDINANCE  
603-19. PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR MATHER FIELD EXCEPT THE SINGLE 
FAMILY RESIDENCES AND PARKS SUBAREAS AS IDENTIFIED IN SECTION 603-20.3 
AS “Site D.” 

AIR QUALITY  
N. The Mather Field Specific Plan area shall be included within a Transportation 

Management Association and shall implement a comprehensive Transportation 
Systems Management (TSM) Program designed to reduce automobile dependence 
and improve air quality. The County, private property owners, and tenants of either 
the County or private property owners may meet this requirement by joining the 
existing Folsom/Cordova/El Dorado Hills Transportation Management Agency (TMA) 
and/or by implementing an approved Air Quality mitigation plan.  

O. Individual construction projects shall implement the following dust control measures:  

a) All exposed soil and on-site construction roads shall be watered as needed to 
control fugitive dust.  

b) All stockpiled soils shall be enclosed, covered, or watered as needed to control 
fugitive dust.  
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c) All inactive portions of the construction site shall either be watered, reseeded, or 
otherwise stabilized using methods such as AQMD-approved soil binders or jute 
netting as needed to control fugitive dust.  

SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA 

Per Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines and SMAQMD recommendations, air quality 
impacts are considered significant if the project would result in any of the following: 

1. Cause construction-generated criteria air pollutant or precursor emissions to 
exceed the SMAQMD-recommended thresholds of 85 pounds per day (lb/day) 
for NOX, 80 lb/day and 14.6 tons/year for PM10, and 82 lb/day and 15 tons/year 
for PM2.5. In addition, all SMAQMD-recommended Basic Construction Emission 
Control Practices, also known as best management practices (BMPs) shall be 
implemented to minimize emissions of PM10 and PM2.5; otherwise, the thresholds 
for both PM10 and PM2.5 is 0 lb/day. 

2. Result in a net increase in long-term operational criteria air pollutant or precursor 
emissions that exceed the SMAQMD-recommended thresholds of 65 lb/day for 
ROG and NOX (see note below), 80 lb/day and 14.6 tons/year for PM10, and 82 
lb/day and 15 tons/year for PM2.5. In addition, all SMAQMD-recommended 
Operational BMPs for Particulate Matter Emissions from Land Use Development 
Projects shall be implemented to minimize emissions of PM10 and PM2.5; 
otherwise the thresholds for both PM10 and PM2.5 is 0 lb/day. 

3. Result in short-term construction and long-term operational local mobile-source 
CO emissions that would violate or contribute substantially to concentrations that 
exceed the 1-hour CAAQS of 20 ppm or the 8-hour CAAQS of 9 ppm. 

4. Expose any off-site sensitive receptor to a substantial incremental increase in 
TAC emissions that exceed 10 in 1 million for carcinogenic risk (i.e., the risk of 
contracting cancer) and/or a noncarcinogenic hazard index of 1.0 or greater. 

5. Create objectionable odors affecting a substantial number of people. 

Note: SMAQMD’s recommended operational thresholds for ROG and NOx are 
based on the white paper Foundation for a Threshold: Justification for Air Quality 
Thresholds of Significance in the Sacramento Federal Nonattainment Area 
(August 2001), adopted by the SMAQMD Board of Directors in 2002.  

METHODOLOGY 

Regional and local criteria air pollutant emissions and associated impacts, as well as 
impacts from TACs, CO concentrations, and odors were assessed in accordance with 
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Sacramento County and SMAQMD-recommended methodologies. The Mather South 
Project’s emissions are compared to SMAQMD’s construction and operational thresholds. 

SIERRA CLUB V. COUNTY OF FRESNO 
In December 2018, the California Supreme Court issued its decision in Sierra Club 
v. County of Fresno (226 Cal.App.4th 704) (hereafter referred to as the Friant 
Ranch Decision). The case reviewed the long-term, regional air quality analysis 
contained in the EIR for the proposed Friant Ranch project. The Friant Ranch 
project is located in unincorporated Fresno County within the San Joaquin Valley 
Air Basin, an air basin currently in non-attainment for multiple NAAQS and 
CAAQS, including ozone and PM. The Court ruled that the air quality analysis 
failed to adequately disclose the nature and magnitude of long-term air quality 
impacts from emissions of criteria pollutants and precursors “in sufficient detail 
to enable those who did not participate in its preparation to understand and 
consider meaningfully the issues the proposed project raises.” The Court noted 
that the air quality analysis did not provide a discussion of the foreseeable 
adverse effects of project-generated emissions on Fresno County’s likelihood of 
exceeding the NAAQS and CAAQS for criteria air pollutants nor did it explain a 
connection between the project’s emissions and deleterious health impacts. 
Moreover, as noted by the Court, the EIR did not explain why it was not 
“scientifically possible” to determine such a connection. The Court concluded 
that “because the EIR as written makes it impossible for the public to translate 
the bare numbers provided into adverse health impacts or to understand why 
such translation is not possible at this time,” the EIR’s discussion of air quality 
impacts was inadequate. In response to the Friant Ranch Decision, this analysis 
adheres to SMAQMD’s Friant Ranch Interim Recommendation, which serves as 
the district’s temporary guidance until a final methodology has been developed 
and approved (SMAQMD 2019). At the time of writing this EIR, SMAQMD has not 
adopted a permanent guidance document; however, it is reasonably foreseeable 
that SMAQMD could release such guidance in early 2020. A discussion or 
explanation of how this analysis considers this court guidance is provided below. 

CRITERIA AIR POLLUTANTS AND OZONE PRECURSORS 
Construction-related emissions of criteria air pollutants and precursors were estimated 
using the California Emissions Estimator Model (CalEEMod) Version 2016.3.2 computer 
program (CAPCOA 2016), as recommended by Sacramento County and SMAQMD. 
Modeling was based on the proposed land use plan and project-specific information 
(e.g., size, number of residential units proposed, area to be graded, area to be paved), 
where available; reasonable assumptions based on typical construction activities; and 
default values in CalEEMod that are based on the project’s location and land use types.  

Consistent with SMAQMD’s Friant Ranch Interim Recommendation, a summary of 
common air quality modeling tools and programs are discussed below.  

Models and tools considered but dismissed from use in the analysis include 
CARB’s OFFROAD model, EPA’s AERMOD, CARB’s Hotspots Analysis and 
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Reporting Program (HARP), and the Compressive Air Quality Model (CAMx). 
OFFROAD, a model developed by CARB to evaluate emissions from off-road 
sources, was not used in this analysis because it is not comprehensive and lacks 
emissions forecasts for certain types of equipment that would be in use with the 
Project. As such, it would not provide a reasonable evaluation of Project impacts. 
AERMOD was not used because it is best suited to model the movement of 
plumes from stationary sources, which the Project does not include. HARP was 
not used for the evaluation of the Project’s criteria air pollutants—the pollutants 
of consideration in the Friant Ranch Decision—because it is best suited to 
estimate health impacts of TAC exposure from stationary sources.  

CAMx was not used in the analysis because it is more applicable to the modeling 
of emissions on a regional scale (e.g., city, county, multicounty, air basin) rather 
than at the project level. Additionally, while CAMx may be capable of tracking 
emission dispersal, the vulnerability of populations is based on individual factors 
such as life stage (i.e., infants, children, and older persons are more sensitive), 
preexisting cardiovascular or respiratory disease, and genetic polymorphisms. 
These data are unavailable; therefore, the degree and magnitude of resulting 
health impacts from exposure to air pollution is unknown. As such, the 
magnitude of health impacts cannot be confidently estimated and CAMx was not 
used. 

Construction of the Mather South Project was assumed to begin in 2019. Although the 
actual construction schedule is unknown at this time, the earliest possible date that 
construction could occur was used. This assumption would be considered conservative 
as construction equipment fleet emissions are expected to decrease in the future with 
increased emission controls and standards. Project construction is anticipated to occur 
for a period of approximately 14 years. Complete build-out of the project was assumed 
to occur by 2032. For a detailed description of model input and output parameters and 
assumptions, refer to Appendix AQ-GHG-1. 

To evaluate long-term operational impacts for land use development projects, such as 
the MSCMP, SMAQMD recommends that projects show consistency with the 
Sacramento Regional Ozone Attainment Plan and the Sacramento Area Council of 
Governments’ (SACOG’s) Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities 
Strategy (MTP/SCS). SMAQMD has developed operational thresholds of significance 
for which projects with emissions that do not exceed these levels would be consistent 
with the air quality plans and thus not interfere with the region’s ability to meet air quality 
attainment targets. 

Sacramento County General Plan Policy AQ-4 requires that projects exceeding the 
SMAQMD operational threshold for ozone precursors (i.e., ROG and NOX) prepare an 
Air Quality Mitigation Plan (AQMP), as recommended by SMAQMD. For projects that 
are included in the current SIP, SMAQMD recommends a 15 percent reduction of ozone 
precursors from mobile-source emissions. The Mather South Project was included in 
the most recent 2016 MTP/SCS and SIP, and therefore; consistent with SMAQMD 
guidance would need to achieve a 15 percent reduction in operational emissions to 
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show consistency with regional air quality plans. In compliance with both the General 
Plan policies and SMAQMD guidance, the project has prepared an AQMP to define the 
processes by which emissions of ROG and NOX would be reduced by 15 percent. The 
full text of the AQMP is included as Appendix AQ-2 of this EIR. 

Operational emissions of criteria air pollutants and precursors were evaluated in 
accordance with SMAQMD Recommended Guidance for Land Use Emission Reduction 
Version 4.0 for Operational Emissions [(AQMP Guidance,) November 30, 2017]. Emission 
modeling was conducted using CalEEMod Version 2016.3.2, in accordance with 
Sacramento County and SMAQMD guidance. Emissions estimates included long-term 
operational emissions of ozone precursors (i.e., ROG, NOX) associated with mobile-
sources (i.e., trip generation) and stationary sources (e.g., area-wide, energy consumption). 

Project details such as proposed land uses and densities, build-out phasing, project-
generated trips, and project components are based on details included in the traffic 
study conducted for the project, Transportation Impact Report Mather South Specific 
Plan Amendment (DKS 2018), data provided by the applicant, and data provided by 
Sacramento County. Data used in this analysis are included in Appendix TR-1. 

To estimate mobile-source emissions, CalEEMod was used in combination with project-
specific traffic data included in the study conducted for the Mather South Project (DKS 
2018). The traffic study included a description of existing conditions and traffic-related 
impacts associated with the project as well as other projected regional projects that would 
be developed in the project vicinity. The project-specific traffic study was used to obtain 
trip data associated with the project. Specifically, the traffic study included daily vehicle 
miles traveled (VMT) and daily trips associated with the existing conditions, existing plus 
project conditions, and the cumulative plus project conditions in 2032. 

In accordance with SMAQMD guidance for a project where a traffic study has been 
conducted, CalEEMod was used to estimate the project’s emissions without any 
incorporated emission reducing measures (i.e., unmitigated emissions scenario) and the 
project’s emissions with any incorporated emission reducing measures (i.e., mitigated 
emissions scenario). Emissions estimates from the two scenarios were compared to each 
other to achieve the 15 percent emission reduction target required for the Mather South 
Project. See the AQMP included in Appendix AQ-2 for details regarding establishment of 
the 15 percent reduction target and incorporated emission reduction measures. 

For the unmitigated emissions scenario, the proposed land uses and acreages for the 
Mather South Project were input into CalEEMod and all model defaults were left 
unchanged, except for adjusting the default energy consumption factors. These were 
altered to account for energy efficiencies between the 2016 and 2019 Title 24 Building 
Energy Efficiency Standards that would take effect on January 1, 2020. The 2019 Title 24 
standards are anticipated to reduce energy consumption in single-family housing and low-
rise apartments by 53 percent (including the required on-site solar photovoltaics) and 
nonresidential buildings and mid-rise apartments by 30 percent. The results from this run 
would represent the unmitigated emissions of the project without accounting for any 
reduction measures included in the design of the project (e.g., density and mix of land 
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uses, regional VMT benefits, included transit and bicycle facilities). Project-related 
emissions (mitigated emissions scenario) were estimated using the project-specific VMT 
and daily trips as provided by the traffic study (DKS 2018) and adjusting CalEEMod 
defaults to estimate emissions from mobile sources. The VMT attributed to the project was 
processed to include only project-generated VMT that would occur in Sacramento County. 
The Mather South Project is assumed to be completely built out by 2032. As such, this 
was the assumed operational year of the project for both emissions scenarios. See 
Appendix AQ-GHG-1 for details regarding assumptions, inputs, and outputs for both the 
unmitigated and mitigated emissions scenario. 

Emissions from mobile sources, natural gas, and area-sources for both summer and 
winter were estimated using the applicable modules in CalEEMod. Emissions from 
consumer products and landscape maintenance activities were estimated as well. 
Operational emissions from all sources were estimated for full buildout (i.e., 2032). 
Maximum daily emissions were estimated for both the peak summer day and peak 
winter day. 

MOBILE CO IMPACTS, HEALTH RISK, AND ODORS 
The potential for project-generated traffic to result in concentrations of CO that exceed 
the NAAQS and CAAQS for this pollutant was evaluated using SMAQMD-
recommended screening criteria. The potential for CO hotspots was further evaluated 
using a quantitative screening method recommended by SMAQMD, as described in 
Impact AQ-3 below. 

Health risk from construction and operational emissions of TACs were assessed 
qualitatively. This assessment is based on the location from which construction- or 
operation-related TAC emissions would be generated by land uses developed relative 
to on-site and off-site sensitive receptors as subsequent phases are built, as well as the 
duration during which TAC exposure would occur. 

Similarly, the assessment of odor-related impacts is based on the types of odors 
associated with the land uses that would be developed and their location relative to on-
site and off-site receptors as subsequent phases are built. 

ISSUES NOT DISCUSSED FURTHER 
All issues have been evaluated below.  

IMPACTS AND ANALYSIS 

2016 MATHER FIELD PROJECT EIR DETERMINATION 
The Mather Field Project EIR evaluated impacts related to air quality from implementation 
of the Mather Field Project which consisted of a realignment of Zinfandel Drive and trunk 
sewer extension, creation of the Mather Preserve and the establishment of an Urban 
Development Area designation for the Mather South Plan Area.  
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The EIR concluded that the Mather Field Project would result in less-than-significant 
programmatic impacts related to particulate matter from construction activities, and 
project-level operational emissions from the Zinfandel Road project; toxic air 
contaminants; and odors. This discussion is located on pages 6-24 through 6-26; 6-28 
through 6-31 and is hereby incorporated by reference.  

The EIR concluded that the Mather Field Project would result in less-than-significant 
programmatic impacts related to particulate matter from construction activities with 
implementation of Mitigation Measure AQ-1. This discussion is located on pages 6-21 
and 6-22. Less-than-significant impacts would occur related to project level construction 
emissions with implementation of Mitigation Measure AQ-3. This discussion is located 
on page 6-28.  

The EIR also concluded that the Mather Field Project would result in significant and 
unavoidable impacts related to fugitive dust during construction, and operational 
emissions even with implementation of Mitigation Measure AQ-2. This discussion is 
located on pages 6-22 and 6-23; and 6-21; and is hereby incorporated by reference.  

ADOPTED MATHER FIELD PROJECT EIR MITIGATION MEASURES 

AQ-1: PROGRAMMATIC LEVEL CONSTRUCTION EMISSIONS 
All future construction projects in the Mather Field SPA shall include an ozone precursor 
analysis. If the analysis results indicate that the project will generate ozone precursors 
that exceed the current Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District 
thresholds, this mitigation shall apply. This mitigation may be modified if guidance from 
the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District changes in the future. 

1. The project applicant shall provide a plan for approval by the lead agency and 
the District, demonstrating that the heavy-duty (50 horsepower [hp] or more) 
offroad vehicles to be used in the construction project, including owned, leased, 
and subcontractor vehicles, will achieve a project-wide fleet average of 20 
percent NOX reduction and 45 percent particulate reduction compared to the 
most recent California Air Resources Board (CARB) fleet average. Acceptable 
options for reducing emissions may include use of late model engines, low-
emission diesel products, alternative fuels, engine retrofit technology, after-
treatment products, and/or other options as they become available. The District’s 
Construction Mitigation Calculator can be used to identify an equipment fleet that 
achieves this reduction.  

2. The project representative shall submit to the lead agency and District a 
comprehensive inventory of all off-road construction equipment, equal to or 
greater than 50 horsepower, that will be used an aggregate of 40 or more hours 
during any portion of the construction project. The inventory shall include the 
horsepower rating, engine model year, and projected hours of use for each piece 
of equipment. The inventory shall be updated and submitted monthly throughout 
the duration of the project, except that an inventory shall not be required for any 
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30-day period in which no construction activity occurs. At least 48 hours before 
the use of subject heavy-duty off-road equipment, the project representative shall 
provide the District with the anticipated construction timeline including start date, 
and name and phone number of the project manager and on-site foreman. The 
District’s Model Equipment List can be used to submit this information. 

3. The project shall ensure that emissions from all off-road diesel-powered 
equipment used on the project site do not exceed 40 percent opacity for more 
than three minutes in any one hour. Any equipment found to exceed 40 percent 
opacity (or Ringelmann 2.0) shall be repaired immediately. Non-compliant 
equipment will be documented and a summary provided to the lead agency and 
District monthly. A visual survey of all in-operation equipment shall be made at 
least weekly, and a monthly summary of the visual survey results shall be 
submitted throughout the duration of the project, except that the monthly 
summary shall not be required for any 30-day period in which no construction 
vehicles surveyed as well as the dates of each survey. The District and/or other 
officials may conduct periodic site inspections to determine compliance. Nothing 
in this section shall supersede other District, state or federal rules or regulations. 

4. If at the time of construction, the District has adopted a regulation applicable to 
construction emissions, compliance with the regulation may completely or 
partially replace this mitigation. Consultation with the District before construction 
will be necessary to make this determination. 

To mitigate any additional emissions that cannot be offset through implementation of 
measures above, the following shall apply: 

Before the approval of improvement plans or the issuance of grading permits, the 
proponent will submit proof that the off-site air quality mitigation fee has been paid to 
SMAQMD, consistent with the version of the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality 
Management District Guide to Air Quality Assessment in effect at the time of plan submittal. 

AQ-2.: PROGRAMMATIC LEVEL OPERATIONAL EMISSIONS 
To reduce operational emissions related to development associated with the proposed 
project the following language shall be added into the Mather Field SPA: 

1. Prior to the issuance of building or use permits or the approval of improvement 
plans or tenant improvements or the execution of lease agreements associated 
with development, redevelopment or reuse within the Mather Field Special 
Planning Area, property owners, developers or tenants shall  

a. be active participants in and financially support the 50 Corridor TMA or 
other similar transportation management association endorsed by 
SMAQMD; 
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b. demonstrate that proposed projects are consistent with the Mather Field 
Transportation Systems Management Plan to the satisfaction of 
SMAQMD; and 

c. demonstrate that proposed projects are in compliance with the Mather 
Field Air Quality Plan to the satisfaction of SMAQMD or other Air Quality 
Mitigation Plan deemed adequate by SMAQMD. 

4. All new tenant lease agreements or agreements for sale of on-site buildings or 
land within the Mather Field Special Planning Area shall state that 
tenants/operators are required to adhere to the Mather Field Transportation 
Systems Management Plan to the satisfaction of SMAQMD and the Mather Field 
Air Quality Plan or other Air Quality Mitigation Plan deemed adequate by 
SMAQMD. 

5. An annual report shall be submitted to the Environmental Coordinator and to 
SMAQMD detailing the actions taken that year to comply with the Mather Field 
Transportation Systems Management Plan and appropriate Air Quality Mitigation 
Plan. The report shall be due by October 1 each year, and shall cover the prior 
fiscal year. The requirement to submit a report to the Environmental Coordinator 
may be terminated by the Environmental Coordinator once the mitigation is 
completed, or after three concurrent reporting years demonstrate full compliance, 
to the satisfaction of the Environmental Coordinator. The requirement to submit 
an annual report to SMAQMD shall continue in perpetuity. 

AQ: PROJECT LEVEL CONSTRUCTION EMISSIONS 
1. The project applicant shall provide a plan for approval by the lead agency and 

the District, demonstrating that the heavy-duty (50 horsepower [hp] or more) off- 
road vehicles to be used in the construction project, including owned, leased, and 
subcontractor vehicles, will achieve a project-wide fleet average of 20 percent 
NOX reduction and 45 percent particulate reduction compared to the most recent 
California Air Resources Board (CARB) fleet average. Acceptable options for 
reducing emissions may include use of late model engines, low-emission diesel 
products, alternative fuels, engine retrofit technology, after-treatment products, 
and/or other options as they become available. The District’s Construction 
Mitigation Calculator can be used to identify an equipment fleet that achieves this 
reduction. 

2. The project representative shall submit to the lead agency and District a 
comprehensive inventory of all off-road construction equipment, equal to or 
greater than 50 horsepower, that will be used an aggregate of 40 or more hours 
during any portion of the construction project. The inventory shall include the 
horsepower rating, engine model year, and projected hours of use for each piece 
of equipment. The inventory shall be updated and submitted monthly throughout 
the duration of the project, except that an inventory shall not be required for any 
30-day period in which no construction activity occurs. At least 48 hours before 
the use of subject heavy-duty off-road equipment, the project representative shall 
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provide the District with the anticipated construction timeline including start date, 
and name and phone number of the project manager and on-site foreman. The 
District’s Model Equipment List can be used to submit this information. 

3. The project shall ensure that emissions from all off-road diesel-powered 
equipment used on the project site do not exceed 40 percent opacity for more 
than three minutes in any one hour. Any equipment found to exceed 40 percent 
opacity (or Ringelmann 2.0) shall be repaired immediately. Non-compliant 
equipment will be documented and a summary provided to the lead agency and 
District monthly. A visual survey of all in-operation equipment shall be made at 
least weekly, and a monthly summary of the visual survey results shall be 
submitted throughout the duration of the project, except that the monthly 
summary shall not be required for any 30-day period in which no construction 
activity occurs. The monthly summary shall include the quantity and type of 
vehicles surveyed as well as the dates of each survey. The District and/or other 
officials may conduct periodic site inspections to determine compliance. Nothing 
in this section shall supersede other District, state or federal rules or regulations. 

4. If at the time of construction, the District has adopted a regulation applicable to 
construction emissions, compliance with the regulation may completely or 
partially replace this mitigation. Consultation with the District before construction 
will be necessary to make this determination. 

To mitigate any additional emissions that cannot be offset through implementation of 
measures above, the following shall apply: 

• Prior to the approval of improvement plans or the issuance of grading permits, 
the proponent will submit proof that the off-site air quality mitigation fee has been 
paid to SMAQMD, consistent with the version of the Sacramento Metropolitan Air 
Quality Management District Guide to Air Quality Assessment in effect at the time 
of plan submittal. 

 

MATHER SOUTH PROJECT IMPACTS DETERMINATION 

IMPACT: CONSTRUCTION EMISSIONS OF CRITERIA AIR POLLUTANTS AND 
PRECURSORS (NOX, ROG, PM10, AND PM2.5) 
Construction emissions are described as “short-term” or temporary in duration. The 
Mather South Project construction is anticipated to occur for an extended period of 
approximately 14 years and individual construction projects would occur intermittently 
throughout the entire period. Construction-related activities would result in project-
generated emissions of ROG, NOX, PM10, and PM2.5 (a subset of PM10) from site 
preparation (e.g., excavation, clearing), off-road equipment, material delivery, and 
worker commute trips, and other miscellaneous activities (e.g., building construction, 
asphalt paving, application of architectural coatings). Fugitive dust emissions of PM10 
and PM2.5 are associated primarily with site preparation and vary as a function of soil silt 
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content, soil moisture, wind speed, acreage of disturbance, and vehicle miles traveled 
on and off the site. Emissions of ozone precursors, ROG and NOX, are associated 
primarily with construction equipment and on-road mobile exhaust. Paving and the 
application of architectural coatings results in off-gas emissions of ROG. PM10 and 
PM2.5 are also contained in vehicle exhaust.  

Typical construction activities would require all-terrain forks, fork lifts, cranes, pick-up 
and fuel trucks, compressors, loaders, backhoes, excavators, dozers, scrapers, 
pavement compactors, welders, concrete pumps and concrete trucks, and off-road haul 
trucks, as well as other diesel-fueled equipment as necessary. 

The project would require additional offsite improvements that would result in 
construction activities that have not been accounted for in the air quality modeling for 
the project as described in Table AQ-4 because they would occur as mitigation for traffic 
impacts and as separate future projects, and would require additional environmental 
analysis. However, the operational aspects including project traffic have been evaluated 
in this EIR. Segments of roadway along Grant Line Road, Jackson Road, Sunrise 
Boulevard, and Zinfandel Drive would be widened to accommodate additional project-
related traffic. Additionally, intersections within the traffic study area would be improved 
from two-way stops to either roundabouts or signalized controls. In some cases, lanes 
would be reconfigured to provide an additional turn lane. In the case of freeway capacity 
issues, an electronic traffic management system would be implemented which may 
result in future improvements to carrying capacity of parallel local facilities. Chapter 17, 
Traffic and Circulation, provides additional detail regarding these improvements.  

Implementation of traffic mitigation measures may result in environmental impacts 
because of construction activities and ground-disturbance, specifically including 
resource areas such as air quality, biological resources, cultural resources, and noise. 
Where mitigation and impacts are internal to the Plan Area, impacts are evaluated 
throughout the EIR. In the case of offsite impacts related to traffic improvements such 
as widening roads, installing signals and roundabouts, or reconfiguring lanes, additional 
subsequent environmental review would occur, and mitigation similar to that 
recommended for the project would likely be implemented to reduce impacts. All 
feasible mitigation would be required to be implemented consistent with state and 
federal requirements, as well as can be found in the County’s General Plan, Grading 
Ordinance, Erosion and Sediment Control Plan, and any other relevant County 
regulation for the minimization of environmental impacts.  

Construction of the Mather South Project would occur in four phases of development 
over the buildout period. Although exact construction schedules and activities for 
individual developments within the Plan Area are not known at this time, construction 
among each of the four phases was assumed be evenly spread by year. Conservative 
assumptions were used and individual construction phases (e.g., site preparation, 
grading, building construction) were overlapped to account for construction activities 
occurring simultaneously at different locations throughout the entire site in anticipation 
of periods with above-average construction activities. As such, reported emissions 
represent a conservative estimate of maximum daily emissions for each year of 
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construction. Ultimately, construction phasing and activities would be driven by 
prevailing market conditions in any given year. 

It is also important to note that as construction continues into the future, equipment 
exhaust emission rates would decrease as newer, more emission-efficient construction 
equipment replaces older, less efficient equipment. For assumptions and modeling 
inputs, refer to Appendix AQ-GHG-1. 

Table AQ-4 summarizes the modeled maximum daily emissions from the construction 
activity, whereby maximum daily emissions are estimated by overlapping individual 
construction phases (i.e., building construction, paving, and architectural coating) for 
each year of construction. Annual emissions for PM10 and PM2.5 for each modeled year 
of construction were also estimated.  

As shown in Table AQ-4, annual emissions of PM10 and PM2.5 would not exceed the 
respective thresholds, however, maximum daily emissions of NOX could potentially 
exceed applicable thresholds throughout the estimated buildout period. Therefore, 
construction emissions could contribute to the existing nonattainment condition in the 
SVAB with respect to the CAAQS and NAAQS for ozone. This would be a potentially 
significant impact.  

If modeled construction-generated emissions of NOX are not reduced to a level 
below SMAQMD’s thresholds of significance by the application of the Enhanced 
Exhaust Control Practices, then the project developer must pay a mitigation fee 
into SMAQMD’s off-site mitigation program. By paying the appropriate off-site 
mitigation fee, construction-generated emissions of NOX are reduced to a less-
than-significant level. The fee calculation to offset daily NOX emissions is based on 
the SMAQMD-determined cost to reduce one ton of NOX (currently $30,000 per ton 
but subject to change in future years). Based on the current fee and modeled 
emissions exceeding the threshold for NOx in years 2019, 2023, and 2026 as shown 
in Table AQ-4, the project applicant, or its designee, would be required to pay an 
off-site mitigation fee to SMAQMD in the amount of $135,870 and an administrative 
fee in the amount of $6,794 to SMAQMD to reduce the project impacts from 
construction NOX emissions to a less than significant level. See Mitigation 
Measure AQ-1 below. 

Table AQ-4: Summary of Maximum Daily Emissions of Criteria Air Pollutants and 
Precursors Associated with Project Construction 

Construction 
Year 

ROG 
lb/day 

NOX 
lb/day 

PM10 lb/day 
(fugitive/ 

exhaust/total) 

PM10 tons/year 
(fugitive/ 

exhaust/total) 

PM2.5 lb/day 
(fugitive/ 

exhaust/total) 

PM2.5 tons/year 
(fugitive/ 

exhaust/total) 

Phase 1 

2019 18 157 45/6/52 2/<1/2 17/6/23 <1/<1/1 

2020 8 52 11/1/12 1/<1/2 3/1/4 <1/<1/1 

2021 7 47 11/1/12 1/<1/2 3/1/4 <1/<1/1 
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Construction 
Year 

ROG 
lb/day 

NOX 
lb/day 

PM10 lb/day 
(fugitive/ 

exhaust/total) 

PM10 tons/year 
(fugitive/ 

exhaust/total) 

PM2.5 lb/day 
(fugitive/ 

exhaust/total) 

PM2.5 tons/year 
(fugitive/ 

exhaust/total) 

2022 40 45 13/1/14 1/<1/1 3/1/4 <1/<1/<1 

Phase 2 

2023 10 89 44/3/48 1/<1/1 17/3/20 <1/<1/1 

2024 4 26 6/1/7 1/<1/1 2/1/2 <1/<1/<1 

2025 40 26 7/1/8 1/<1/1 2/1/3 <1/<1/<1 

Phase 3 

2026 11 91 51/3/54 2/<1/2 18/3/21 1/<1/1 

2027 6 38 13/1/14 2/<1/2 4/1/4 <1/<1/<1 

2028 40 38 15/1/16 1/<1/1 4/1/5 <1/<1/<1 

Phase 4 
2029 9 81 43/3/46 2/<1/2 17/3/19 1/<1/1 
2030 4 23 9/<1/9 1/<1/1 2/<1/3 <1/<1/<1 
2031 3 23 9/<1/9 1/<1/1 2/<1/3 <1/<1/<1 
2032 34 24 10/<1/10 1/<1/1 3/<1/3 <1/<1/<1 
SMAQMD 
Threshold of 
Significance 

None 85 -/-/80 14.6 -/-/82 15 

Exceeds 
Threshold? NA Yes No No No No 

Notes: ROG = reactive organic gases; NOX = oxides of nitrogen; PM10 = respirable particulate matter; PM2.5 = fine particulate 
matter; lb/day = pounds per day; SMAQMD = Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District. 
Maximum daily emissions represent overlapping construction phases. See Appendix AQ-GHG-1 for details. 
Source: Modeled by Ascent Environmental in 2018 

MITIGATION MEASURES 
The following mitigation measure implements the Mather Field Project EIR Mitigation 
Measure AQ-3 above.  

AQ-1. Construction exhaust and fugitive dust emissions controls. All individual public 
and private subsequent projects within the project area shall implement 
SMAQMD’s Basic Construction Emission Control Practices and SMAQMD’s 
Enhanced Exhaust Control Practices during any construction or ground 
disturbance activities to reduce construction-related fugitive dust emissions, 
diesel PM, and NOX emissions. These measures are included below.  

BASIC CONSTRUCTION FUGITIVE DUST EMISSIONS CONTROL PRACTICES (BEST MANAGEMENT 
PRACTICES) 
 
The following Basic Construction Emissions Control Practices are considered 
feasible for controlling fugitive dust from a construction site. The practices also 
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serve as best management practices (BMPs), allowing the use of the non-zero 
particulate matter significance thresholds. 
 
Control of fugitive dust is required by District Rule 403 and enforced by District 
staff. 

• Water all exposed surfaces two times daily. Exposed surfaces include, but are 
not limited to soil piles, graded areas, unpaved parking areas, staging areas, and 
access roads. 

• Cover or maintain at least two feet of free board space on haul trucks 
transporting soil, sand, or other loose material on the site. Any haul trucks that 
would be traveling along freeways or major roadways should be covered. 

• Use wet power vacuum street sweepers to remove any visible trackout mud or 
dirt onto adjacent public roads at least once a day. Use of dry power sweeping is 
prohibited. 

• Limit vehicle speeds on unpaved roads to 15 miles per hour (mph). 

• All roadways, driveways, sidewalks, parking lots to be paved should be 
completed as soon as possible. In addition, building pads should be laid as soon 
as possible after grading unless seeding or soil binders are used. 

The following practices describe exhaust emission control from diesel powered 
fleets working at a construction site. California regulations limit idling from both 
on-road and off-road diesel powered equipment. The California Air Resources 
Board enforces the idling limitations. 

• Minimize idling time either by shutting equipment off when not in use or reducing 
the time of idling to 5 minutes [required by California Code of Regulations, Title 
13, sections 2449(d)(3) and 2485]. Provide clear signage that posts this 
requirement for workers at the entrances to the site. 

Although not required by local or state regulation, many construction companies 
have equipment inspection and maintenance programs to ensure work and fuel 
efficiencies. 

• Maintain all construction equipment is in proper working condition according to 
manufacturer’s specifications. The equipment must be checked by a certified 
mechanic and determined to be running in proper condition before it is operated. 

Lead agencies may add these emission control practices as Conditions of 
Approval (COA) or include in a Mitigation Monitoring and Reporting Program 
(MMRP). 

ENHANCED ON-SITE EXHAUST CONTROL PRACTICES 
• The project developer shall submit to the County and SMAQMD a 

comprehensive inventory of all off-road construction equipment, equal to or 
greater than 50 horsepower, that will be used an aggregate of 40 or more 
housing during any portion of the construction project before any grading 
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activities. The inventory shall include the horsepower rating, engine model year, 
and projected hours of use for each piece of equipment. The project developer 
shall provide the anticipated construction timeline including start date, and name 
and phone number of the project manager and on-site foreman. The information 
shall be submitted at least 4 business days before the use of subject heavy-duty 
off-road equipment. The inventory shall be updated and submitted monthly 
throughout the duration of the project, except that an inventory shall not be 
required for any 30-day period in which no construction activity occurs. 

• Before any grading activities, the project developer shall provide a plan for 
approval by the County and SMAQMD demonstrating that the heavy-duty off-
road vehicles (50 horsepower or more) to be used in the construction project, 
including owned, leased, and subcontractor vehicles, will achieve a project-wide 
fleet-average of 2010 percent NOX reduction (depending on available technology 
and engine Tier) and 45 percent particulate reduction compared to the most 
recent CARB fleet average. This plan shall be submitted in conjunction with the 
equipment inventory. Acceptable options for reducing emissions may include use 
of late model engines, low-emission diesel products, alternative fuels, engine 
retrofit technology, after-treatment products, and/or other options as they become 
available. If achievement of the aforementioned reductions over the statewide 
average are deemed infeasible by the County, SMAQMD, or construction 
contractor, the applicant shall ensure the construction fleet meets the lowest 
fleetwide emissions average possible, through the use of all available on-site 
emissions reduction measures (e.g., highest tier engines, emission control 
devices, cleaner burning fuel). 

• The project developer shall ensure that emissions from all off-road diesel-
powered equipment used on the project do not exceed 40 percent opacity for 
more than three minutes in any one hour. Any equipment found to exceed 40 
percent opacity (or Ringelmann 2.0) shall be repaired immediately. Non-
compliant equipment will be documented, and a summary provided to the County 
and SMAQMD monthly. A visual survey of all in-operation equipment shall be 
made at least weekly. A monthly summary of the visual survey shall not be 
required for any 30-day period in which no construction activity occurs. The 
monthly summary shall include the quantity and type of vehicles surveyed as well 
as the dates of each survey. 

1. The project applicant, or its designee, shall provide a plan for approval by the 
Sac Metro Air District that demonstrates the heavy-duty off-road vehicles (50 
horsepower or more) to be used 8 hours or more during the construction 
project will achieve a project wide fleet-average 10% NOX reduction compared 
to the most recent California Air Resources Board (CARB) fleet average. The 
plan shall have two components: an initial report submitted before 
construction and a final report submitted at the completion.  

• Submit the initial report at least four (4) business days prior to 
construction activity using the Sac Metro Air District’s Construction 
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Mitigation Tool (http://www.airquality.org/businesses/ceqa-land-use-
planning/mitigation).  

• Provide project information and construction company information.  

• Include the equipment type, horsepower rating, engine model year, 
projected hours of use, and the CARB equipment identification number for 
each piece of equipment in the plan. Incorporate all owned, leased and 
subcontracted equipment to be used.  

• Submit the final report at the end of the job, phase, or calendar year, as 
pre-arranged with Sac Metro Air District staff and documented in the 
approval letter, to demonstrate continued project compliance.  

2. The Sac Metro Air District may conduct periodic site inspections to determine 
compliance. Nothing in this mitigation shall supersede other air district, state 
or federal rules or regulations.  

3. This mitigation will sunset on January 1, 2028, when full implementation of the 
CARB In-Use Off-Road Regulation is expected.  

OFF-SITE CONSTRUCTION MITIGATION FEES 
• If modeled construction-generated emissions of NOX are not reduced to a level 

below SMAQMD’s thresholds of significance by the application of the Enhanced 
Exhaust Control Practices, then the project developer must pay a mitigation fee 
into SMAQMD’s off-site mitigation program. By paying the appropriate off-site 
mitigation fee, construction-generated emissions of NOX are reduced to a less-
than-significant level. The fee calculation to offset daily NOX emissions is based 
on the SMAQMD-determined cost to reduce one ton of NOX (currently $30,000 
per ton but subject to change in future years). 

• The fee calculation shall be based on the sum of emissions associated with 
all individual construction activities or phases occurring within the project area 
boundary at any one time during the buildout period. Payment schedules 
shall be negotiated between SMAQMD and the developer and based on 
finalized construction parameters before the issuance of any grading permit 
or groundbreaking activities. If, for instance, the construction contractor of 
one builder is constructing one village while the construction contractor of 
another builder is constructing another village, the developer is responsible 
for determining the proportion of necessary combined offset fees that each 
builder must contribute. Once initial construction activities are finalized by the 
developer, quantification of construction-related emissions shall be verified. 
As each individual construction phase is finalized throughout the duration of 
the project buildout, the mitigation fee shall be calculated based on current 
information, available construction equipment, and proposed construction 
activities. As construction activities occur over the buildout period, the 
developer shall work with SMAQMD to continually update mitigation fees 
based on actual on-the-ground emissions. The final mitigation fees shall be 
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based on contractor equipment inventories provided by the developer to 
SMAQMD and shall reconcile any fee discrepancies due to schedule 
adjustments, and increased or decreased equipment inventories. Equipment 
inventories and NOX emission estimates for subsequent construction phases 
shall be coordinated with SMAQMD, and the off-site mitigation fee measure 
shall be assessed to any construction phase that would result in an 
exceedance of SMAQMD’s mass emission threshold for NOX. 

1. The environmental document identified that construction-generated emissions 
of nitrogen oxide (NOx) will exceed the Sac Metro Air District’s threshold of 
significance 

The project applicant, or its designee, shall pay a mitigation fee and an 
administrative fee to the Sac Metro Air District to reduce the project impacts 
from construction NOX emissions to a less than significant level.  

2.  The project applicant, or its designee, shall pay the mitigation and 
administrative fees in full prior to the lead agency issuing a grading permit 
that would allow activity that would exceed Sac Metro Air District’s threshold.  

3. An alternative payment plan may be negotiated by the project applicant, or its 
designee, based on the timing of construction phases that are expected to 
exceed the Sac Metro Air District’s threshold of significance. Any alternative 
payment plan must be acceptable to the Sac Metro Air District and agreed 
upon in writing prior to issuance of a grading permit by the lead agency.  

4. In coordination with the lead agency and the Sac Metro Air District, the project 
applicant, or its designee, may reanalyze construction NOx emissions from the 
project prior to starting construction to account for any changes to CARB’s In-
Use Off-Road Diesel Equipment Regulation and/or statewide equipment 
emissions factors that form the baseline assumptions in the Sac Metro Air 
District’s construction mitigation program, or any changes to the assumptions 
in the construction analysis in the EIR.  

a. The analysis must be conducted using Sac Metro Air District approved 
emissions model(s) and the fee rates published at the time of reanalysis.  

b. The analysis may include on-site measures to reduce construction 
emissions if deemed feasible by the lead agency and project applicant. All 
on-site measures assumed in the analysis must be included in the 
construction contracts and be enforceable by the lead agency.  

Proposed dust control measures in Mitigation Measure AQ-1 would result in a maximum 
of 75 percent reduction of fugitive PM10 dust. Given that the PM10 emissions are 
currently under the recommended threshold, it is not anticipated that with the 
implementation of the dust control measures the fugitive PM10 emissions would exceed 
the 80 lb/day threshold, regardless of simultaneous construction phases occurring. 
Further, inclusion of SMAQMD’s dust control measures provided in the above mitigation 
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measure would minimize dust emissions such that the project would not contribute 
substantially to the nonattainment status of the SVAB. 

Implementation of exhaust control measures in Mitigation Measure AQ-1 would reduce 
NOX emissions from off-road equipment by 210 percent (or higher depending on 
available technology); however, assuming a 210 percent reduction in NOX, maximum 
daily emissions for construction occurring in 2019 would still exceed SMAQMD’s 
recommended threshold. Thus, the required mitigation fee would be assessed and used 
to offset these emissions by providing funding for SMAQMD to implement emission 
reduction projects in the SVAB, such as installing newer engines on off-road equipment 
or installing EPA-certified woodstoves in the place of non-certified woodstoves in 
residential units. Thus, construction-generated NOX levels would be reduced to a less-
than-significant level. 

IMPACT: LONG-TERM OPERATIONAL EMISSIONS OF NOX, ROG, PM10, AND PM2.5 
Development of the Mather South Project would result in the generation of long-term 
operational emissions of ROG, NOX, and particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5) because 
of mobile, stationary, and area-wide sources. Mobile-source emissions of criteria air 
pollutants and precursors would result from vehicle trips generated by residents, users 
of the parks, students at the schools, employee commute trips, and other associated 
vehicle trips (e.g., delivery of supplies, maintenance vehicles for commercial and retail 
land uses). Stationary and area-wide sources would include the combustion of natural 
gas for space and water heating (i.e., energy use), the use of landscaping equipment 
and other small equipment, the periodic application of architectural coatings, and ROG 
from the use of consumer products. 

Table AQ-5 summarizes the maximum daily operation-related emissions of criteria air 
pollutants during the winter and summer seasons at full buildout. Table AQ-6 shows the 
annual operation-related emissions of criteria air pollutants at full buildout. This is 
consistent with the AQMP prepared for the project, which calculates emission 
reductions from mitigation in tons per year (tons/year). Emissions were calculated 
based on proposed land uses and default trip rates in CalEEMod. As shown in Table 
AQ-5, operation-related activities would result in project-generated daily emissions of 
NOX, PM10, and PM2.5 that exceed the SMAQMD-recommended thresholds of 
significance. Because the project would exceed operational thresholds of significance, 
an AQMP has been prepared to reduce project operational emissions and is provided in 
Appendix AQ-2. 

Thus, NOX, PM10, and PM2.5 emissions generated under full buildout of the project would 
conflict with long-term ozone planning efforts and/or contribute substantially to a net 
increase in concentrations of ozone for which Sacramento County is in nonattainment. 
This would be a potentially significant impact.  

Table AQ-5: Summary of Maximum Daily (Unmitigated) Operational Emissions of 
Criteria Air Pollutants and Precursors at Full Buildout (2032) 

Source Type Maximum Daily Emissions (lb/day) 
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ROG NOX PM10 PM2.5 

Summer 

Area1 164 3 2 2 

Energy2 2 13 1 1 

Mobile 64 238 345 93 

Total Summer Daily Emissions 229 255 347 96 

Winter 

Area 164 3 2 2 

Energy 2 13 1 1 

Mobile 47 251 345 93 

Total Winter Daily Emissions 213 268 347 96 

SMAQMD Threshold of Significance3 65 65 80 82 

Exceeds Threshold? Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Notes: lb/day = pounds per day; ROG = reactive organic gases; NOX = oxides of nitrogen; PM10 = respirable particulate matter; 
PM2.5 = fine particulate matter. 
1 Area-source emissions include emissions from landscaping, application of architectural coatings, and consumer products, and 
are estimated based on default model settings. It was assumed that none of the residential units would be equipped with a 
fireplace. 
2 Energy emissions include off-site emissions associated with natural gas consumption for space heating/cooling, and appliance 
use. 
3 Mass emission significance criteria apply to the sum of area, energy, and mobile sources. 
Source: Modeling conducted by Ascent Environmental in 2019 

 

Table AQ-6: Summary of Annual (Unmitigated) Operational Emissions of Criteria 
Air Pollutants and Precursors at Full Buildout (2032) 

Source Type 
Annual Emissions (tons/year) 

ROG NOX PM10 PM2.5 

Area1 29.4 0.4 0.2 0.2 

Energy2 0.3 2.4 0.2 0.2 

Mobile 8.2 40.0 54.5 14.7 

Total Annual Emissions 37.9 42.7 54.7 15.1 

SMAQMD Threshold of Significance3,4 NA NA 80 82 

Exceeds Threshold? NA NA No No 
Notes: tons/year = tons per year; ROG = reactive organic gases; NOX = oxides of nitrogen; PM10 = respirable particulate matter; 
PM2.5 = fine particulate matter; NA = not applicable. 
1 Area-source emissions include emissions from landscaping, application of architectural coatings, and consumer products, and 
are estimated based on default model settings. It was assumed that none of the residential units would be equipped with a 
fireplace. 
2 Energy emissions include off-site emissions associated with natural gas consumption for space heating/cooling, and appliance 
use. 
3 Mass emission significance criteria apply to the sum of area, energy, and mobile sources. 
4 SMAQMD has adopted tons/year operational thresholds for only PM10 and PM2.5. 
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Source Type 
Annual Emissions (tons/year) 

ROG NOX PM10 PM2.5 
Source: Modeling conducted by Ascent Environmental in 2019 

 

MITIGATION MEASURES 
The following mitigation measure implements the Mather Field Project EIR Mitigation 
Measure AQ-2 above.  

AQ-2. Implement provisions of the Air Quality Mitigation Plan (AQMP) to reduce 
operational emissions. Implementation of the following measures requires 
compliance with the project’s AQMP, which would reduce the project’s 
mobile-source operational ozone precursors by 15 percent in comparison to 
the unmitigated project. 

The Mather South Community Master Plan shall include the following 
reduction measures, which are detailed within the AQMP (Appendix AQ-2 of 
the EIR), as conditions of approval: 

• Incorporate traffic calming measures. 

• Design project roads to reduce motor vehicle speed through the use of on 
street parking, planter strips, rumble strips, and other available methods. 

• Reduce speeds at project intersections by including marked intersections, 
count-down signal timers, median islands, curb extensions, traffic circles, and 
other available methods. 

• Implement neighborhood electric vehicle (NEV) network. 

• Create a local “light” vehicle network with necessary infrastructure such as 
NEV parking, charging facilities, striping, signage, and educational tools. 

AQ-3. Implement Mitigation Measure CC-2. The project developer shall incorporate 
the following mitigation measures into the project to reduce operational 
emissions of criteria air pollutants and precursors to the extent feasible. 

TRANSPORTATION 
• For each single-family residential unit, install a listed raceway, associated 

overcurrent protective device and the balance of a dedicated 208/240-volt 
branch circuit at 40 amperes (amp) minimum. The raceway shall not be less 
than the trade size 1 (nominal 1-inch inside diameter). The raceway shall 
originate at the main service or unit subpanel and shall terminate into a listed 
cabinet, box, or other enclosure near the proposed location of an electric 
vehicle (EV) charger. Raceways are required to be continuous at enclosed, 
inaccessible, or concealed areas and spaces. The service panel and/or 
subpanel shall provide capacity for a 40-amp minimum dedicated branch circuit. 
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All electrical circuit components and Electric Vehicle Service Equipment 
(EVSE), including a receptacle or box with a blank cover, related to Section 
A4.106.8 of the California Green Building Standards Code shall be installed in 
accordance with the California Electrical Code. 

• Multifamily residential buildings shall design at least 10 percent of parking spaces 
to include EVSE, or a minimum of two spaces to be installed with EVSE for 
buildings with 2-10 parking spaces. EVSE includes EV charging equipment for 
each required space connected to a 208/240-volt, 40-amp panel with conduit, 
wiring, receptacle, and overprotection devices. 

• Nonresidential buildings shall design at least 10 percent of parking spaces to 
include EVSE, or a minimum of two spaces to be installed with EVSE for 
buildings with 2-10 parking spaces. EVSE includes EV charging equipment for 
each required space connected to a 208/240-volt, 40-amp panel with conduit, 
wiring, receptacle, and overprotection devices. 

• Nonresidential land uses with 20 or more on-site parking spaces shall dedicate 
preferential parking spaces to vehicles with more than one occupant and ZEVs 
(including battery electric vehicles and hydrogen fuel cell vehicles). The number 
of dedicated spaces should be no less than two spaces or 5 percent of the total 
parking spaces on the individual project site, whichever is greater. These 
dedicated spaces shall be in preferential locations such as near the main 
entrances to the buildings served by the parking lot and/or under the shade of 
structures or trees. These spaces shall be clearly marked with signs and 
pavement markings. This measure shall not be implemented in a way that 
prevents compliance with requirements in the California Vehicle Code regarding 
parking spaces for disabled persons or disabled veterans. 

BUILDING ENERGY 
• All project buildings shall be designed to include Cool Roofs in accordance with 

the requirements set forth in Tier 2 of the California Green Building Energy Code, 
Sections A4.106.5 and A5.106.11.2. 

• All project buildings shall comply with requirements for water efficiency and 
conservation as described in the California Green Building Standards Code, 
Divisions 4.3 and 5.3. 

• Multiple electric receptacles shall be included on the exterior of all nonresidential 
buildings and accessible for purposes of charging or powering electric landscaping 
equipment and providing an alternative to using fossil-fuel-powered generators. 
The electrical receptacle shall have an electric potential of 100 volts. There should 
be a minimum of one electrical receptacle on each side of the building and one 
receptacle every 100 linear feet around the perimeter of the building. 

• Ensure that all appliances and fixtures installed in buildings developed under the 
project are Energy Star®-certified if an Energy Star®-certified model of the 
appliance is available. Types of Energy Star®-certified appliances include 
boilers, ceiling fans, central and room air conditioners, clothes washers, compact 
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fluorescent light bulbs, computer monitors, copiers, consumer electronics, 
dehumidifiers, dishwashers, external power adapters, furnaces, geothermal heat 
pumps, programmable thermostats, refrigerators and freezers, residential light 
fixtures, room air cleaners, transformers, televisions, vending machines, 
ventilating fans, and windows (EPA 2018). If EPA’s Energy Star® program is 
discontinued and not replaced with a comparable certification program before 
appliances and fixtures are selected, then similar measure which exceed the 
2016 California Green Building Standards Code may be used. 

• Require all space and water heating to be solar- or electric-powered. 
• All cooking appliances shall be solar- or electric-powered. Natural gas 

usage for any household appliance shall be prohibited. and only allow 
natural gas usage for cooking appliances in residences, as feasible. 

• Provide incentives to future residents to purchase electric vehicles. 

• Install high-efficiency lighting (i.e., light emitting diodes) in all streetlights, security 
lighting, and all other exterior lighting applications. 

• Create a local composting program for residents to achieve the statewide 75 
percent waste diversion target. 

Implementation of Mitigation Measure AQ-2 requires the project to comply with all 
provisions included in the AQMP. This mitigation would be consistent with the 
provisions of General Plan Policy AQ-4. Achievement of the 15 percent reduction of 
ozone precursors from mobile-source emissions would be met through the provisions of 
the AQMP. Mitigated emissions are shown in tons/year of each pollutant, as 
recommended by SMAQMD. Considering all on-site mitigation measures, the Mather 
South Project would achieve up to 45 percent reduction in operational NOX and 10 
percent reduction in operational ROG emissions over the unmitigated project. A 
summary of the mitigated emissions is included below in Table AQ-7. 

Table AQ-7: Annual (Mitigated) Operational Emissions of Criteria Air Pollutants 
and Precursors at Full Buildout (2032) 

Source Type 
Annual Emissions (tons/year) 

ROG NOX PM10 PM2.5 

Area1 29.4 0.4 0.2 0.2 

Energy2 0.3 2.4 0.2 0.2 

Mobile 4.5 21.7 22.4 6.1 

On-site Reduction 0.3 1.4 3.5 0.7 

Total Reductions 3.7 18.2 32 8.7 

Total Annual Emissions 34.2 24.5 22.8 6.5 

SMAQMD Threshold of Significance3,4 NA NA 80 82 

Exceeds Threshold? NA NA No No 
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Source Type 
Annual Emissions (tons/year) 

ROG NOX PM10 PM2.5 
Notes: tons/year = tons per year; ROG = reactive organic gases; NOX = oxides of nitrogen; PM10 = respirable particulate matter; 
PM2.5 = fine particulate matter; NA = not applicable. 
1 Area-source emissions include emissions from landscaping, application of architectural coatings, and consumer products, and 
are estimated based on default model settings. It was assumed that none of the residential units would be equipped with a 
fireplace. 
2 Energy emissions include off-site emissions associated with natural gas consumption for space heating/cooling, and appliance 
use. 
3 Mass emission significance criteria apply to the sum of area, energy, and mobile sources. 
4 SMAQMD has adopted tons/year operational thresholds for only PM10 and PM2.5. 
Source: Modeling conducted by Ascent Environmental in 2019 

 

Mitigation Measure AQ-3 represents all available and feasible mitigation that the project 
could implement. Because the SMAQMD-adopted operational thresholds for ROG and 
NOX are daily mass emission thresholds, the tons/year emission reductions from the 
AQMP have been converted into lb/day in Table AQ-8 below to compare emissions to 
the adopted thresholds. The tons/year emissions were converted by multiplying by 
2,000 pounds per ton and then dividing by 365 days per year. However, even with a 15 
percent reduction of ozone precursors from mobile-source emissions, the project’s total 
ROG and NOX emissions from area-sources, building energy, and mobile-sources 
would continue to exceed SMAQMD thresholds of significance, as shown below in 
Table AQ-8. 

Table AQ-8: Maximum Daily (Mitigated) Operational Emissions of Criteria Air 
Pollutants and Precursors at Full Buildout (2032) 

Source Type 
Maximum Daily Emissions (lb/day) 

ROG NOX PM10 PM2.5 

Maximum Daily Emissions 202 147 144 41 

SMAQMD Threshold of Significance1 65 65 80 82 

Exceeds Threshold? Yes Yes Yes No 
Notes: lb/day = pounds per day; ROG = reactive organic gases; NOX = oxides of nitrogen; PM10 = respirable particulate matter; 
PM2.5 = fine particulate matter; NA = not applicable. 
1. Mass emission significance criteria apply to the sum of area, energy, and mobile sources. 
Source: Modeling conducted by Ascent Environmental in 2019 

 

Thus, although the project may reduce operational emissions to the extent feasible, 
long-term emission reductions would not be reduced to a less-than-significant level into 
perpetuity. Project operations may contribute to the nonattainment status of the region 
and may conflict with the CAAQS and NAAQS. This would be a significant and 
unavoidable impact. 
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IMPACT: MOBILE-SOURCE CO CONCENTRATIONS 
Local mobile-source CO emissions near roadway intersections are a direct function of 
traffic volume, speed, and delay. Transport of CO is extremely limited because it 
disperses rapidly with distance from the source under normal meteorological conditions. 
However, under certain specific meteorological conditions, CO concentrations near 
roadways and/or intersections may reach unhealthy levels at nearby sensitive land 
uses, such as residential units, hospitals, schools, and childcare facilities. As a result, it 
is recommended that CO not be analyzed at the regional level, but at the local level. 

Construction would occur over many years and therefore, traffic-related to construction 
activities would also be spread over the duration of construction activities. As such, 
construction-generated traffic is not anticipated to result in large peaks at any one time 
over the course of construction. This analysis focuses on operation-related traffic. 

Project-generated traffic would be associated primarily with the operational phase. At 
complete buildout, the project would generate up to 29,134 daily trips including up to 
2,715 trips during the a.m. peak hour and up to 2,640 trips during the p.m. peak hour. 

SMAQMD provides a screening methodology to determine whether CO emissions 
generated by traffic at congested intersections have the potential to exceed, or 
contribute to an exceedance of, the 8-hour CAAQS of 9.0 μg/m3 or the 1-hour CAAQS 
of 20.0 μg/m3. The screening methodology has two tiers of screening criteria. If the first 
set is not met, then the second tier may be applied. It states that the following criteria 
must be met: 

FIRST-TIER 
A project will result in a less-than-significant impact to air quality for local CO if: 

• Traffic generated by the project will not result in deterioration of intersection level 
of service (LOS) to LOS E or F; and 

• The project will not contribute additional traffic to an intersection that already 
operates at LOS of E or F. 

SECOND-TIER 
If all the following criteria are met, a project will result in a less-than-significant impact to 
air quality for local CO if: 

• The project will not result in an affected intersection experiencing more than 
31,600 vehicles per hour; 

• The project will not contribute traffic to a tunnel, parking garage, bridge 
underpass, urban street canyon, or below-grade roadway; or other locations 
where horizontal or vertical mixing of air will be substantially limited; and 

• The mix of vehicle types at the intersection is not anticipated to be substantially 
different from the County average (as identified by CalEEMod). 
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Based on the traffic study conducted (DKS 2018), the Mather South Project would result 
in the deterioration of LOS to area intersections from D to E, from E to F, and from A to F. 
This would include the following intersections: Woodring Drive and Zinfandel Drive, 
Happy Lane and Old Placerville Road, Eagles Nest Road and Jackson Road. Further, 
some intersections in the project vicinity (i.e., Intersection ID Numbers 7, 12, 14, 16, 18, 
21, 33, 37, 38, 41, 42, 51, 52, 54, 70, 80, and 93 of the traffic study [DKS 2018]) already 
experience a LOS of E or F and would experience added traffic volume because of the 
project. Therefore, both conditions of the first tier of screening would occur so project 
traffic conditions are evaluated against SMAQMD’s second tier of screening. 

As described in the traffic study conducted for the project (DKS 2018), the Mather South 
Project would generate a maximum of 2,715 trips during the a.m. peak hour and up to 
2,640 during the p.m. peak hour. The total daily trip generation of the project is 29,134, 
which is below the criteria for a single intersection. Therefore, none of the intersections 
would be anticipated to accommodate traffic volumes that would exceed 31,600 
vehicles per hour, even assuming all trips occurred at the same intersection. Also, 
because of stricter vehicle emissions standards in newer cars, new technology, and 
increased fuel economy, CO emissions are expected to be substantially lower in future 
years than under existing conditions. Furthermore, the project would not contribute 
traffic to a tunnel, parking garage, bridge underpass, urban street canyon, below-grade 
roadway, or other location in which horizontal or vertical mixing of mobile-source CO 
emissions would be substantially limited. Thus, project-generated local mobile-source 
CO emissions would not result in or substantially contribute to concentrations that 
exceed the 1-hour or 8-hour ambient air quality standards for CO. As a result, this 
impact would be less than significant. 

IMPACT: EXPOSURE OF SENSITIVE RECEPTORS TO TACS 
The exposure of sensitive receptors to TAC emissions from project-generated 
construction and operational sources are discussed separately below. The TAC that is 
the focus of the analysis is diesel PM because it is known that diesel PM would be 
emitted during project construction and operation. Although other TACs exist (e.g., 
benzene, 1,3-butadiene, hexavalent chromium, formaldehyde, methylene chloride), they 
are primarily associated with industrial operations and the project would not include any 
industrial sources of other TACs. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Construction-related activities would result in temporary, intermittent emissions of diesel 
PM from the exhaust of off-road, heavy-duty diesel equipment for site preparation (e.g., 
demolition, clearing, grading); paving; application of architectural coatings; on-road truck 
travel; and other miscellaneous activities. For construction activity, diesel PM is the 
primary TAC of concern. On-road diesel-powered haul trucks traveling to and from the 
construction area to deliver materials and equipment are less of a concern because 
they would not stay on the site for long durations. 

Particulate exhaust emissions from diesel-fueled engines (i.e., diesel PM) was identified 
as a TAC by CARB in 1998. The potential cancer risk from the inhalation of diesel PM, 
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as discussed below, outweighs the potential for all other health impacts (i.e., non-cancer 
chronic risk, short-term acute risk) and health impacts from other TACs (CARB 2003). 
With regards to exposure of diesel PM, the dose to which receptors are exposed is the 
primary factor used to determine health risk. Dose is a function of the concentration of a 
substance or substances in the environment and the duration of exposure to the 
substance. Dose is positively correlated with time, meaning that a longer exposure 
period would result in a higher level of health risk for any exposed receptor. Thus, the 
risks estimated for an exposed individual are higher if a fixed exposure occurs over a 
longer period of time. According to Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment, 
Health Risk Assessments, which determine the exposure of sensitive receptors to TAC 
emissions, should be based on a 70- or 30-year exposure period; however, such 
assessments should be limited to the period/duration of activities associated with the 
proposed project (OEHHA 2012:11-3). Based on the emission modeling conducted and 
presented in Table AQ-4, above, maximum daily emissions of exhaust PM2.5, 
considered a surrogate for diesel PM, would not exceed 1 lb/day during the most 
intense season of construction activity. Furthermore, even during the most intense year 
of construction, emissions of diesel PM would be generated from different locations in 
the plan area rather than a single location because different types of construction 
activities (e.g., site preparation, building construction) would not occur at the same 
place at the same time. Consequently, it is important to consider that the use of off-road 
heavy-duty diesel equipment would be limited to the construction phase of up to 16 
years. However, each individual construction activity within this 16-year period would be 
much shorter. As construction progresses, activity intensity and duration would vary 
throughout the site. As such, no single existing or future receptor (i.e., as part of the 
project) would be exposed to construction-related emissions of diesel PM for extended 
periods of time. 

Additionally, as described above, and in Chapter 17 Traffic and Circulation, offsite 
improvements to segments of roadway along Grant Line Road, Jackson Road, Sunrise 
Boulevard, and Zinfandel Drive would be widened to accommodate additional project-
related traffic. Additionally, intersections within the traffic study area would be improved 
from two-way stops to either roundabouts or signalized controls. In some cases, lanes 
would be reconfigured to provide an additional turn lane. In the case of freeway capacity 
issues, an electronic traffic management system would be implemented which may result 
in future improvements to carrying capacity of parallel local facilities. As these 
improvements would be required as part of a mitigation strategy for development of the 
project, they would occur as future, and independent projects which would be evaluated 
for environmental impacts at the time of permitting and are not included in the evaluation 
of project TACs in this section. However, operational traffic impacts evaluated in this EIR 
do include an evaluation of a post-project traffic operational condition. 

As the Mather South Project is developed, construction from other future planned 
developments in Sacramento County could potentially overlap with the construction 
activities of the project, potentially exposing newly sited sensitive receptors within the 
project area. These developments include the NewBridge Master Plan, located to the 
south of the project, and the Jackson Township Master Plan, located to the southwest of 
the project. However, any potential construction activity associated with these other 
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planned future developments would be located over 2,000 feet from the site of any 
future receptors constructed as part of the project and thus would not be exposed to 
excessive levels of TACs associated with construction. 

Regarding existing off-site receptors, residences are in Rancho Cordova, approximately 
500 feet to the east of the project site. Studies show that diesel PM is highly dispersive. 
For instance, concentrations of diesel PM generated by freeway traffic decreased by 
approximately 70 percent at 500 feet from the source (Zhu et. al 2002), and receptors 
much be near emission sources to result in the possibility of exposure to concentrations 
of concern and must be near for a long duration of time. Given the locations of existing 
receptors relative to potential diesel PM emission sources, and the temporary and 
intermittent nature of construction activities within specific locations in the project area 
(i.e., construction does not occur year round and does not occur in any one part of the 
plan area during the 14-year buildout period), the dose of any exposure to diesel PM of 
any one receptor would be very limited. Moreover, implementation of Mitigation 
Measure AQ-1 would reduce particulate matter emissions from construction equipment 
exhaust by 45 percent from the statewide fleet average, which would further reduce 
diesel PM emissions. 

Therefore, considering the relatively low mass of diesel PM emissions that would be 
generated by construction, the relatively short duration of diesel PM-emitting 
construction activity at any one location of the plan area, the distance to the nearest off-
site sensitive receptors, and the highly dispersive properties of diesel PM, construction-
related TAC emissions would not expose sensitive receptors to an incremental increase 
in cancer risk greater than 10 in 1 million or a hazard index greater than 1.0. 

LONG-TERM OPERATION 
Operation of some land uses developed under the Mather South Project would result in 
new sources of TACs associated with new vehicular trips on existing and new 
roadways, as well as new sources of diesel PM associated with commercial loading 
docks visited by diesel-powered delivery trucks and backup diesel generators. New 
TAC sources could expose existing and future sensitive receptors to TAC emissions. 
The project would also locate new sensitive land uses in proximity to existing TAC 
sources associated with surrounding roadways. 

In accordance with available guidance from SMAQMD and CARB, freeways or urban 
roadways experiencing 100,000 or more vehicles per day could expose sensitive 
receptors to adverse health risks. Based on the traffic study conducted, the project 
would result in a maximum of 29,134 daily trips (i.e., new TAC sources) traveling 
through 142 different intersections and multiple roadways (DKS 2018:65,69-73). 

Further, existing traffic volumes along nearby roadways range from approximately 186 
to 65,242 vehicles per day (DKS 2018:31-35). Project-generated traffic would add to the 
existing traffic volumes of these roads. The largest increase in traffic volume would 
occur on Zinfandel Drive, with an increase of 11,265 to a total traffic volume of 18,860 
vehicles per day on the three segments between International Road and Douglas Road 
(DKS 2018:73). These traffic volumes do not exceed SMAQMD’s or CARB’s guidance 
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of 100,000 vehicle per day, thus new and existing sensitive receptors would not be 
exposed to increased health risk. 

In addition to new mobile sources on local roadways, the project would include the 
development of approximately 71 acres of retail, commercial and educational land uses. 
These land uses may include loading docks for delivery trucks, resulting diesel PM 
exhaust emissions from idling trucks that could expose existing or new sensitive 
receptors to TACs, depending on the location of these new land uses and proximity to 
off-site or new on-site receptors. 

In addition to existing industrial land uses, the project would locate new residences as 
close as 500 feet from the west side of Sunset Boulevard. Traffic on Sunset Boulevard 
is a primary source of TACs in the project vicinity, with traffic volumes of approximately 
54,500 vehicles per day (DKS 2018:34). Guidance from SMAQMD’s Recommended 
Protocol for Evaluating the Location of Sensitive Land Uses Adjacent to Major 
Roadways and CARB’s Air Quality and Land Use Handbook recommends that new 
sensitive receptors should not be placed within 500 feet of freeways or urban streets 
with traffic volumes that exceed 100,000 vehicles per day (CARB 2005). Traffic volumes 
of Sunset Boulevard do not exceed 100,000 vehicles per day, thus new sensitive 
receptors because of the project would not be exposed to excessive health risk from 
Sunset Boulevard. No other roadways in the project vicinity experience volumes that 
exceed 100,000 vehicles per day. 

In summary, project-related construction activities would not expose nearby sensitive 
receptors to incremental increases in cancer, chronic, or acute risk that exceeds 
applicable thresholds. However, the placement of new sources of diesel PM associated 
with commercial delivery trucks could expose new or existing sensitive receptors to 
increased TAC emissions. This impact would be potentially significant. 

MITIGATION MEASURES 
AQ-4. Incorporation of design features for retail center to address TACs. To reduce 

exposure of existing or future receptors to diesel PM exhaust emissions at 
commercial and educational loading docks, the following design measures 
shall be incorporated into the MSCMP. 

• Proposed commercial and educational, land uses that have the potential 
to emit TACs or host TAC-generating activity (e.g., loading docks) shall be 
located as far away from existing and proposed on-site sensitive receptors 
as possible such that they do not expose sensitive receptors to TAC 
emissions that exceed an incremental increase of 10 in 1 million for the 
cancer risk and/or a noncarcinogenic Hazard Index of 1.0.  

• Loading dock design may incorporate the use of buildings or walls to shield 
commercial activity from nearby residences or other sensitive land uses. 

• Signs shall be posted at all loading docks and truck loading areas which 
indicate that diesel-powered delivery trucks must be shut off when not in 
use for longer than 5 minutes on the premises to reduce idling emissions. 
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• Sensitive receptors, such as residential units and daycare centers, shall 
not be located in the same building as dry-cleaning operations that use 
perchloroethylene. Dry-cleaning operations that use perchloroethylene 
shall not be located within 300 feet of any sensitive receptor. A setback of 
500 feet shall be provided for operations with two or more machines. 

Implementation of Mitigation Measure AQ-4 would ensure that any new sources of 
TACs associated with the proposed commercial and educational land uses would not 
expose existing or sensitive land uses to excessive TAC levels. Thus, the project-
generated TAC sources would not result in an increased health risk to existing levels in 
the project area and this impact would be reduced to less than significant with 
mitigation measures. 

IMPACT: EXPOSURE OF SENSITIVE RECEPTORS TO ODORS 
The occurrence and severity of odor impacts depends on numerous factors, including: 
the nature, frequency, and intensity of the source; wind speed and direction; and the 
sensitivity of the affected receptors. While offensive odors rarely cause any physical 
harm, they can still be very unpleasant, leading to considerable distress among the 
public and often generating citizen complaints to local governments and regulatory 
agencies. Projects with the potential to frequently expose a substantial number of 
people to objectionable odors would be deemed to have a significant impact. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Minor odors from the use of heavy-duty diesel equipment and the laying of asphalt during 
project construction activities would be intermittent and temporary, and would dissipate 
rapidly from the source with an increase in distance. While facilities would be constructed 
intermittently over a 14-year buildout period, these types of odor-generating activities 
would not occur at any single location, or within close proximity to off-site receptors, for an 
extended period. Existing off-site receptors include residences located approximately 500 
feet to the east of the project area. Given the temporary and intermittent nature of 
construction activities within specific locations in the project area (i.e., construction does 
not occur in any one part of the plan area during the 14-year buildout period), and that the 
prevailing wind direction is from the south, which would likely keep odor emissions away 
from adjacent land uses, project construction is not anticipated to result in an odor-related 
impact during the construction phase of the project. 

LONG-TERM OPERATION 
Operation of the proposed land uses would include diesel-fueled delivery trucks visiting 
loading docks at commercial land uses; however, these types of sources are not 
different from those that currently deliver materials to existing land uses in developed 
areas and would be relatively short and infrequent. Further, facilities developed under 
the project would be subject to SMAQMD Rule 402 (Nuisance) regarding the control of 
nuisances, including odors. Receptors located in the general vicinity of such sources 
may be exposed to odorous emissions. These receptors could include the new 
residences built around the commercial development, as well as existing residences 
located approximately 500 feet to the east of the project area. 
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The Sacramento Rendering Company operates the Sacramento Rendering Plant 700 
feet south of the project area. The primary air pollutants emitted from rendering 
operations are volatile organic compounds (VOCs), which readily become gas and 
generally have strong odors. VOCs are very common in the environment, and are 
generally responsible for most of the strong odors we experience. The breakdown of 
organic material (which occurs at this facility) generates a wide array of different types 
of VOCs. Many of the VOCs emitted have low odor detection thresholds, which means 
that they smell so strongly that the odor can be detected even when very small amounts 
of the compound are present. For this reason, odors from a facility such as a rendering 
plant may continue to be detectable even at great distances and even if all feasible odor 
control devices are installed. 

SMAQMD is the agency responsible for issuing permits to the rendering plant to ensure 
compliance with federal, State, and local air pollution rules and regulations. The permit 
issued includes conditions related to plant operations, and SMAQMD staff regularly 
inspect the facility to ensure that the permit conditions are being met. The facility 
includes an enhanced odor control system that was voluntarily installed by the 
Sacramento Rendering Company in 2004. Once the system was installed, it became 
subject to the permitting requirements and inspection processes of SMAQMD, but these 
requirements are limited to ensuring that the equipment is being maintained and 
operated. California Civil Code Section 3482.6 (the “Right to Farm Act”) includes 
rendering facilities in the definition of agricultural activities, and exempts facilities from 
nuisance rules if they predate the urban uses with which they have come into conflict. 
For this reason, if the company is meeting its permit conditions, SMAQMD cannot take 
enforcement action against the facility because of odor complaints. 

Policy 603-19 of Mather Field Special Planning Area Ordinance places the following 
performance standard on all land use types developed under the MCSMP except for 
single family residences and parks: 

• All future sale or lease agreements for lands and buildings located within the 
MSCMP shall specify the following: 

• The owner/lessee of this property/building acknowledge that the Sacramento 
Rendering Company plant is in a location predominantly upwind of this site. 
Owner/lessee also acknowledges that the Sacramento Rendering Company 
plant produces objectionable odors that will be detectable at this location 
during certain times of the year depending on wind speed, wind direction, or 
other meteorological conditions, and the operating conditions of Sacramento 
Rending Company. Owner/lessee agrees to hold Sacramento Rendering 
Company harmless from any odors produced by Sacramento Rendering 
Company that may affect the owner/lessee’s property/building or any 
occupants of said property/buildings. 

• A condition shall be imposed on all subsequent entitlements for land and 
buildings within the MSCMP which shall specify the following: 
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• The owner shall provide notification to all subsequent owners/tenants of the 
property/building that the Sacramento Rendering Company plant is in a 
location predominantly upwind of the site and acknowledges that the 
Sacramento Rendering Company plant produces objectionable odors that 
will be detectable at this location during certain times of the year depending 
on wind speed, wind direction, and other meteorological conditions, and the 
operating conditions of Sacramento Rendering Company. Such notification 
may include, but is not limited to, notification in the Public Report prepared by 
the California Department of Real Estate disclosing this information to 
prospective buyers or through individual notice to lessee and occupants of all 
buildings. 

With these conditions placed upon land uses developed under the Mather South 
Project, all future landowners and lessees would be aware of the potential odors 
generated at the Sacramento Rendering Company. The project would not add VOCs to 
the existing rendering plant that would exacerbate existing conditions, and therefore 
would not result in a significant CEQA impact. 

The Kiefer Landfill is the other potential odor source to the Plan Area, which is located 
approximately 2.5 miles to the south east. SMAQMD has developed recommended 
screening distances for various odor-emitting land uses for which sensitive receptors 
should not be located within. Based on SMAQMD guidance, a distance of at least 1 mile 
is recommended for sanitary landfills.  

The project is not anticipated to result in the installation of any major odor emission 
sources that would result in a potentially significant impact to the occupants of the 
proposed on-site land uses. However, although specific retails uses have not yet been 
identified, uses considered to be minor sources of odors may be developed. Such 
sources typically include dry cleaning establishments, restaurants, and gasoline stations. 

As a result, potential exposure of sensitive receptors to odors associated with proposed 
land uses in the project area and the siting of new sensitive receptors in proximity to 
existing odor sources would be considered potentially significant.  

MITIGATION MEASURES 
AQ-5. Incorporation of design features for retail establishments to address potential 

odor sources. The project developer shall implement the following measures 
to reduce exposure of sensitive receptors to odorous emissions. These 
measures shall be incorporated into the Mather South Community Master 
Plan Design Guidelines. 

• Land uses have that the potential to emit objectionable odorous emissions 
(e.g., dry cleaning establishments and gasoline stations) shall be located 
as far away as possible from existing and proposed sensitive receptors or 
downwind of nearby receptors. 
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• If an odor-emitting facility is to occupy a retail space, odor control devices 
shall be installed to reduce the exposure of receptors to objectionable 
odorous emissions. SMAQMD shall be consulted to determine 
applicable/feasible control devices to be installed. Use of setbacks, site 
design considerations, and emission controls are typically sufficient to 
ensure that receptors located near retail uses would not be exposed to 
odorous emissions on a frequent basis. 

Through implementation of Mitigation Measure AQ-5, and notification of potential 
lessees and future landowners within the vicinity of the rendering plant, and given that 
emissions from such sources would typically be intermittent and would disperse rapidly 
with increased distance from the source, implementation of the project would not be 
anticipated to result in a frequent exposure of a substantial number of people to odorous 
emissions. This impact would be reduced to less than significant with mitigation. 
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5 AIRPORT COMPATIBILITY 

INTRODUCTION 

The Mather Field Project EIR (2016) evaluated the Mather South Plan Area at the plan-
level and that analysis is hereby incorporated by reference in this EIR and is 
summarized below where appropriate. This chapter describes the regulatory and 
environmental setting for airport compatibility in the Plan Area, identifies and analyzes 
impacts related to airport compatibility from implementation of the Mather South Project 
at a project-level, and if necessary, recommends mitigation measures to reduce or 
eliminate significant impacts. 

During the NOP scoping process, no commenters raised concerns about airport 
compatibility. A copy of the NOP and comment letters received in response to the NOP 
are included in Appendix PD-2 of this Mather South Project Draft EIR.  

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 

Mather Airport is located within the unincorporated area of Sacramento County and is 
approximately 12 miles east of downtown Sacramento. The Mather South Plan Area is 
located approximately one mile east of the Mather Airport. Most of the airport operations 
occur north of the runway, which is centrally located within the airport boundary; 
however, the airport traffic control tower, as well as some hangar space and numerous 
installation restoration program sites are located south of the runway. The airport is 
2,253 acres in size and is surrounded by a mix of residential, commercial, industrial, 
and open space land uses, including the Mather Preserve. Mather Airport includes two 
parallel runways that have a northeast/southwest orientation, 55 acres of cargo ramp 
space, 73 acres of general aviation aircraft parking ramp, 251,345 square feet of aircraft 
storage and maintenance hangars, and approximately 49,000 square feet of office 
space. (Sacramento County Department of Airports 2013). 

Mather Airport typically receives somewhere between 230 to 280 landings per month 
with the majority of these being cargo planes. Approximately 88 percent of all aircraft 
operations occur on the southern runway, which is the longer one of the two. Flights can 
take various flight paths depending on various factors, which are shown in Plate AC-1.  

Mather Airport has an Airport Land Use Compatibility Plan (ALUCP), which was 
approved in 1996 and provides land use compatibility guidelines and establishes 
planning boundaries for safety zones (Plate AC-2), noise (see Plate AC-3)1, and height 
restrictions (see Plate AC-4). More information about these planning boundaries is 
provided in the Regulatory Setting section below. In 2006, the Board of Supervisors 
approved additional planning boundaries including new aircraft noise exposure contours 
and an Airport Planning Policy Area (APPA) by Resolution 2006-1378 (see Plate AC-5).   

                                            
1 The Theoretic Capacity Noise Contours for Mather Airport were updated by the Board of Supervisors in 2006 (Resolution 2006-1378). 
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Plate AC-1: Mather Airport Flight Tracks 

 

Plan Area 
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Plate AC-2: Mather Airport Safety Zones 

 

Source: Sacramento County GIS 
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Plate AC-3: Mather Airport Theoretic Capacity Noise Contours 

 

Source: Sacramento County GIS 
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Plate AC-4: Mather Airport Height Restrictions 
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New General Plan policies related to new residential development within the APPA 
were also adopted at that time. The Comprehensive Land Use Plan (CLUP) and the 
APPA are discussed in greater detail in the Regulatory Setting. As shown in Plates AC-
3 and AC-5, the Mather South Plan Area is located within the 45 community noise 
equivalent level (CNEL) Theoretic Capacity Noise Contour, within the APPA, but entirely 
outside of the 60 CNEL Theoretic Capacity Noise Contour. Additionally, a portion of the 
Plan Area (northwestern area) is within the overflight zone and has height restrictions, 
which are described below under “Height Restrictions.” 

NIGHTTIME AWAKENINGS AND SINGLE EVENT NOISE LEVELS 
The Mather Airport Master Plan Final EIR, completed in 2012, includes a technical 
analysis of the percent of population potentially awakened in the areas around Mather 
Airport as a result of the project. The analysis includes the percent of population potentially 
awakened under the 2012 Existing Conditions scenario as well as three future conditions 
(2018 Proposed Project, 2035 No Project, and 2035 Proposed Project conditions).  

In recent years, there has been an increased level of interest in the effects of aircraft 
noise on sleep. Many studies have been conducted regarding the effects of single-event 
noise on sleep disturbance, but because of the wide variation in the reaction of test 
subjects to sound exposure levels (SELs) of various levels no definitive consensus has 
been reached with respect to a universal criterion to apply. Upon a review of studies 
about sleep disturbance and aircraft-generated SELs, the Federal Interagency Committee 
on Aviation Noise (FICAN) provided estimates of the percentage of people expected to be 
awakened when exposed to specific SELs inside a home (FICAN 1997). According to the 
FICAN’s review, 10 percent of the population is estimated to be awakened when the SEL 
interior noise level is 81 dBA. An estimated 5 to 10 percent of the population is affected 
when the SEL interior noise level is between 65 and 81 dBA, and few sleep awakenings 
(less than 5 percent) are predicted if the interior SEL is less than 65 dBA. However, 
FICAN did not recommend a threshold of significance based on the percent of people 
awakened. Sacramento County, the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), 
the Governor’s Office of Research and Planning, and most cities and counties have not 
established noise level standards for the effects of single-event noise. However, following 
the court decision in Berkeley Keep Jets Over the Bay Committee v. Board of Port 
Commissioners of the City of Oakland, 2001 there has been increased attention to the 
evaluation of single-event noise levels and their effects on sleep.  

Although the information included in the Mather Airport Master Plan Final EIR regarding 
SELs and nighttime awakenings is not included in a significance determination as part 
of the analysis, the information allows the decision makers and public evaluating the 
proposed project to draw their own conclusions regarding the significance of the 
analysis in the context of the larger project. The analysis concluded that in the future, as 
a result of the implementation of the Mather Airport Master Plan, the communities 
around Mather Airport would be subject to increases in the percent of the population 
potentially awakened due to forecasted growth in aircraft operations at the airport. Plate 
AC-5 illustrates the percent of the population potentially awakened for the communities 
surrounding Mather Airport including the location of the Mather South Project. As  
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Plate AC-5: Percent of Population Potentially Awakened - 2035 
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illustrated in Plate AC-5, based on the percent of the population potentially awakened 
for the communities in close proximity to the site of the project, it is estimated that seven 
to thirteen percent of the population of the project will potentially be awakened by future 
flight activity as part of the Mather Airport Master Plan by 2035. However, as discussed 
in the Mather Airport Master Plan Final EIR, the awakenings analysis was conducted 
assuming the windows were open at sensitive receptor locations, which provides a 
conservative estimate of potential awakenings. Therefore, it is likely a smaller 
percentage of the future Mather South Project population will be potentially awakened 
by Mather Airport flight activity. Considering that the County of Sacramento has not 
adopted noise level standards for the effects of single-event noise, the information 
provided in this discussion is not used in the impact analysis. However, the discussion 
provides background information on SELs and an estimate, based on the Mather Airport 
Master Plan EIR, for the percent of the Mather South Project population who would 
potentially be awakened by future Mather Airport flight operations.  

REGULATORY SETTING 

AIRPORT LAND USE POLICY 
Airports have widespread and potentially severe impacts on surrounding land uses. The 
state of California regulates airports under the authority of the Airport Land Use 
Commission Law, Chapter 4, Article 3.5, California Public Utilities Code. The purpose of 
the Airport Land Use Commission Law is to: 

1. Protect public health, safety and welfare through the adoption of land use 
standards that minimize the public’s exposure to safety hazards and 
excessive levels of noise. 

2. Prevent the encroachment of incompatible uses around public-use airports, 
thereby preserving the utility of these airports into the future. 

These purposes are implemented through airport land use commissions (ALUC), which 
are required in every county with a public use airport or with an airport served by a 
scheduled airline. The Sacramento Area Council of Government (SACOG) has been 
designated as the ALUC for the counties of Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo, and Yuba. Under 
the provisions of the law, the ALUC is required to prepare an ALUCP, formerly called a 
CLUP, for each public airport within its jurisdiction. 

The ALUCP must be based on either a 20-year master plan or an airport layout plan if 
the Caltrans Division of Aeronautics makes a determination that the existing airport 
layout plan is adequate for use in ALUCP preparation. ALUCPs regulate land use in 
three major areas: safety zones, noise zones, and height restrictions. Information on 
these topics specific to Mather Airport is provided below under “Mather Airport 
Comprehensive Land Use Plan.” 
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SAFETY ZONES 
The probability of airplane accidents is highest in the immediately vicinity of airports. 
Consequently, safety zones are delineated around airports which are associated with 
restrictions in land use. There are three safety areas: the clear zone, the approach-
departure zone, and the overflight zone. The clear zone is near the end of the runway and 
is the most restrictive. The approach-departure zone is located under the takeoff and 
landing slopes and is less restrictive. The overflight zone is the area under the traffic 
pattern and is even less restrictive. The densities of land uses allowed in these zones are 
inversely related to probability of an accident in the zone (refer to Plate AC-2). 

NOISE ZONES 
Noise that emanates away from airstrips and airplane flight paths is represented by 
concentric noise contours around the airport. The contours delineate zones where land 
use is restricted, protecting the citizens from the detrimental effects of exposure to 
excessive airplane noise. The contours are constructed using the Federal Aviation 
Administration’s (FAA) Integrated Noise Model. The result is a 24-hour day/night average 
called either Day-Night Average Sound Level or CNEL. The cumulative noise descriptor 
required for aircraft noise analyses in the State of California is the CNEL. The actual 
noise levels around an airport are a function of the number, time of day, and frequency of 
operations of each aircraft type. Noise levels are also influenced by the variations in 
monthly and seasonal flight schedule changes by the airlines. The contours are used to 
determine compatible land uses around the airport (refer to Plate AC-3). 

HEIGHT RESTRICTIONS 
Buildings surrounding airports are prohibited from intruding into aircraft airspace except 
when permitted by the California Department of Transportation, Division of Aeronautics. 
State law requires that General Plans be made consistent with ALUC adopted ALUCPs 
and/or CLUPs. Once consistency is achieved between the ALUCP/CLUP and County 
land use controls, State law requires that certain types of projects be referred to the 
ALUC for a determination of their consistency with an adopted ALUCP/CLUP. Such 
projects include amendments to the General Plan, or a community plan, and adoption or 
amendments to zoning ordinances that affect an area within an airport planning 
boundary as established by an ALUCP/CLUP. If the ALUC determines a project to be 
inconsistent, the County may overrule the ALUC by a two-thirds vote, again after a 
public hearing, and based on specific findings. 

MATHER AIRPORT COMPREHENSIVE LAND USE PLAN 
The current Mather Airport CLUP was adopted by the ALUC Board on May 15, 1997. 
The CLUP established height restrictions, noise contours, and safety zones for Mather 
Airport. On June 24, 1998, the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors approved a 
package of amendments to the General Plan that included the Mather Airport CLUP. At 
the time of preparation of this EIR, an update to the Mather Airport Land Use 
Compatibility Plan is in the early stages of preparation but not yet publicly available.  
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MATHER AIRPORT SAFETY ZONES 
Consistent with State airport land use policy as described above, the purpose of having 
safety zones is to minimize the number of people exposed to hazards related to aircraft 
operations and accidents. Plate AC-2 depicts the adopted safety zones for Mather 
Airport. As shown, a small northern portion of the Mather South Plan Area is located 
within the Overflight Zone but is well outside of the Clear and Approach/Departure 
Zones, both of which are more restrictive in terms of allowable land uses. The Overflight 
Zone generally coincides with the area overflown by aircraft during normal traffic pattern 
procedures. Within the three safety zones discussed above, the risk of aircraft accident 
is the least for the overflight zone and most for the clear zone. However, land uses are 
restricted in each zone to reduce the public’s exposure to safety hazards from aircraft 
operation.  

All residential uses are permitted within the Overflight Zone. Some non-residential uses 
associated with gatherings of large numbers of people are generally prohibited, 
including, but not limited to regional shopping centers, colleges and universities, 
hospitals, jails, stadiums, large movie theaters, auditoriums, and racetracks. Some 
industrial and manufacturing uses are prohibited, such as those associated with 
chemicals and allied products, petroleum refining, and rubber and plastics. No industrial 
uses are proposed within the Mather South Plan Area. An environmental campus is 
proposed as part of the project, but it is located outside of the Overflight Zone. The 
proposed community center is located within the Overflight Zone, but this is a permitted 
use within the zone.  

MATHER AIRPORT NOISE CONTOURS 
Noise generated from aircraft operations can be bothersome to the public. The Mather 
Airport CLUP defines airport noise contours and found that some uses are incompatible 
when noises are 60 CNEL or above. Therefore, the Mather Airport CLUP has restricted 
uses within the 60-85 CNEL noise contours to minimize the number of people exposed 
to bothersome noise from aircraft operations. Uses outside of these contours are not 
restricted.  

Although the land use restrictions identified in the Mather Airport CLUP are still 
applicable, the airport noise contours were updated in 2006. The Board of Supervisors, 
by Resolution 2006-1378, defined a new Theoretic Capacity Noise Contour for 60 
CNEL, which is used in this analysis. As shown in Plate AC-3, the Mather South Plan 
Area is located entirely outside of the 60 CNEL contour. 

In 2013 a Draft Mather Airport Master Plan was prepared, which included updated 
aviation forecasts and a revised 60 CNEL noise contour. This may be used by SACOG 
for a future update to the Mather Airport CLUP and if the Mather Airport CLUP is revised 
to reflect these updated noise contours, land use restrictions surrounding Mather Airport 
could be altered. However, the Mather South Project is still outside of the 60 CNEL 
noise contour in the 2013 Draft Mather Airport Master Plan.  
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MATHER AIRPORT HEIGHT RESTRICTIONS 
According to the Mather Airport CLUP, height standards for defining obstructions to air 
navigation are established by FAA and are defined in Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) 
Part 77, Objects Affecting Navigable Airspace. The Mather Airport CLUP further 
discusses the need for height restrictions as follows: 

Height restrictions are necessary to ensure that objects will not impair flight 
safety or decrease the operational capability of the airport. FAR Part 77 defines a 
series of imaginary surfaces surrounding airports. Any object or structure which 
would penetrate any of these imaginary surfaces is considered by the FAA to be 
an obstruction of air navigation. 

As shown in Plate AC-4, the majority of the Mather South Plan Area would be subject to 
height restrictions; building heights could not exceed the height above mean sea level 
listed in the plate. Elevations in the Plan Area range from approximately 128 feet above 
mean sea level to approximately 174 feet above mean sea level all well below the 
lowest height restriction.  

MATHER AIRPORT PLANNING POLICY AREA 
In 2006, Sacramento County adopted the Mather Airport Planning Policy Area 
(APPA), by Resolution 2006-1378, which places specific limitations on conditions of 
new residential development within certain proximity to Mather Airport. Specifically, 
the Mather APPA conditions: 

1. Prohibit new residential development inside the current Board approved 60 
CNEL noise contour for Mather Airport. 

2. Condition new residential land uses within the APPA boundary but beyond 
the current Board approved 60 CNEL noise contour for Mather Airport as 
follows: 

a. Minimum noise insulation to protect persons from excessive noise 
within new residential dwellings, including detached, single-family 
dwellings, that limits noise to 45 dB CNEL, with windows closed, in 
any habitable room. 

b. Notification in the Public Report prepared by the California 
Department of Real Estate disclosing to prospective buyers that the 
parcel is located within the applicable APPA and that aircraft 
operations can be expected to overfly that area at varying altitudes 
less than 3,000 feet above ground level (AGL). 

c. Execution and recordation with the Sacramento County Recorder of 
avigation easements prepared by the Sacramento County 
Counsel’s Office on each individual residential parcel contemplated 
in the development in favor of the County of Sacramento. All 
avigation easements recorded pursuant to this policy shall, once 
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recorded, be copied to the Director of Airports and shall 
acknowledge the property location within the appropriate APPA and 
shall grant the right of flight and unobstructed passage of all aircraft 
into and out of the appropriate airport. 

The Policy Area is intended to increase the awareness of future residents of their 
possible exposure to aircraft operations; to limit the potential for conflict between the 
airport and adjacent communities; and, to protect future airport development and aircraft 
operations flexibility. 

As shown in Plate AC-3 and AC-5, the entire Mather South Plan Area is within the 
Mather APPA, but outside of the 60 CNEL noise contour, so only Condition 2 would 
apply to the project.  

SACRAMENTO COUNTY GENERAL PLAN 
The following Sacramento County General Plan goals and policies are potentially 
applicable to the project: 

LU-87. Because land use decisions around airports by local governments have a 
direct impact on an airport’s long-term viability and utility, proposed new land 
use projects and land use practices near airports within Sacramento County 
shall consider consistency with current federal, State, and local airport land 
use compatibility regulations, orders, policies, plans, standards and guidance 
pertaining to public safety and minimization of hazardous wildlife attractants 
within five statute miles of County airports. 

NO-2. Proposals for new development within Sacramento County which may be 
affected by aircraft noise shall be evaluated relative to Table 4: Land Use 
Compatibility for Aircraft Noise.  

NO-4. New residential development within adopted Airport Policy Area boundaries, 
but outside the 60 CNEL, shall be subject to the following conditions: 

A.  Provide minimum noise insulation to 45 dB CNEL within new 
residential dwellings, including detached single-family dwellings, 
with windows closed in any habitable room. 

B.  Notification in the Public Report prepared by the California 
Department of Real Estate disclosing the fact to prospective buyers 
that the parcel is located within an Airport Policy Area. 

C.  An Avigation Easement prepared by the Sacramento County 
Counsel’s Office granted to the County of Sacramento, recorded 
with the Sacramento County Recorder, and filed with Department of 
Airports. Such Avigation Easement shall acknowledge the property 
location within an Airport Planning Policy Area and shall grant the 
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right of flight and unobstructed passage of all aircraft into and out of 
the subject Airport. 

CORDOVA COMMUNITY PLAN 
The Cordova Community Plan does not contain specific policies related to airports or 
development located near airports.  

MATHER FIELD SPECIFIC PLAN AND SPECIAL PLANNING AREA  
The following policies related to airport safety and land use would apply to the 
Mather South Project:  

603-13.1 (c):  All development and redevelopment projects shall be in compliance 
with the Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part 77, Objects Affecting 
Navigable Airspace, pursuant to Mitigation Measure AC-2.  

603-13.1 (d): All development or redevelopment within the Mather Airport 
Approach/Departure and Overflight Safety Zones shall be consistent 
with the allowed land uses detailed in the “Land Use Compatibility for 
Airport Safety” table, pursuant to Mitigation Measure AC-3. 

SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA 

Based on Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines, the project was determined to 
result in a significant impact to airport compatibility if it would result in: 

1. A safety hazard for people residing or working in the vicinity of an airport/airstrip 

2. The exposure of people residing or working in the project area to aircraft noise 
levels in excess of applicable standards 

3. A substantial adverse effect upon the safe and efficient use of navigable 
airspace by aircraft 

4. A change in air traffic patterns, including either an increase in traffic levels or a 
change in location that results in substantial safety risks. 

ISSUES NOT DISCUSSED FURTHER 
The project would not involve or affect air traffic movement because the project is a 
mixed-use development that would comply with height restrictions and does not contain 
a private airstrip. Therefore, there would be no impact to air traffic patterns and 
significance criterion 4 is not applicable. 
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IMPACTS AND ANALYSIS 

2016 MATHER FIELD PROJECT EIR DETERMINATION 
The Mather Field Project EIR evaluated impacts related to airport compatibility from 
implementation of the Mather Field Project which consisted of a realignment of 
Zinfandel Drive and trunk extension, creation of the Mather Preserve and the 
establishment of an Urban Development Area designation for the Mather South Plan 
Area. 

The EIR concluded that the Mather Field Project would result in less than significant 
impacts with adherence to the ALUP and APPA standards, and implementation of 
Mitigation Measures AC-1 through AC-5 (listed below). The discussion of impacts 
related to airport noise, navigable air space, and airport safety zones can be found on 
pages 5-19 through 5-28 of the Mather Field Project EIR and is hereby incorporated by 
reference.  

ADOPTED MATHER FIELD PROJECT EIR MITIGATION MEASURES 
AC-1:  AIRPORT NOISE: Proposed uses within the Mather Field Special Planning 

Area shall be in compliance with the uses and standards included in Table 4: 
Land Use Compatibility for Airport Noise found within the Noise Element of 
the Sacramento County General Plan. 

AC-2. NAVIGABLE AIRSPACE: The following language shall be added to the 
Mather Field SPA Development Standards: 

All development and redevelopment projects within the Mather Field SPA 
shall be in compliance with the Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) Part 77, 
Objects Affecting Navigable Airspace. 

AC-3. MATHER AIRPORT SAFETY ZONES: The following language shall be 
added to the Mather Field SPA Development Standards: 

All development or redevelopment within the Mather Airport 
Approach/Departure and Overflight Safety Zones shall be consistent with the 
allowed land uses detailed in the “Land Use Compatibility for Airport Safety” 
table. 

AC-4. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT APPLICATIONS: Future development 
applications within the Mather Airport safety zones shall be reviewed by the 
Airport Land Use Commission in order to ensure that proposed projects are 
compatible with the safety zones. 
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MATHER SOUTH PROJECT IMPACTS DETERMINATION 

IMPACT: SAFETY HAZARD TO PEOPLE LIVING AND WORKING IN THE VICINITY OF AN 
AIRPORT/AIRSTRIP 
Airport safety zones are established to minimize the number of people exposed to 
aircraft crash hazards. According to the CLUP for Mather Airport, a portion of the 
Mather South Plan Area is located within the Overflight Zone, which is the least 
restrictive for development. There are no areas of the Plan Area that are located in the 
Clear Zone or the Approach/Departure Zones. The entire Plan Area is located within the 
APPA, as shown in Plate AC-5.  

Approximately 18 percent of the Mather South Plan Area is within the Overflight Zone 
(refer to Plate AC-2). The Mather South Community Master Plan proposed land uses 
within the Overflight Zone include drainage basins, open space drainage, parks, a 
public use (water tank), a community center, and residential uses with densities varying 
from 5 to 10 dwelling units per an acre. Plate AC-6 provides a more detailed map 
showing these proposed land uses within the Overflight Zone. None of the restricted 
uses cited in the CLUP land use compatibility table are proposed within the Overflight 
Zone. While the project includes an environmental campus (a restricted use), this area 
is located outside of the Overflight Zone, in the southern portion of the plan area. 
Therefore, all proposed land uses are compatible with the allowed uses within the 
Overflight Zone2. Additionally, ALUC/SACOG staff reviewed the project and provided 
comments dated August 6, 2017. The ALUC recognized that a small portion of the 
subject property is located within the Mather Overflight Zone and stated that the Mather 
South Project does not contain anything that is inherently incompatible with the Mather 
CLUP.  

Risks associated with living within the Overflight Zone are slightly elevated over areas 
outside of the zone because aircraft would routinely be in the area. However, overall risks 
associated with living or working within the Overflight Zone are not substantial and would 
be allowable under the CLUP and County policies. The CLUP based the configuration of 
the Overflight Zone on safety considerations and determined that working and living 
within the Overflight Zone to be safe. Additionally, as mentioned above, the entire Plan 
Area is located within the APPA, which places limitations on new residential development 
within the area depicted in Plate AC-5. All residential development within the APPA is 
conditioned so that prospective homebuyers are notified via a public report disclosure by 
the California Department of Real Estate that the property is located within the APPA and 
that aircraft operations occur within the area.  

  

                                            
2 The basin is compatible only if it does not result in ground fog or bird hazard. This is discussed further in the Impact: Effects on the 
Safe and Efficient Use of Navigable Airspace section.  
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Plate AC-6: Mather Airport Overflight Zone and Project Land Uses 

 Source: Sacramento County GIS 
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The Mather Field Project EIR included Mitigation Measures AC-3 and AC-4 to ensure 
that all future development within the Mather Field Specific Plan Area is compatible with 
Mather Airport Safety zones. This mitigation measure was not identified in the project 
application, but would be applicable to the project. Therefore, because the project does 
not include and would not be consistent with mitigation identified in the Mather Field 
Project EIR, this would be a potentially significant impact. However, with the inclusion of 
implementing Mitigation Measures AC-1 and AC-2, this impact would be reduced to 
less than significant with mitigation.  

MITIGATION MEASURE 
AC-1. In accordance with the Mather Field Project Development Standards, the 

project would be required to be reviewed by the Airport Land Use 
Commission prior to approval or issuance of building permits to ensure that it 
is compatible with the Mather Airport safety zones. 

AC-2. Development applications that result from the Mather South Project that are 
located within Mather Airport safety zones shall be reviewed by the Airport 
Land Use Commission prior to approval or issuance of building permits in 
order to ensure that proposed projects are compatible with the safety zones. 

IMPACT: EXPOSURE TO EXCESSIVE NOISE LEVELS ASSOCIATED WITH AIRPORT 
OPERATIONS 
The Mather South Plan Area is approximately one mile from the Mather Airport and would 
be subjected to noise generated from existing and projected future airport operations. 
According to Plate AC-2, the entire Mather South Plan Area is located within the 45 CNEL 
noise contour. There are no land use restrictions within this noise contour associated with 
the CLUP, and these levels are within adopted General Plan noise standards. The entire 
Plan Area is within the Mather APPA, which requires a condition be placed on all 
residential development outside of the 60 CNEL noise contour but within the APPA to 
include noise insulation that reduces interior noise levels to 45 dB CNEL or less. General 
Plan Policy NO-4 reiterates this APPA requirement. The Mather Field Project EIR 
included Mitigation Measure AC-1 to ensure all future development is compatible with 
Mather Airport noise standards. This mitigation measure was not identified in the project 
application but would be applicable to the project. Therefore, because the project does 
not include and would not be consistent with mitigation identified in the Mather Field 
Project EIR, this would be a potentially significant impact. However, with the inclusion of 
implementing Mitigation Measure AC-3, this impact would be reduced to less than 
significant with mitigation.  

MITIGATION MEASURES 
AC-3. Development related to the Mather South Project shall be in compliance 

with the uses and standards included in Table 4: Land Use Compatibility 
for Airport Noise found within the Noise Element of the Sacramento 
County General Plan prior to approval or issuance of building permits. 
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IMPACT: EFFECTS ON SAFE AND EFFICIENT USE OF NAVIGABLE AIRSPACE 

BUILDING HEIGHT RESTRICTIONS 
The CLUP includes height standards for buildings surrounding the airport and are most 
restrictive adjacent to the runway and become less restrictive further away. Navigable 
airspace could be adversely affected if building heights in the Mather South Plan Area 
exceed these designated height standards. This is a potentially significant impact, 
however, the Mather Field Project EIR included Mitigation Measure AC-2 which requires 
development and redevelopment projects within the Mather Field SPA to be in 
compliance with the FAR Part 77, Objects Affecting Navigable Airspace. The height 
restrictions that apply to the Plan Area are between 248.5 feet to 448.5 feet above 
mean sea level. Plate AC-7 illustrates the specific height restrictions that apply to the 
project site and associated land uses proposed for the Mather South Community Master 
Plan. 

Elevations within the Plan Area ranges between 128 to 174 feet above mean sea level. 
Therefore, under the most restrictive requirement, buildings developed onsite would 
need to be less than 74.5 feet tall. The maximum building height allowed by the Mather 
South Development Standards (Chapter 7 of the Mather South Community Master Plan 
Document, Appendix 1) is 50 feet, as shown in Table AC-1. Therefore, no buildings 
within the Plan Area would exceed the maximum building height of 74.5 feet and project 
related impacts to navigable airspace with respect to building heights would be less 
than significant. 

Table AC-1: Maximum Project Building Heights in the Plan Area 
Land Use Maximum Height Allowed 

Single Family (RD-5, RD-7, RD-8) 40 Feet per Master Plan 

Low Density Multi Family (RD-10) 40 Feet per Master Plan 

Multi-Family (RD-20) 45 Feet per Zoning Code for RD-20 

Commercial/Retail 50 Feet per Zoning Code for GC 

Research and Development 40 Feet per Zoning Code for MP 

Environmental Education Campus 40 Feet per Zoning Code for MP 

Community Center 40 Feet per Zoning Code for MP 
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Plate AC-7: Height Restrictions and Project Land Uses 

 Source: Sacramento County GIS 
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BIRD STRIKE HAZARDS 
Navigable airspace can also be adversely affected by project features that could attract 
wildlife causing bird strike hazards. This is a potentially significant impact, however the 
Mather Field Project EIR included Mitigation Measure AC-2 which requires development 
and redevelopment projects within the Mather Field Specific Plan Area to be in 
compliance with the FAR Part 77, Objects Affecting Navigable Airspace. An analysis 
conducted in accordance with the FAA’s Wildlife Strike Database provides what type of 
wildlife species has caused known collisions at Mather Airport. According to the 
database, there have been 136 wildlife strikes since November 1997 and most 
collisions were from unknown small bird species, followed by raptors, and only 7 strikes 
were caused by avian species associated with aquatic habitats.  

Currently, the Mather South Plan Area primarily contains open space, non-native 
grasslands, wetlands, and two tributaries to Todd Creek. The Plan Area currently has 
substantial existing wildlife attractants, including aquatic resources and foraging habitat. 
The project would urbanize the majority of the Plan Area by converting existing open 
space to residential, commercial, and public uses. This would remove non-native 
grasslands and wetlands, which would result in a reduction of potential hazardous 
wildlife attractants. The project includes 86 acres of wetland preserve, four open space 
drainage corridors, and nineten basins that range from 3 to 16 acres in size. The 
wetland preserves and open space drainage corridors would be left in their current 
natural state; therefore, there would be no change related to wildlife attractants. The 
main purpose of the basins is stormwater management and water quality control but 
could also provide other uses such as environmental education opportunities, 
pedestrian and bike trail routes, and informal recreation areas. While the basins could 
provide a possible wildlife attractant, they would not be filled year-round and are much 
smaller in scale to other water features in the region. Therefore, in comparison to 
existing onsite conditions, it is unlikely that these project features would attract large 
migratory flocks of water fowl above what currently occurs.  

Overall, there would be a net reduction in wildlife attractants through the Mather South 
Plan Area, resulting in a slight benefit related to bird strike hazards. Therefore, project 
related impacts to navigable airspace with respect to bird strike hazards at Mather 
Airport would be less than significant. 
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6 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the biological resources that occur within the Mather South Plan 
Area (Plan Area), includes a description of applicable federal, State, and local 
regulations and policies that influence biological resources, identifies potential impacts 
to these resources, and recommends mitigation measures to reduce or eliminate 
impacts associated with the Mather South Project. The analysis focuses on impacts to 
the grassland and wetland habitats, which dominate the Plan Area, and the special-
status species that rely on these habitats. Species covered include a variety of special-
status plants, invertebrates, birds, amphibians, reptiles, and mammals. 

As described in Chapter 1 Project Description, the Mather South Plan Area is located 
within the Mather Field Specific Plan Area. The Mather Field Project EIR (2016) 
evaluated the Plan Area at the plan-level and that analysis is incorporated by reference 
and summarized in this section where appropriate. Establishment of the Mather 
Preserve was included in the Mather Field project, however the current development 
plan for Mather South has changed slightly, therefore, this EIR analyzes the biological 
impacts of the Mather South Project at a project level. Development of the Mather 
Specific Plan Area, including the Plan Area, has also been analyzed in an 
environmental impact statement (EIS) prepared by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 
(USACE) as part of the permitting process pursuant to Section 404 of the Clean Water 
Act (CWA). The EIS analyzed impacts within the Plan Area at a program level, although 
infrastructure improvements, such as the realignment of Zinfandel Drive, were analyzed 
at a project level (USACE 2018). 

During the Notice of Preparation (NOP) scoping process, comments were received 
about compliance with Title 23, Section 7, proximity to Morrison Creek, and proximity of 
proposed development to Mather Preserve. A copy of the NOP and comment letters 
received in response to the NOP are included in Appendix PD-2 of this Mather South 
Project Draft EIR.  

PLAN AREA BACKGROUND 

WETLAND PRESERVATION 
In April 2004, the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors conceptually endorsed 
creation of a “Wetlands Preserve” within Mather Field in compliance with a 1999 
Biological Opinion (BO) issued by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) relating 
to water service contracts that deliver water out of the Sacramento River for use within 
Sacramento County Water Agency’s Zone 40 Service Area, which includes Mather 
Field. The BO required the development of a vernal pool management plan and 
dedication of conservation easements over vernal pools on the Mather Field Airport and 
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Mather Regional Park. In June 2005, stakeholders, representing thirteen outside entities 
and seven County departments met to develop alternatives for boundaries of the 
Wetlands Preserve (Mather Preserve) and to identify other vernal pools to be protected. 
In 2006, the Sacramento County Department of Economic Development presented 
recommendations to the Board which would change Mather Field Specific Plan land use 
designations and initiate amendments to the adopted General Plan and Mather Field 
Specific Plan. The Board approved the recommendations, which authorized initiation of 
CEQA review and preparation of applications to regulatory agencies for necessary 
permits to develop the approved land uses. Following Board approval, the County 
Department of Economic Development submitted seven permit applications to the 
USACE to develop portions of the Mather Field Specific Plan Area, including the Plan 
Area. These permit applications included changes from the 2006 land use 
configurations approved by the Board, including the removal of some “protected areas” 
and the enlargement of the proposed Wetland Preserve. 

In January 2012, USFWS issued the Biological Opinion for the Disposal of the Former 
Mather Air Force Base, Sacramento County. The 2012 BO contemplates future 
development of the Mather Field Specific Plan Area and assesses the impacts to 
special-status species and habitat consistent with the provisions of the federal 
Endangered Species Act (ESA).  

USFWS, USACE, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the California 
Department of Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) approved the Interim Mather Wetlands 
Management Plan (IWMP) in 2014. This approval of the IWMP meets the endangered 
species and wetlands protection requirements described in the Supplemental ROD 
issued by the U.S. Air Force for the disposal and reuse of Mather Air Force Base. The 
Final Wetlands Management Plan was approved and adopted by the County Board of 
Supervisors in February 2015. 

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 

The Plan Area is approximately 848 acres in size and is characterized as primarily flat 
with a discernible slope from the west to the east; however, the Plan Area exhibits a 
slightly undulating topography characterized by vernal swales and pools intersected by 
small drainages and creeks. Overall, site elevations range from 128 feet above sea 
level along the western boarder to 164 feet above sea level along the eastern border to 
174 in the northeastern corner. 

The entire site is currently vacant and undeveloped. However, it was previously used for 
military operations so there are some remnants of military activity including abandoned 
bunker buildings in the center of the Plan Area. The majority of the Plan Area contains 
annual grasslands with vernal pools and other wetlands, and scattered cottonwood 
woodland stands distributed throughout. 

The biological resource information presented in this section is based on review of 
available background reports; previous studies conducted on or near the plan area, 
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biological resource databases, the Sacramento County General Plan (Sacramento 
County 2011), and the Final South Sacramento County Habitat Conservation Plan 
(SSHCP) (Sacramento County et al. 2018). Background reports reviewed include the 
following:  

• Mather Field Airport Natural Resources Assessment (WRA 2004a); 

• Final Report for Mather Field Vernal Pool Study (Jones & Stokes 2001); 

• Mather Field Revised Final EIR (Sacramento County 2013); 

• Mather Specific Plan Project Final EIS (USACE 2018); 

• Final South Mather Wetlands Management Plan (Sacramento County 2014); 

• Arborist and Tree Inventory Summary, Mather South Project Site (Lewis 
Operating Corp. 2014); 

• Delineation of Potential Jurisdictional Wetlands and Waters of the United States 
under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act, Mather Field Study Area, Sacramento 
County, CA (WRA 2004b); 

• Mather Field Wetland Delineation Reverification 2012 (Sacramento County 
2012); and 

• Biological Opinion for the Disposal of the Former Mather Air Force Base, 
Sacramento County (USFWS 2012). 

Wetlands and other waters of the United States (U.S.) have been delineated according 
to USACE methodology within the Plan Area and verified by USACE most recently in 
February of 2013. Vegetation within the Plan Area was also classified and mapped 
through remote sensing techniques by Sacramento County for the SSHCP and mapped 
in the field as part of the Mather Field natural resources assessment (WRA 2004a). 
Existing vegetation types within the Plan Area were derived from these data sources 
and verified and refined by Ascent biologists in July 2018 through a combination of 
previously existing vegetation and habitat data, aerial imagery interpretation, and a field 
reconnaissance survey conducted on July 23, 2018. Locations of elderberry shrubs 
mapped during surveys conducted for the Sacramento County Water Authority’s NSA 
Pipeline and the Mather Field Project Zinfandel Drive extension in 2014 were provided 
as the Geographic Information Systems (GIS) points to the County. Additional 
elderberry shrubs were identified during the biological reconnaissance survey 
conducted on July 23, 2018 and added to the habitat map; however, a comprehensive 
survey for elderberry shrubs has not been completed for the entire Plan Area and 
additional elderberry shrubs are likely present. Local biologists associated with the 
Mather Stewardship Network conducted surveys for sensitive bird species between 
January 4 and June 13, 2014 and provided a list of species and number of birds of each 
species observed in the Plan Area during the survey. 

Mather Lake and Mather Golf Course are directly to the north of the Plan Area, while the 
Folsom South Canal borders the eastern edge of the Plan Area. Rancho Cordova city 
limits are on the other side of the Folsom South Canal and there are multiple housing 
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subdivisions in the vicinity. The Mather Preserve is directly to the west of the Plan Area, 
while the Independence at Mather housing development is a half mile to the west and 
Mather Airport is approximately 1.7 miles to the northwest. The Sacramento Rendering 
Plant is located directly south of the Plan Area across Kiefer Boulevard. 

HABITATS 
The predominant habitat type in the Mather South Plan Area is annual grassland 
interspersed with vernal pools, seasonal wetlands, and vernal swales. The Plan Area 
contains two upland habitats, four wetland habitats, one non-wetland aquatic habitat, 
and one riparian habitat type. Each of these habitat types is described in the following 
paragraphs and the acreage of each is provided in Table BR-1. The distribution of each 
habitat type within the Plan Area is shown in Plate BR-1. Each of these habitat types is 
also found in the adjacent Mather Preserve. 

Table BR-1: Habitat Types in the Plan Area 
Habitat Type Acres in Plan Area 

Upland Habitats 782.12 

Annual Grassland 704.97 

Coyote Brush Scrub 77.15 

Wetland Habitats 21.35 

Vernal Pools 5.87 

Seasonal Wetlands 11.33 

Vernal Swales 3.59 

Drainage Ditches 0.56 

Non-Wetland Waters 3.57 

Stream/Creek 3.57 

Riparian Habitats 41.16 

Cottonwood Woodland 41.16 
Sources: WRA 2004, Sacramento County 2011 and 2013, data compiled by Ascent Environmental in 2018 
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Plate BR-1: Land Cover and Aquatic Features 
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UPLAND HABITATS  

ANNUAL GRASSLAND 
Annual grassland habitat makes up the majority of the Plan Area. Annual grasslands in 
the Plan Area have been modified by past land uses, including off-road vehicle use, 
military uses, and dumping. This vegetation type is dominated by naturalized annual 
grasses and weedy annual forbs, primarily of Mediterranean origin, that have replaced 
native wildflower fields, perennial grasslands, and scrub because of human disturbance. 
However, native annual and perennial wildflowers remain a characteristic component of 
the annual grassland vegetation type. In the Plan Area, annual grassland surrounds 
vernal pool complexes, providing an important upland element that may be used for 
species movement and dispersal between pools as well as nesting or estivation habitat 
for species that use the pools for foraging of for only certain phases of their life cycle. It 
should be noted that there has been recent movement in academia to move away from 
the annual grassland labeling of such landscapes to that of California Prairie or Vernal 
Pool Prairie where grassland areas are coincidental to vernal features. This is due, in 
part, to the misconception that annual grasslands often contain a monoculture of 
nonnative grasses when in fact the areas noted to be annual grasslands in California 
often contain a much greater variety of plant species, including numerous native 
wildflowers. Additionally, vernal pool ecology and functions (e.g., hydrologic cycle, 
nutrient cycling, water chemistry, food chain support, and plant-pollinator relationships) 
are dependent on surrounding uplands. In the SSHCP, this habitat type is called valley 
grassland (Sacramento County et.al. 2018). 

Common grass species that have been documented within the Plan Area include 
medusa head (Elymus caput-medusae), silver hairgrass (Aira caryophyllea), slender 
wild oat (Avena barbata), ripgut brome (Bromus diandrus), soft chess (Bromus 
hordeaceus), and Italian ryegrass (Festuca perennis). Native wildflowers documented in 
the Plan Area include elegant brodiaea (Brodiaea elegans), Fremont’s tidy-tips (Layia 
fremontii), miniature lupine (Lupinus bicolor), vinegar weed (Trichostema lanceolatum), 
white-tipped clover (Trifolium variegatum), white hyacinth (Triteleia hyacinthina), and 
butter and eggs (Triphysaria eriantha). Occasional individual coyote brush (Baccharis 
pilularis) and blue elderberry (Sambucus nigra ssp. caerulea) shrubs occur within areas 
mapped as annual grassland. Known elderberry shrub locations are shown as points on 
Plate BR-1. Invasive plants documented in the Plan Area include yellow star-thistle 
(Centaurea solstitialis), milk thistle (Silybum marianum), Italian thistle (Carduus 
pycnocephalus), medusa head, yellow glandweed (Parentucellia viscosa), barbed 
goatgrass (Aegilops triuncialis), and stinkwort (Dittrichia graveolens). 

COYOTE BRUSH SCRUB 
Coyote brush scrub occurs in scattered patches across the Plan Area. This habitat type 
is characterized by a medium-height, relatively dense shrub layer dominated exclusively 
by coyote brush with an herbaceous understory comprised primarily of nonnative 
grasses and forbs typical of the annual grassland type described above. Some stands 
of coyote brush scrub contain blue elderberry as an associate shrub species (shown as 
points on Plate BR-1). Areas mapped as coyote brush scrub exist as distinct stands that 
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lack large openings vegetated by grasses; scattered individuals (i.e., those greater than 
100 feet from the nearest coyote brush scrub polygon) within areas dominated by 
grasses were considered part of the annual grassland (WRA 2004a). This habitat type 
is not identified in the SSHCP and areas mapped as coyote brush scrub in this 
document were included within valley grassland or mine tailing riparian woodland 
polygons.  

WETLAND HABITATS 
Wetland habitats are those that are inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater 
for long enough duration during the growing season to support vegetation adapted to 
growth in anaerobic (without oxygen) conditions. Wetland habitats are typically 
vegetated (i.e., support at least 5 percent aerial cover of plants during the peak of the 
growing season). Habitats that are inundated during the growing season and are not 
vegetated are generally considered other waters (i.e., lakes, streams, ponds) and not 
wetlands. As defined in this document, wetland habitats meet the federal three-
parameter definition of wetlands in being dominated by hydrophytic vegetation and 
having hydric soils and wetland hydrology.  

VERNAL POOLS AND VERNAL SWALES 
Vernal pools are ephemeral wetlands that form in shallow depressions underlain by an 
impervious or restrictive soil layer near the surface, that impedes the percolation of 
water. Direct rainfall and sheet flow from adjacent uplands are the sources of water for 
vernal pools. Vernal pools pond during the wet season and become dry in late spring or 
early summer. Germination and growth begin with winter rains, often continuing even 
when inundated. The vernal pools within the Plan Area have been classified as northern 
hardpan vernal pools (Hanes and Stromberg 1998), and have formed on old, very 
acidic, iron-silica cemented hardpan soils.  

Vernal pools in the Plan Area are consistent with pools on the eastern side of the 
proposed Mather Preserve and occur on thin, rocky soils mainly classified as Redding 
gravelly loam. These pools tend to be shallow and pond water for a shorter period of 
time, relative to pools in other parts of the proposed Mather Preserve. These pools are 
typically vegetated by white navarretia (Navarretia leucocephala) and other vernal pool 
plant species including Fremont’s goldfields (Lasthenia fremontii), slender popcorn-
flower (Plagiobothrys stipitatus), and dwarf woolly-heads (Psilocarphus brevissimus). 
There are also substantial blooms of Douglas’ mesamint (Pogogyne douglasii) among 
these pools. Two special-status plant species have been documented within vernal 
pools in the Plan Area, these are Ahart’s dwarf rush (Juncus leiospermus var. ahartii) 
and legenere (Legenere limosa). Another special-status plant species, Boggs Lake 
hedge-hyssop (Gratiola heterosepala), has been found in nearby vernal pools in the 
proposed Mather Preserve. Pools within the Plan Area are most similar to pools in the 
eastern portion of the Mather Preserve. Pools in the western part of the Mather 
Preserve occur on younger, deeper soils, primarily Hedge loam soils, and are inundated 
for longer duration than those that are typical of the Plan Area and eastern Mather 
Preserve and are therefore characterized by slightly different vernal pool plant 
assemblages and often contain iris-leaved rush (Juncus xiphioides) (Sacramento 
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County 2014). The western pools tend to be dominated by vernal pool buttercup 
(Ranunculus bonariensis var. trisepalus) and commonly include creeping spikerush 
(Eleocharis macrostachya), Great Valley coyote thistle (Eryngium castrense), and 
smooth goldfields (Lasthenia glaberrima) (Sacramento County 2014). Low manna grass 
(Glyceria declinata) is an invasive species that has infested some vernal pools in the 
Plan Area.  

Additionally, the Plan Area contains several features that were mapped as “vernal 
marsh” during the 2002 delineation (WRA 2004b). These features were described as 
being similar to vernal pools, in that they support many of the same species, but 
occurring in deeper depressions with a growing season that is typically later than in 
vernal pools. However, because areas mapped as vernal marsh are generally 
characterized predominantly by vernal pool indicator plant species, support special-
status species typically found only in vernal pools, and provide virtually the same habitat 
functions as vernal pools, these features were mapped and classified as vernal pools in 
the wetland delineation reverification (Sacramento County 2012) and are treated as 
vernal pools in this EIR. 

The Plan Area also contains vernal swales, which are somewhat linear, gently sloping, 
concave depressions that form in topographically complex grasslands and commonly 
connect to vernal pools, seasonal wetlands, or water courses. Vernal swales are fed 
exclusively through runoff and direct precipitation and they repeatedly flood and drain 
throughout the rainy season causing their soils to remain saturated for long durations. 
Vernal swales are characterized by soil and hydrologic conditions similar to those of 
vernal pools and generally support many of the same plants as vernal pools. Special-
status plants associated with vernal pools are less common in vernal swales although 
Ahart’s dwarf rush can occur in vernal swales. The SSHCP considers vernal swales to 
be suitable habitat for all or portions of the life cycle of many SSHCP covered species 
typically associated with vernal pools (Sacramento County 2018).  

SEASONAL WETLANDS 
Seasonal wetlands are ephemeral wetlands that remain saturated for long periods 
during the growing season, but typically dry up by summer. Unlike vernal pools, these 
wetlands are typically not underlain by an impervious soil layer and the hydrologic 
regime is characterized primarily by saturation rather than inundation. Seasonal wetland 
vegetation has some similarities to the vernal pool habitat type, but differs because of 
differences in topography, duration of inundation, and/or plant species composition. 
Seasonal wetlands can form in a variety of topographic positions including shallow 
depressions, intermittent and ephemeral stream channels, lake edges and reservoir 
fluctuation zones, and floodplains. In the Plan Area, seasonal wetlands are primarily in 
shallow depressions (formed either because of natural topographic features or previous 
site disturbance) and support annual hydrophytic plant species, but generally with much 
less native species diversity than that of vernal pools and characterized primarily by 
generalist wetland species rather than vernal pool endemic or indicator species. Within 
the Plan Area, common plant species in the seasonal wetland community include 
Vasey’s coyote thistle (Eryngium vaseyi), tall flatsedge (Cyperus eragrostis), common 
toad rush (Juncus bufonius), and creeping spikerush. Dominant plant species often 
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include nonnative plants such as Mediterranean barley (Hordeum marinum 
ssp.gussoneanum) and Italian ryegrass. The SSHCP does not consider seasonal 
wetlands to be suitable habitat for vernal pool crustaceans (Sacramento County 2018), 
but they have been treated as suitable habitat in this EIR. 

DRAINAGE DITCHES 
Various types of drainage ditches are found in the Plan Area, primarily around the 
military facilities in the center of the Plan Area but also at other scattered locations. 
Areas mapped as drainage ditches consist of linear features created either directly or 
indirectly by human activity and include tire ruts from off-road vehicles, areas scraped 
by construction equipment such as during creation of roads or building sites, and 
ditches intentionally created to capture runoff from the military facilities. According to the 
wetland delineation (WRA 2004), drainage ditches within the Plan Area meet the federal 
definition of wetlands because they support greater than 5 percent vegetative cover 
dominated by hydrophytes and exhibit wetland hydrology indicators and indicators of 
hydric soils or are on soils with mapped hydric soil inclusions. Hydrophytes observed in 
the drainage ditches include Mediterranean barley, Italian ryegrass, pale spikerush, and 
spotted ladysthumb (Persicaria maculosa). 

NON-WETLAND WATERS 
In addition to the wetland habitats, the Plan Area contains non-wetland waters 
consisting of intermittent and ephemeral stream channels.  

STREAM/CREEK  
There are two larger drainage features in the Plan Area which are tributaries of Todd 
Creek (a tributary of Morrison Creek). One crosses the Plan Area and flows east to 
west. The second originates from the middle of the Plan Area and flows to the west. 
While these channels support sporadic cover of some plant species commonly found in 
lacustrine, seasonal wetland, and freshwater marsh communities, they do not support at 
least 5 percent vegetative cover and therefore do not meet the definition of a wetland. 
Along channel edges and on banks, common plant species include creeping spikerush, 
Bermuda grass (Cynodon dactylon), pennyroyal (Mentha pulegium), Italian ryegrass, 
Mediterranean barley, tall flatsedge, and hyssop loosestrife; however, plant cover is 
sparse and discontinuous because the channels are scoured by high flow volumes 
during the wet season and the channel substrates are primarily composed of cobble 
(WRA 2004). The SSHCP considers the segment of Morrison Creek within the Plan 
Area to be suitable habitat for vernal pool crustaceans (Sacramento County 2018). 

RIPARIAN HABITATS 
Riparian habitats are transitional areas between wetland and upland habitats and are 
distinguished by gradients in biophysical conditions, ecological processes, and biota 
(Sacramento County 2018). Riparian areas connect water bodies with adjacent uplands 
and are found on the banks, floodplains, and terraces of rivers, streams, or lakes where 
flooding occurs periodically or in low landscape positions where groundwater is nearer 
to the surface than uplands. Riparian habitat characterized by open stands of broad-
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leaved, winter-deciduous cottonwood woodland occurs in patches throughout the Plan 
Area. 

COTTONWOOD WOODLAND 
Within the Plan Area, this habitat type occurs in scattered patches mostly toward the 
east boundary in areas historically disturbed by mining activities and military uses. 
Fremont cottonwood (Populus fremontii) is the sole or dominant tree in the canopy of 
this native vegetation community. Within the Plan Area, the woodland canopy is open 
and the understory is variable, typically consisting of annual grassland species or 
scattered coyote brush shrubs. The cottonwood woodland habitat is within the historic 
floodplain of the American River. While riparian habitat typically occurs where soils are 
intermittently or seasonally flooded or saturated, within the Plan Area it occurs where 
groundwater is shallow enough for tree roots to reach, but not shallow enough to 
support herbaceous hydrophytes. There is no riparian vegetation along the Morrison 
Creek tributary within the Plan Area except for a few scattered cottonwood trees. 
Cottonwood trees throughout the cottonwood woodland in the Plan Area appear old and 
senescent and no cottonwood regeneration was observed in this habitat type. The 
cottonwood woodland habitat type is mapped and categorized as mine tailings riparian 
woodland in the SSHCP (Sacramento County 2018). 

NATIVE AND NONNATIVE TREES 
The Plan Area contains a variety of trees within the cottonwood woodland patches and 
isolated trees scattered throughout. An inventory of all trees measuring 4 inches or 
greater in diameter at breast height (DBH) rooted in or overhanging the Plan Area was 
conducted by Sierra Nevada Arborists in 2014. At that time 477 trees meeting that 
criterion were documented consisting of 455 native trees and 22 nonnative trees. The 
species, number of trees, and their aggregate DBH is summarized in Table BR-2. 

Table BR-2: Trees in the Plan Area Meeting the Sacramento County Tree 
Preservation and Protection Ordinance or General Plan Policy Criteria for Protection 

Species Number of Trees with a DBH 
of 4 Inches or Greater 

Aggregate DBH 

Native Trees 

Fremont cottonwood 453 8,958 inches 

Pacific willow 2 38 inches 

Nonnative Trees 

Black locust 2 29 inches 

Brazilian pepper 8 179 inches 

Elm 12 239 inches 

Because the tree inventory was conducted in 2014, there may be more trees that have 
attained a DBH of 4 inches or greater and some trees may have died, including as a 
result of a fire that burned a portion of the Plan Area near Zinfandel Drive and Douglas 
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Road in 2017, so these numbers may differ slightly for the baseline year of 2017 but 
would be very similar and the inventory provides a good estimation of the number of 
trees meeting the County’s tree protection criteria. For purposes of this EIR, it is 
assumed that all trees with a DBH of 4 inches or greater in 2014 have attained a DBH of 
6 inches or greater. 

SPECIAL-STATUS SPECIES 
Special-status species are plants and animals that are legally protected or otherwise 
considered sensitive by federal, state, or local resource conservation agencies. In this 
document, special-status species are defined as: 

• species listed or proposed for listing as threatened, rare, or endangered under 
the federal ESA or California Endangered Species Act (CESA);  

• species considered as candidates for listing under the ESA or CESA;  

• wildlife species identified by CDFW as Species of Special Concern;  

• animals fully protected under the California Fish and Game Code; 

• species covered in the SSHCP; and 

• plants considered by CNPS CDFW to be “rare, threatened, or endangered in 
California” (California Rare Plant Ranks [CRPR] of 1A, presumed extinct in 
California and not known to occur elsewhere; 1B, considered rare or endangered 
in California and elsewhere; 2A, presumed extinct in California, but more 
common elsewhere and 2B, considered rare or endangered in California but 
more common elsewhere).  

A list of special-status plant and wildlife species that are known or have the potential to 
occur in the Plan Area was compiled based on review of background reports, previous 
studies conducted in the Plan Area and the larger Mather Field Specific Plan Area, as 
listed previously; an official species list obtained from the USFWS Information for 
Planning and Consultation (IPaC) system (USFWS 2018); and the California Natural 
Diversity Database (CNDDB) Rarefind program and California Native Plant Society 
(CNPS) Inventory records of previously documented occurrences of special-status 
species in the Carmichael, Buffalo Creek, Florin, Rio Linda, Citrus Heights, Folsom, 
Folsom SE, Sacramento East, Elk Grove, Sloughouse, Clarksville, and Carbondale 
California 7.5-minute quadrangles (CNDDB 2018, CNPS 2018). Plan Area habitats 
were evaluated for their suitability to support special-status species. Table BR-3 
summarizes the regulatory status, suitable habitat, and potential for project to affect 
special-status species known or with potential to occur in the Plan Area. Potentially 
affected species are shown in bold in Table BR-3. Plate BR- 2 shows the locations of 
reported special-status species observations in the Plan Area, including those recorded 
during project-specific surveys as well as CNDDB records. 
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Plate BR-2: Field Observations 
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Table BR-3: List of Potentially Affected Species and Habitats 
Species Status Suitable Habitat Potential for Project to Affect 

Federally Listed Species 

Plants    

Orcuttia tenuis 
Slender Orcutt 
grass 

FT, CE, 
CRPR 1B.1 

Small annual grass found in 
vernal pools in valley and foothill 
grasslands. Blooms: May-
September. Elevation: 100 to 
5,750 ft. 

May affect. Suitable habitat is 
present within the Plan Area, 
although no known occurrences 
have been recorded within the 
Plan Area. The nearest recorded 
occurrence is within one mile of 
the Plan Area. Designated critical 
habitat for this species is located 
adjacent to, but outside the Plan 
Area. 

Orcuttia viscida 
Sacramento 
Orcutt grass 

FE, CE, 
CRPR 1B.1 

Small annual grass found in 
vernal pools in valley and foothill 
grasslands. Blooms: May-June. 
Elevation: 100 to 350 ft. 

May affect. Suitable habitat is 
present within the Plan Area, 
although no known occurrences 
have been recorded within the 
Plan Area. The nearest recorded 
occurrence is within one mile of 
the Plan Area. Designated critical 
habitat for this species is located 
adjacent to, but outside the Plan 
Area. 

Invertebrates    

Branchinecta 
conservatio 
Conservancy fairy 
shrimp 

FE Occurs in large, turbid vernal 
pools in the northern two-thirds of 
the Central Valley. Pools are 
typically astatic and are formed in 
old, braided alluvium. Requires an 
average of 49 days of continual 
inundation to mature (Eriksen and 
Belk 1999:88-89) 

Not likely to affect. Currently this 
species does not occur in 
Sacramento County (USFWS 
2012).  

Branchinecta 
lynchi 
Vernal pool fairy 
shrimp 

FT Occurs in vernal pools, 
seasonally ponded areas within 
vernal swales, rock outcrop 
ephemeral pools, playas and 
alkali flats from Shasta County 
through most of the length of the 
Central Valley to Tulare County. 
Pools are grass or mud bottomed, 
with clear to tea-colored water, 
and are often in basalt flow 
depression pools in grasslands 

May affect. Suitable habitat is 
present in the Plan Area and the 
species has been recorded within 
the Mather Preserve area west of 
the Plan Area and north of the 
Plan Area near Mather Lake. 
Designated critical habitat for this 
species is located adjacent to, but 
outside the Plan Area. 

Desmocerus 
californicus 
dimorphus 
Valley elderberry 

FT Breeds and forages exclusively 
on elderberry shrubs. Typically 
associated with riparian forest, 
riparian woodland, elderberry 

May affect. There are numerous 
elderberry shrubs present in the 
Plan Area. The nearest recorded 
occurrence is 1.5 miles north of 
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Species Status Suitable Habitat Potential for Project to Affect 
longhorn beetle savanna, and other Central Valley 

habitats. Occurs only in the 
Central Valley of California. 
Prefers to lay eggs in elderberry 
stems 2–8 inches in diameter; 
some preference shown for 
“stressed” elderberry shrubs. 

the Plan Area. 

Lepidurus 
packardi 
Vernal pool 
tadpole shrimp 

FE Occurs in vernal pools containing 
clear to highly turbid water. 

May affect. Suitable habitat is 
present in the Plan Area and the 
species has been recorded from 
numerous (± 60) vernal pools 
within the Plan Area and adjacent 
Mather Preserve. Designated 
critical habitat for this species is 
located adjacent to, but outside 
the Plan Area. 

Fish    

Hypomesus 
transpacificus 
Delta smelt 

FT, CT Open surface waters in the 
Sacramento/San Joaquin Delta. 
Seasonally in Suisun Bay, 
Carquinez Strait and San Pablo 
Bay. Found in Delta estuaries 
with dense aquatic vegetation and 
low occurrence of predators.  

No effect. No suitable habitat 
within the Plan Area.  

Oncorhynchus 
mykiss 
Central Valley 
steelhead 

FT This evolutionary significant unit 
(ESU) enters the Sacramento and 
San Joaquin Rivers and their 
tributaries from July to May; 
spawning from December to April. 
Young move to rearing areas in 
and through the Sacramento and 
San Joaquin Rivers, Delta, and 
San Pablo and San Francisco 
Bays. 

No effect. No suitable habitat 
within the Plan Area. 

Oncorhynchus 
tshawytscha 
Central Valley 
spring-run 
Chinook salmon 

FT, CT This ESU enters the Sacramento 
and San Joaquin Rivers and 
tributaries March to July; 
spawning from late August to 
early October. Young move to 
rearing areas in and through the 
Sacramento and San Joaquin 
Rivers, Delta, and San Pablo and 
San Francisco Bays. 

No effect. No suitable habitat 
within the Plan Area. 

Oncorhynchus 
tshawytscha 
Sacramento River 
winter- run 
Chinook salmon  

FE, CE This ESU enters the Sacramento 
River December to May; 
spawning peaks May and June. 
Upstream movement occurs more 
quickly than in spring run 
population. Young move to 

No effect. No suitable habitat 
within the Plan Area. 
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Species Status Suitable Habitat Potential for Project to Affect 
rearing areas in and through the 
Sacramento River, Delta, and 
San Pablo and San Francisco. 

Amphibians    

Ambystoma 
californiense 
California tiger 
salamander  

FT, CSC Annual grassland and grassy 
understory of valley-foothill 
hardwood habitats in central and 
northern California. Needs 
underground refuges and vernal 
pools or other seasonal water 
sources. 

Not likely to affect. Suitable 
habitat exists in the Plan Area, 
although populations have not 
been documented in this area and 
surveys of pools have not 
detected larvae of this species. 
The nearest recorded occurrence 
is 12.5 miles southeast of the 
Plan Area. Extensive surveys in 
Sacramento County have not 
detected this species north of the 
Cosumnes River (69 FR 47212, 
August 4, 2004) 

Rana draytonii 
California red-
legged frog 

FT, CSC Breeds in slow moving streams, 
ponds, and marshes with 
emergent vegetation and an 
absence or low occurrence of 
predators. 

Not likely to affect. Potential 
habitat for this species (perennial 
streams, ponds, and Mather 
Lake) is populated by exotic 
predators, such as bullfrogs and 
centrarchids. There are no known 
occurrences in the Plan Area 
vicinity and this species is 
presumed extirpated from the 
valley floor. 

Reptiles    

Thamnophis 
gigas 
Giant garter 
snake 

FT, CT Found primarily in marshes, 
sloughs, drainage canals, and 
irrigation ditches, especially 
around rice fields, and 
occasionally in slow-moving 
creeks in California’s interior. 

Not likely to affect. The Plan Area 
is located outside of the extant 
range of this species. Sacramento 
County populations are known 
only from the American Basin, 
Cosumnes-Mokelumne Basin, 
and Delta Basin and the nearest 
recorded occurrence is 
approximately 10 miles to the 
southwest (USFWS 2017a) and 
there is no feasible dispersal 
corridor between known breeding 
populations and the Plan Area.  

Birds    

Coccyzus 
americanus 
occidentalis 
Western yellow-
billed cuckoo 

FT, CE Nests in large blocks of 
deciduous riparian thickets or 
forests with dense, low-level or 
understory foliage adjacent to 
slow-moving watercourses, 
backwaters along broad, lower 

Not likely to affect. No suitable 
habitat within the Plan Area. 
The cottonwoods in the project 
area lack understory and 
structure. 
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Species Status Suitable Habitat Potential for Project to Affect 
floodplains of larger river 
systems. Willow and 
cottonwood are almost always 
a component of the vegetation. 
In the Sacramento Valley, also 
utilizes adjacent walnut 
orchards. 

Aquila chrysaetos 
Golden eagle 

BEPA, CFP Forages in open terrain such as 
grasslands, deserts, savannahs, 
and early successional stages of 
forest and shrub habitats. Nests 
in rugged, open habitats with 
canyons and escarpments, 
typically on cliffs and rock 
outcroppings; however, it will also 
nest in large trees within open 
area, including oaks, sycamores, 
redwoods, pines, and eucalyptus, 
overlooking open hunting habitat. 

Not likely to affect. This species 
has been observed foraging 
within the Plan Area along 
Zinfandel Drive; however, it is 
unlikely to nest in the area. 
Golden eagles migrate through 
and winter in the Central Valley, 
but the valley floor is not within 
the core breeding range and 
typical habitat is in rolling foothills, 
mountains, and deserts. Migrating 
and nonbreeding individuals could 
forage in grassland habitat in the 
plan area. 

State/Local Protected Species 

Plants    

Cuscuta 
obtusiflora var. 
glandulosa 
Peruvian dodder  

CRPR 2B.2 Annual parasitic vine on herbs. 
Found in marsh habitats. 
Blooms July to October. 
Elevation: 50 to 1,000 ft.  

Not likely to affect. Suitable 
habitat is present; however, 
there is only one record of this 
species from Sacramento 
County and it is unverified (i.e., 
the identity is uncertain). Other 
known occurrences are from 
Butte, Los Angeles, Merced, 
and Sonoma counties. 
Therefore, it is unlikely this 
species occurs in the Plan 
Area.  

Downingia 
pusilla 
dwarf downingia 

CRPR 2B.2 Annual herb found in relatively 
small and shallow vernal pools 
and swales in annual 
grasslands; below 1,500 ft. 
elevation. Blooms March–May. 

May Affect. While not known in 
the area, the SSHCP presumes 
the range of Dwarf Downingia 
to include all vernal habitats  

Gratiola 
heterosepala 
Boggs Lake 
hedge-hyssop 

CE, CRPR 
1B.2 

Annual herb found along the 
margins of marshes and swamps 
and in vernal pools with clay soil. 
Blooms April-August. Elevation: 
30 to 7,800 ft. 

May affect. Suitable habitat is 
present within the Plan Area, and 
the species has been recorded 
from several vernal pools on 
adjacent lands. 

Hibiscus 
lasiocarpus var. 
occidentalis 

CRPR 1B.1 Perennial herb found at the 
margins of freshwater marshes, 
wet riverbanks, and on low, 

Not likely to affect. Marsh 
habitat is not present and the 
specific habitat conditions this 
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Species Status Suitable Habitat Potential for Project to Affect 
Woolly rose-
mallow 

peat islands in sloughs of the 
Delta. Can also occur on riprap 
and levees of rivers and 
sloughs. Blooms June to 
September. Elevation: 0 to 320 
feet.  

species is typically associated 
with are not found in the Plan 
Area. 

Juglans hinsdii 
Northern 
California Black 
Walnut 

CRPR 1B.1 Deciduous tree associated with 
riparian areas. 

No Effect. There are no 
California black walnut trees 
on-site. 

Juncus 
leiospermus var. 
ahartii 
Ahart’s dwarf rush 

CRPR 1B.2 Annual herb found along vernal 
pool margins and vernal swales. 
Blooms March-May. Elevation: 
100 to 750 ft. 

May affect. Suitable habitat is 
present within the Plan Area, and 
the species has been recorded 
from several vernal pools within 
and adjacent to the Plan Area. 
Species was reported in the Plan 
Area by WRA in 2002, but not 
relocated in the Plan Area during 
focused surveys conducted by 
Carol Witham in 2006, 2007, 
2008.  

Legenere limosa 
Legenere 

CRPR 1B.1 Annual herb found in vernal 
pools. Blooms April-June. 
Elevation: 0 to 2,900 ft. 

May affect. Suitable habitat is 
present within the Plan Area, and 
the species has been recorded in 
vernal pools in the southern 
portion of the Plan Area and on 
adjacent lands in the Mather 
Preserve. 

Lepidium latipes 
var. heckardii 
Heckard’s 
pepper-grass 

CRPR 2B.2 Grows on alkaline flats and in 
alkaline grasslands along the 
edges of vernal pools 

Not Likely to Affect. The Mather 
Vernal Pools are not know as 
an alkaline system.  The 
nearest occurance is west of I-
5. 

Navarretia 
myersii ssp. 
Myesrii 
pincussion 
navarretia 

CRPR 1B.1 
SSHCP 

Annual herb found in vernal 
pools. Blooms in May. 
Elevation: 65 to 750 ft. 

May affect. Suitable wetland 
habitat is present but the 
species is not known in the 
area.   

Sagittaria 
sanfordii 
Sanford’s 
arrowhead 

CRPR 1B.2 Perennial, rhizomatous, emergent 
herb found in shallow freshwater 
marshes and swamps, and 
various perennial waterways or 
ponds. Blooms: May-October. 
Elevation: 0 to 2,000 ft. 

Not likely to affect. Although this 
species has been observed 
growing along a perennially wet 
drainage south of Mather air strip 
in the adjacent Mather Preserve 
lands, there is no suitable habitat 
in the Plan Area. 

Trifolium 
hydrophilum 

CRPR 1B.2 Annual herb found in mesic, 
alkaline sites in valley and foothill 
grasslands, vernal pools, and salt 

Not likely to affect. Alkaline soils 
are not present in the Plan Area; 
therefore, habitat is unsuitable for 
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Species Status Suitable Habitat Potential for Project to Affect 
Saline clover marshes. Blooms April-June. 

Elevation 0 to 1,000 ft. 
this species. 

Invertebrates    

Branchinecta 
mesovallensis 
Midvalley fairy 
shrimp 

SSHCP Vernal pools and seasonally 
ponded areas within vernal 
swales that hold water for a 
minimum of 18 days; typically 
grass or bottomed with clear to 
tea-colored water. 

May affect. Suitable habitat is 
present in the Plan Area and the 
species has been recorded west 
and north of the Plan Area within 
Mather Field. 

Hydrochara 
rickseckeri 
Ricksecker’s 
scavenger beetle 

SSHCP Vernal pools, vernal swales, and 
seasonal wetlands that hold water 
for a minimum of 18 days. 

May affect. Suitable habitat is 
present in the Plan Area and the 
species has been recorded west 
of the Plan Area in Mather Field. 

Amphibians    

Spea hammondii 
Western 
spadefoot 

CSC Occurs seasonally in grasslands, 
prairies, chaparral, and 
woodlands, in and around wet 
sites. Breeds in shallow, 
temporary pools formed by winter 
rains. Takes refuge in burrows. 

May affect. Suitable habitat is 
present in the Plan Area. 

Reptiles    

Emys marmorata  
Western pond 
turtle 

CSC Ponds, marshes, rivers, streams, 
and irrigation ditches with aquatic 
vegetation. Requires basking 
sites and suitable upland habitat 
for egg-laying. Nest sites most 
often characterized as having 
gentle slopes (<15%) with little 
vegetation or sandy banks. 

May affect. Suitable habitat is 
present in the Plan Area and the 
species has been recorded at 
Mather Lake approximately 0.25 
mile north of the Plan Area. 

Birds    

Accipiter cooperi 
Cooper’s hawk 

SSHCP Nests and forages in a variety of 
woodland and forest habitats and 
urban areas, but generally in 
stands with mature trees and 
dense canopy closure. In the 
Central Valley, strongly 
associated with live oak 
woodland.  

May affect. Suitable habitat is 
present in the cottonwood 
woodland in the Plan Area and 
this species has been 
documented nesting at Mather 
Lake. 

Agelaius tricolor 
Tricolored 
blackbird 

CT Forages in agricultural lands and 
grasslands; nests in colonies in 
marshes, riparian scrub, and 
other areas that support cattails, 
tules, or dense thickets of shrubs 
or herbs. Requires open water 
and protected nesting substrate, 

May affect. Suitable nesting 
habitat is present near the Plan 
Area. The species has been 
observed south of Mather Lake 
and along the southeastern 
border of the Plan Area. There is 
no suitable nesting habitat in the 
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Species Status Suitable Habitat Potential for Project to Affect 
such as flooded, spiny, or thorny 
vegetation. 

Plan Area, but species could nest 
at Mather Lake. 

Asio flammeus 
Short-eared owl 

CSC Require open country that 
supports concentrations of 
rodents and herbaceous cover 
sufficient to conceal their ground 
nests from predators. Suitable 
habitats may include salt- and 
freshwater marshes, irrigated 
alfalfa or grain fields, and 
ungrazed grasslands and old 
pastures. 

May affect. Suitable nesting 
habitat is present within the Plan 
Area, and species has been 
documented adjacent to the Plan 
Area within Mather Field. 

Athene 
cunicularia 
Western 
burrowing owl 

CSC Found in open grasslands with 
low vegetation, golf courses, and 
disturbed/ruderal habitat in urban 
areas. 

May affect. Suitable nesting 
habitat is present within the Plan 
Area, and burrowing owls are 
known to nest adjacent to the 
Plan Area within Mather Field. 

Buteo regalis 
Ferruginous 
hawk 

SSHCP Frequents open grasslands, 
sagebrush flats, desert scrub, 
low foothills and surrounding 
valleys. 

May affect. Site contains winter 
foraging habitat.   

Buteo swainsoni 
Swainson’s hawk 

CT Forages in grasslands and 
agricultural fields and nests in 
mature trees in riparian corridors 
or isolated trees. 

May affect. Suitable nesting 
habitat is present within the Plan 
Area, and a pair visiting a nest 
tree and defending territory was 
observed in the Plan Area from 
April 29 to June 13, 2014 (Mather 
Stewardship Network 2014). The 
species has been observed 
foraging over grasslands within 
the Plan Area. 

Circus cyaneus 
Northern harrier 

CSC Forages in a variety of open 
grassland, wetland, and 
agricultural habitats; nests in 
marshy meadows, wet and lightly 
grazed pastures, and freshwater 
and brackish marshes; and dry 
upland habitats, such as 
grassland, cropland, and drained 
marshland. 

May affect. Suitable nesting 
habitat is present within the Plan 
Area, although no nesting 
occurrences have been recorded 
within the Plan Area. The species 
has been observed foraging and 
perching throughout the Plan 
Area. 

Elanus leucurus 
White-tailed kite 

CFP Forages in open grasslands and 
agricultural fields and marshes. 
Nests in mature trees in riparian 
zones, oak woodlands, or isolated 
trees within foraging habitat. 

May affect. Suitable nesting 
habitat is present within the Plan 
Area, and the species has been 
recorded nesting at Mather Lake. 
The species has been observed 
foraging throughout the Plan 
Area. 

Lanius CSC Breed mainly in shrublands or May affect. Suitable nesting and 
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Species Status Suitable Habitat Potential for Project to Affect 
ludovicianus 
Loggerhead 
shrike 

open woodlands with a fair 
amount of grass cover and areas 
of bare ground. Require tall 
shrubs, trees, fences or power 
lines for hunting perches; open 
areas of short grasses, forbs, or 
bare ground for hunting; and large 
shrubs or trees for nest 
placement. 

foraging habitat within Plan Area. 
The species has been observed 
foraging and perching throughout 
the adjacent Mather Field and 
was observed in the Plan Area 
regularly from January to May 
2014 (Mather Stewardship 
Network 2014).  

Melospiza 
melodia 
Song sparrow 
(Modesto 
population) 

CSC Nests and forages primarily in 
emergent marsh, riparian 
scrub, and early successional 
riparian forest habitats in the 
north-central portion of the 
Central Valley; infrequently in 
mature riparian forest and 
sparsely vegetated ditches and 
levees. 

Not likely to affect. Suitable 
nesting and forging habitat is 
marginal due to lack of defined 
riparian structure associated 
with on-site cottonwoods. 

Riparia riparia 
Bank swallow 

CT Banks of rivers, creeks, lakes, 
and seashores; nests in 
excavated dirt tunnels near the 
top of steep banks. 

No effect. No suitable nesting 
habitat within the Plan Area. 

Xanthocephalus 
xanthocephalus 
Yellow-headed 
blackbird 

CSC Nests in marshes with tall, 
dense emergent vegetation, 
most commonly at the edges of 
lakes, reservoirs, or large 
ponds with relatively deep 
water. Forages in freshwater 
marshes, and sometimes in 
nearby open fields, preferably 
with moist ground. 

Not likely to affect. Suitable 
nesting and forging habitat is 
marginal due to lack of defined 
riparian structure and marshes 
with dense vegetation.   

Mammals    

Antrozous 
pallidus 
Pallid bat 

CSC Deserts, grasslands, 
shrublands, woodlands, and 
forests. Most common in open, 
dry habitats with rocky areas 
for roosting. Roosts in rock 
crevices, oak hollows, tree 
bark, bridges, or buildings. 

May affect. Structures suitable 
for roosting may be present in 
the Plan Area. There is also 
some potential for this species 
to roost in onsite trees.  

Lasiurus 
blossevilli 
Western red bat 

CSC Roosts primarily in dense tree 
foliage, especially in riparian 
habitats, particularly mature 
stands of cottonwood and 
sycamore, and prefer wide, 
well-developed riparian 
corridors or orchards. Prefers 
habitat edges and mosaics with 
trees that are protected from 
above and open below and 

May affect. Trees in the Plan 
Area may provide suitable 
habitat for roosting although 
riparian habitat this species is 
typically associated with is not 
found in the Plan Area.  
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Species Status Suitable Habitat Potential for Project to Affect 
open areas for foraging, 
including grasslands, 
shrublands, and open 
woodlands. 

Taxidea taxus 
American badger 

CSC Found in dry, open grasslands, 
fields, and pastures. 

May affect. Suitable habitat is 
present within the Plan Area. Two 
potential dens have been 
documented in the Plan Area, and 
one on adjacent lands in Mather 
Preserve. 

STATUS CODES: 

Federal 
FE = Formally listed as Endangered under ESA 
FT = Formally listed as Threatened under ESA 
BEPA = Protected under Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act  
 
State 
CE = Formally listed as Endangered under CESA 
CT = Formally listed as Threatened under CESA 
CFP = Fully Protected under California Fish and Game Code 
CSC = California Species of Special Concern (no formal 

protection other than CEQA consideration) 

California Rare Plant Rank (CRPR) 
CRPR 1B = Plants rare, threatened, or endangered in California 

and elsewhere 
CRPR 2B = Plants rare, threatened, or endangered in California, 

but more common elsewhere 
 
CRPR Extensions 
0.1 = Seriously endangered in California 
0.2 = Fairly endangered in California 
 
SSHCP = Species that are covered in the SSHCP and 
considered by Sacramento County to meet the definition of rare 
as described in Section 15380 of the State CEQA Guidelines 

Source: CDFW 2018, CNPS 2018, USFWS 2018, County of Sacramento 2018, Sacramento County 2014, Mather Stewardship 
Network 2014, WRA 2004  

 

The Plan Area lies within the Southeastern Sacramento Valley vernal pool region, which 
supports the highest concentration of documented vernal pool tadpole shrimp 
occurrences (35 percent of the CNDDB records for this species). Sacramento County 
supports the highest percentage (28 percent) of vernal pool tadpole shrimp occurrences 
of any county in California (USFWS 2005). The Plan Area is adjacent to, but outside of, 
the Mather Core Area (Plate BR-3) identified by the USFWS in the Recovery Plan for 
Vernal Pool Ecosystems of California and Southern Oregon (recovery plan) (USFWS 
2005). Core areas are those areas USFWS has identified as essential to recover at 
least one of the listed species addressed in the recovery plan. The Mather Core Area 
has been determined to be vital not only to the recovery of vernal pool tadpole shrimp 
and Sacramento Orcutt grass, but to preventing the extinction or irreversible decline of 
these species. Recovery plan goals for the Mather Core Area include protecting 95 
percent of suitable habitat for vernal pool tadpole shrimp, slender Orcutt grass, and 
Sacramento Orcutt grass, and protecting 85 percent of suitable habitat for vernal pool 
fairy shrimp. USFWS estimates that approximately 74 percent of the vernal pool tadpole 
shrimp occurrences in Southeastern Sacramento Valley are in the Mather Core Area. 
Most of the Mather Preserve, outside of the Plan Area, lies within the Mather Core Area.
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Plate BR-3: Critical Habitat 
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CRITICAL HABITAT 
Critical habitat consists of geographical areas that contain the physical or biological 
features that are essential to the conservation of species listed as threatened or 
endangered under ESA, and that may require special management or protection. 
USFWS has designated critical habitat for vernal pool fairy shrimp, vernal pool tadpole 
shrimp, slender Orcutt grass, and Sacramento Orcutt grass within Mather Field Specific 
Plan Area, but west of the Mather South Plan Area. The Mather South Plan Area is not 
located within designated critical habitat for these or any other species (Plate BR-3). 
The Mather Preserve, outside of the Plan Area, has been designed to protect the 
majority of critical habitat within Mather Field. 

REGULATORY SETTING 

FEDERAL 
The two major federal laws regulating impacts to wetlands, waters, and plant, fish, and 
wildlife species are the Clean Water Act (Sections 404 and 401) and ESA (Sections 7, 
9, and 10). The Corps is responsible for administering Section 404 of the CWA, with 
EPA serving in an oversight capacity. The USFWS (with jurisdiction over plants, wildlife, 
and resident fish) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, National 
Marine Fisheries Service (NOAA NMFS, with jurisdiction over anadromous fish and 
marine fish and mammals) are responsible for administering ESA, Sections 7, 9, and 
10. The regional water quality control board (RWQCB) is the regulatory agency that 
enforces Section 401 of the CWA. 

CLEAN WATER ACT  

SECTION 404 
Section 404 of the federal CWA requires a project applicant to obtain a permit from 
USACE before engaging in any activity that involves any discharge of dredged or fill 
material into waters of the U.S., including wetlands. Fill material is material placed in 
waters of the U.S. where the material has the effect of replacing any portion of a water 
of the U.S. with dry land or changing the bottom elevation of any portion of a water of 
the U.S. Waters of the U.S. include navigable waters of the U.S.; interstate waters; all 
other waters where the use, degradation, or destruction of the waters could affect 
interstate or foreign commerce; tributaries to any of these waters, and wetlands 
adjacent to these waters. Wetlands are defined as those areas that are inundated or 
saturated by surface water or groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to 
support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation 
typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Potentially jurisdictional wetlands 
must meet three wetland delineation criteria: hydrophytic vegetation, hydric soil types, 
and wetland hydrology. Wetlands that meet the delineation criteria may be jurisdictional 
under Section 404 of CWA pending USACE and EPA review. 
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As part of the review of a project, USACE must ensure compliance with applicable 
federal laws, including EPA Section 404(b)(1) Guidelines. USACE regulations require 
that impacts to waters of the U.S. are avoided and minimized to the maximum extent 
practicable, and that unavoidable impacts are compensated (33 CFR 320.4(r). 

SECTION 401 WATER QUALITY CERTIFICATION 
Under CWA Section 401, applicants for a federal license or permit to conduct activities 
that may result in the discharge of a pollutant into waters of the U.S. must apply for 
water quality certification from the state. Therefore, all projects with a federal 
component that may affect state water quality (including projects that require federal 
agency approval, such as a Section 404 permit) must comply with CWA Section 401. As 
part of the permitting process under Section 404, applicants would be required to apply 
for water quality certification from the Central Valley RWQCB. 

FEDERAL ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT 
Under the ESA of 1973, the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Commerce 
jointly have the authority to list a species as endangered or threatened. ESA defines 
“endangered” species as any species in danger of extinction throughout all or a 
significant portion of its range. A “threatened” species is any species that is likely to 
become an “endangered” species, within the foreseeable future, throughout all or a 
significant portion of its range. “Candidate” species are those that are undergoing status 
review that has been announced in the Federal Register regardless of whether a 
petition for listing has been filed. “Proposed” species are those candidate species that 
USFWS has found warrant listing as endangered or threatened and were officially 
proposed as such in a Federal Register notice. 

Section 9 of ESA prohibits the “take” of federally endangered or threatened wildlife 
species. To “take” is defined by ESA (Section 2[19]) to mean, “to harass, harm, pursue, 
hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, or collect, or attempt to engage in any such 
conduct.” Harm is further defined to include significant habitat modification or 
degradation that results in death or injury to listed species by significantly impairing 
behavioral patterns (50 CFR §17.3). Harass is defined as actions that create the 
likelihood of injury to listed species to such an extent as to significantly disrupt normal 
behavior patterns (50 CFR §17.3). 

All government agencies must review their actions and determine if a “may affect” 
situation occurs with respect to a federally listed or candidate species. If the agency 
makes a “may affect” determination, it is then required to formally consult with National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Fisheries or the USFWS.  

For federal agencies, the consultation is conducted under Section 7 of ESA. The 
agency submits a Biological Assessment to USFWS that evaluates the potential 
adverse effects to federally listed species. USFWS then prepares a BO that addresses 
the requirements that must be followed to avoid, minimize, and compensate for impacts 
to federally listed species and their habitats. 
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For projects that do not involve a federal action, ESA compliance is obtained through 
Section 10 for projects that will adversely affect (result in take of) a federally listed 
species. Section 10 compliance requires preparation of a habitat conservation plan by 
the project proponent and results in the issuance of an Incidental Take Permit from 
USFWS and/or NMFS. The purpose of the habitat conservation planning process 
associated with the permit is to ensure there is adequate minimization and mitigation of 
the effects of the authorized incidental take. 

STATE 
The three most important state laws regulating wildlife species, streams, and wetlands 
are the California Endangered Species Act (Section 2081), the Fish and Game code, 
and the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act. The first two are administered by 
CDFW, and the latter is administered by the Regional Water Quality Control Board 
(Regional Water Board). 

CALIFORNIA ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT 
CESA (established in Fish and Game Code Section 2050) generally parallels the main 
provisions of the federal ESA and is administered by CDFW for most terrestrial species, 
with assistance from NMFS for most freshwater fishery species. CESA prohibits the 
taking of state listed species except as otherwise provided by state law. Unlike the 
federal ESA, CESA extends the take prohibitions to not only listed species but also for 
species petitioned for listing or candidate species. “Take” is defined in Section 86 of the 
Fish and Game Code as “hunt, pursue, catch, capture, or kill, or attempt to hunt, 
pursue, catch, capture, or kill.” Section 2081 of CESA identifies the following criteria that 
must be met for Fish and Game to authorize the take of endangered, threatened or 
candidate species: 

• The taking of a listed or candidate species can be minimized and fully mitigated. 

• The take would not jeopardize the continued existence of the species. 

• Authorization for take must be based on the best scientific material that is 
reasonably available, and that due consideration will be given to the species’ 
ability to survive and reproduce. 

CALIFORNIA FISH AND GAME CODE 

ANIMALS AND PLANTS 
Section 3503 makes it unlawful to take, possess, or needlessly destroy the nest or eggs 
of any bird, except as otherwise provided by the Fish and Game Code or any regulation 
made pursuant thereto. Section 3503.5 makes it unlawful to take, possess, or destroy 
any birds in the orders Falconiformes or Strigiformes or to take, possess, or destroy the 
nest or eggs of any such bird except as otherwise provided by the Fish and Game Code 
or any regulation adopted pursuant thereto. Sections 1908, 3511, 4700, 5050 state that 
Fully Protected plant and animals or parts thereof may not be taken or possessed at 
any time. Additionally, Section 4150 defines nongame mammals and states they 
may not be taken or possessed except as provided elsewhere in the Code and 
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Sections 2080.1 and 2081 require an incidental take permit or consistency 
determination if the project will have the potential for take of a State-listed 
species.   

SURFACE WATERS 
Fish and Game Code Section 1602 requires any person, state or local governmental 
agency, or public utility to notify CDFW before beginning any activity that will do one or 
more of the following: 1) substantially obstruct or divert the natural flow of a river, 
stream, or lake; 2) substantially change or use any material from the bed, channel, or 
bank of a river, stream, or lake; or 3) deposit or dispose of debris, waste, or other 
material containing crumbled, flaked, or ground pavement where it can pass into a river, 
stream, or lake. Fish and Game Code Section 1602 applies to all perennial, intermittent, 
and ephemeral rivers, streams, and lakes in the state.  

Notification is generally required for any project that will take place in the vicinity of a 
river, stream, or lake. CDFW will determine whether a Lake or Streambed Alteration 
Agreement is required for the activity. An agreement will be required if the activity could 
substantially adversely affect an existing fish and wildlife resource. If an agreement is 
required, it will be prepared by CDFW in coordination with the applicant. The agreement 
will include measures, as necessary, to protect fish and wildlife resources while 
conducting the project. 

PORTER-COLOGNE WATER QUALITY CONTROL ACT 
This act (State Water Code Section 13020) mandates that all waters of the state be 
protected, that activities and factors affecting water quality be regulated to attain the 
highest water quality “within reason,” and that the state be prepared to exercise its 
power and jurisdiction to protect water quality from degradation. Waters of the state are 
defined as any surface or groundwater within the boundaries of the state. The RWQCB 
issues permits, with varying conditions, to allow the discharge of dredge or fill material 
or a waiver of waste discharge into waters of the state. Any “isolated” waters not subject 
to CWA are still subject to the Porter-Cologne Water Quality Control Act, and still 
require mitigation pursuant to the state’s no net-loss policy. In such a case, fill of 
isolated wetlands would be permitted through Waste Discharge Requirements rather 
than a Section 401 Water Quality Certification. 

LOCAL 

SACRAMENTO COUNTY GENERAL PLAN 
The Sacramento County General Plan contains numerous goals, policies, concepts and 
strategies to protect and/or preserve biological resources. The following provides the 
applicable biological resources policies.  

CO-58. Ensure no net loss of wetlands, riparian woodlands, and oak woodlands.  

CO-59. Ensure mitigation occurs for any loss of or modification to the following types 
of acreage and habitat function: 
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• vernal pools, 

• wetlands, 

• riparian, 

• native vegetative habitat, and 

• special status species habitat. 

CO-60. Mitigation should be directed to lands identified on the Open Space Vision 
Diagram and associated component maps (please refer to the Open Space 
Element).  

CO-61. Mitigation should be consistent with Sacramento County-adopted habitat 
conservation plans.  

CO-62. Permanently protect land required as mitigation. 

CO-64. Consistent with overall land use policies, the County shall support and 
facilitate the creation and biological enhancement of large natural preserves 
or wildlife refuges by other government entities or by private individuals or 
organizations. 

CO-65. Create a network of preserves linked by wildlife corridors of sufficient size to 
facilitate the movement of species. 

CO-66. Mitigation sites shall have a monitoring and management program including 
an adaptive management component including an established funding 
mechanism. The programs shall be consistent with Habitat Conservation 
Plans that have been adopted or are in draft format. 

CO-67. Preserves and conservation areas should have an established funding 
mechanism, and where needed, an acquisition strategy for its operation and 
management in perpetuity. This includes existing preserves such as the 
American River Parkway, Dry Creek Parkway, Cosumnes River Preserve and 
other plans in progress for riparian areas like Laguna Creek. 

CO-68. Preserves shall be planned and managed to the extent feasible so as to avoid 
conflicts with adjacent agricultural activities (Please also refer to the 
Agricultural Element). 

CO-69. Avoid, to the extent possible, the placement of new major infrastructure 
through preserves unless located along disturbed areas, such as existing 
roadways. 

CO-70. Community Plans, Specific Plans, Master Plans and development projects 
shall: 
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• include the location, extent, proximity and diversity of existing natural 
habitats and special status species in order to determine potential 
impacts, necessary mitigation and opportunities for preservation and 
restoration. 

• be reviewed for the potential to identify nondevelopment areas and 
establish preserves, mitigation banks and restore natural habitats, 
including those for special status species, considering effects on vernal 
pools, groundwater, flooding, and proposed fill or removal of wetland 
habitat. 

• be reviewed for applicability of protection zones identified in this Element, 
including the Floodplain Protection Zone, Stream Corridor Ordinance, 
Cosumnes River Protection Combining Zone and the Laguna Creek 
Combining Zone. 

CO-71. Development design shall help protect natural resources by: 

• Minimizing total built development in the floodplain, while designing areas 
of less frequent use that can support inundation to be permitted in the 
floodplain, 

• Ensuring development adjacent to stream corridors and vernal pools 
provide, where physically reasonable, a public street paralleling at least 
one side of the corridor with vertical curbs, gutters, foot path, street 
lighting, and post and cable barriers to prevent vehicular entry. 

• Projects adjacent to rivers and streams shall integrate amenities, such as 
trail connectivity, that will serve as benefits to the community and 
ecological function. 

• Siting of wetlands near residential and commercial areas should consider 
appropriate measures to minimize potential for mosquito habitation. 

• Development adjacent to stream corridors and vernal pools shall be 
designed in such a manner as to prevent unauthorized vehicular entry into 
protected areas. 

CO-75. Maintain viable populations of special-status species through the protection of 
habitat in preserves and linked with natural wildlife corridors. 

CO-78. Plans for urban development and flood control shall incorporate habitat 
corridors linking habitat sites for special status species. (Please also refer to 
the Open Space Element for related policies.) 

CO-83. Preserve a representative portion of vernal pool resources across their range 
by protecting vernal pools on various geologic landforms, vernal pools that 
vary in depth and size, and vernal pool complexes of varying densities; in 
order to maintain the ecological integrity of a vernal pool ecosystem. 
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CO-84. Ensure that vernal pool preserves are large enough to protect vernal pool 
ecosystems that provide intact watersheds and an adequate buffer, have 
sufficient number and extent of pools to support adequate species 
populations and a range of vernal pool types. 

CO-85. Utilize proper vernal pool restoration techniques as approved by United 
States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), California Department of Fish and 
Game (CDF&G) and the Army Corps of Engineers (CORPS). 

CO-86. Limit land uses within established preserves to activities deemed compatible 
with maintenance of the vernal pool resource, which may include ranching, 
grazing, scientific study and education. 

CO-91. Discourage introductions of invasive non-native aquatic plants and animals. 

CO-134. Maintain and establish a diversity of native vegetative species in Sacramento 
County. 

CO-135. Protect the ecological integrity of California Prairie habitat. 

CO-138. Protect and preserve non-oak native trees along riparian areas if used by 
Swainson’s Hawk, as well as landmark and native oak trees measuring a 
minimum of 6 inches in diameter or 10 inches aggregate for multi-trunk trees 
at 4.5 feet above ground.  

CO-139.  Native trees other than oaks, which cannot be protected through 
development, shall be replaced with in-kind species in accordance with 
established tree planning specifications, the combined diameter of which shall 
equal the combined diameter of the trees removed. 

CO-140. For projects involving native oak woodlands, oak savannah, or mixed riparian 
areas, ensure mitigation through either of the following methods: An adopted 
habitat conservation plan.  

• Ensure no net loss of canopy area through a combination of the following: 
(1) preserving the main, central portions of consolidated and isolated 
groves constituting the existing canopy and (2) provide an area on-site to 
mitigate any canopy lost. Native oak mitigation area must be a contiguous 
area on-site which is equal to the size of canopy area lost and shall be 
adjacent to existing oak canopy to ensure opportunities for regeneration.  

• Removal of native oaks shall be compensated with native oak species 
with a minimum of a one to one DBH replacement.  

• A provision for a comparable on-site area for the propagation of oak trees 
may substitute for replacement tree planting requirements at the discretion 
of the County Tree Coordinator when removal of a mature oak tree is 
necessary.  
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• If the Plan Area is not capable of supporting all the required replacement 
trees, a sum equivalent to the replacement cost of the number of trees 
that cannot be accommodated may be paid to the County’s Tree 
Preservation Fund or another appropriate tree preservation fund.  

• If on-site mitigation is not possible given site limitation, off-site mitigation 
may be considered. Such a mitigation area must meet all of the following 
criteria to preserve, enhance, and maintain a natural woodland habitat in 
perpetuity, preferably by transfer of title to an appropriate public entity.  

• Equal or greater in area to the total area that is included within a radius 
of 30 feet of the dripline of all trees to be removed;  

• Adjacent to protected stream corridor or other preserved natural areas;  

• Supports a significant number of native broadleaf trees; and  

• Offers good potential for continued regeneration of an integrated 
woodland community.  

CO-145. Removal of nonnative tree canopy for development shall be mitigated by 
creation of new tree canopy equivalent to the acreage of nonnative tree 
canopy removed. New tree canopy acreage shall be calculated using the 15-
year shade cover values for tree species.  

CO-146. If new tree canopy cannot be created onsite to mitigate for the nonnative tree 
canopy removed for new development, project proponents (including public 
agencies) shall contribute to the Greenprint funding in an amount proportional 
to the tree canopy of the specific project. 

CO-147. Increase the number of trees planted within residential lots and within new 
and existing parking lots. 

CO-149. Trees planted within new or existing parking lots should utilize pervious 
cement and structured soils in a radius from the base of the tree necessary to 
maximize water infiltration sufficient to sustain the tree at full growth. 

LU-15. Planning and development of new growth areas should be consistent with 
Sacramento County-adopted Habitat Conservation Plans and other efforts to 
preserve and protect natural resources. 

OS-1. Actively plan to protect, as open space, areas of natural resource value, 
which may include but are not limited to wetlands preserves, riparian 
corridors, woodlands, and floodplains associated with riparian drainages. 

OS-2. Maintain open space and natural areas that are interconnected and of 
sufficient size to protect biodiversity, accommodate wildlife movement and 
sustain ecosystems. 
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OS-9. Open space easements obtained and offered as mitigation shall be dedicated 
to the County of Sacramento, an open space agency, or an organization 
designated by the County to protect and manage the open space. Fee title of 
land may be dedicated to the County, the open space agency, or organization 
provided it is acceptable to the appropriate department or agency (Please 
also refer to Section V of the Conservation Element for related policies). 

CORDOVA COMMUNITY PLAN 
The Cordova Community Plan contains the following policy related to biological 
resources.  

ROS-7. Protect and preserve sensitive environmental areas and wildlife habitats 
including wetlands, riparian corridors, annual grasslands, and floodplains; and 
encourage restoration and educational opportunities (e.g., public walkways 
and informational signage) for such areas when appropriate. 

MATHER FIELD SPECIFIC PLAN AND SPECIAL PLANNING AREA 
The Mather Field Specific Plan and Special Planning Area Ordinance contain the 
following relevant policies related to biological resources. 

603-19. PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR MATHER FIELD EXCEPT THE SINGLE 
FAMILY RESIDENCES AND PARKS SUBAREAS AS IDENTIFIED IN SECTION 603-
20.3 AS “Site D.” 

BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES  
Q. Individual developments within the Specific Plan area shall implement the mitigation 

strategies of any area-wide mitigation plans prepared by Sacramento County to 
avoid or reduce impacts upon wetlands and special status species to a less than 
significant level.  

R. Prior to preparation of the comprehensive mitigation plan for biological resources, 
individual development proposals within the Specific Plan area (i.e., tentative maps, 
improvement plans, building permits) shall not be approved unless such proposals 
submit the following information:  

a) A wetland delineation of the proposed development area prepared by a 
qualified biologist, or written verification from a qualified biologist that the 
development area does not contain wetlands.  

b) A special status species survey of the proposed development area prepared 
by a qualified biologist, or written verification from a qualified biologist that the 
development area does not contain special status species occurrences/habitat.  

c) A mitigation plan which describes the measures that will be implemented to 
avoid or reduce any project development impacts upon wetlands and special 
status species habitat to a less than significant level.  
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S. Individual development projects within the Specific Plan shall obtain all necessary 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers permits pursuant to Section 404 of the Clean Water 
Act, and all necessary Streambed Alteration Agreements from the California 
Department of Fish and Wildlife pursuant to Section 1601-1603 of the California Fish 
and Game Code.  

T. Existing on-site trees shall be protected and preserved to the maximum extent 
feasible. Consistent with General Plan policies, the removal of any oak or other 
native tree (excluding cottonwoods) necessary to accommodate future development 
of Specific Plan land uses shall be mitigated by planting replacement trees (in-kind 
species on an inch-for-inch basis) within the Specific Plan area.  

U. No tree which supports an existing large stick nest and no dead standing tree (snag) 
with a cavity, shall be removed during the raptor breeding season (March 15 through 
August 31) unless a qualified biologist has surveyed the tree snag during the 
breeding season and found no evidence of raptor nesting activity. If the survey 
identifies an active raptor nest, the tree snag and nest shall be avoided while the 
nest is occupied with adults and/or young. Avoidance shall include establishment of 
a 300-foot diameter non-disturbance buffer zone around the nest site.  

SACRAMENTO COUNTY TREE ORDINANCE 
Sacramento County has identified the value of its native and landmark trees and has 
adopted measures for their preservation. The Sacramento County Tree Preservation 
and Protection Ordinance (Chapter 19.12 of the County Code) states that “it shall be the 
policy of the County to preserve all trees possible through its development review 
process.” In addition, the “approving body shall have the authority to adopt mitigation 
measures as conditions of approval for projects to protect other species of trees.” This 
protection is afforded to native oak trees, other native trees, and landmark trees 
(defined in Section 19.04.030 of the County Code as “an especially prominent or stately 
tree on any land in Sacramento County”). Furthermore, the Sacramento County General 
Plan Conservation Element Policy CO-138 states that the County “protect and preserve 
non-oak native trees along riparian areas if used by Swainson’s Hawk, as well as 
landmark and native oak trees measuring a minimum of 6 inches in diameter or 10 
inches aggregate for multi-trunk trees at 4.5 feet above ground.” 

County policy identifies a list of native oak and specific non-oak native trees, which are 
listed below. 

• Valley Oak (Quercus lobata) 

• Interior live oak (Quercus wislinzenii) 

• Blue oak (Quercus douglasii) 

• Coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) (in Delta area) 

• Oracle oak (Quercus X morehus) 

• Native oak hybrids 
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• California sycamore (Platanus racemosa) 

• Northern California black walnut (Juglans californica var. hindsii) 

• Oregon ash (Fraxinus latifolia) 

• Goodding’s black willow (Salix gooddingii) 

• Box elder (Acer negundo) 

• White alder (Alnus rhombifolia) 

• California buckeye (Aesculus californica) 

None of these species occur within the Plan Area. 

SWAINSON’S HAWK ORDINANCE 
The CDFW requires that mitigation for foraging habitat be provided within the known 
foraging radius of a nesting Swainson’s hawk. In 1997, in response to the need to 
mitigate for the loss of Swainson’s hawk foraging habitat in Sacramento County, the 
Board of Supervisors adopted an ordinance that established a Swainson’s Hawk Impact 
Mitigation Program (Chapter 16.130 of the Sacramento County Code). The Program has 
been amended several times; the latest amendment went into effect December 2009. 

In adopting the Program, the Board of Supervisors found that “the most effective means 
of mitigation for the loss of suitable Swainson’s hawk foraging habitat is the direct 
preservation, in perpetuity, of equally suitable foraging habitat on an acre-per-acre basis 
based on the Project’s determined acreage impact.” The 1,383-acre Mather Preserve 
has been established, in part, to mitigate the loss of foraging habitat from the Mather 
Field Specific Plan Area as a result of development, including development of the Plan 
Area  

SOUTH SACRAMENTO COUNTY HABITAT CONSERVATION PLAN 
The SSHCP is a regional approach to conserving species and addressing issues 
related to urban development, habitat conservation, open space preservation, and 
agricultural protection. To develop the SSHCP, the County is partnering with Rancho 
Cordova, Galt, the Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District, the Capital 
Southeast Connector Joint Powers Authority and the Sacramento County Water 
Agency. The intent of the SSHCP is to minimize regulatory hurdles and streamline the 
permitting process for projects that engage in development-related activities inside the 
SSHCP’s Urban Development Area (UDA). The UDA corresponds to land within the 
County’s Urban Services Boundary, and to land within the city limits of Rancho Cordova 
and Galt, and Galt’s adopted sphere of influence. It is important to note that the 
SSHCP’s UDA is not the same as the Sacramento County General Plan’s Urban 
Development Area land use designation, which is the existing General Plan designation 
of the Mather South project area. The SSHCP would consolidate environmental efforts 
to protect and enhance vernal pool habitat and other aquatic and upland habitats to 
provide ecologically viable conservation areas in south Sacramento County for 
numerous species. The intent of the SSHCP is to provide a mechanism by which the 
County and its partners could be authorized to issue permits that allow landowners to 
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engage in specific development activities (covered activities) that could result in the 
incidental take of listed species (covered species). The intent is that the County and its 
partners would adopt a developer-paid fee-based program on loss of habitat acreage, 
habitat type, and long-term management costs. Fees would fund the habitat 
preservation, restoration and management elements of the SSHCP. The SSHCP 
EIS/EIR was certified as adequate and complete and the SSHCP was adopted by the 
County Board of Supervisors in September 2018. Following approval by all the SSHCP 
partners’ hearing bodies, the final step would be issuance of permits by the resource 
agencies. There is currently no firm estimate of when permits would be issued, and the 
plan would be implemented. 

The Mather South Plan Area is outside the boundary map of the SSHCP and is not 
provided coverage under the SSHCP.  

SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA 

Standards for determining thresholds of significance were established based on the 
Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines and professional standards. Impacts to 
biological resources are considered significant if the project would result in the following: 

1. Have a substantial adverse effect, either directly or through habitat modification, 
on any species identified as a special-status-species in local or regional 
regulatory guidance, plans, policies, or regulations or by CDFW or USFWS. 

2. Have a substantial adverse effect on any riparian habitat or any other sensitive 
natural community identified in local or regional plans, policies, regulations or by 
the CDFW or USFWS. 

3. Have a substantial adverse effect on protected surface waters, as defined by the 
Army Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual (1987 ed.) and/or as 
defined by Sections 401 and 404 of the Clean Water Act (including, but not 
limited to, seeps, vernal pools, swales, drainages, and perennial waterways) 
through direct removal, filling, hydrological interruption, or other means. 

4. Interfere substantially with the movement of any native resident or migratory fish 
or wildlife species or with established native resident or migratory wildlife 
corridors, or impede the use of native wildlife nursery sites. 

5. Conflict with any local policies or ordinances protecting biological resources. 

6. Conflict with the provisions of an adopted habitat conservation plan, natural 
community conservation plan, or approved local, regional, or state habitat 
conservation plan. 
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METHODOLOGY 

Potential impacts on biological resources resulting from project implementation were 
determined by overlaying the Mather South Project land use plan (refer to Chapter 1 
Project Description Plate PD-9) with the habitat and species occurrence maps. For this 
analysis, it is assumed that permanent habitat loss would occur in all land use 
designations except for the Nature Preserve (33 acres), Mather Preserve (53.2 acres), 
and Open Space Drainage Corridor (55.6 acres) designations which comprise a total of 
approximately 142 acres of the 848-acre Plan Area. Review of biological reports and 
previous studies conducted for the Plan Area and the larger Mather Field Specific Plan 
Area, as listed in the Environmental Setting section, along with biological databases and 
the biological reconnaissance survey were used to determine species that may be 
present in the Plan Area or vicinity and affected by project activities. The analyses rely 
on the general definitions of significance.  

ISSUES NOT DISCUSSED FURTHER 
All issues are evaluated below.  

IMPACTS AND ANALYSIS 

2016 MATHER FIELD PROJECT EIR IMPACTS DETERMINATION 
The Mather Field Project EIR evaluated impacts related to biological resources from 
implementation of the Mather Field Project which consisted of a realignment of 
Zinfandel Drive and trunk extension, creation of the Mather Preserve and the 
establishment of an Urban Development Area designation for the Mather South Plan 
Area, and conceptual development of the Mather South Plan Area. It should be noted 
that the Mather Field Project EIR’s original analysis of biological resources impacts was 
based on a draft land use plan for the Mather South project that included a 126-acre 
Sports Complex and a 152-acre site for a university on 848 acres. From October 2015 
to September 2016, County staff and the applicant for the Mather South project 
participated in a collaborative process with the Mather Stakeholder Group in which the 
Mather South draft land use plan was revised substantially and the university and 
Sports Complex were eliminated. The future alignment of Zinfandel Drive was also 
shifted to the east, resulting in the addition of 53 acres to the Mather Preserve. These 
changes were reflected in the Mather Field Project Revised Final EIR.  

The EIR concluded less than significant program-level impacts with implementation of 
Mitigation Measures BR-1 and BR-2 to jurisdictional waters and less than significant 
project-level impacts with implementation of the Mather Preserve, IWMP, and Mitigation 
Measures BR-1 and BR-2 to jurisdictional waters from the Zinfandel and trunk 
extension; less than significant program-level and project-level impacts to native trees 
with implementation of Mitigation Measure BR-3; less than significant program-level and 
project-level impacts to non-native trees with implementation of Mitigation Measure BR-
4; less than significant program-level impacts to riparian habitat and less than significant 
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project-level impacts to riparian habitat with implementation of Mitigation Measure BR-5; 
less than significant program-level impacts to vernal pool species with implementation 
of Mitigation Measure BR-2 and BR-6, and less than significant project-level impacts to 
vernal pool species with implementation of Mitigation Measure BR-2 and BR-7; less 
than significant programmatic impacts to valley elderberry longhorn beetle with 
implementation of Mitigation Measure BR-6 and less than significant project-level 
impacts to VELB with implementation of Mitigation Measure BR-9; less than significant 
program and project-level impacts to western spadefoot toad with implementation of 
Mitigation Measures BR-2 and BR-10; less than significant program and project-level 
impacts to western pond turtle with implementation of Mitigation Measure BR-11; less 
than significant impacts to Swainson’s hawk with implementation of Mitigation Measure 
BR-12, less than significant impacts to nesting raptors with implementation of Mitigation 
Measure BR-13, less than significant impacts to golden eagle with implementation of 
Mitigation Measure BR-2, less than significant impacts to tricolor black birds with 
implementation of Mitigation Measure BR-2 and BR-14, less than significant impacts to 
short-eared owls with implementation of Mitigation Measures BR-2 and BR-15, less 
than significant impacts to burrowing owls with implementation of Mitigation Measures 
BR-2 and BR-16, less than significant impacts to ferruginous hawk with implementation 
of Mitigation Measure BR-2, less than significant impacts to northern harrier with 
implementation of Mitigation Measure BR-2, less than significant impacts to white tailed-
kite with implementation of Mitigation Measure BR-2, less than significant impacts to 
loggerhead shrike; less than significant program and project-level impacts to American 
badgers with implementation of Mitigation Measures BR-2 and BR-17; less than 
significant program and project-level impacts to special-status plants with 
implementation of Mitigation Measures BR-18; less than significant impacts to Sanford’s 
arrowhead with implementation of Mitigation Measures BR-19; less than significant 
programmatic impacts to critical habitat with implementation of Mitigation Measures BR-
20 and BR-2; less than significant impacts to critical habitat with implementation of 
Mitigation Measures BR-21 and BR-2; less than significant program-level impacts to the 
Mather Core Recovery area with implementation of Mitigation Measures BR-2 and BR-
20 and less than significant project-level impacts to the Mather Core Recovery area with 
implementation of Mitigation Measures BR-2 and BR-21; and less than significant 
program and project-level impacts with implementation of Mitigation Measures BR-22.  

The discussion of impacts can be found on pages 7-18 through 7-71 of the Mather Field 
Project EIR and is hereby incorporated by reference. A list of Mitigation Measures BR-1 
through BR-22 can be found on pages 7-72 through 7-104.  

MATHER SOUTH PROJECT IMPACTS DETERMINATION 

IMPACTS TO SPECIAL-STATUS-SPECIES  
Multiple special-status species could be adversely affected by development of the 
Mather South Project. Below is an analysis for each species that has potential to occur 
in the Plan Area or be affected by project development.  
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IMPACT: LOSS OF VERNAL POOL INVERTEBRATES 
Vernal pool tadpole shrimp, a species listed as endangered under ESA, is known to 
occur in the Plan Area. Three other special-status vernal pool invertebrate species, 
vernal pool fairy shrimp, midvalley fairy shrimp, and Ricksecker’s scavenger beetle, 
have high potential to occur in the Plan Area because suitable habitat is present, and 
they have been documented within the Mather Field Specific Plan area, west of the Plan 
Area. Critical habitat for vernal pool fairy shrimp and vernal pool tadpole shrimp has 
been designated adjacent to the Plan Area (Plate BR-3). The Mather Preserve west of 
the existing Zinfandel Drive was specifically designed to include most of the critical 
habitat for the vernal pool invertebrates that exists within the Mather Field are; however, 
some of the designated critical habitat lies within portions of Mather Field that would be 
developed (e.g., Airport Commercial and Park/Recreation land uses). All the designated 
critical habitat is outside of the Plan Area and the project would not adversely modify 
this critical habitat. The Mather Preserve west of the Plan Area is also within the Mather 
Core Area identified in the vernal pool recovery plan (USFWS 2005); however, the Plan 
Area is not within the core area and would not affect any habitat within the core area 
thereby interfering with the recovery plan goals of preserving 95 percent of the vernal 
pool tadpole shrimp habitat and 85 percent of the vernal pool fairy shrimp within the 
core area. According to the Mather Field Project EIR, Mather Field contains a total of 
approximately 103 acres of suitable habitat for vernal pool tadpole shrimp and vernal 
pool fairy shrimp, of which approximately 73 acres, or 71 percent, has been preserved 
within the Mather Preserve. Approximately 8.37 acres of vernal pool invertebrate habitat 
retained within the Mather Preserve would be subject to indirect impacts  

Vernal pools are present throughout the Plan Area; however, the highest density and, in 
general, highest functioning vernal pools in the Mather Field Specific Plan area are 
present between Mather Airport and Independence at Mather, west of the Plan Area. 
Therefore, within the larger planning context of Mather Field, of which Mather South is a 
part, the highest density and highest quality vernal pools would be retained within the 
Mather Preserve. As part of the Mather Field Specific Plan and SPA Amendment project 
approved in 2016, 53 contiguous acres of the Mather South Plan Area were added to 
the then-proposed Mather Preserve area to the west. The Mather South project would 
retain the expanded preserve boundary. The project would also preserve 33 acres of 
land in two smaller areas that are not contiguous with the Mather Preserve, as well as 
avoid 56 acres of drainage corridor that connects to the Mather Preserve.  

The Plan Area contains approximately 24.36 acres of suitable habitat for vernal pool 
invertebrates. Project implementation would result in direct loss, through permanent fill, 
of approximately 14.53 acres, or 60 percent, of this suitable habitat (Table BR-54) 
during site grading and other ground disturbance and this would result in direct take 
(killing) of these invertebrate species, if they are present, and loss of valuable habitat for 
these species. For purposes of this analysis, all vernal pools, vernal swales, and 
seasonal wetlands were considered suitable habitat for special-status vernal pool 
invertebrates (Plate BR-4). In addition, streams/creeks (i.e., Morrison Creek and its 
tributaries) were considered suitable habitat because they potentially function as 
dispersal corridors for these species. Consistent with the USACE/USFWS 
programmatic formal ESA 
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Plate BR-4: Impacts to Suitable Vernal Pool Invertebrate Habitat 
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consultation for listed vernal pool crustaceans (USFWS 1996), if any part of a vernal 
pool would be destroyed, the whole pool was considered as a direct loss (Plate BR-4). 
Therefore, the project would contribute 14.53 acres of direct impact to the total of 
approximately 29.99 acres of vernal pool invertebrate habitat loss estimated in the 
Mather Field Project EIR. 

Table BR-4: Acreage of Vernal Pool Invertebrate Habitat Direct and Indirect 
Impacts and Preservation1 

Habitat Direct 
Impact2 

Open 
Space 

Preserve 

Open 
Space 
Drain 

Total 
Indirect4 
Impact 
(onsite) 

Indirect4 
Impact 
(offsite) 

Vernal Pool 3.06 2.67 0.143 5.87 0.33 0.17 

Seasonal Wetland 9.15 1.48 0.693 11.32 0.91 0.95 

Vernal Swale 1.95 0.13 1.523 3.59 1.65 0.42 

Stream/Creek 0.37 0.01 3.20 3.58 0.00 0.00 

Total 14.53 4.29 5.55 24.36 2.89 1.54 
1. All acres are approximate and totals are subject to rounding. 
2. If any part of a wetland would be filled, the whole wetland was calculated as a direct loss.  
3. Although these wetlands would be retained within the Open Space Drain corridor, they were calculated as either direct or 

indirect loss and their acreage is also included in the indirect impact column.  
4. If the wetland would be retained, but would be within 250-feet of development, or if development would occur within the 

watershed of that wetland, it was calculated as an indirect impact. If a preserved wetland would be within 250 feet of proposed 
development but the entire watershed of that wetland would be preserved, the entire wetland was considered preserved.  

In addition to the direct removal of habitat, implementing the project could have indirect 
impacts on vernal pool invertebrate habitats, including reduction in water quality and 
altered hydrology caused by urban runoff, erosion, and siltation; intrusion of humans 
and domestic animals; litter and dumping; alteration of the wetland watershed area; and 
introduction of invasive plant species. Indirect effects could result in habitat degradation 
leading to lower reproductive success of special-status vernal pool invertebrates, and 
eventual elimination of these species from the affected habitat. As determined in 
Chapter 12 Hydrology, Drainage, and Water Quality, compliance with the requirements 
of The Sacramento County Stormwater Ordinance (Sacramento County Code 15.12), 
Land Grading and Erosion Control Ordinance (Sacramento County Code 16.44), and 
the State’s General Stormwater Permit for Construction Activities, preparation and 
implementation of a site-specific stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP) and 
Best Management Practices, implementation of Low Impact Development Standards, 
and implementation of the drainage plan outlined in the Storm Drainage Master Plan for 
Mather South (MacKay & Somps 2017), along with implementation of Mitigation 
Measure HY-1, project impacts on water quality would be less than significant. The 
project would also incorporate hydromodification mitigation basins for the on-site 
watersheds, which are designed according to the 2013 revised draft Sacramento 
County Stormwater Quality Partnerships Hydromodification Management Plan (HMP). 
These basins would capture the required Storm Water Quality Volume and summer 
nuisance flows, as described in Chapter 12, Hydrology, Drainage, and Water Quality. 
These detention basins are designed as combination water quality / hydromodification / 
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flood control basins. The storm drain pipes for each detention basin’s shed areas 
discharge into a permanent wet water quality basin which treats the development runoff 
through gravitational settling and biological processes. The Storm Drainage Master Plan 
for Mather South (MacKay & Somps 2017) is consistent with the requirement of 
Mitigation Measure BR-6 of the Mather Field Project EIR to prepare a comprehensive 
drainage plan and demonstrates that the project can develop without impacting the 
predevelopment conditions in the downstream reaches of Morrison Creek, Todd Creek, 
Frye Creek, and Mather Lake and, therefore, project development would not result in 
hydromodification of offsite waters because of stormwater or nuisance runoff. However, 
indirect impacts from intrusion of humans and domestic animals; litter and dumping; 
alteration of individual wetland watershed area; and introduction of invasive plant 
species could still degrade habitat for vernal pool invertebrates in offsite wetlands and 
wetlands retained onsite.  

Per the USACE/USFWS programmatic formal ESA consultation for listed vernal pool 
crustaceans (USFWS 1996), USFWS generally considers that vernal pool habitats 
within 250 feet of lands that would be developed may be subject to indirect effects; 
however, site-specific scientific analysis of terrain and hydrologic barriers may be used 
to demonstrate the immediate watershed is smaller (or larger) than 250 feet around a 
wetland. The watershed methodology uses LIDAR (light detection and ranging) to 
measure surface topography, and the GIS analysis with computer modeling to render 
surface watersheds for the wetlands in the affected area. This type of watershed 
analysis was completed for the Plan Area and adjacent lands to the west (Dudek 2016). 
Therefore, indirect impacts from the project were determined based on the site-specific 
watershed analysis. A wetland feature was determined to be subject to indirect effects if 
project development would overlap any portion of the feature’s watershed. The indirect 
impact analysis includes wetlands that would be retained within open space and 
preserve land uses within the Plan Area, and wetlands adjacent to the west and north of 
the Plan Area. The preserve areas were designed to avoid development within the 
contributing watersheds of individual wetlands retained within the preserves, to the 
extent feasible; however, this was not possible in all cases and there are some wetlands 
in the onsite preserves and adjacent Mather Preserve that would be indirectly affected 
by project development within their watersheds. Wetland features to the east of the Plan 
Area were not considered subject to indirect effects from project implementation 
because they are separated from the project site by the Folsom South Canal, a regional 
bikeway, and Sunrise Boulevard. Wetlands to the south were not included in this 
watershed analysis as they would be filled if the NewBridge project is approved. All 
wetlands within 250 feet south of project development were considered subject to 
indirect project effects even though they are separated from the Plan Area by Kiefer 
Boulevard, an existing two-lane paved road. Wetlands within 250 feet to the south of the 
Plan Area would be directly affected by the proposed Newbridge project. Table BR-4 
provides a summary of the approximate acreage of direct and indirect vernal pool 
invertebrate habitat impacts and preservation that would occur with project 
implementation. Plate BR-4 shows the extent of direct and indirect impacts to suitable 
vernal pool invertebrate habitat. 
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Direct loss of suitable habitat and direct take of special-status vernal pool invertebrates, 
as well as indirect impacts that degrade habitat quality leading to a loss of habitat 
function, would be a potentially significant impact because it would eliminate occupied 
habitat and reduce habitat available to species that are already threatened or 
endangered thereby contributing to the ongoing decline of these species in the region 
and statewide. 

Approximately 73 acres of suitable vernal pool invertebrate habitat will be permanently 
protected within the 1,381-acre Mather Preserve (through an endowment and 
conservation easements) and a final wetlands management plan has been prepared 
and adopted for the preserve (Sacramento County 2014). Management of the Mather 
Preserve will focus on wetland habitat and vernal pool fairy shrimp and vernal pool 
tadpole shrimp, but will also benefit other vernal pool invertebrates, including midvalley 
fairy shrimp and Ricksecker’s scavenger beetle. Although the habitat preservation within 
the Mather Preserve and other open space preserves within the Plan Area provides 
partial mitigation for project impacts, programmatic consultation indicates that a 
combination of preservation and creation is needed to fully mitigate the loss of habitat 
for vernal pool branchiopods listed under ESA. Without the creation element of 
mitigation, there would be a net loss of habitat for these species. Based on standard 
mitigation ratios for federally listed vernal pool branchiopods, direct impacts would 
require preservation at a 2:1 ratio plus creation at a 1:1 ratio and indirect impacts would 
require preservation at a 2:1 ratio. Therefore, the direct loss of 14.53 acres of vernal 
pool invertebrate habitat from the Plan Area would require preservation of 29.06 acres 
of existing vernal pool invertebrate habitat and creation of 14.53 acres of vernal pool 
invertebrate habitat. Indirect impacts to 4.43 acres (2.89 acres onsite and 1.54 acres 
offsite) of vernal pool invertebrate habitat would require preservation of another 4.43 
acres of vernal pool invertebrate habitat. Therefore, a total of 33.46 acres of vernal pool 
invertebrate habitat preservation would be required as mitigation for project impacts. 
The combination of preservation in the existing Mather Preserve and additional onsite 
preservation would satisfy the preservation requirements for project impacts. This is a 
potentially significant impact.  

MITIGATION MEASURES 
BR-1. Open Space Preserve and Open Space Drain Conservation Easements 

Before issuance of grading permits, approval of improvement plans, or building permits, 
whichever occurs first, the Open Space Mather Preserve, and Nature Preserve, and 
Open Space Drain land use areas identified on the proposed land use plan shall be 
placed within a permanent conservation easement granted to a registered 501 (c)(3) 
conservation organization and incorporated into the existing Mather Preserve network 
as approved by the County, USACE, and USFWS. The County shall be the owner of 
preserved lands and shall establish an endowment to fund management of the wetland 
preserves and easement compliance monitoring. All wetland preserve areas shall be 
managed to maintain habitat suitability for vernal pool invertebrates, particularly vernal 
pool fairy shrimp and vernal pool tadpole shrimp, benefit plants and animals native to 
California, as well as to protect and enhance hydrologic functions and processes 
consistent with the final wetlands management plan. Habitat management of the 
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preserve shall include managing invasive plant species by reducing existing infestations 
and preventing establishment of new infestations consistent with the final wetlands 
management plan. Fencing and signage shall be installed at the boundary between the 
developed portions of the Plan Area and the Mather Preserve to identify the preserve as 
a protected sensitive resource area and prevent unauthorized trespassing into the 
preserve.  

BR-1a.  Prepare a Hardpan Restoration Plan 

Prior to the start of construction activity for the sewer trunk line and the water 
transmission main line (within Zinfandel Drive), a hardpan restoration plan shall be 
developed by a qualified hydrogeologist and geotechnical expert and implemented for 
sewer trunk line and water transmission main line construction adjacent to the Mather 
Preserve. The detailed plan shall include identification and documentation of the 
hardpan depths during excavation of the sewer and water line trench, and appropriate 
backfill material to restore the hardpan functionality. The detailed hardpan restoration 
plan shall be included in the construction specifications for the proposed sewer trunk 
line. 

BR-2. Compensate for Loss of Vernal Pool Invertebrate Habitat and Take of 
Federally Listed Vernal Pool Invertebrates 

Before any groundbreaking activity within 250 feet (or lesser distance deemed 
sufficiently protective through site-specific watershed analysis with approval from 
USFWS) of vernal pool invertebrate habitat, project applicants for each distinct project 
phase shall purchase habitat creation credits at a USACE and USFWS approved 
mitigation bank, record a conservation easement over lands that include 
created/restored/rehabilitated vernal pool habitat and implement a final preserve 
management plan approved by the County, USACE, and USFWS, and or restore vernal 
pool habitat within the designated preserve areas, upon USFWS approval, to fully 
compensate for the project’s direct and indirect impacts to habitat for federally listed 
vernal pool species. The combination of habitat creation credits and restoration shall be 
equivalent to 14.53 acres, at a minimum, to compensate for the direct loss of vernal 
pool habitat within the Plan Area. Additional preservation credits shall be purchased to 
compensate for indirect impacts if it is determined during ESA Section 7 consultation 
that onsite preservation and preservation within the Mather Preserve is not sufficient to 
satisfy the 2:1 preservation ratio necessary to compensate for direct and indirect 
impacts. The acreage and function of all wetlands that would be removed as a result of 
project implementation shall be replaced and restored on a “no-net-loss” basis. 

If restoration within the Mather Preserve is implemented as part of compensatory 
mitigation, the restoration goal shall be to restore and enhance habitat for vernal pool 
species such that their ultimate functions and services are equal to or greater than the 
wetland features directly or indirectly affected by project implementation. This effort 
could include restoring vernal pools and/or other suitable aquatic features that have 
been damaged by prior activities such that a functional lift is achieved. If restoration is 
proposed as part of mitigation, the project applicant shall submit a vernal pool habitat 
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restoration plan to the County, USACE, and USFWS for review and approval before any 
ground disturbance within 250 feet (or lesser distance deemed sufficiently protective 
through site-specific watershed analysis with approval from USFWS) of vernal pool 
invertebrate habitat. The restoration plan must demonstrate how the aquatic functions 
that would be lost through project implementation will be replaced. The plan shall 
identify in-kind reference wetland habitats for comparison with restored wetlands (using 
performance standards and success criteria) to document success. The restoration plan 
shall include the following elements: 

• monitoring protocol, including responsible parties, schedule, and annual report 
requirements; 

• ecological performance standards, based on the best available science, that can 
be assessed in a practicable manner (e.g., performance standards proposed by 
Barbour et al. 2007). Performance standards must be based on attributes that 
are objective and verifiable; 

• monitoring of plant communities as performance criteria (annual measure of 
success, during monitoring period) and success criteria (indicative of 
achievement of mitigation habitat requirement at end of monitoring period) for 
hydrologic function have become established and the creation site “matures” 
over time; 

• GIS analysis of compensatory wetlands to demonstrate actual acreage of 
functioning wetland habitat; 

• adaptive management measures or corrective measures to be applied if 
performance standards and acreage requirements are not being met; 

• responsible parties for receiving and reviewing reports and for verifying success 
or prescribing implementation or corrective actions. 

The restoration plan shall be approved by USFWS and USACE before completion of 
Section 7 consultation under ESA and issuance of any permits under Section 404 of the 
CWA for fill of wetlands. 

Final mitigation ratios will be determined by USACE using their mitigation ratio checklist 
process and will be coordinated with USFWS during the ESA Section 7 consultation 
between USACE and USFWS; however, the minimum compensation ratios for impacts 
on federally listed vernal pool invertebrate habitat shall be as follows: 

• 2 acres of preservation and 1 acre of creation/restoration/rehabilitation for each 
acre of direct impact 

• 2 acres of preservation for each acre of indirect impact 

BR-3. Secure Take Authorization for Federally Listed Vernal Pool Invertebrates and 
Implement All Conditions in the Biological Opinion 
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Before any groundbreaking activity within 250 feet (or lesser distance deemed 
sufficiently protective through site-specific watershed analysis with approval from 
USFWS) of vernal pool invertebrate habitat, project applicants for each distinct project 
phase shall secure take authorization from USFWS through ESA section 7 consultation 
between USACE and USFWS as part of the CWA Section 404 permit process. The 
applicant shall implement all conditions of the Section 404 permit and the biological 
opinion issued for the project, including compensatory mitigation at the ratios described 
under Mitigation Measure BR-2 or as required in the biological opinion, whichever is 
greater. 

BR-4. Implement Worker Environmental Awareness Program 

Project applicants shall retain a qualified biologist to conduct a worker environmental 
awareness program (WEAP) for construction crews before each phase of project 
construction. The WEAP training will be provided to all construction personnel regarding 
the need to avoid effects on sensitive biological resources (i.e., wetlands, non-wetland 
waters, special-status species habitats in and adjacent to the construction area, and 
active bird nests). The WEAP will include a brief review of the special-status species 
with the potential to occur on the project site (including their life history, habitat 
requirements, and photographs of the species). The training shall identify the portions of 
the project site in which the species may occur, as well as their legal status and 
protection. The program shall also cover the relevant permit conditions, BMPs, and 
mitigation measures that must be followed by all construction personnel to reduce or 
avoid effects on these resources during project construction. During WEAP training, 
construction personnel shall be informed of the importance of avoiding ground-
disturbing activities outside of designated work areas. Training shall identify the steps to 
be taken if a special-status species is found within the construction area (i.e., notifying 
the crew foreman, who will inform the designated biologist). In addition, construction 
employees shall be educated about the importance of controlling and preventing the 
spread of invasive plants. An environmental awareness handout that describes and 
illustrates sensitive resources to be avoided during project construction and identifies all 
relevant permit conditions shall be provided to each crew member. The crew foreman 
will be responsible for ensuring that crew members adhere to the guidelines and 
restrictions. Education programs will be conducted for appropriate new personnel as 
they are brought on the job during the construction period. 

BR-5. Protect Habitat in Preserve Areas and Avoided Habitats During Construction 

Avoided and protected habitat in the Mather Preserve, Nature Preserves, and Open 
Space Drain areas shall be protected during construction activities through 
implementation of the following measures: 

• A biological monitor approved by USFWS and CDFW shall be onsite during 
construction within 250 feet of vernal pool invertebrate habitat to be preserved to 
ensure no unauthorized take of listed species or destruction of habitat to be 
preserved occurs. The biologist shall have the authority to stop any activities that 
may result in such take or destruction until appropriate corrective measures have 
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been completed. The biologist also shall be required to report immediately any 
unauthorized impacts to the USFWS or CDFW, as appropriate depending on 
agency jurisdiction over the affected resource. 

• The project applicant shall install fencing, stakes/flagging, or other appropriate 
barrier between the active construction work area and adjacent sensitive 
biological resource areas outside the work area, including in the Mather Preserve 
area and any sensitive resources that are to be retained onsite, to prevent 
inadvertent encroachment into these sensitive areas. The location of barrier 
installation shall be directed by the onsite biological monitor. 

Implementation of Mitigation Measures BR-1 through BR-5 would reduce impacts on 
vernal pool invertebrates to less than significant with mitigation because project 
applicants would be required to avoid and minimize indirect impacts during construction 
and provide compensation for the loss and degradation of vernal pool invertebrate 
habitat through creation of new habitat and permanent preservation of valuable habitat 
for these species within the Mather Core Area and within designated critical habitat for 
listed vernal pool invertebrates such that no net loss of habitat acreage and function 
results. Preservation habitat included as part of compensatory mitigation is of higher 
value than habitat that would be lost because of project implementation because it is 
within the Mather Core Area and designated critical habitat whereas the Plan Area is 
not within the core area or designated critical habitat and the Mather Preserve generally 
contains higher density and higher functioning vernal pool habitats than the Plan Area. 
Additionally, the preserved habitat would be managed specifically for the benefit of 
vernal pool invertebrates though a wetlands management plan. 

IMPACT: SPECIAL-STATUS PLANTS 
Seven Five special-status plant species are known or have potential to occur in the 
Mather South Plan Area: slender orcutt grass, Sacramento orcutt grass, Ahart’s dwarf 
rush, Bogg’s Lake hedge-hyssop, dwarf downingia, pincushion navarretia and 
legenere. Slender orcutt grass and Sacramento Orcutt grass (vernal pool grasses) are 
formally protected under ESA and CESA. The Mather Preserve west of existing 
Zinfandel Drive was specifically designed to include all the critical habitat for the vernal 
pool grasses (Plate BR-3) that exists within the Mather Field Specific Plan Area and the 
project would not adversely modify this critical habitat. While these two federally listed 
vernal pool grasses have not been identified in the Plan Area or elsewhere within 
Mather Field, suitable habitat is present and there is some potential for these species to 
occur in the Plan Area. Most of the wetlands in the Plan Area; however, are not 
characteristic of the types of pools where these vernal pool grasses and Bogg’s Lake 
hedge-hyssop are typically found (i.e., large, deep, long-lasting pools). Vernal pools, 
swales, and seasonal wetlands in the Plan Area are more suitable for Ahart’s dwarf rush 
and legenere. Protocol level botanical surveys were last conducted in the Plan Area 
from July through September 2002 and from April to June 2003. The methods and 
results of those surveys are presented in the Mather Field natural resources 
assessment (WRA 2004a). Because the surveys are over 15 years old, they cannot be 
relied upon to make an absence determination for special-status plants for which 
suitable habitat exists in the Plan Area.  
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Special-status plants that were found in the Plan Area during the 2002-2003 botanical 
surveys consist of Ahart’s dwarf rush and legenere. Observations of legenere had been 
previously documented in Plan Area in the CNDDB. See Plate BR-2 for the locations of 
special-status plant observations in the Plan Area. Focused surveys for Ahart’s dwarf 
rush were subsequently conducted by Carol Witham in 2006, 2007, and 2008 to search 
for this species in the pools where it was reported to occur by WRA. Ahart’s dwarf rush 
was not relocated in these pools during the subsequent surveys; however, it is 
considered for this analysis to potentially be present and legenere is considered 
present. Both of these species have been documented adjacent to the Plan Area as has 
Bogg’s Lake hedge-hyssop. 

Project implementation would result in removal of the specific wetlands where Ahart’s 
dwarf rush and legenere were previously observed, as well as approximately 13.93 
acres of suitable wetland habitat for these and other special-status vernal pool plants. 
The loss of known special-status plant occurrences and potential habitat could reduce 
local and regional population numbers of plant species that are rare, increasing the 
potential that these species could become listed as threatened or endangered under 
CESA or ESA in the future. The loss of vernal pool grasses already listed as 
threatened/endangered could interfere with recovery goals for these species and further 
reduce their overall population numbers. Therefore, the loss of special-status plants 
would be a potentially significant impact. 

MITIGATION MEASURES  
BR-6. Implement BR-1 through BR-5 

BR-7. Conduct Floristic Surveys and Compensate for Loss of Special-Status Plants  

The County shall require project applicants, as a condition of project approval, before 
any groundbreaking activity within 250 feet of vernal pools, swales, and seasonal 
wetlands, to retain a qualified biologist familiar with the vernal pool flora of the region to 
conduct floristic surveys of wetland habitats on the entire Mather South project site 
with potential to support slender orcutt grass, Sacramento orcutt grass, Ahart’s dwarf 
rush, Bogg’s Lake hedge-hyssop, dwarf downingia, pincushion navarretia and 
legenere. The surveys shall be carried out during the time of year when the target 
species are easily identified (generally, the blooming period) and at least two survey 
rounds, one in spring and one in summer, shall be conducted. Nearby reference 
populations shall be visited before surveys, if available, to confirm the target species 
have emerged and are in an identifiable state. All plants encountered during surveys 
shall be identified to the taxonomic level necessary to determine rarity status. Floristic 
surveys shall be conducted no more than 5 years prior and no later than the blooming 
period immediately preceding the approval of a grading or improvement plan or any 
ground disturbing activities, including grubbing or clearing in areas that could directly or 
indirectly affect potential habitat for target special-status plants. 

If special-status plants are identified on the project site, the project applicants shall be 
required to implement the following measures to mitigate the potential loss of special-
status plant species: 
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• Avoid special-status plant occurrences through project design to the extent 
technically feasible and appropriate. Avoidance shall be deemed technically 
feasible and appropriate if the habitat occupied by special-status plants may be 
preserved onsite while still obtaining the project purpose and objectives and if the 
preserved habitat features could reasonably be expected to continue to function 
as suitable habitat for special-status plants following project implementation.  

• If after examining all feasible means to avoid impacts to potential special-status 
plant species habitat through project site planning and design, adverse effects 
cannot be avoided, then impacts shall be mitigated in accordance with guidance 
from the appropriate state or federal agency charged with the protection of the 
subject species (USFWS or CDFW). Wetlands that have been previously 
documented to support legenere and Ahart’s dwarf rush have been identified for 
removal in the southern portion of the Plan Area and mitigation for loss of these 
plant occurrences shall be mitigated.  

• Notify CDFW, as required by the California Native Plant Protection Act, of any 
special-status plants found on the project site. Notify the USFWS if any plant 
species listed under the Endangered Species Act are found. 

• Develop a mitigation and monitoring plan to compensate for the loss of known 
legenere and Ahart’s dwarf rush, and any additional special-status plant species 
found during preconstruction surveys. The mitigation and monitoring plan shall 
be submitted to CDFW or USFWS, as appropriate depending on species status, 
for review and comment. The County shall consult with these entities, as 
appropriate depending on species status, before approval of the plan to 
determine the appropriate mitigation measures for impacts on any special-status 
plant population. Mitigation measures may include preserving and enhancing 
existing onsite populations, creation of off-site populations on project mitigation 
sites through seed collection or transplantation, and/or preserving occupied 
habitat off-site in sufficient quantities to offset loss of occupied habitat or 
individuals. The preservation of existing occurrences of legenere and Ahart’s 
dwarf rush in the Mather Preserve may be used as compensation for loss of 
habitat occupied by these species within the Plan Area; however, additional 
mitigation may be required, including transplantation of the plants to be removed, 
if the County, in consultation with CDFW determines that preservation of the 
Mather Preserve occurrences is not sufficient to fully compensate for losses 
resulting from project implementation. 

• If transplantation is part of the mitigation plan, the plan shall include a description 
and map of mitigation sites, details on the methods to be used, including 
collection, storage, propagation, receptor site preparation, installation, long-term 
protection and management, monitoring and reporting requirements, remedial 
action responsibilities should the initial effort fail to meet long-term monitoring 
requirements, and sources of funding to purchase, manage, and preserve the 
sites. Transplantation to suitable wetland habitats within the Mather Preserve 
may be used as part of the mitigation plan for legenere and Ahart’s dwarf rush, 
as well as any other special-status plants found in the Plan Area, if a qualified 
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restoration ecologist determines through site-specific analysis, in consultation 
with CDFW or USFWS, depending on species status, that currently unoccupied 
wetlands in the preserve are suitable to support the affected species. The 
following performance standards shall be applied: 

• The extent of occupied area and the flower density in compensatory re-
established populations shall be equal to or greater than the affected 
occupied habitat and shall be self-producing. Re-established populations shall 
be considered self-producing when: 

• plants re-establish annually for a minimum of 5 years with no human 
intervention, such as supplemental seeding; and  

• re-established populations contain an occupied area and flower density 
comparable to existing occupied habitat areas in similar reference habitat 
types. 

Implementation of Mitigation Measure BR-6 and BR-7 would reduce impacts on known 
and potentially-occurring special-status plant species within the Plan Area to less than 
significant with mitigation because project applicants would be required to identify 
and avoid special-status plant populations to the extent feasible and provide 
compensation for the unavoidable loss of special-status plants through establishment of 
new populations, conservation easements, and permanent preservation of valuable 
habitat for these species within the Mather Core Area and designated critical habitat for 
vernal pool grasses. 

IMPACT: LOSS OF WESTERN SPADEFOOT HABITAT 
Western spadefoot has been previously documented in an onsite vernal pool and vernal 
pools, seasonal wetlands, and vernal swales throughout the Plan Area represent 
potentially suitable breeding habitat for this species. Western spadefoots rely on 
seasonal wetland habitats for breeding and spend the remainder of their life cycle 
aestivating in surrounding upland habitats. Grasslands, cottonwood woodland, and 
coyote brush scrub provide suitable upland habitat for western spadefoot. Project 
implementation would result in permanent removal of approximately 13.93 acres of 
suitable breeding habitat and approximately 691 acres of upland habitat for western 
spadefoot, which could result in direct take of western spadefoot and would result in 
loss of habitat for this species. The one Plan Area vernal pool known to support 
breeding western spadefoot would be retained within the Open Space Mather Preserve; 
however, there is potential for this species to be present in other onsite wetlands and 
throughout the upland habitats. 

In addition to the direct removal of habitat, implementing the project could result in 
indirect impacts on western spadefoot, including mortality related to an increase in 
vehicular traffic, mortality from landscaping maintenance activities including mowing, 
raking, weed whacking, noise and vibration disturbance causing toads to break 
dormancy, and exposure to herbicides, pesticides, and other toxins. Because western 
spadefoot shares the same wetland habitats as the vernal pool invertebrates, they are 
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subject to the same indirect impacts to wetland habitats discussed under the vernal pool 
invertebrate habitat impact analysis. Indirect effects, including reduction in water quality 
and altered hydrology caused by urban runoff, erosion, and siltation; intrusion of 
humans and domestic animals; litter and dumping; and introduction of invasive plant 
species could result in habitat degradation leading to lower reproductive success of 
western spadefoot, and eventual elimination of this species from the affected habitat. 
Direct and indirect impacts to western spadefoot would be potentially significant 
because these effects could reduce local populations numbers of a species that is rare 
in the region and statewide and has already experienced substantial declines and 
ongoing habitat losses. Loss and degradation of habitat and reduction in population 
numbers could contribute to a trend toward state or federal listing for western spadefoot. 
This is a potentially significant impact.  

MITIGATION MEASURES 
BR-8. Implement BR-1 through BR-5 

BR-9. Minimize Take of Western Spadefoot 

As a condition of project approval and before ground disturbing activities, the County 
shall require future project proponents to retain a qualified biologist to conduct surveys 
for western spadefoot in areas of potential habitat that would be eliminated by the 
project. The surveys shall be conducted at the appropriate time of year to detect 
western spadefoot, generally the breeding season, according to methods approved by 
CDFW. If western spadefoot is found in habitat that will be eliminated or made 
unsuitable for western spadefoot, then adult and larval western spadefoot and egg 
masses shall be collected and relocated to suitable habitat in the Mather Preserve by a 
qualified biologist in coordination with CDFW. 

Implementation of Mitigation Measures BR-8 and BR-9 would reduce impacts on 
western spadefoot to less than significant with mitigation because project applicants 
would be required to identify and salvage western spadefoot to minimize direct mortality 
and provide compensation for loss of western spadefoot habitat, commiserate with 
vernal pool invertebrate habitat compensation, so sufficient habitat for this species is 
preserved within the project vicinity to support the local breeding population such that 
project implementation would not inhibit recovery of the species or result in loss of 
viability of the species in the region. 

IMPACT: LOSS OF VALLEY ELDERBERRY LONGHORN BEETLE HABITAT 
Elderberry shrubs have been identified in the Plan Area during surveys conducted for 
the NSA Pipeline Project and the Zinfandel Drive/trunk sewer projects, as well as during 
reconnaissance level surveys conducted in 2018 (Plate BR-1). Exit holes were 
observed in some elderberry shrubs during the 2018 reconnaissance surveys. Because 
systematic surveys have not been conducted across the entire Plan Area, it is possible 
that additional elderberry shrubs are present that have not yet been mapped. Project 
development would result in removal of all, or nearly all, elderberry shrubs existing in 
the Plan Area and these shrubs could contain larvae of valley elderberry longhorn 
beetle. Indirect impacts from ground-disturbing activities or use of herbicides near 
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shrubs could also result if the health of elderberry shrubs containing valley elderberry 
longhorn beetle larvae is adversely affected. Direct removal of elderberry shrubs or 
disturbance of shrubs that affects their health or survival could result in take of federally 
listed valley elderberry longhorn beetle. This impact would be potentially significant. 

MITIGATION MEASURE 
BR-10. Compensate for Loss of Valley Elderberry Longhorn Beetle Habitat 

• As a condition of project approval, a qualified biologist shall determine whether 
future project sites contain valley elderberry longhorn beetle habitat (i.e., 
elderberry shrubs). If so, a preconstruction survey shall be conducted by a 
qualified biologist within 165 feet of project disturbance areas before any 
construction activity. The surveys shall be conducted according to the protocol 
outlined in USFWS Framework for Assessing Impacts to the Valley Elderberry 
Longhorn Beetle (USFWS 2017b) (Framework). 

• If elderberry shrubs are located 165 feet or more from project activities, direct or 
indirect impacts are not expected. Shrubs 165 feet or more away shall be 
protected during construction by establishing and maintaining a high visibility 
fence at least 165 feet from the drip line of each elderberry shrub to prevent 
inadvertent encroachment into valley elderberry longhorn beetle habitat. 

• If elderberry shrubs located within 165 feet of project activities can be retained, 
project activities may occur up to 20 feet from the dripline of elderberry shrubs if 
precautions are implemented to minimize the potential for indirect impacts. An 
avoidance area shall be established at least 20 feet from the drip line of an 
elderberry shrub for any activities that may damage or kill the elderberry shrub 
(e.g., trenching, paving, etc.). The project applicant shall implement avoidance 
and minimization measures specified in the USFWS Framework (USFWS 
2017b). 

• To the extent feasible, all activities that could occur within 165 feet of an 
elderberry shrub, shall be conducted outside of the flight season of the valley 
elderberry longhorn beetle (March - July). 

• Herbicides shall not be used within the drip line of shrubs to be retained. 
Insecticides shall not be used within 100 feet of elderberry shrubs. All chemicals 
shall be applied using a backpack sprayer or similar direct application method. 

• If trimming elderberry shrubs is proposed for shrubs to be retained, trimming 
shall be conducted between November and February and shall not result in the 
removal of elderberry branches that are ≥1 inch in diameter. If trimming results in 
removing branches that are ≥1 inch in diameter, the project proponent shall 
mitigate for the loss of the valley elderberry beetle habitat according to the 
USFWS 2017 Framework. 

• The project applicant shall comply with ESA and consult with USFWS and will 
compensate for the unavoidable loss of elderberry shrubs according to the 
USFWS 2017 Framework. The Framework uses presence or absence of exit 
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holes, and whether the affected elderberry shrubs are in riparian habitat to 
determine the number of elderberry seedlings or cuttings and associated riparian 
vegetation that would need to be planted as compensatory mitigation for affected 
valley elderberry longhorn beetle habitat. Compensatory mitigation may include 
purchasing credits at a USFWS-approved conservation bank, providing onsite 
mitigation, or establishing and protecting habitat for valley elderberry longhorn 
beetle as follows: 

• For elderberry shrubs in riparian habitat: 

• For each shrub that is trimmed, the project proponent shall purchase two 
credits at a USFWS-approved bank. 

• For each shrub removed, the entire shrub may be transplanted to a 
USFWS-approved location in addition to the purchase of two credits. 

• For elderberry shrubs in non-riparian habitat: 

• The project proponent shall purchase one credit at a USFWS-approved 
bank for each shrub that will be trimmed if exit holes have been found in 
any shrub on or within 165 feet of the project area. 

• If no exit holes are present and the shrub is not in riparian habitat, no 
further action is required. 

• If the shrub will be completely removed by the activity, the entire shrub 
shall be transplanted to a USFWS-approved location in addition to the 
purchase of one credit. 

Implementation of Mitigation Measure BR-10 would reduce impacts on valley elderberry 
longhorn beetle to less than significant with mitigation because project applicants 
would be required to identify and avoid direct and indirect impacts to the extent feasible 
or provide compensation for loss of valley elderberry longhorn beetle habitat through 
USFWS-approved mitigation measures such that project implementation would not 
inhibit recovery of the species or result in loss of viability of the species in the region. 

IMPACT: LOSS OF WESTERN POND TURTLE 
Western pond turtles spend most of their life cycle in perennial aquatic habitats, such as 
lakes, ponds, marshes, rivers, and irrigation ditches and lay their eggs in uplands, 
typically within 650 feet, but up to 1,300 feet from aquatic habitats. Western pond turtles 
may also bask and overwinter in uplands. CDFW conservatively considers uplands 
within 1,650 feet of suitable aquatic habitat could potentially be used for nesting or 
overwintering. No suitable aquatic habitat is present in the Plan Area for western pond 
turtle, but the species has been documented at Mather Lake and there is potential for 
western pond turtle to nest, bask, or overwinter in those portions of the Plan Area that 
are within 1,650 feet of the lake. Therefore, project implementation has potential to 
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result in take of western pond turtle adults, eggs, and hatchlings. This impact would be 
potentially significant. 

MITIGATION MEASURE 
BR-11. Conduct Preconstruction Surveys For Western Pond Turtle and Avoid 

Individuals and Nests  

Before any ground disturbing activities within 1,650 feet of Mather Lake, the project 
applicant shall consult with CDFW to establish appropriate avoidance procedures and 
procedures to apply if a western pond turtle, or active nest, is found within the 
construction area. The developer shall submit written evidence of the consultation and 
its conclusions to the County Environmental Coordinator. Unless CDFW recommends 
alternative mitigation through the consultation, the following measures shall apply: 

• Twenty-four hours before the commencement of ground-disturbing activity (i.e. 
clearing, grubbing, or grading) within 1,650 feet of Mather Lake, a qualified 
biologist shall perform a survey for western pond turtle. The survey shall include 
all suitable upland and aquatic habitat which is within 1,650 feet of all proposed 
construction areas. The biologist shall supply a brief written report (including 
date, time of survey, survey method, name of surveyor and survey results) to the 
County before ground disturbing activity. 

• If western pond turtles are found during the survey, activities shall not commence 
until the animal has moved out of the construction area on its own or CDFW 
grants permission for a qualified biologist to move the animal out of the 
construction area and into a suitable habitat area. 

• If a western pond turtle is encountered during active construction, all construction 
shall cease until the animal has moved out of the construction area on its own or 
CDFW grants permission for a qualified biologist to move the animal out of the 
construction area and into a suitable habitat area. California Fish and Wildlife and 
the County Environmental Coordinator shall be notified within 24-hours that a 
turtle was encountered. 

• If a nest with eggs or hatchlings is found during surveys or construction, all 
activity shall cease until appropriate procedures for avoidance or handling 
established during consultation with CDFW can be implemented. CDFW and the 
County Environmental Coordinator shall be notified within 24 hours of nest 
discovery. 

Implementation of Mitigation Measure BR-11 would reduce impacts on western pond 
turtle to less than significant with mitigation because project proponents would be 
required to survey for and avoid western pond turtles and active nests through 
consultation with CDFW so that mortality and loss of reproduction is minimized to the 
extent feasible. 
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IMPACT: LOSS OF SWAINSON’S HAWK AND THEIR HABITAT 
Evaluation of impacts to Swainson’s Hawk and their habitat were analyzed in the 
Mather Field EIR based upon separate discussions of nesting and foraging habitat. This 
EIR is also organized in the same manner.  

SWAINSON’S HAWK 
The Swainson’s hawk (Buteo swainsoni) is listed as a Threatened species by the State 
of California and is a candidate for federal listing as threatened or endangered. It is a 
migratory raptor typically nesting in or near valley floor riparian habitats during spring 
and summer months. Swainson’s hawks were once common throughout the state, but 
various habitat changes, including the loss of nesting habitat (trees) and the loss of 
foraging habitat through the conversion of native Central Valley grasslands to certain 
incompatible agricultural and urban uses has caused an estimated 90% decline in their 
population. 

Swainson’s hawks feed primarily upon small mammals, birds, and insects. Their typical 
foraging habitat includes native grasslands, alfalfa and other hay crops that provide 
suitable habitat for small mammals. Certain other row crops and open habitats also 
provide some foraging habitat. The availability of productive foraging habitat near a 
Swainson’s hawk’s nest site is a critical requirement for nesting and fledgling success. 
In central California, about 85% of Swainson’s hawk nests are within riparian forest or 
remnant riparian trees. CEQA analysis of impacts to Swainson’s hawks consists of 
separate analyses of impacts to nesting habitat and foraging habitat. 

IMPACT METHODOLOGY 

NESTING HABITAT 
For determining impacts to and establishing mitigation for nesting Swainson’s hawks in 
Sacramento County, CDFW recommends implementing the measures set forth in the 
Fish and Wildlife Staff Report Regarding Mitigation for Impacts to Swainson’s Hawks 
(Buteo swainsoni) in the Central Valley of California (November 1, 1994). These state 
that no intensive new disturbances, such as heavy equipment operation associated with 
construction, should be initiated within 0.25 mile of an active Swainson’s hawk nest in 
an urban setting or within 0.5 mile in a rural setting between March 1 and September 
15. 

FORAGING HABITAT 
CDFW recommends evaluating projects for foraging habitat impacts when they are 
within 10 miles of a known nest site. 

Statewide, CDFW recommends implementing the measures set forth in the Fish and 
Wildlife Staff Report Regarding Mitigation for Impacts to Swainson’s Hawks (Buteo 
swainsoni) in the Central Valley of California (November 1, 1994) for determining 
impacts to Swainson’s hawk foraging habitat unless local jurisdictions develop an 
individualized methodology designed specifically for their location. Sacramento County 
developed such a methodology and received confirmation from CDFW in May of 2006 
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that the methodology is a better fit for unincorporated Sacramento County and should 
replace the statewide, generalized methodology for determining impacts to foraging 
habitat. 

Swainson’s hawk foraging habitat value is greater in large expansive open space and 
agricultural areas than in areas which have been fragmented by agricultural-residential 
or urban development. The methodology for unincorporated Sacramento County is 
based on the concept that impacts to Swainson’s hawk foraging habitat occur as 
properties develop to increasingly more intensive uses on smaller minimum parcel 
sizes. Therefore, the methodology relies mainly on the minimum parcel size allowed by 
zoning to determine habitat value. For the purpose of the methodology, properties with 
zoning of AG-40 and larger are assumed to maintain 100% of their foraging habitat 
value and properties with AR-5 zoning and smaller are assumed to have lost all foraging 
habitat value. Table BR-5 below illustrates the continuum between AG-40 and AR-5 that 
represents the partial loss of habitat value that occurs with fragmentation of large 
agricultural land holdings. The large, 50% loss of habitat value between AG-20 and AR- 
10 is due to the change in land use from general agriculture to agricultural-residential. 

Table BR-5: Swainson’s Hawk Foraging Habitat Value by Zoning Category 
Zoning Category Habitat Value Remaining 

AG-40 and above (e.g., AG-80, 160 etc.) 100% 
AG-20 75% 
AR-10 25% 
AR-5 and smaller (e.g., AR-2, 1 or RD-5, 7, 10, 15, 20 etc.) 0% 

IMPACT EVALUATION 
The Mather South Project would result in the development of a community with up to 
3,522 residential dwelling units of various densities (multi-family, detached, and 
attached single-family), a 28-acre environmental education campus including 200 multi-
family dwelling units, a 21-acre research and development park, two elementary 
schools, a 6-acre community center, 21 acres of commercial-retail with up to 225,000 
square feet (sf) of retail space, 44 acres of parkland including 26 acres of neighborhood 
parks and a 17-acre community park, and 210 acres of open space areas that include a 
53-acre portion of the Mather Preserve west of Zinfandel Drive, as well as other natural 
preserves and drainage corridors, stormwater quality and detention basins, landscape 
buffers, and public utility corridors all connected by multi-use pedestrian and bicycle 
trails. As described above in the table, properties with AR-5 zoning and smaller are 
assumed to have lost all foraging habitat value. This would be generally true of the 
entirety of the Plan Area after development with the exception of the 53.31 acres of 
Natural Preserve added to the Mather Preserve on the west side of Zinfandel 
Drive (See Table PD-1 on page 1-9 and Plate PD-9 on page 1-14) open space areas. 
The other open space areas would not have the size, management or continuity 
to be considered long-term foraging habitat.  Therefore the project would have a 
795 acre impact to Swainson’s hawk foraging habitat.   
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The Mather South project is a portion of the larger Mather Field Specific Plan 
area, which includes the 1,383 acre Mather Preserve. The Mather Preserve was 
required to be set aside for mitigation of impacts to biological resources as part 
of the overall redevelopment strategy of the former Air Force base. The preserve 
contains 76.9 wetted acres of wetlands, vernal pools, vernal swales, and streams, 
and 1,306.1 acres of upland habitat that is similar to the habitat that exists on the 
Mather South project site in terms of foraging habitat value.  

Currently, there are numerous trees in the Plan Area that provide potential nest sites for 
Swainson’s hawk. Project implementation would result in removal of these trees and 
removal of approximately 592 acres of annual grassland foraging habitat, which could 
result in mortality of individuals and nest abandonment. A pair of Swainson’s hawks 
were observed visiting a nest and defending territory in the Plan Area from April 29 to 
June 13, 2014 (Mather Stewardship Network 2014). Although eggs and young were not 
confirmed at the nest, nesting is probable in the Plan Area and has been documented 
nearby along White Rock Road. The CNDDB (2018) contains 14 nesting records 
between 1 and 5 miles of the Plan Area and 27 nesting records between 5 and 10 miles 
of the Plan Area. Project construction could disturb active nests on or near the 
construction area, potentially resulting in nest abandonment by the adults and mortality 
of chicks and eggs. Additionally, construction noise can cause abandonment of nests up 
to 0.5 miles away in rural settings and 0.25 mile away in more urban settings. In 
addition, noise, lighting, and presence of humans and their pets could degrade the 
quality of nesting habitat on adjacent preserve lands after the project is built out. 
Approximately 1,381 acres of Swainson’s hawk foraging habitat will be protected under 
a permanent conservation easement in the Mather Preserve to compensate for loss the 
of foraging habitat in the portions of Mather Field Specific Plan Area planned for 
development, including the Plan Area. However, even with this habitat preservation, 
there would be a net loss of foraging habitat available to pairs nesting within 10 miles. 
Loss of foraging habitat can displace nesting pairs of Swainson’s hawks or reduce 
reproductive success of pairs nesting within 10 miles. Displacing a pair from its nesting 
territory could result in loss of reproduction for one or more years while the pair seeks a 
new nest site and new nesting territory and there is no guarantee they would find a new 
nesting territory that can support successful breeding. Reproductive success decreases 
for Swainson’s hawks as distance from foraging habitat increases and availability of 
suitable nest trees is a limiting factor. Loss of active nests, chicks and eggs, 
displacement of breeding pairs, and loss of reproductive success due to loss of foraging 
habitat would contribute to the continuing decline of a species that is listed as 
threatened under CESA, has experienced an estimated 90 percent decline in statewide 
population numbers, and that is continuing to lose valuable habitat from its core 
population centers in the Sacramento Valley. The loss of nesting and foraging habitat 
increases the potential for this species becoming endangered and decreases the 
potential for recovery. Therefore, direct and indirect impacts on Swainson’s hawk would 
be potentially significant. 

MITIGATION MEASURE 
BR-12. Avoid Swainson’s Hawk Nests 
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• Implement Mitigation Measure BR-4: Worker Environmental Awareness Program 

• Tree removal shall be conducted during the non-breeding season for Swainson’s 
hawk (generally between September 1 and February 28) 

• Before initiating any construction activities during the Swainson’s hawk breeding 
season (March 1 through August 31), project proponents shall retain a qualified 
wildlife biologist with knowledge of Swainson’s hawk to conduct nesting surveys 
to identify active nests on and within 0.5 mile of the Plan Area. 

• Surveys shall be conducted in accordance with the Recommended Timing and 
Methodology for Swainson’s Hawk Nesting Surveys in California’s Central Valley 
(Swainson’s Hawk Technical Advisory Committee 2000) or according to updated 
methodologies issued by CDFW. According to current guidelines, the biologist 
will use binoculars during the survey to inspect all large trees and document any 
Swainson’s hawk nests that occur in the Plan Area or within 0.5 mile. If surveys 
conclude that Swainson’s hawk nests occur onsite, and are occupied, the 
following minimization measures shall be implemented: 

• A no disturbance buffer shall be established around active nest sites. Project 
activity shall not commence within the buffer areas until a qualified biologist 
has determined, in coordination with CDFW, that the young have fledged, the 
nest is no longer active, or reducing the buffer would not likely result in nest 
abandonment. CDFW guidelines recommend implementation of 0.5-mile-wide 
buffer for Swainson’s hawk, but the size of the buffer may be adjusted if a 
qualified biologist and the County, in consultation with CDFW, determine that 
such an adjustment would not be likely to adversely affect the nest. 
Monitoring of the nest by a qualified biologist during and after construction 
activities shall be required if the activity has potential to adversely affect the 
nest. 

• Active nests shall be monitored by a qualified biologist during construction 
activities that have potential to adversely affect nesting. If construction 
activities cause the nesting bird to vocalize, make defensive flights at 
intruders, get up from a brooding position, or fly off the nest, then the no-
disturbance buffer shall be increased until the agitated behavior ceases. The 
exclusionary buffer will remain in place until the chicks have fledged or as 
otherwise determined appropriate by a qualified biologist. Once the young 
have fledged, project activities may proceed normally. 

Implementing Mitigation Measure BR-12 along with the preservation of the 1,383.2 
acre Mather Preserve1 as part of the larger Mather Field Project would reduce 
significant impacts on Swainson’s hawk but not necessarily to a less-than-significant 
level because there has already been rapid and widespread loss of foraging habitat for 

                                            
1 The Mather Preserve was protected under a perpetual conservation easement approved and 
recorded in June of 2019.  
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this species in the region, substantial loss of foraging habitat would occur in the local 
area through currently planned projects, and the Sacramento Valley supports one of the 
highest breeding concentrations of this species. There is a finite amount of land 
available within the foraging range of the local nesting population and even with 
preservation of foraging habitat to compensate for losses that would occur in the project 
area; there would still be an overall net loss of foraging habitat available to the local 
nesting population. This net loss would undoubtedly result in reduced reproductive 
success and displacement of nesting pairs thereby contributing to the decline of 
Swainson’s hawk populations in the region. The impact on Swainson’s hawk would 
remain significant and unavoidable. 

IMPACT: LOSS OF TRICOLORED BLACKBIRD NESTING COLONIES 
There is no suitable nesting habitat for tricolored blackbird in the Plan Area, so the 
project would have no direct impacts on this species; however, the species has been 
observed nearby at Mather Lake and may nest there. Tricolored blackbirds nest in large 
colonies and may forage up to approximately 3 miles from nest sites; however, mostly 
forage within 1 to 1.5 miles of an active nest colony. Large flocks of tricolored blackbirds 
were observed foraging in the Plan Area by the Mather Stewardship Network from May 
to June 2014 and the Plan Area is within 1.5 miles of potential nesting habitat at Mather 
Lake, and within 3 miles of known nesting colonies adjacent to Jackson Highway and 
Excelsior Road. Increased noise and human activity during construction that occurs 
during the breeding season (generally March through August) could disturb nesting 
tricolored blackbirds if an active colony is located near (within 0.25 mile) the 
construction area. These activities could result in nest abandonment and the incidental 
loss of fertile eggs or nestlings. The loss of foraging habitat from the Plan Area would 
not be expected to result in a loss of reproductive success for a nesting colony because 
the Mather Preserve and other existing and planned preserves in the vicinity would 
continue to provide adequate foraging habitat to support the local population and 
nesting colonies would not be displaced due to this loss of foraging habitat, but project 
construction could cause net abandonment if a colony is nesting at Mather Lake. 
Abandonment of an active tricolored blackbird colony and associated loss of numerous 
nests containing eggs or young could result in a substantial decline in the local nesting 
population of tricolored blackbirds and contribute to the statewide decline of this species 
that has recently been listed as threatened by the California Fish and Game 
Commission because of rapid declines in population numbers and substantial 
widespread habitat loss. Therefore, this impact would be potentially significant. 

MITIGATION MEASURE 
BR-13. Avoid Tricolored Blackbird Nesting Colonies 

• Implement Mitigation Measure BR-4: Worker Environmental Awareness Program 

• For any construction activities proposed within 0.25 mile of Mather Lake during 
the tricolored blackbird nesting season (March 15 to August 31), a qualified 
biologist shall survey Mather Lake and a 0.25-mile buffer no more than 48 hours 
before the onset of activities for signs of tricolored blackbird individuals or 
nesting/colonial activity. 
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• If construction activities are delayed or suspended for more than 15 days, an 
additional preconstruction tricolored blackbird survey will be conducted. If active 
tricolored blackbird nests are found within 0.25 mile of the project footprint during 
the nesting season (March 15 to August 31), then no construction activities shall 
proceed within 0.25 mile of the nest site until the end of the breeding season or 
until a qualified biologist, in consultation with CDFW, has determined that the 
young have fledged and moved out of the disturbance area. The buffer distance 
may be reduced if a qualified biologist, in consultation with CDFW, determines 
that such an adjustment would not be likely to affect the nesting colony. 

• Monitoring of the nesting colony by a qualified biologist during construction 
activities shall be required if the biologist determines a particular activity has the 
potential to adversely affect the nest, particularly if the buffer has been reduced 
below 0.25 mile. If construction activities cause nesting birds to vocalize, make 
defensive flights at intruders, get up from a brooding position, or fly off the nest, 
then the no-disturbance buffer shall be increased until the agitated behavior 
ceases. 

Implementing Mitigation Measure BR-13 would reduce potentially significant impacts on 
tricolored blackbird to less than significant with mitigation because these measures 
would require that active nests and nesting colonies in the project vicinity be identified 
and avoided or monitored so that project construction would not result in nest 
abandonment and loss of eggs or young. 

IMPACT: LOSS OF BURROWING OWL 
Project implementation would destroy potential nesting and wintering habitat for 
burrowing owl. This species has not been reported in the Plan Area, but nesting has 
been documented on the Mather Preserve west of the Plan Area (WRA 2004a, CNDDB 
2018) and there are ground squirrel burrows and debris piles (from former military 
facilities) in the Plan Area that could be used by burrowing owls. Much of the site is 
heavily overgrown with dense grasses that reduce habitat quality for burrowing owls, 
and ground squirrel burrows are limited. Nonetheless, their potential presence cannot 
be ruled out without protocol-level surveys and banks of seasonal streams are often 
used by burrowing owls. Adults, eggs, and juveniles could be killed during site grading 
and other ground disturbance that destroys occupied burrows or nest sites. Burrowing 
owls need burrows at all times to survive and displacing individuals from their burrows 
can result in indirect impacts such as predation, increased energetic costs, increased 
stress, and risks associated with having to find and compete for burrows, all of which 
can lead to take or reduced reproduction. Construction disturbances could also cause 
pairs nesting nearby to abandon their nests resulting in mortality of chicks and eggs. 
The loss of occupied burrowing owl habitat or mortality of adults, chicks, or eggs would 
be a potentially significant impact. 

MITIGATION MEASURES 
BR-14. Conduct Burrowing Owl Surveys and Develop an Exclusion and 

Relocation Plan 
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Before any ground disturbing activities within 500 feet of potential burrowing owl habitat 
(i.e., annual grassland containing ground squirrels or debris piles, banks of 
streams/creeks) the project proponent shall hire a qualified biologist to conduct surveys 
in accordance with Appendix D of CDFW’s Staff Report on Burrowing Owl Mitigation 
(2012). Survey methods shall include the following: 

• An initial survey for burrows, owls, or their sign shall be conducted by walking 
transects through the entire project site and surrounding areas of potential 
habitat within 500 feet of the project footprint.  

• Survey transects shall be spaced to allow 100 percent visual coverage of the 
ground surface. The distance between transect center lines should be no more 
than 70 feet and should be reduced as needed to account for differences in 
terrain, vegetation density, and ground surface visibility. To efficiently survey 
projects larger than 100 acres, it is recommended that two or more surveyors 
conduct concurrent surveys. Surveyors should maintain a minimum distance of 
160 feet from any owls or occupied burrows. It is important to minimize 
disturbance near occupied burrows during all seasons. 

• If no occupied burrows or burrowing owls are found in the survey area, a letter 
report documenting survey methods and findings shall be submitted to the 
County Environmental Coordinator and no further mitigation is necessary. 

• If occupied burrows, burrowing owls, or their sign are found, then a complete 
burrowing owl survey is required. This consists of a minimum of four site visits 
conducted on four separate days, which must also be consistent with the Survey 
Method, Weather Conditions, and Time of Day sections of Appendix D of 
CDFW’s Staff Report on Burrowing Owl Mitigation (2012). Submit a survey report 
to the County Environmental Coordinator which is consistent with the Survey 
Report section of Appendix D of CDFW’s Staff Report. 

• If an active burrow is identified near a proposed work area and work cannot be 
conducted outside of the nesting season (February 1 to August 31), a qualified 
biologist will establish a no-activity zone that extends 150 to 1,500 feet around 
the burrow, depending on nesting stage and level of disturbance. If burrowing 
owls are present at the site during the non-breeding season (September 1 
through January 31), a qualified biologist will establish a no-activity zone that 
extends a minimum of 150 feet around the burrow. 

• If the designated no-activity zone for breeding or non-breeding burrowing owls 
cannot be established because an active burrow is located within the project 
work area, a wildlife biologist experienced in burrowing owl behavior will evaluate 
site-specific conditions and, in coordination with CDFW, recommend a smaller 
buffer (if possible) that still minimizes the potential to disturb the owls (and is 
deemed to still allow reproductive success during the breeding season). The site-
specific buffer will consider the type and extent of the proposed activity occurring 
near the occupied burrow, the duration and timing of the activity, the sensitivity 
and habituation of the owls, and the dissimilarity of the proposed activity to 
background activities. Additional measures may be identified by the designated 
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biologist or CDFW including regular monitoring of the owls by a qualified 
biologist, modified construction activity schedule in proximity to the owls, or 
establishment of a barrier between construction and the occupied burrow. 

• If burrowing owls are present within the construction area and cannot be avoided 
during the non-breeding season (generally September 1 through January 31), 
owls will be relocated to suitable habitat outside of the project site using passive 
or active methodologies developed in consultation with CDFW and may include 
active relocation to the Mather Preserve if approved by CDFW and the County 
Environmental Coordinator. No burrowing owls shall be excluded from occupied 
burrows until a burrowing owl exclusion and relocation plan is developed by the 
project proponent and approved by the County and CDFW. Typically, owls 
maintain multiple burrows and refuge areas within their foraging area during the 
non-breeding season. 

• Passive or active relocation also may be used during the breeding season 
(February 1 through August 30) if a qualified biologist, coordinating with CDFW, 
determines through site surveillance that the burrow is no longer occupied by 
burrowing owl adults, young, or eggs. Once the fledglings are capable of 
independent survival, the owls shall be relocated to suitable habitat outside the 
project site in accordance with a burrowing owl exclusion and relocation plan 
developed in consultation with CDFW, and the burrow shall be destroyed to 
prevent owls from reoccupying it. No burrowing owls shall be excluded from 
occupied burrows until a burrowing owl exclusion and relocation plan is approved 
by CDFW and the County Environmental Coordinator. Passive relocation shall be 
accomplished by installing one-way doors (e.g., modified dryer vents or other 
CDFW-approved method). The one-way doors shall be left in place for a 
minimum of 3 days and will be monitored daily to verify that the one-way door 
stays in place and that at the end of the 3 days, the owls have left the burrow. 
The burrow shall be excavated using hand tools, and a section of flexible plastic 
pipe (at least 3 inches in diameter) will be inserted into the burrow tunnel to 
maintain an escape route for any animals that may be inside the burrow. 

BR-15. Compensate for Loss of Occupied Burrowing Owl Habitat 

If active burrowing owl burrows, or burrow surrogates (e.g., debris piles, culvert pipes) 
are found on the site and are destroyed by project implementation, the project 
proponent shall mitigate the loss of occupied habitat in accordance with guidance 
provided in the CDFW 2012 Staff Report or the most recent CDFW protocols, which 
states that permanent impacts to nesting, occupied and satellite burrows, and burrowing 
owl habitat shall be mitigated such that habitat acreage, number of burrows, and 
burrowing owls impacted are replaced through permanent conservation of comparable 
or better habitat with similar vegetation communities and burrowing mammals (e.g., 
ground squirrels) present to provide for nesting, foraging, wintering, and dispersal. The 
project proponent shall retain a qualified biologist to develop a burrowing owl mitigation 
and management plan that incorporates the following goals and standards: 
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• Mitigation lands shall be selected based on comparison of the habitat lost to the 
compensatory habitat, including type and structure of habitat, disturbance levels, 
potential for conflicts with humans, pets, and other wildlife, density of burrowing 
owls, and relative importance of the habitat to the species range wide. The 
Mather Preserve may be used as mitigation habitat if it is demonstrated to 
support comparable habitat values and functions for burrowing owl as the habitat 
lost as a result of the project. 

• If feasible, mitigation lands shall be provided adjacent or proximate to the site so 
that displaced owls can relocate with reduced risk of take. Feasibility of providing 
mitigation adjacent or proximate to the project site depends on availability of 
sufficient suitable habitat to support displaced owls that may be preserved in 
perpetuity. The Mather Preserve may be used as mitigation habitat if it is 
demonstrated to support comparable habitat values and functions for burrowing 
owl as the habitat lost as a result of the project and is sufficient to support owls 
displaced from the project site. 

• If suitable habitat is not available in the Mather Preserve, or is not sufficient to 
fully compensate for the loss of habitat from the project site, additional mitigation 
may be accomplished through purchase of mitigation credits at a CDFW-
approved mitigation bank, if available. If mitigation credits are not available from 
an approved bank, alternative mitigation sites and acreage shall be determined in 
consultation with CDFW. 

Implementing Mitigation Measures BR-14 and BR-15 would reduce potentially 
significant impacts on burrowing owls to less than significant with mitigation because 
these measures would require that active burrows in or near the project site be 
identified and avoided or monitored so that project construction would not result in nest 
abandonment and loss of eggs or young, or displacement and mortality of wintering 
adults, and would require compensation for loss of wintering or breeding habitat.  

IMPACT: DISTURBANCE OR LOSS OF GRASSHOPPER SPARROW, SHORT-EARED OWL, 
NORTHERN HARRIER, WHITE-TAILED KITE, COOPER’S HAWK, AND LOGGERHEAD SHRIKE 
NESTS AND FORAGING HABITAT 
Northern harrier, white-tailed kite, and loggerhead shrike have been documented 
foraging and perching in the Plan Area and are likely nesting in the Plan Area based on 
behaviors observed by the Mather Stewardship Network in 2014. Short-eared owl and 
Cooper’s hawk has been documented at Mather Field historically and grasshopper 
sparrow could potentially nest in the Plan Area. The loss of foraging habitat from the 
Plan Area would not be expected to result in a loss of reproductive success for any of 
these species because the Mather Preserve and other existing and planned preserves 
in the vicinity would continue to provide adequate foraging habitat to support local 
population numbers and individuals would not be permanently displaced from the area. 
This would also be true for ferruginous hawk, a species covered under the SSHCP for 
preservation of winter foraging habitat. Ferruginous hawk has no protective status and 
does not breed in California. Project construction could remove or disturb active nests of 
grasshopper sparrow, short-eared owl, northern harrier, white-tailed kite, or loggerhead 
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shrike potentially resulting in nest abandonment by the adults and mortality of chicks 
and eggs. Loss of chicks and eggs of these California species of special concern could 
reduce population levels and contribute to a trend toward these species becoming 
threatened or endangered in the future. This impact would be potentially significant.  

MITIGATION MEASURE 
BR-16. Conduct Preconstruction Surveys for Nesting Birds 

• Implement Mitigation Measure BR-4: Worker Environmental Awareness Program 

• Vegetation removal shall be carried out during the non-breeding season for birds 
and raptors (February 1 to August 31) to the extent feasible. 

• Before initiating any ground disturbing during the nesting season for these 
species in the Sacramento area (generally February 1 to August 31), the project 
applicant shall retain a qualified wildlife biologist with knowledge of the relevant 
species to conduct nesting surveys within 14 days before the start of construction 
or vegetation removal. 

• Surveys shall include a search of all trees, shrubs, wetlands, and grassland 
vegetation that provide suitable nesting habitat in the construction area and 
within 500 feet of the construction area. 

• If an active nest is found in the survey area, a buffer shall be established around 
the nest site to avoid disturbance or destruction of the nest until the end of the 
breeding season (August 31) or until after a qualified wildlife biologist determines 
that the young have fledged and moved out of the project site (this date varies by 
species). The extent of these buffers shall be determined by the biologist and 
shall depend on the bird species, level of construction disturbance, line-of-sight 
between the nest and the disturbance, ambient levels of noise and other 
disturbances, and other topographical or artificial barriers. Suitable buffer 
distances may vary between species. No project activity shall commence within 
the buffer areas until a qualified biologist has determined, in coordination with 
CDFW, the young have fledged, the nest is no longer active, or reducing the 
buffer would not result in nest abandonment. 

• Monitoring of active nests by a qualified biologist during construction activities 
shall be required if the biologist determines a particular activity has the potential 
to adversely affect the nest. If construction activities cause the nesting bird to 
vocalize, make defensive flights at intruders, get up from a brooding position, or 
fly off the nest, then the no-disturbance buffer shall be increased until the 
agitated behavior ceases. 

Implementing Mitigation Measure BR-16 would reduce potentially significant impacts on 
nesting bird species of special concern to less than significant with mitigation 
because these measures require that active nests in the construction area or vicinity be 
identified and avoided or monitored so that project construction would not result in nest 
abandonment and loss of eggs or young. 
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IMPACT: LOSS OF AMERICAN BADGER HABITAT 
Annual grassland and scrub, as well as open portions of cottonwood woodland 
throughout the Plan Area represents suitable habitat for American badger and two 
potential badger dens have been observed in the Plan Area and one in the adjacent 
Mather Preserve (WRA 2004a, Sacramento County 2014). Therefore, there is high 
potential for this species to den and forage in the Plan Area and project development 
could result in direct mortality of individuals or loss of natal dens resulting in death of 
young either directly through destruction of the den or indirectly through disturbance that 
causes the mother to abandon her kits. The loss of foraging habitat from the Plan Area 
is not expected decrease survival or reproduction of the species in the area because the 
Mather Preserve and other existing and planned preserves in the vicinity would continue 
to provide adequate foraging habitat to support the local population. American badger 
has experienced drastic declines, particularly in the Central Valley, and has been 
extirpated from many areas in southern California (Williams 1986). Loss of individuals 
within the project site could diminish the local population of this species and lower 
reproductive potential, which could contribute to further declines. This impact would be 
potentially significant.  

MITIGATION MEASURE 
BR-17. Protect Active American Badger Den Sites 

• Implement Mitigation Measure BR-4: Worker Environmental Awareness Program 

• Before construction activities within suitable habitat for American badger, a 
qualified biologist shall conduct surveys to identify any American badger 
burrows/dens. These surveys shall be conducted not more than 15 days before 
the start of construction. If occupied burrows are not found, further mitigation will 
be not required. If occupied burrows are found, CDFW shall be notified and 
impacts to active badger dens shall be avoided by establishing exclusion zones 
around all active badger dens, within which construction-related activities shall be 
prohibited until denning activities are complete or the den is abandoned. A 
qualified biologist shall monitor each den once per week to track the status of the 
den and to determine when a den area has been cleared for construction. 

Implementing Mitigation Measure BR-16 would reduce potentially significant impacts on 
American badger to less than significant with mitigation because these measures 
require that active dens in the construction area or vicinity be identified and avoided and 
monitored so that project construction would not result in abandonment of young or 
direct mortality of individuals. 

IMPACT: HAVE SUBSTANTIAL ADVERSE EFFECT ON RIPARIAN HABITAT OR A SENSITIVE 
NATURAL COMMUNITY  
The Plan Area does not contain designated sensitive natural communities other than 
vernal pool communities, which are addressed under impacts to vernal pool invertebrate 
habitat and impacts to wetlands. Additionally, while cottonwood woodland is traditionally 
a riparian community, the cottonwood woodland in the Plan Area is not associated with 
the bed and bank of a river, stream, or other water body and is not connected to the 
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active floodplain of the American River. While the cottonwood woodland provides some 
habitat values of traditional riparian habitats (primarily nest trees), the hydrology that 
supports regeneration of riparian vegetation is lacking from cottonwood woodland 
habitat areas, the community does not support the structural diversity of typical riparian 
habitats, and the riparian vegetation is not associated with streambeds and banks as 
generally required for jurisdiction under Section 1602 of the California Fish and Game 
Code. Therefore, the project would not have a substantial adverse effect on riparian 
habitats and this impact is less than significant. 

MITIGATION MEASURES 
None required. 

IMPACT: LOSS OF WETLANDS AND WATERS  
Project implementation would result in direct fill of 14.53 acres of wetlands and other 
waters that constitute suitable vernal pool invertebrate habitat, as shown in Table BR-4. 
In addition to the 14.53 acres of fill shown in Table BR-4, the project would fill 0.56 
acres of drainage ditches that qualify as wetlands under USACE criteria but are not 
suitable habitat for vernal pool invertebrates. Therefore, project implementation would 
result in direct loss of a total of approximately 15.09 acres of waters of the United States 
consisting of 14.72 acres of wetlands and 0.37 acre of other waters (stream/creek). The 
majority of stream/creek habitat in the Plan Area would be preserved avoided within the 
Open Space Drain land use and 4.29 acres of the wetland habitat would be preserved 
in the Open Space preserves. There is a total of 24.92 acres of potential waters of the 
United States in the Plan Area, of which approximately 9.83 acres would be preserved 
onsite.  

As discussed under the analysis of impacts to vernal pool invertebrate habitat, project 
implementation could also have indirect effects on water quality and hydrology caused 
by urban runoff, erosion, and siltation. As determined in Chapter 12, Hydrology, 
Drainage, and Water Quality, compliance with the requirements of The Sacramento 
County Stormwater Ordinance (Sacramento County Code 15.12), Land Grading and 
Erosion Control Ordinance (Sacramento County Code 16.44), and the State’s General 
Stormwater Permit for Construction Activities, preparation and implementation of a site-
specific SWPPP and Best Management Practices, implementation of Low Impact 
Development Standards, and implementation of the drainage plan outlined in the Storm 
Drainage Master Plan for Mather South (MacKay & Somps 2017), along with 
implementation of Mitigation Measure HY-1, project impacts on water quality would be 
less than significant. The project would also incorporate hydromodification mitigation 
basins for the on-site watersheds, which are designed according to the 2013 revised 
draft Sacramento County Stormwater Quality Partnerships HMP. These basins would 
capture the required Storm Water Quality Volume and summer nuisance flows, as 
described in Chapter 12, Hydrology, Drainage, and Water Quality. These detention 
basins are designed as combination water quality / hydromodification / flood control 
basins. The storm drain pipes for each detention basin’s shed areas discharge into a 
permanent wet water quality basin which treats the development runoff through 
gravitational settling and biological processes. The Storm Drainage Master Plan for 
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Mather South (MacKay & Somps 2017) is consistent with the requirement of BR-6 of the 
Mather Field EIR to prepare a comprehensive drainage plan and demonstrates that the 
project can develop without impacting the predevelopment conditions in the 
downstream reaches of Morrison Creek, Todd Creek, Frye Creek, and Mather Lake 
and, therefore, project development would not result in hydromodification of offsite 
waters because of stormwater or nuisance runoff. However, indirect impacts from 
intrusion of humans and domestic animals; litter and dumping; alteration of individual 
wetland watershed area; and introduction of invasive plant species could still degrade 
habitat for vernal pool invertebrates in offsite wetlands and wetlands retained onsite. 

The permanent loss and degradation of USACE jurisdictional vernal pools and other 
wetland habitats and other waters of the United States (e.g., streams/creeks) that would 
occur with project implementation would result in a substantial adverse effect on 
Federally protected waters of the United States, including wetlands, as defined by 
Section 404 of the CWA and a substantial loss of wetland functions and values from the 
Morrison Creek watershed. Therefore, both direct and indirect impacts would be 
potentially significant. 

MITIGATION MEASURES 
BR-18. Implement BR-1 through BR-5 

BR-19. Compensate for Loss of Wetlands/Waters not Compensated under BR-2 

All necessary permits under Section 1602 of the California Fish and Game Code (Lake 
and Streambed Alteration Agreement) and Sections 401 and 404 of the CWA or the 
state’s Porter-Cologne Act shall be obtained and all permit conditions implemented as 
will the conditions and requirements of all other state and federal permits obtained for 
the project. 

The project applicant of any project that would result in removal of drainage ditches 
shall compensate for the permanent fill of waters of the United States and waters of the 
state. The minimum compensation ratio to achieve no net loss of functions and values 
for will be 1:1 (1 acre of wetland credit for every 1 acre of permanent impact). 
Compensation may be achieved through one or a combination of the following options: 

• Purchase credits for created riparian stream channel at a locally approved 
mitigation bank. Written evidence will be provided to the resource agencies that 
compensation has been established through the purchase of mitigation credits.  

• Compensate out-of-kind for loss of drainage ditch by implementing other 
compensatory mitigation for wetlands, as described in Mitigation Measure BR-2. 
The acreage required for compensation for loss of drainage ditches will be added 
to the acreage for mitigation of loss of vernal pool invertebrate habitat. 

Implementation of Mitigation Measures BR-1 through BR-5 and BR-19 would reduce 
impacts on wetlands and waters to less than significant with mitigation because 
project applicants would be required to avoid and minimize indirect impacts during 
construction and provide compensation for the loss and degradation of wetlands and 
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waters through creation of new habitat and permanent preservation of wetland habitat in 
the same watershed as habitat loss (i.e., Morrison Creek watershed) such that no net 
loss of habitat acreage and function results within the watershed. Preservation habitat 
included as part of compensatory mitigation is of higher value than habitat that would be 
lost because of project implementation because it is within the Mather Core Area and 
designated critical habitat whereas the Plan Area is not within the core area or 
designated critical habitat and the Mather Preserve generally contains higher density 
and higher functioning wetland habitats than the Plan Area. Additionally, the preserved 
habitat would be managed specifically for the benefit of vernal pool invertebrates though 
a wetlands management plan.  

IMPACT: INTERFERE WITH THE MOVEMENT OF ANY NATIVE RESIDENT OR MIGRATORY FISH OR 
WILDLIFE SPECIES OR IMPEDE USE OF WILDLIFE NURSERY SITES  
Although the project would convert approximately 706 acres of undeveloped habitat to 
developed land uses, the Plan Area does not include areas mapped as important to 
wildlife movement. The open space preserve areas are designed to maintain the 
drainage corridors, which would allow wildlife species to move through the Plan Area 
from existing preserves (Anatolia) to the east to the Mather Preserve to the west, as 
well as planned preserves to the south. Therefore, the project would not interfere 
substantially with wildlife movement. 

The Plan Area contains habitat for common nesting birds protected under California 
Fish and Game Code Section 3503 and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act. Therefore, 
impacts would be potentially significant.  

MITIGATION MEASURE  
BR-20. Implement BR-16 

Implementing Mitigation Measure BR-16 would reduce potentially significant impacts on 
common nesting birds to less than significant with mitigation because these 
measures require that active nests in the construction area or vicinity be identified and 
avoided or monitored so that project construction would not result in nest abandonment 
and loss of eggs or young. 

IMPACT: CONFLICT WITH SACRAMENTO TREE ORDINANCE  
As noted in the Environmental Setting, a comprehensive tree inventory included as 
Appendix BIO-1, was conducted in the Plan Area in 2014 and identified 455 native trees 
with a DBH of 4 inches or greater (assumed to be 6 inches or greater now) of which 453 
are Fremont cottonwood and two are Pacific willow. The Plan Area also contains 22 
nonnative trees with a DBH of 6 inches or greater. Although Fremont cottonwood is a 
native tree species, they are not suitable to be retained in an urban environment 
due to their weak branch strength, high root damage potential, and high allergy 
health hazard (https://selectree.calpoly.edu/tree-detail/Populus-fremontii). Project 
implementation is expected to result in removal of nearly all native and nonnative trees 
from the Plan Area, though a few may be retained in the drainage corridor. In addition, 
County General Plan policies require that removal of nonnative tree canopy for 
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development shall be mitigated by creation of new tree canopy equivalent to the 
acreage of nonnative tree canopy removed. New tree canopy acreage shall be 
calculated using the 15-year shade cover values for tree species. Loss of native and 
nonnative trees could conflict with the Sacramento Tree Ordinance and General Plan 
policies. This impact would be potentially significant. 

MITIGATION MEASURES 
BR-21. Compensate for Native Tree Removal 

Before initiating development projects, project applicants shall submit an arborist report 
for the project impact areas when appropriate habitat exists. The report shall include the 
species, diameter, dripline, and health of all trees 6 inches in diameter at breast height 
or larger and shall be prepared by an ISA certified arborist. The report shall include an 
exhibit that shows the trees and their driplines in proximity to the project improvements. 
The report shall identify any tree proposed for removal and shall quantify any 
encroachment from project equipment or facilities within driplines of native trees. 

A) With the exception of the native trees removed and compensated for through Part B 
below, all healthy native trees that are 6 inches DBH or larger on the project site, all 
portions of adjacent off-site healthy native trees that are 6 inches DBH or larger which 
have driplines that extend onto the project site, and all off-site healthy native trees that 
are 6 inches DBH or larger which may be impacted by utility installation and/or 
improvements associated with this project, shall be preserved and protected as follows: 

1. A circle with a radius measurement from the trunk of the tree to the tip of its 
longest limb shall constitute the dripline protection area of the tree. Limbs must 
not be cut back to change the dripline. The area beneath the dripline is a critical 
portion of the root zone and defines the minimum protected area of the tree. 
Removing limbs which make up the dripline does not change the protected area. 

2. Chain link fencing or a similar protective barrier shall be installed one foot outside 
the driplines of the native trees before initiating project construction, to avoid 
damage to the trees and their root systems. 

3. Any removal of paving or structures (i.e. demolition) that occurs within the 
dripline of a protected native tree shall be done under the direct supervision of a 
certified arborist. To the maximum extent feasible, demolition work within the 
dripline protection area of the native tree shall be performed by hand. If the 
certified arborist determines that it is not feasible to perform some portion(s) of 
this work by hand, then the smallest/lightest weight equipment that will 
adequately perform the demolition work shall be used. 

4. No signs, ropes, cables (except cables which may be installed by a certified 
arborist to provide limb support) or any other items shall be attached to the native 
trees. 
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5. No vehicles, construction equipment, mobile home/office, supplies, materials or 
facilities shall be driven, parked, stockpiled or located within the dripline of the 
native trees. 

6. Any soil disturbance (scraping, grading, trenching, and excavation) is to be 
avoided within the dripline of the native trees. Where this is necessary, an ISA 
Certified Arborist will provide specifications for this work, including methods for 
root pruning, backfill specifications and irrigation management guidelines. 

7. Before grading, excavation or trenching within five feet outside the driplines of 
protected native trees, root pruning shall be required at the limits of grading or 
excavation to cut roots cleanly to a depth of the excavation or 36 inches 
(whichever is less). Roots shall be cut by manually digging a trench and cutting 
exposed roots with a saw, vibrating knife, rock saw, narrow trencher with sharp 
blades or other approved root-pruning equipment under the supervision of an ISA 
Certified Arborist. 

8. All underground utilities and drain or irrigation lines shall be routed outside the 
driplines of native trees. If lines must encroach upon the dripline, they should be 
tunneled or bored under the tree under the supervision of a certified arborist. 

9. Any herbicides placed under paving materials must be safe for use around trees 
and labeled for that use. Any pesticides used on site must be tree-safe and not 
easily transported by water. 

10. Drainage patterns on the site shall not be modified so that water collects or 
stands within, or is diverted across, the dripline of the native tree. 

11. No sprinkler or irrigation system shall be installed in such a manner that it sprays 
water within the dripline of the native tree. 

12. Tree pruning required for clearance during construction must be performed by an 
ISA Certified Arborist or Tree Worker. 

13. Landscaping beneath the native tree may include non-plant materials such as 
boulders, decorative rock, wood chips, organic mulch, non-compacted 
decomposed granite, etc. Landscape materials shall be kept two (2) feet away 
from the base of the trunk. The only plant species which shall be planted within 
the dripline of the native tree are those which are tolerant of the natural semi-arid 
environs of the trees. Limited drip irrigation approximately twice per summer is 
recommended for the understory plants. 

B) To the maximum extent feasible, all onsite healthy native trees shall be protected 
and preserved. Any substantial (>20 percent) encroachment and/or removal of native 
trees shall be compensated by planting native trees equivalent to the DBH inches lost, 
based on the ratios listed below, at locations that are authorized by the Environmental 
Coordinator. On-site preservation of native trees that are less than 6 inches (<6 inches) 
DBH, may also be used to meet this compensation requirement. Encroachment of over 
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20 percent within the dripline radius of native trees will require compensatory mitigation 
based on the percentage of encroachment multiplied by the DBH. Encroachment over 
50 percent will require compensation for the entire tree. 

Equivalent compensation based on the following ratio is required: 

• one preserved native tree < 6 inches DBH on-site = 1 inch DBH (subject to the 
approval of the Environmental Coordinator) 

• one D-pot seedling (40 cubic inches or larger) = 1 inch DBH 

• one 15-gallon tree = 1 inch DBH 

• one 24-inch box tree = 2 inches DBH 

• one 36-inch box tree = 3 inches DBH 

Replacement tree planting shall be completed before the issuance of building permits or 
a bond shall be posted by the applicant to provide funding for purchase, planting, 
irrigation, and 3-year maintenance period, should the applicant default on replacement 
tree mitigation. The bond shall be in an amount equal to the prevailing rate of the 
County Tree Preservation Fund. 

Before the approval of Improvement Plans or building permits, a Replacement Native 
Tree Planting Plan shall be prepared by a certified arborist or licensed landscape 
architect and shall be submitted to the Environmental Coordinator for approval. The 
Replacement Native Tree Planting Plan(s) shall include the following minimum 
elements: 

1. Species, size and locations of all replacement plantings and < 6-inch DBH trees 
to be preserved; 

2. Method of irrigation; 

3. The Sacramento County Standard Tree Planting Detail L-1, including the 10-foot 
deep boring hole to provide for adequate drainage; 

4. Planting, irrigation, and maintenance schedules; 

5. Identification of the maintenance entity and a written agreement with that entity to 
provide care and irrigation of the trees for a 3-year establishment period, and to 
replace any of the replacement oak trees which do not survive during that period. 

6. Designation of 20-foot root zone radius and landscaping to occur within the 
radius of oak trees < 6-inches DBH to be preserved on-site. 

No replacement tree shall be planted within 15 feet of the driplines of existing native 
trees or landmark size trees that are retained on-site, or within 15 feet of a building 
foundation or swimming pool excavation. The minimum spacing for replacement native 
trees shall be 20 feet on-center. Examples of acceptable planting locations are publicly 
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owned lands, common areas, and landscaped frontages (with adequate spacing). 
Generally unacceptable locations are utility easements (PUE, sewer, storm drains), 
under overhead utility lines, private yards of single family lots (including front yards), 
and roadway medians. 

Native trees <6 inches DBH to be retained on-site shall have at least a 20-foot radius 
suitable root zone. The suitable root zone shall not have impermeable surfaces, 
turf/lawn, dense plantings, soil compaction, drainage conditions that create ponding, 
utility easements, or other overstory tree(s) within 20 feet of the tree to be preserved. 
Trees to be retained shall be determined to be healthy and structurally sound for future 
growth, by an ISA Certified Arborist subject to the approval of the Environmental 
Coordinator. 

If native tree replacement plantings are demonstrated to the satisfaction of the 
Environmental Coordinator to be infeasible for any or all trees removed, then 
compensation shall be through payment into the County Tree Preservation Fund. 
Payment shall be made at a rate of $325.00 per DBH inch removed but not otherwise 
compensated, or at the prevailing rate at the time payment into the fund is made. 

MITIGATION MEASURES 
BR-22. Replace Nonnative Tree Canopy 

The removal of nonnative tree canopy shall be mitigated for with the creation of new 
tree canopy equivalent to the acreage of non-native tree canopy removed. New tree 
canopy acreage shall be calculated using the Sacramento County Department of 
Transportation 15-year shade cover values for tree species. Preference is given to on-
site mitigation, but if this is infeasible, then funding shall be contributed to the 
Sacramento Tree Foundation’s Greenprint program in an amount proportional to the 
tree canopy lost (as determined by the 15-year shade cover calculations for the tree 
species to be planted through the funding, with the cost to be determined by the 
Sacramento County Tree Foundation). 

Implementing Mitigation Measures BR-21 and BR-22 would reduce impacts related to 
tree removal to less than significant with mitigation because these measures would 
require replacement of native trees and nonnative tree canopy consistent with the 
Sacramento Tree Ordinance and General Plan policies. 

IMPACT: SPECIAL STATUS BATS 
Although the potential for occurrence of pallid bat and western red bat in the Plan 
Area is low, suitable foraging and roosting habitat is present and these species 
may roost onsite. Given the wide range of habitats suitable for foraging within the 
County, the loss of foraging habitat within the Plan Area is not likely to be 
substantial. If roosts and maternity colonies are present in mature trees and 
structures within the Plan Area, the removal of these trees and structures could 
result in the loss of bats and reproductive capacity which could further reduce 
the population of bats in the region. Therefore, the loss of roosts or disruption of 
maternity colonies in the Plan Area would be a potentially significant impact. 
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Implementation of Mitigation Measure BR-23 would reduce potentially significant 
impacts on special-status bats to less than significant with mitigation because 
this measure requires conducting surveys for roost sites, identifying any roosts 
in the Plan Area, implementing procedures to reduce mortality, and 
compensation for lost roosts. 

MITIGATION MEASURES 
BR-23. Bat Roost and Colony Impact Minimization 

The Applicant shall implement the following measures to minimize bat mortality 
due to roost disturbance or destruction. 

• If suitable roosting habitat for special-status bats will be affected by Project 
construction (e.g., removal of trees or buildings, modification of 
bridges/box culverts), a qualified wildlife biologist will conduct surveys for 
special-status bats during the appropriate time of year to maximize 
detectability to determine if bat species are roosting near the work area no 
less than 7 days and no more than 14 days before beginning vegetation 
removal, ground disturbance, and/or construction. Survey methodology 
may include visual surveys of bats (e.g., observation of bats during 
foraging period), inspection for suitable habitat, bat sign (e.g., guano), or 
use of ultrasonic detectors (e.g., Anabat, etc.). Visual surveys will include 
trees within 0.25 mile of Project construction activities if the potential roost 
could be disturbed by construction activity. If the potential roost is 
separated from the construction site by topographic, vegetation, structural, 
or other visual barriers or by areas of routine human disturbances that are 
greater than the project construction disturbances, surveys of those 
potential roosts will not be necessary. The type of survey will depend on 
the condition of the potential roosting habitat. If no bat roosts are found, 
then no further study is required.  

• If evidence of bat use is observed, the number and species of bats using 
the roost will be determined. Bat detectors may be used to supplement 
survey efforts.  

• If roosts are determined to be present and must be removed, the bats will 
be excluded from the roosting site before the facility is removed. A 
mitigation program addressing compensation, exclusion methods, and 
roost removal procedures will be developed and submitted to CDFW for 
approval, before implementation. Exclusion methods may include use of 
one-way doors at roost entrances (bats may leave, but not reenter), or 
sealing roost entrances when the site can be confirmed to contain no bats. 
Exclusion efforts may be restricted during periods of sensitive activity 
(e.g., during hibernation or while females in maternity colonies are nursing 
young). Loss of roosting habitat may be compensated with permanent, 
elevated bat houses or condos installed outside of, but near the 
construction area. Placement and height shall be determined based on 
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species evicted or as determined by a qualified biologist in consultation 
with CDFW. Bat houses will be multi-chambered and be purchased or 
constructed in accordance with CDFW standards. The number of bat 
houses required will be dependent upon the size and number of colonies 
found, but at least one bat house will be installed for each pair of bats (if 
occurring individually), or of sufficient number to accommodate each 
colony of bats to be relocated 

IMPACT: SOUTH SACRAMENTO HABITAT CONSERVATION PLAN  
The draft SSHCP identifies eight Preserve Planning Units (PPUs). The Plan Area is 
within PPU 2 and the Mather Preserve is consistent with the preserve boundaries 
identified in the SSHCP for PPU 2 and connects with core preserve areas identified in 
the SSHCP to the south. The SSHCP identifies the Plan Area as an urban development 
area and does not provide incidental take coverage to the Mather South Project. 
However, project development would not interfere with implementation of the SSHCP or 
prevent attainment of the SSHCP Biological Goals and Measurable Objectives. Project 
design protects the natural segment of Morrison Creek that traverses the Plan Area 
consistent with the SSHCP SSGCP conservation strategy. Mitigation for potential 
impacts to species proposed for coverage under the SSHCP is included in this EIR and 
would not conflict with the SSHCP conservation strategy for covered species. 
Therefore, this impact would be less than significant. 

MITIGATION MEASURES 
No mitigation is required.BR-24. Implement Applicable SSHCP Avoidance and 
Minimization Measures.  

The Project Applicant shall implement SSHCP AMMs EDGE-8 (Outdoor Lighting), 
EDGE-10 (Prevent Invasive Species Spread), and BMP-2 (Erosion Control). If 
equivalent or more effect mitigation is required as part of the Project’s State and 
federal permits, those mitigation measures may be implemented subject to the 
final determination of the Sacramento County Environmental Coordinator. 

BIOLOGICAL IMPACTS ASSOCIATED WITH OFFSITE IMPROVEMENTS 
Because detailed construction plans are not available and specific locations for offsite 
infrastructure are unknown, impacts associated with offsite improvements are discussed 
at a programmatic level. While some of the offsite improvements may occur within 
existing rights-of-way that do not provide suitable habitat for special-status or other 
sensitive biological resources, other offsite improvements may occur in areas that 
contain habitat for special-status species, or other sensitive resources including waters 
of the U.S., riparian habitat, and native trees. Additional environmental analysis would 
need to be completed before any of the offsite improvements can proceed unless such 
analysis has already been completed for the respective infrastructure project. A broad 
discussion of likely impacts to biological resources from implementation of offsite 
improvements required to support project development is provided below and these 
impacts would be potentially significant. 
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ROADWAY INFRASTRUCTURE 
The project would be required to make offsite road improvements which may include 
intersection improvements and/or road widening. When development commences, 
SacDOT will determined where and what offsite improvements are required. A project 
specific CEQA analysis would be required once roadway improvements are identified 
and project-level designs are prepared. A cumulative analysis for biological resources 
impacts was included in the FEIR/EIS for the SSHCP. The roadways affected by the 
project are within the SSHCP Urban Development Area. In general, biological resources 
adjacent to local roadways may include: vernal pools/seasonal wetlands, creek 
crossings, special status species (vernal pool invertebrates, vernal pool plants, western 
spadefoot, burrowing owls, and tricolored blackbirds), native and non-native trees. 
Biological resources that could be affected by the offsite road improvements are 
expected to be the same as those existing in the Plan Area, however, it is possible that 
roadway improvements could affect habitat types or resources not found in the Plan 
Area, such as riparian or emergent marsh habitat at stream crossings or native oak 
trees. Specific impact amounts cannot be determined at this time for each biological 
resource type potentially affected by offsite roadway infrastructure. 

ENERGY INFRASTRUCTURE 
Improvements to the electric grid would be required to support project energy needs, 
including a new bulk substation (the Jackson Bulk Substation) to be constructed south 
of Jackson Highway and a new a 69 kV overhead sub-transmission line. The substation 
would also require construction of an access road and accessory improvements. This 
infrastructure is discussed in detail in Chapter 19 Potential Impacts and Their 
Disposition under “Energy.” As described in the evaluation, until detailed construction 
plans are available for necessary infrastructure, potential mitigation is unknown. Like the 
roadway improvements, offsite energy infrastructure would be expected to have 
potential to affect the same biological resources as those existing in the Plan Area but 
could affect habitat types or resources not found in the Plan Area, such as riparian or 
emergent marsh habitat at stream crossings or native oak trees. A discussion of 
possible mitigation is described in Chapter 19, but specific impact amounts cannot be 
determined at this time for each biological resource type potentially affected by offsite 
energy infrastructure. Therefore, biological resource impacts related to offsite 
infrastructure are significant and unavoidable at a program level.  
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7 CLIMATE CHANGE 

INTRODUCTION 

The Mather Field Project EIR (2016) evaluated climate change and greenhouse gas 
emissions (GHG) for the Mather South Plan Area at the plan-level and that analysis is 
hereby incorporated by reference in this EIR and is summarized below where 
appropriate. This chapter presents a summary of climate change science and GHG 
emission sources in California; a summary of applicable regulations; quantification of 
project-generated GHG emissions and discussion about their contribution to global 
climate change; and analysis of the project’s resiliency to climate change-related risks. In 
addition, mitigation measures are recommended to reduce the project’s potential impacts. 

During the NOP scoping process, no commenters raised concerns about GHG 
emissions. A copy of the NOP and comment letters received in response to the NOP 
are included in Appendix PD-2 of this Mather South Project Draft EIR.  

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 

THE PHYSICAL SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS AND 

CLIMATE CHANGE 
Certain gases in the earth’s atmosphere, classified as GHGs, play a critical role in 
determining the earth’s surface temperature. Solar radiation enters the earth’s 
atmosphere from space. A portion of this radiation is reflected toward space. This 
absorbed radiation is then emitted from the earth as low-frequency infrared radiation. 
The frequencies at which bodies emit radiation are proportional to temperature. The 
earth has a much lower temperature than the sun; therefore, the earth emits lower 
frequency radiation. Most solar radiation passes through GHGs; however, infrared 
radiation is absorbed by these gases. As a result, radiation that otherwise would have 
escaped back into space is instead “trapped,” resulting in warming of the atmosphere. 
This phenomenon, known as the greenhouse effect, is responsible for maintaining a 
habitable climate on earth. 

Prominent GHGs contributing to the greenhouse effect are carbon dioxide (CO2), methane 
(CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), hydrofluorocarbons, perfluorocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride. 
Human-caused emissions of these GHGs in excess of natural ambient concentrations are 
found to be responsible for intensifying the greenhouse effect and leading to a trend of 
unnatural warming of the earth’s climate, known as global climate change or global 
warming. It is “extremely likely’ that more than half of the observed increase in global 
average surface temperature from 1951 to 2010 was caused by the anthropogenic 
increase in GHG concentrations and other anthropogenic forcing (IPCC 2014).  
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Climate change is a global problem. GHGs are global pollutants, unlike criteria air 
pollutants and toxic air contaminants, which are pollutants of regional and local 
concern. Whereas most pollutants with localized air quality effects have relatively 
short atmospheric lifetimes (about one day), GHGs have long atmospheric lifetimes 
(one to several thousand years). GHGs persist in the atmosphere for long enough time 
periods to be dispersed around the globe. Although the lifetime of an GHG molecule is 
dependent on multiple variables and cannot be determined with any certainty, it is 
understood that more CO2 is emitted into the atmosphere than is sequestered by 
ocean uptake, vegetation, and other forms of sequestration. Of the total annual 
human-caused CO2 emissions, approximately 55 percent is estimated to be 
sequestered through ocean and land uptake every year, averaged over the last 50 
years, whereas the remaining 45 percent of human-caused CO2 emissions remains 
stored in the atmosphere (IPCC 2013:467). 

The quantity of GHGs in the atmosphere that ultimately result in climate change is not 
precisely known, but is enormous; no single project alone would measurably contribute 
to an incremental change in the global average temperature, or to global, local, or micro 
climates. From the standpoint of CEQA, GHG impacts relative to global climate change 
are inherently cumulative. 

EFFECTS OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON THE ENVIRONMENT 
According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), which was 
established in 1988 by the World Meteorological Organization and the United Nations 
Environment Programme, global average temperature is expected to increase by 3 to 7 
degrees Fahrenheit (°F) by the end of the century, depending on future GHG emission 
scenarios (IPCC 2007). According to the California Natural Resources Agency (CNRA), 
temperatures in California are projected to increase by 2.7 °F by 2050 above 2000 
levels and by 4.1-8.6 °F by 2100 (CNRA 2012). 

Other environmental resources could be indirectly affected by the accumulative of GHG 
emissions and resulting rise in global average temperature. In recent years, California 
has been marked by extreme weather than its effects. According to CNRA’s draft report, 
Safeguarding California Plan: 2017 Update (CNRA 2017), California experienced the 
driest four-year statewide precipitation on record from 2012 through 2015; the warmest 
years on average in 2014, 2015, and 2016; and the smallest and second smallest Sierra 
snowpack on record in 2015 and 2014 (CNRA 2017). In contrast, the northern Sierra 
Nevada range experienced its wettest year on record in 2016 (CNRA 2017). The 
changes in precipitation exacerbate wildfires throughout California with increasing 
frequency, size, and devastation. As temperatures increase, the increase in 
precipitation falling as rain rather than snow also could lead to increased potential for 
floods because water that would normally be held in the snowpack of the Sierra Nevada 
and Cascade mountains until spring would flow into the Central Valley concurrently with 
winter rainstorm events. This scenario would place more pressure on California’s 
levee/flood control system (CNRA 2017).  
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Changes in temperature, precipitation patterns, extreme weather events, and sea-level 
rise have the potential to affect and decrease the efficiency of thermal power plants and 
substations, decrease the capacity of transmission lines, disrupt electrical demand, and 
threaten energy infrastructure with the increased risk of flooding (CNRA 2017). 

The California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) owns and operates more than 
51,000 miles along 265 highways, as well as three of the busiest passenger rail lines in 
the nation. Sea level rise, storm surge, and coastal erosion are imminent threats to 
highways, roads, bridge supports, airports, transit systems and rail lines near sea level 
and seaports. Shifting precipitation patterns, increase temperatures, wildfires, and 
increased frequency in extreme weather event also threaten transportation systems 
across the state. Temperature extremes and increased precipitation can increase the 
risk of road and railroad track failure, decreased transportation safety, and increased 
maintenance costs (CNRA 2017). 

Water availability and changing temperatures, which affects prevalence of pests, 
disease, and species, directly impact drop development and livestock production. Other 
environmental concerns include decline in water quality, groundwater security, and soil 
health (CNRA 2017). Vulnerabilities of water resources also include risks to degradation 
of watersheds, alteration of ecosystems and loss of habitat, impacts to coastal areas, 
and ocean acidification (CNRA 2017).  

Cal-Adapt is a climate change scenario planning tool developed by the California 
Energy Commission (CEC) that downscales global climate model data to local and 
regional resolution under two emissions scenarios: the RCP 8.5 scenario represents a 
business-as-usual future emissions scenario, and the RCP 4.5 scenario represents a 
lower GHG emissions future. According to Cal-Adapt, annual average temperatures in 
the project area are projected to rise by 5.9 to 8.7 °F by 2099, with the range based on 
the low and high emissions scenarios (Cal-Adapt 2018). 

REGULATORY SETTING 

FEDERAL PLANS, POLICIES, LAWS, AND REGULATIONS 

SUPREME COURT RULING 
The EPA is the federal agency responsible for implementing the federal Clean Air Act 
(CAA) and its amendments. The Supreme Court of the United States ruled on April 2, 
2009, that CO2 is an air pollutant as defined under the CAA, and that EPA has the 
authority to regulate emissions of GHGs. The ruling in this case resulted in EPA taking 
steps to regulate GHG emissions and lent support for state and local agencies’ efforts to 
reduce GHG emissions. 
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REGULATIONS FOR GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS FROM PASSENGER CARS AND TRUCKS AND 
CORPORATE AVERAGE FUEL ECONOMY STANDARDS 
In October 2012, EPA and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), 
on behalf of the Department of Transportation, issued final rules to further reduce GHG 
emissions and improve corporate average fuel economy (CAFE) standards for light-duty 
vehicles for model years 2017 and beyond (77 FR 62624). NHTSA’s CAFE standards 
have been enacted under the Energy Policy and Conservation Act since 1978. This 
national program requires automobile manufacturers to build a single light-duty national 
fleet that meets all requirements under both federal programs and the standards of 
California and other states. This program would increase fuel economy to the equivalent 
of 54.5 miles per gallon (mpg) limiting vehicle emissions to 163 grams of CO2 per mile for 
the fleet of cars and light-duty trucks by model year 2025 (77 FR 62630) (NHTSA 2012). 

In January 2017, EPA signed a determination to maintain the current GHG emission 
standards for model year 2022-2025 vehicles. However, on April 2, 2018, the new EPA 
Administrator and Department of Transportation announced a final determination that 
the current standards are not appropriate and should be revised. It is not yet known 
when these revisions are anticipated to occur (EPA 2018a). 

Sales of battery electric vehicles in Sacramento County increased an average of 45 
percent year-over-year between 2011 and 2017 (Center for Sustainable Energy 2017), 
exceeding the national average of 28 percent (NREL 2016). 

GREENHOUSE GAS PERMITTING REQUIREMENTS 
In 2010, EPA issued the Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) and Title V 
Greenhouse Gas Tailor Rule (EPA 2011). This rule set mass emission-based permitting 
criteria specifically for carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2e) emissions that define when 
permits under the New Source Review, PSD, and Title V Operating Permit programs 
are required for new and existing industrial facilities. 

Step 3 of the GHG Tailoring Rule was issued by EPA in 2012, which requires a source 
that emits or has the potential to emit levels of CO2e that exceed established mass 
emission criteria (i.e., 100,000 tons per year [90,718 metric tons (MT) per year]) of 
CO2e, but that has minor source emissions of all other regulated pollutants, to apply for 
an operating permit.  

STATE PLANS, POLICIES, LAWS, AND REGULATIONS 

EXECUTIVE ORDER S-3-05 
In 2005, Executive Order (EO) S-3-05 was signed into law and proclaims that California 
is vulnerable to the impacts of climate change. It declares that increased temperatures 
could reduce the Sierra Nevada snowpack, further exacerbate California’s air quality 
problems, and potentially cause a rise in sea levels. To combat those concerns, the EO 
established total GHG emission targets for the state. Specifically, statewide emissions 
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are to be reduced to 2000 levels by 2010, 1990 levels by 2020, and to 80 percent below 
1990 levels by 2050. 

ASSEMBLY BILL 32, THE CALIFORNIA GLOBAL WARMING SOLUTIONS ACT OF 2006 
In September 2006, the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006, Assembly Bill 
(AB) 32, was signed into law. AB 32 establishes regulatory, reporting, and market 
mechanisms to achieve quantifiable reductions in GHG emissions and a cap on 
statewide GHG emissions. AB 32 requires that statewide GHG emission be reduced to 
1990 levels by 2020. AB 32 also requires that “(a) the statewide greenhouse gas 
emissions limit shall remain in effect unless otherwise amended or repealed. (b) It is the 
intent of the Legislature that the statewide greenhouse gas emissions limit continue in 
existence and be used to maintain and continue reductions in emissions of greenhouse 
gases beyond 2020. (c) The [CARB] shall make recommendations to the Governor and 
the Legislature on how to continue reductions of greenhouse gas emissions beyond 
2020.” [California Health and Safety Code, Division 25.5, Part 3, Section 38551] 

SENATE BILL 375 OF 2008 
In September 2008, SB 375 was signed into law and aligns regional transportation 
planning efforts, regional GHG emission reduction targets, and land use and housing 
allocation. SB 375 requires metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) to adopt a 
Sustainable Communities Strategy (SCS) or Alternative Planning Strategy, showing 
prescribed land use allocation in each MPO’s Regional Transportation Plan. CARB, in 
consultation with the MPOs, is to provide each affected region with reduction targets for 
GHGs emitted by passenger cars and light trucks in their respective regions for 2020 
and 2035. The Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG) serves as the MPO 
for Sacramento, Placer, El Dorado, Yuba, Sutter, and Yolo Counties, excluding those 
lands located in the Lake Tahoe Basin. The project site is in Sacramento County. 
SACOG adopted its Metropolitan Transportation Plan/Sustainable Communities 
Strategy (MTP/SCS) 2035 in 2012, and completed an update adopted on February 18, 
2016. SACOG was tasked by CARB to achieve a 7 percent per capita reduction 
compared to 2012 emissions by 2020 and a 16 percent per capita reduction by 2035, 
which CARB confirmed the region would achieve by implementing its SCS (CARB 
2013). In March 2018, CARB adopted the Target Update for the SB 375 targets taking 
SACOG to achieve a 7 percent and a 19 percent per capita reduction by 2020 and 
2035, respectively (CARB 2018).  

ADVANCED CLEAN CARS PROGRAM 
In January 2012, CARB approved the Advanced Clean Cars program which combines 
the control of GHG emissions and criteria air pollutants, as well as requirements for 
greater numbers of zero-emission vehicles, into a single package of regulatory 
standards for vehicle model years 2017 through 2025. The new regulations strengthen 
the GHG standard for 2017 models and beyond. This will be achieved through existing 
technologies, the use of stronger and lighter materials, and more efficient drivetrains 
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and engines. The program’s zero-emission vehicle regulation requires battery, fuel cell, 
and/or plug-in hybrid electric vehicles to account for up to 15 percent of California’s new 
vehicle sales by 2025 (CARB 2016).  

SENATE BILL X1-2, THE CALIFORNIA RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCES ACT OF 
2011 AND SENATE BILL 350, THE CLEAN ENERGY AND POLLUTION REDUCTION 
ACT OF 2015 
SB X1-2 of 2011 requires all California utilities to generate 33 percent of their electricity 
from renewables by 2020. SB X1-2 sets a three-stage compliance period requiring all 
California utilities, including independently-owned utilities, energy service providers, and 
community choice aggregators, to generate 20 percent of their electricity from 
renewables by December 31, 2013; 25 percent by December 31, 2016; and 33 percent 
by December 31, 2020. SB X1-2 also requires the renewable electricity standard to be 
met increasingly with renewable energy that is supplied to the California grid from 
sources within, or directly proximate to, California. SB X1-2 mandates that renewables 
from these sources make up at least 50 percent of the total renewable energy for the 
2011-2013 compliance period, at least 65 percent for the 2014-2016 compliance period, 
and at least 75 percent for 2016 and beyond. In October 2015, SB 350 was signed by 
Governor Brown, which requires retail sellers and publicly-owned utilities to procure 50 
percent of their electricity from renewable resources by 2030. 

EXECUTIVE ORDER B-30-15 
On April 20, 2015, EO B-30-15 was signed into law and established a California GHG 
reduction target of 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030. The EO aligns California’s 
GHG reduction targets with those of leading international governments such as the 28-
nation European Union, which adopted the same target in October 2014. California is 
on track to meet or exceed the target of reducing GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 
2020, as established in the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (AB 32, 
discussed above). California’s new emission reduction target of 40 percent below 1990 
levels by 2030 sets the next interim step in the State’s continued efforts to pursue the 
long-term target expressed under EO S-3-05 to reach the goal of reducing emissions 80 
percent below 1990 levels by 2050. This is in line with the scientifically-established 
levels needed in the U.S. to limit global warming below 2 degrees Celsius, the warming 
threshold at which major climate disruptions are projected, such as super droughts and 
rising sea levels. 

SENATE BILL 32 AND ASSEMBLY BILL 197 OF 2016 
In August 2016, SB 32 and AB 197 were signed into law and serve to extend 
California’s GHG reduction programs beyond 2020. SB 32 amended the Health and 
Safety Code to include Section 38566, which contains language to authorize CARB to 
achieve a statewide GHG emission reduction of at least 40 percent below 1990 levels 
by no later than December 31, 2030. SB 32 codified the targets established by EO B-
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30-15 for 2030, which set the next interim step in the State’s continued efforts to pursue 
the long-term target expressed in EOs S-3-05 and B-30-15 of 80 percent below 1990 
emissions levels by 2050. 

CALIFORNIA BUILDING ENERGY EFFICIENCY STANDARDS (TITLE 24, PART 6) 
CCR Title 24, Part 6 is California’s Energy Efficiency Standards for Residential and 
Nonresidential Buildings. Title 24, Part 6 was established by CEC in 1978 in response 
to a legislative mandate to create uniform building codes to reduce California’s energy 
consumption and provide energy-efficiency standards for residential and 
nonresidential buildings.  

The 2019 Title 24, Part 6 Building Energy Efficiency Standards were adopted by the 
CEC on May 9, 2018 and will take effect on January 1, 2020. The standards are 
designed to move the State closer to its zero net energy goals for new residential 
development. It does so by requiring all new residences to install enough renewable 
energy to offset all the site electricity needs of each residential unit (CCR, Title 24, Part 
6, section 150.1(c)14). CEC estimates that the combination of mandatory on-site 
renewable energy and prescriptively-required energy efficiency features will result in 
new residential construction that uses 53 percent less energy than the 2016 standards. 
Nonresidential buildings are anticipated to reduce energy consumption by 30 percent 
compared to the 2016 standards primarily through prescriptive requirements for high-
efficacy lighting (CEC 2018). The building efficiency standards are enforced through the 
local plan check and building permit process. Local government agencies may adopt 
and enforce additional energy standards for new buildings as reasonably necessary in 
response to local climatologic, geologic, or topographic conditions, provided that these 
standards are demonstrated to be cost effective and exceed the energy performance 
required by Title 24, Part 6. 

LOW CARBON FUEL STANDARD 
In January 2007, EO S-01-07 established a Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS). The EO 
calls for a statewide goal to be established to reduce the carbon intensity of California’s 
transportation fuels by at least 10 percent by 2020, and that a LCFS for transportation 
fuels be established for California. The LCFS applies to all refiners, blenders, 
producers, or importers (“Providers”) of transportation fuels in California, including fuels 
used by off-road construction equipment (Wade, pers. comm. 2017). The LCFS is 
measured on the total fuel cycle and may be met through market-based methods (e.g., 
providers exceeding the performance required by an LCFS receive credits that may be 
applied to future obligations or traded to Providers not meeting LCFS). 

CLIMATE CHANGE SCOPING PLAN 
In December 2008, CARB adopted its first version of its Climate Change Scoping Plan, 
which contained the main strategies California will implement to achieve the mandate of 
AB 32 (2006) to reduce statewide GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. In May 2014, 
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CARB released and subsequently adopted the First Update to the Climate Change 
Scoping Plan to identify the next steps in reaching the goals of AB 32 (2006) and evaluate 
the progress made between 2000 and 2012 (CARB 2014). After releasing multiple 
versions of proposed updates in 2017, CARB adopted the final version titled California’s 
2017 Climate Change Scoping Plan (2017 Scoping Plan) in December (CARB 2017). The 
2017 Scoping Plan indicates that California is on track to achieve the 2020 statewide 
GHG target mandated by AB 32 of 2006 (CARB 2017:9). It also lays out the framework 
for achieving the mandate of SB 32 of 2016 to reduce statewide GHG emissions to at 
least 40 percent below 1990 levels by the end of 2030 (CARB 2017). The 2017 Scoping 
Plan identifies the GHG reductions needed by each emissions sector. 

The 2017 Scoping Plan also identifies how GHGs associated with proposed projects 
could be evaluated under CEQA (CARB 2017:101-102). Specifically, it states that 
achieving “no net increase” in GHG emissions is an appropriate overall objective of 
projects evaluated under CEQA if conformity with an applicable local GHG reduction 
plan cannot be demonstrated. CARB recognizes that it may not be appropriate or 
feasible for every development project to mitigate its GHG emissions to zero and that an 
increase in GHG emissions due to a project may not necessarily imply a substantial 
contribution to the cumulatively significant environmental impact of climate change. 

SENATE BILL 743 OF 2013 
SB 743 changes the way that public agencies evaluate the transportation impacts of 
projects under CEQA. The proposed revisions to the State CEQA Guidelines would 
establish new criteria for determining the significance of a project’s transportation 
impacts that will more appropriately balance the needs of congestion management with 
statewide goals related to infill development, promotion of public health through active 
transportation, and reduction of GHGs. 

As detailed in SB 743, the Governor’s Office of Planning and Research (OPR) was 
tasked with developing potential metrics to measure transportation impacts and replace 
the use of delay and level of service (LOS). More detail about SB 743 is provided in the 
setting Chapter 17, “Traffic and Circulation.” 

In November 2017, OPR released its proposed changes to the CEQA Guidelines, 
including the addition of Section 15064.3 that would implement SB 743 (OPR 2017a:77-
90a). In support of these changes, OPR also published its Technical Advisory on 
Evaluating Transportation Impacts in CEQA, which recommends that the transportation 
impact of a project be based on whether it would generate a level of vehicle miles 
traveled (VMT) per capita (or VMT per employee) that is 15 percent lower than existing 
development in the region (OPR 2017b:12-13). OPR’s technical advisory explains that 
this criterion is consistent with Section 21099 of the California Public Resources Code, 
which states that the criteria for determining significance must “promote the reduction in 
greenhouse gas emissions” (OPR 2017b:18). It is also consistent with the statewide per 
capita VMT reduction target developed by Caltrans in its Strategic Management Plan, 
which calls for a 15 percent reduction in per capita VMT, compared to 2010 levels, by 
2020 (Caltrans 2015:11). Additionally, the California Air Pollution Control Officers 
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Association (CAPCOA) determined that a 15 percent reduction in VMT is typically 
achievable for projects (CAPCOA 2010:55). CARB’s First Update to the Climate 
Change Scoping Plan also called for local governments to set communitywide GHG 
reduction targets of 15 percent below then-current levels by 2020 (CARB 2014:113). 

At the time of writing this Draft EIR, the CNRA has not yet adopted OPR’s proposed 
addition of Section 15064.3 to the CEQA Guidelines. In December 2018, the CNRA 
certified and adopted the the CEQA Guidelines update package, including Section 
15064.3 implementing Senate Bill 743. Beginning on July 1, 2020, the provisions 
of Section 15064.3 apply statewide. 

EXECUTIVE ORDER B-48-18: ZERO-EMISSION VEHICLES 
In January 2018, EO B-48-18 was signed into law and requires all State entities to work 
with the private sector to have at least 5 million zero-emission vehicles (ZEVs) on the 
road by 2030, as well as install 200 hydrogen fueling stations and 250,000 electric 
vehicle charging stations by 2025. It specifies that 10,000 of the electric vehicle 
charging stations should be direct current fast chargers. This EO also requires all State 
entities to continue to partner with local and regional governments to streamline the 
installation of ZEV infrastructure. The Governor’s Office of Business and Economic 
Development is required to publish a Plug-in Charging Station Design Guidebook and 
update the 2015 Hydrogen Station Permitting Guidebook (Eckerle and Jones 2015) to 
aid in these efforts. All State entities are required to participate in updating the 2016 
Zero-Emissions Vehicle Action Plan (Governor’s Interagency Working Group on Zero-
Emission Vehicles 2016) to help expand private investment in ZEV infrastructure with a 
focus on serving low-income and disadvantaged communities. Additionally, all State 
entities are to support and recommend policies and actions to expand ZEV 
infrastructure at residential uses through the Low Carbon Fuel Standard Program, and 
recommend how to ensure affordability and accessibility for all drivers. 

SACRAMENTO COUNTY GENERAL PLAN 
The Sacramento County General Plan contains the following GHG-related policy: 

LU-115. It is the goal of the County to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to 1990 
levels by the year 2020. This shall be achieved through a mix of State and 
local action. 

The Sacramento County General Plan includes the following policies in the Safety element 
related to addressing wildfires and mitigating their risks (Sacramento County 2017): 

SA-23. The County shall require that all new development meets the local fire district 
standards for adequate water supply and pressure, fire hydrants, and access 
to structures by firefighting equipment and personnel. 
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SA-26. The County and fire districts shall develop programs to provide citizens with 
self-preparedness and community readiness skills for large or extended 
accidental, natural, and terrorist emergencies/incidents. 

SA-27. The County shall require, where appropriate, the use of fire resistant 
landscaping and building materials for new construction developments that 
are cost effective. 

SA-28. The County shall encourage and require, to the maximum extent feasible, 
automatic fire sprinkler systems for all new commercial and industrial 
development to reduce the dependence on fire department equipment and 
personnel. 

SA-30. The County, medical community, and fire districts shall work to improve EMS 
response system that includes first responder emergency care and 
transportation services. 

MATHER FIELD SPECIFIC PLAN AND SPECIAL PLANNING AREA  
The following policies related to GHG emissions and would apply to the Mather South 
Project:  

603-13.1 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT MITIGATION MEASURES. Pursuant to the 
Revised Final Environmental Impact Report released on June 9, 2016 for the Mather 
Field Special Planning Area, the following policies are applicable to redevelopment or 
future development, as noted below. Refer to the adopted Mitigation Monitoring and 
Reporting Program for the full text of the mitigation measures referenced below. These 
policies are based upon the adopted Mitigation Measures, and are not all inclusive of 
the required Mitigation Measures for development in the Mather Field Special Planning 
Area, nor do they replace the adopted Mitigation Measures. 

(a) Future applicants for residential projects shall reduce residential GHG emissions to 
below the significance threshold of 1.33 MT per capita, pursuant to Mitigation 
Measure CC-1.  

(b) Future applicants for commercial and industrial projects shall reduce commercial 
emissions to below the significance threshold of 7.87 MT CO2 per Kft2, pursuant to 
Mitigation Measure CC-2.  

SACRAMENTO COUNTY CLIMATE ACTION PLANNING 
The Sacramento County Phase 1 Climate Action Plan was adopted on November 9, 
2011 by the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors concurrently with the adoption of 
the 2030 General Plan, and the General Plan Update EIR included the 2020 greenhouse 
gas emissions significance thresholds. The Phase 1 plan includes a GHG inventory for 
the unincorporated areas of Sacramento County, a GHG emission reduction target, and 
goals and implementation measures developed to help the County reach these goals. 
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Reduction strategies address GHG emissions associated with transportation and land 
use, energy, water, waste management and recycling, and agriculture and open space. 
The County’s goals related to transportation and energy use include the following: 

• Increase the average fuel efficiency of County-owned vehicles powered by gasoline 
and diesel and encourage increased fuel efficiency in community vehicles; 

• Increase the use of alternative and lower carbon fuels in the County vehicle fleet 
and facilitate their use in the community; 

• Reduce total vehicle miles traveled per capita in the community and region; 

• Improve energy efficiency of existing and new buildings in unincorporated County; 

• Improve energy efficiency of County infrastructure operation (roads, water, 
waste, buildings, etc.); and 

• Decrease use of fossil fuels by transitioning to renewable energy sources. 
The Phase 1 CAP is a strategy and framework document. The County adopted the 
Phase 2A CAP (Government Operations) on September 11, 2012.  Neither the 
Phase 1 CAP nor the Phase 2A CAP are “qualified” plans through which 
subsequent projects may receive CEQA streamlining benefits. The 
Communitywide CAP (Phase 2B) has been in progress for some time 
(https://planning.saccounty.net/PlansandProjectsIn-Progress/Pages/CAP.aspx) but is 
currently on hold pending in-depth review of CAP-related litigation in other 
jurisdictions. The commitment to a Communitywide CAP is identified in General 
Plan Policy LU-115 and associated Implementation Measures F through J on page 
117 of the General Plan Land Use Element. This commitment was made in part 
due to the County’s General Plan Update process and potential expansion of the 
Urban Policy Area to accommodate new growth areas. General Plan Policies LU-
119 and LU-120 were developed with SACOG to be consistent with smart growth 
policies in the SACOG Blueprint, which are intended to reduce VMT and GHG 
emissions. The Mather South project is located inside the existing Urban Policy 
Area. Nevertheless, Sacramento County has applied a consistent methodology 
for climate change impact analysis across the entire Jackson Highway corridor 
planning area for the four proposed individual master plans. 
As allowed under CEQA Guidelines Section 15183.5(b), lead agencies may 
choose to analyze and mitigate significant greenhouse gas emissions in a plan 
for the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions or similar document. The analysis 
contained in this EIR is based on the project-specific Greenhouse Gas Reduction 
Plan prepared for the project consistent with CEQA Guidelines Sections 
15183.5(b) and 15064. 

SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA 

This issue of global climate change is inherently a cumulative issue, as the GHG 
emissions of individual projects cannot be shown to have any material effect on global 
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climate. Thus, the project’s impact to climate change is addressed only as a cumulative 
impact. CEQA Guidelines Section 15064 and relevant portions of Appendix G 
recommend that a lead agency consider a project’s consistency with relevant, adopted 
plans, and discuss any inconsistencies with applicable regional plans, including plans to 
reduce GHG emissions. In Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines, two questions 
are provided to help assess if the project would result in a potentially significant impact 
on climate change. These questions ask whether the project would: 

1. Generate GHG emissions, either directly or indirectly, that may have a significant 
impact on the environment. 

2. Conflict with any applicable plan, policy, or regulation of an agency adopted for 
the purpose of reducing the emissions of GHGs? 

Sacramento County has developed thresholds of significance based on the County’s 
GHG inventory (see Table CC-1)1. The 2020 significance thresholds were described 
on pages 12-36 through 12-40 in the General Plan Update FEIR, which was 
subject to thorough public review and was certified as adequate and complete on 
November 9, 2011.  The staff report for the November 9, 2011 Board of 
Supervisors hearing in which the 2030 General Plan and Phase 1 Climate Action 
Plan were adopted clearly identifies the reliance on the FEIR, and the Phase 1 
CAP refers to the General Plan Update EIR on page 12. The Phase 1 CAP was 
adopted via Resolution No. 2011-0833. These previously published materials are 
hereby incorporated by reference in their entirety. Therefore, the 2020 
significance thresholds were adopted for general use through certification of the 
General Plan Update FEIR. As shown below, separate thresholds have been included 
for residential energy, commercial energy, and transportation. The purpose of this 
division is to provide additional information about the source of emissions. When 
making a final determination of significance, these thresholds can be combined to 
generate a total emissions threshold; it is this total threshold that will ultimately 
determine whether impacts are found to be significant. 

Also note that the transportation sector is expressed in per capita, which is not 
applicable to nonresidential projects. The County determined that, in general, 
nonresidential projects redistribute existing trips made by passenger vehicles – they do 
not generate new trips. The majority of trips to and from a commercial project are 
generated by residential uses. Residential projects are already required to account for 
transportation emissions, so including them for commercial projects as well would result 
in double-counting. Therefore, only the truck-trips generated by a commercial project 
itself will be subject to analysis. An exception to this rule is any commercial project 
which is a regional draw or unique draw, and thus may cause the redistribution of 
existing trips in a manner that will increase total existing VMT. 

                                            
1  Greenhouse gas emissions thresholds for 2030 have not been formally adopted by the County and are not readily available on 

the County’s website. Thresholds were provided to Ascent Environmental for use in this analysis. 
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It should be noted that the 2020 significance thresholds cited above for the Mather Field 
EIR were those in use by the County at the time the Mather Field project was 
undergoing environmental review, and SB 32 had not yet been signed into law. As 
stated on page 12-36 of the General Plan Update FEIR, the 2020 thresholds 
require periodic updating to reflect changes to GHG inventory and any changes 
in the regulatory environment. The 2030 significance thresholds in Table CC-1 below 
reflect an update to the 2020 thresholds consistent with the reduction target established 
by SB 32 of 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030 and 80 percent below 1990 
levels by 2050, based on the same methodology used to develop the 2020 significance 
thresholds. In the absence of a qualified Phase 2B Communitywide CAP, these 
project-specific thresholds were developed based on the substantial evidence 
contained in the County’s emissions inventory and regulatory requirements. 

The County’s 2005 GHG emissions inventory was updated in 2015 as part of the 
comprehensive Communitywide CAP (Phase 2B) preparation. Differences 
between the 2005 and 2015 emissions inventories include the following, as 
further described in detail in the November 15, 2016 Technical Memorandum 
regarding 2015 Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory and Forecasts 
(https://planning.saccounty.net/PlansandProjectsIn-Progress/Pages/CAP.aspx): 

• The use of different Global Warming Potential (GWP) values between 
inventories; 

• Adjustments in calculation methodologies (equations and emission 
factors) 

• Differences in data sources between the two inventories; and 

• Changes in actual activity levels within the County since 2005 (e.g., 
population increase, number of buildings, building energy use, and vehicle 
travel).  

Table CC-1 below provides a comparison of the 2005 inventory and the 2015 
inventory.  

Table CC-1:  Comparison of 2005 and 2015 GHG Emissions Inventories 
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The buildout year for the project is 2032, for which Sacramento County has not 
developed GHG emission thresholds. To evaluate the project in light of the 2050 
statewide GHG reduction goal identified in EO B-30-15, the 2030 thresholds were 
extrapolated using a 7 percent reduction, as shown below in Table CC-1CC-2. The 
reduction in thresholds is based on the mass emissions reduction needed to be 
achieved by the County to meet the 2050 GHG emissions goals. Detailed calculations 
for the threshold determination can be found in Appendix AQ-GHG-1. 
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Table CC-12: Greenhouse Gas Significance Thresholds (Annual Metric Tons 
CO2e)1 

Sector 2005 
Baseline 2020 Target 2020 

Thresholds 
2030 Mass 
Emission 
Target2 

2030 
Thresholds 

2032 
(project-
specific 
derived) 

Thresholds1 

Residential 
Energy 1,033,142 878,275 1.33 per 

capita 527,243 0.78 per 
capita 

0.73 per 
capita 

Commercial & 
Industrial 
Energy 

772,129 656,914 7.87 per 
1,000 sq ft 395,760 4.59 per 

1,000 sq ft 

4.28 per 
1,000 sq ft 

Transportation 2,046,617 1,757,236 2.67 per 
capita 1,055,172 1.57 per 

capita 
1.47 per 
capita 

Trucks 488,806 414,470 0.10 per 
100 VMT 245,974 0.08 per 

100 VMT 
0.07 per 
100 VMT 

Notes: CO2e = carbon dioxide equivalent; sq ft = square feet; VMT = vehicle miles traveled. 

1 2032 thresholds are not adopted by Sacramento County but are interpolated based on 2030 thresholds and keeping the 
County aligned with GHG reduction goal of 80 percent below 1990 levels by 2050 per EO B-30-15. 

2 Mass emission target does not include GHG emissions associated with area sources, water treatment and conveyance, or 
waste generation. 

Source: Smith, pers. comm., 2017 

Thresholds applicable to construction activities have not been developed. Emissions 
resulting from the usage of off-road vehicles is only 4.7 percent of the total inventoried 
emissions in Sacramento County, which include emissions from recreational and 
industrial equipment in addition to construction fleets. Although emissions from the 
operation of newly constructed buildings adds to existing building stock resulting in a 
cumulative year-on-year increase in emissions, the level of construction activity required 
to build the new buildings in a region does not result in a cumulative increase in 
emissions because of their temporary nature. Though construction activity may increase 
or decrease in a given year because of market demand, the average amount of 
construction undertaken does not tend to increase over time, according to historical 
construction fleet emissions data. For this reason, even without mitigation, the amount of 
annual emissions resulting from construction is expected to decrease over time as a 
result of the implementation of existing regulations (such as the low carbon fuel standard) 
and improving fuel efficiency. Standard mitigation applied for the purpose of reducing 
other air pollutants (see Chapter 4 Air Quality) will further reduce GHG emissions. For the 
foregoing reasons, it was determined that construction emissions would not contribute to 
a significant climate change impact, and no threshold is necessary. 

ISSUES NOT DISCUSSED FURTHER 
All issues are evaluated below.  
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METHODOLOGY 

In line with the thresholds and methods recommended by Sacramento County, the 
analysis of the Mather South Project’s operational GHG emissions is divided into two 
separate emission sectors: Energy Use and Transportation. 

The methods used to estimate emissions from these two sectors are described in 
greater detail below. It should be noted that GHG emissions are also generated through 
other emissions sectors such as area source (e.g., landscaping equipment), water-
related, and waste generation. However, these sectors are not included in the 
determination of County-adopted GHG thresholds, thus they are not compared to a 
mass emission or per capita threshold. GHG emissions associated with these sectors 
are shown for disclosure purposes and methods are discussed under “Other Emissions” 
below. Construction-related emissions are provided in Appendix AQ-GHG-1 for 
informational purposes but are not included in GHG emissions calculations, per 
Sacramento County guidance. Construction-related GHG emissions are considered to 
meet County thresholds of significance if operational GHG emissions meet thresholds. 

Sacramento County’s adopted GHG thresholds are for 2020, as noted in Table CC-12. 
However, the buildout year of the project is 2032. For the purposes of this analysis, and 
per guidance from Sacramento County, the project’s GHG emissions were evaluated for 
a partial buildout scenario in 2020 and a full buildout scenario in 2032. The partial 
buildout scenario includes a VMT estimate using a straight-line regression between the 
existing (i.e., 2015) VMT estimate and the full buildout conditions (i.e., 2035) to obtain 
anticipated VMT in 2020. This assumes five years of project development has occurred, 
or 29 percent of the total project buildout. The amount of residential and nonresidential 
development that is included in this partial buildout scenario is included in Table CC-23. 
The full buildout scenario conservatively assumes the 2035 VMT conditions in 2032 and 
all land uses are fully built out. All land uses included in the full buildout scenario are 
also included in Table CC-23. 

Table CC-23: Project Land Uses and Population Estimates 

Land Use 
2020 2032 

Units Sq Ft 
(1000) Population1 Acres Units Sq Ft 

(1000) Population2 Acres 

Single-Family 
Housing 664 NA 1,725 102 2,291 NA 5,936 353 

Low-Rise 
Apartments 130 NA 338 13 449 NA 1,163 45 

Mid-Rise 
Apartments 226 NA 587 10 781 NA 2,023 34 

Retail NA 53.6 NA 6 NA 185 NA 21 

Office NA 120.4 NA 9 NA 415.25 NA 30 

Community 
Center NA 4.4 NA 2 NA 15 NA 6 
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Land Use 
2020 2032 

Units Sq Ft 
(1000) Population1 Acres Units Sq Ft 

(1000) Population2 Acres 

Research & 
Development NA 43.2 NA 3 NA 149 NA 12 

Elementary 
School NA 36.4 435 6 NA NA 1,5003 22 

Light Industrial NA 10.4 NA 1 NA 35.75 NA 2 

City Park NA NA NA 13 NA NA NA 44 

Total 1,021 268.4 2,651 165 3,521 800 9,122 570 
Notes: Sq Ft = square feet; NA = not applicable. 
1 Population per housing unit is 2.6 based on SACOG housing and population projections for 2020. 
2 Population per housing unit is 2.59 based on SACOG’s housing and population projections for 2036. 
3 Population for elementary school is for total students. Not included in per capita total because already included in residential 
population. 

Totals may not sum exactly due to rounding. 

Source: Ascent Environmental 2019 

 

ENERGY USE EMISSIONS 
Emissions of GHGs from energy use are associated with electricity consumption and 
combustion of natural gas. Residential and nonresidential land uses may require both 
electricity and natural gas to power common uses such as heating and cooling, lighting, 
and appliances.  

For the 2020 partial buildout scenario, levels of electricity and natural gas consumption 
were estimated using default consumption rates in the California Emissions Estimator 
Model (CalEEMod) Version 2016.3.2 for the types of land uses included in Table CC-23 
(CAPCOA 2016). 

For the full buildout scenario in 2032, levels of electricity and natural gas consumption 
were estimated by adjusting the default consumption rates in CalEEMod Version 
2016.3.2 for the types of land uses proposed in the MSCMP based on the anticipated 
energy consumption reduction determined by CEC for the 2019 Title 24 Building Energy 
Efficiency Standards. Single-family housing energy consumption was decreased by 7 
percent and nonresidential building energy was reduced by 30 percent to account for 
efficiency improvement between the 2016 and 2019 Title 24 standards (CEC 2018). 

GHG emissions were estimated for electricity consumption based on GHG emission 
intensity factors for Sacramento Metropolitan Utility District (SMUD) and assumed 
compliance with California’s Renewables Portfolio Standard (i.e., 33 percent renewable 
energy portfolio by 2020 and 60 percent by 2030). The 2019 Title 24 Building Energy 
Efficiency Standards require single-family housing to generate their electricity demand 
from renewable sources such as solar photovoltaics. Emissions modeling accounted for 
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solar generation based on the 2019 Title 24 standards in the 2032 full buildout scenario. 
Assumptions and details regarding the estimated solar generation can be found in 
Appendix AQ-GHG-1. To estimate GHG emissions associated with natural gas, 
CalEEMod default energy usage rates and emission factors were used based on the 
project’s land use types and climate region. 

Emissions from energy consumption were summed separately for residential and 
nonresidential land uses. GHG emissions for energy consumption by residential land use 
(i.e., single- and multifamily units) were normalized by the number residents that would 
populate these uses and compared to the County’s adopted 2020 threshold of 1.33 
annual metric tons of CO2e per capita per year (MTCO2e per capita/year) and the 
County’s extrapolated threshold for 2032 of 0.73 MTCO2e per capita/year. GHG 
emissions for energy consumption by nonresidential land uses (i.e., commercial center, 
community center, elementary schools, Environmental Education Campus, Research and 
Development Campus) were normalized by floor area and compared to the County’s 
adopted 2020 threshold of 7.87 MTCO2e per 1,000 square feet of floor area 
(MTCO2e/Ksf) and the County’s extrapolated threshold for 2032 of 4.28 MTCO2e/Ksf. 

TRANSPORTATION EMISSIONS 
Transportation emissions are associated with the project-generated vehicular trips. 
Transportation-related emissions were compared to the VMT per capita thresholds. For 
comparison to Sacramento County’s per-capita GHG thresholds of significance, the 
total population served by the project was also estimated.  

Transportation-related emissions were calculated using VMT estimates provided by the 
traffic study of the proposed project (DKS 2018). VMT estimates were provided for 
existing-plus-project conditions, cumulative-no-project conditions, and cumulative-plus-
project conditions. The cumulative scenario includes VMT associated with the proposed 
MSCMP as well as other large foreseeable development including the NewBridge 
Specific Plan, Jackson Township, and the West Jackson Highway Master Plan. 

GHG vehicle emission factors for 2020 and 2032 were obtained from CARB’s Mobile 
Source EMissions FACtor (EMFAC) 2017 model, version 1.0.2. EMFAC 2017 was also 
used to estimate the level of mobile-source GHG emissions that would be generated 
based on projected VMT under the 2020 partial buildout and 2032 full buildout 
scenarios. Emission rates were used to generate the total VMT-related emissions for 
the project in 2020 and 2032 to be compared to the Sacramento County per-capita 
thresholds for VMT. The population estimates were based on average household sizes 
for the Sacramento region as reported in SACOG’s 2016 MTP/SCS for the partial 
buildout year of 2020 using 2020 estimates and the full buildout year of 2032 using 
2036 estimates (SACOG 2016). 
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OTHER SECTORS 
As discussed above, there are several GHG emissions sectors that not included in the 
County’s GHG thresholds, but are quantified in this analysis. This includes GHG 
emissions associated with area sources, water, and solid waste.  

GHGs from area sources were based on the number of residential units, the size of the 
nonresidential buildings, and the number of days of landscaping per year (i.e., 180). 
GHGs from electricity consumption specifically associated with the consumption of 
water, were based on residential and commercial water demand estimates provided by 
Sacramento County for the project. GHG emissions associated with the generation of 
solid waste were estimated using default parameters in CalEEMod. While these 
emission estimates were not part of the comparison to the County’s recommended 
thresholds of significance, they were included in the emissions summary for 
informational purposes. 

IMPACTS AND ANALYSIS 

2016 MATHER FIELD PROJECT EIR DETERMINATION 
The Mather Field Project EIR evaluated impacts related to climate change and GHG 
emissions from implementation of the Mather Field Project which consisted of a 
realignment of Zinfandel Drive and trunk extension, creation of the Mather Preserve 
and the establishment of an Urban Development Area designation for the Mather 
South Plan Area. 

The EIR concluded that the Mather Field Project would result in less than significant 
impacts with implementation of Mitigation Measures CC-1 and CC-2 related to long-
term GHG emissions over the existing conditions. The discussion of impacts can be 
found on pages 13-8 through 13-13 of the Mather Field Project EIR and is hereby 
incorporated by reference.  

ADOPTED MATHER FIELD PROJECT EIR MITIGATION MEASURES 

CC-1: RESIDENTIAL ENERGY SECTOR EMISSION REDUCTIONS 
Add a policy to the Mather Field SPA requiring that future applicants for residential 
projects reduce residential GHG emissions to below the significance threshold of 1.33 
MTCO2e per capita. In consultation with the Planning and Environmental Review Division 
and Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District, applicants shall submit a 
plan detailing a set of quantitative and/or qualitative measures that achieve the reduction 
in CO2 emissions per capita, prior to the issuance of building permits or prior to obtaining 
any discretionary entitlements. This mitigation may be modified to conform with current 
Sacramento County climate change standards, including but not limited to a Green 
Building Program and Climate Action Plan. Additionally, applicants may choose to submit 
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revised, project-specific, residential energy-use emissions factors; however, the applicant 
will be required to provide adequate data to support the revised emission factor. 

CC-2: COMMERCIAL ENERGY SECTOR EMISSION REDUCTIONS 
Add a policy to the Mather Field SPA requiring that future applicants for commercial and 
industrial projects reduce commercial emissions to below the significance threshold of 
7.87 MTCO2e/Ksf/year. In consultation with the Planning and Environmental Review 
Division and Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District, applicants shall 
submit a plan detailing a set of quantitative and/or qualitative measures that achieve the 
reduction in CO2 emissions per Ksf, prior to the issuance of building permits or prior to 
obtaining any discretionary entitlements. This mitigation may be modified to conform with 
current Sacramento County climate change standards, including but not limited to a 
Green Building Program and Climate Action Plan. Additionally, applicants may choose to 
submit revised, project-specific, commercial energy-use emissions factors; however, the 
applicant will be required to provide adequate data to support the revised emission factor. 

MATHER SOUTH PROJECT IMPACTS DETERMINATION 

IMPACT: PROJECT GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS 
Development of the Mather South Project would result in GHG emissions from energy 
consumption (e.g., electricity use, natural gas use, water use), mobile sources (i.e., 
project-generated VMT), and from waste generation at offsite landfills. Per Sacramento 
County guidance, emissions not associated with energy use or transportation (i.e., area 
sources, water, waste) were excluded in totals to be compared to Sacramento County 
thresholds but are shown in Tables CC-67 and CC-1011 below for informational 
purposes only. Emissions estimates were categorized by residential land uses, 
nonresidential land uses, and transportation to be compare to Sacramento County 
thresholds of significance for 2020 and 2032. Emission estimates for each category are 
described separately below. The Mather South Project is also evaluated for consistency 
with adopted statewide and local plans intended to reduce GHG emissions. 

2020 PARTIAL BUILDOUT SCENARIO 

ENERGY-RELATED GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS FROM RESIDENTIAL LAND USES 
The Mather South Project includes single-family homes, multifamily homes, and on-site 
residential units associated with the environmental education campus. Emissions were 
estimated based on the number of units that could be developed under the 2020 partial 
buildout scenario. Emissions associated with energy use and natural gas consumption 
were calculated for these land uses. Emissions are summarized below in Table CC-34 
and compared to the 2020 threshold (1.33 MTCO2e per capita/year) for residential land 
uses. As shown in Table CC-34, emissions associated with residential land uses would 
not exceed Sacramento County threshold of significance.  
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Table CC-34: Summary of Residential Energy-Related  
Greenhouse Gas Emissions in 2020 

 MTCO2e/year MTCO2e/capita/year 

Estimated Annual Residential GHG Emissions1 2,345 0.88 

Residential Threshold of Significance 3,525 1.332 

Exceeds Threshold of Significance? No 
Notes: GHG = greenhouse gas; MTCO2e/year = metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per year; MTCO2e/capita/year = metric 
tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per capita per year. 
1 Total GHG emissions do not include emissions associated with water use or waste generation. 
2 Population under the partial buildout scenario would be 2,653. 

Calculation details can be found in Appendix AQ-GHG-1. 

Source: Modeling conducted by Ascent Environmental in 2019. 

ENERGY-RELATED GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS FROM NONRESIDENTIAL LAND USES 
The Mather South Project includes nonresidential land uses, such as two elementary 
schools, an environmental education campus, a research and development campus, 
retail, community center, and parks. Emissions associated with energy use and natural 
gas consumption were calculated for the land uses shown in Table CC-23. Emissions 
are summarized below in Table CC-45 compared to the 2020 threshold (7.87 
MTCO2e/Ksf) for nonresidential land uses. As shown in Table CC-45, GHG emissions 
associated with nonresidential land uses would not exceed the Sacramento County 
thresholds of significance in 2020. 

Table CC-45: Summary of Nonresidential Energy-Related  
Greenhouse Gas Emissions in 2020 

 MTCO2e/year MTCO2e/Ksf/year 

Estimated Annual Nonresidential GHG Emissions1 672 2.50 

Nonresidential Threshold of Significance 2,112 7.87 

Exceeds Threshold of Significance? No 
Notes: GHG = greenhouse gas; MTCO2e/year = metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per year; MTCO2e/Ksf/year = metric 
tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per 1,000 square feet per year. 
1 Total GHG emissions do not include emissions associated with water use or waste generation. 

Source: Modeling conducted by Ascent Environmental in 2019. 

TRANSPORTATION-RELATED GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS 
A traffic study was conducted for the Mather South Project, which included project-
generated VMT and trips for the existing (i.e., 2015) scenario and the existing-plus-
project (i.e., 2035) scenario. To obtain 2020 VMT, the VMT estimates for 2015 and 
2035 were extrapolated linearly. The population for all residential land uses developed 
under the 2020 partial buildout scenario was used to compare the estimated mobile 
emissions to the 2020 VMT threshold of 2.67 MTCO2e per capita. As shown in Table 
CC-56, GHG emissions associated with transportation would exceed the Sacramento 
County threshold of significance. 
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Table CC-56: Summary of Transportation-Related  
Greenhouse Gas Emissions in 2020 
 MTCO2e/year MTCO2e/capita/year 

Estimated Annual Transportation GHG Emissions 12,722 4.79 

Transportation Threshold of Significance 7,077 2.67 

Exceeds Threshold of Significance? Yes 
Notes: GHG = greenhouse gas; MTCO2e/year = metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per year; MTCO2e/capita/year = metric 
tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per capita per year. 
1 Population assumed to be 2,651 as shown in Table CC-2. 

Source: Modeling conducted by Ascent Environmental in 2019. 

EMISSIONS TOTAL 
Emissions from all sectors are summarized below in Table CC-67. 

Table CC-67: Summary of Unmitigated Annual Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
Associated with the Project at Partial Buildout (2020) 

Sector GHG Emissions 
(MTCO2e/year) 

Mass Emissions GHG 
Limit (MTCO2e/year)1 

Reduction Needed 
(MTCO2e/year) 

Residential Energy 2,345 3,525 (1,180) 

Nonresidential Energy 672 2,112 (1,440) 

Transportation 12,722 7,077 5,645 

Landscape Equipment 18 NA NA 

Waste Generation 574 NA NA 

Water Use 261 NA NA 

Project Total 16,592 NA NA 
Notes: GHG = greenhouse gas; MTCO2e/year = metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per year; NA = not applicable. 
Parentheses indicate surplus in emission reduction needed. 
1 Mass emissions GHG limits are the equivalent of multiplying the County’s 2020 thresholds by the project’s population (for 
residential and transportation sectors) and thousand square feet (for nonresidential sector). 

Source: Modeling conducted by Ascent Environmental in 2019. 

2032 FULL BUILDOUT SCENARIO  

ENERGY-RELATED GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS FROM RESIDENTIAL LAND USES 
The Mather South Project includes single-family homes, multifamily homes, and on-site 
residential units associated with the environmental education campus. Emissions were 
estimated based on the total units to be developed for each residence type. Emissions 
associated with energy use and natural gas consumption were calculated for these land 
uses. Emissions are summarized below in Table CC-78 and compared to the calculated 
2032 threshold (0.73 MTCO2e per capita/year) for residential land uses. As shown in 
Table CC-78, emissions associated with residential land uses would not exceed 
Sacramento County thresholds of significance.  
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Table CC-78: Summary of Residential Energy-Related  
Greenhouse Gas Emissions in 20321 

 MTCO2e/year MTCO2e/capita/year 

Estimated Annual Residential GHG Emissions2 4,726 0.52  

Residential Threshold of Significance 6,659 0.73 

Exceeds Threshold of Significance? No 
Notes: GHG = greenhouse gas; MTCO2e/year = metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per year; MTCO2e/capita/year = metric 
tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per capita per year. 
1 Emissions estimates include solar photovoltaics as required under the 2019 Title 24, Part 6 Standards. 
2 Total GHG emissions do not include emissions associated with water use or waste generation. 

Calculation details can be found in Appendix AQ-GHG-1. 

Source: Modeling conducted by Ascent Environmental in 2019. 

ENERGY-RELATED GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS FROM NONRESIDENTIAL LAND USES 
The Mather South Project includes nonresidential land uses, such as two elementary 
schools, an environmental education campus, a research and development campus, 
retail, community center, and parks. Emissions associated with energy use and natural 
gas consumption were calculated for these land uses. Emissions are summarized below 
in Table CC-89 and compared to the calculated 2032 threshold (4.28 MTCO2e/Ksf) for 
nonresidential land uses. As shown in Table CC-89, GHG emissions associated with 
nonresidential land uses would not exceed the Sacramento County thresholds of 
significance in 2032. 

Table CC-89: Summary of Nonresidential Energy-Related  
Greenhouse Gas Emissions in 2032 

 MTCO2e/year MTCO2e/Ksf/year 

Estimated Annual Nonresidential GHG Emissions 1 1,827 2.28 

Nonresidential Threshold of Significance 3,961 4.28 

Exceeds Threshold of Significance? No 
Notes: GHG = greenhouse gas; MTCO2e/year = metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per year; MTCO2e/Ksf/year = metric 
tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per 1,000 square feet per year. 
1 Total GHG emissions do not include emissions associated with water use or waste generation. 

Source: Modeling conducted by Ascent Environmental in 2019. 

TRANSPORTATION-RELATED GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS 
A traffic study was conducted for the Mather South Project, which included project-
generated VMT and trips for the existing-plus-project (i.e., 2035) scenario. This analysis 
conservatively assumes that the full buildout VMT estimates would occur in 2032, the 
project’s buildout year. The total population for all residential land uses of the project 
was used to compare the estimated mobile emissions to the 2032 VMT threshold of 
1.47 MTCO2e per capita. As shown in Table CC-910, GHG emissions associated with 
transportation would exceed the Sacramento County threshold of significance. 
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Table CC-910: Summary of Transportation-Related  
Greenhouse Gas Emissions in 2032 

 MTCO2e/year MTCO2e/capita/year 

Estimated Annual Transportation GHG Emissions 22,766 2.50  

Transportation Threshold of Significance 13,410 1.47 

Exceeds Threshold of Significance? Yes 
Notes: GHG = greenhouse gas; MTCO2e/year = metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per year; MTCO2e/capita/year = metric 
tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per capita per year. 

Source: Modeling conducted by Ascent Environmental in 2019. 

EMISSIONS TOTAL 
Emissions from all sectors are summarized below in Table CC-1011. 

Table CC-1011: Summary of Unmitigated Annual Greenhouse Gas Emissions 
Associated with the Project at Full Buildout (2032) 

Sector GHG Emissions 
(MTCO2e/year) 

Mass Emissions GHG 
Limit (MTCO2e/year)1 

Reduction Needed 
(MTCO2e/year) 

Residential Energy 4,726 6,657 (1,933) 

Nonresidential Energy 1,827 3,961 (2,134) 

Transportation 22,766 13,410 5,289 

Landscape Equipment 61 NA NA 

Waste Generation 1,894 NA NA 

Water Use 341 NA NA 

Project Total 31,614 NA NA 
Notes: GHG = greenhouse gas; MTCO2e/year = metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per year; NA = not applicable. 
Parentheses indicate surplus in emission reduction needed. 
1 Mass emissions GHG limits are the equivalent of multiplying the County’s extrapolated 2032 thresholds by the project’s 
population (for residential and transportation sectors) and thousand square feet (for nonresidential sector). 

Source: Modeling conducted by Ascent Environmental in 2019. 

 

Energy-related emissions associated with the proposed residential land uses would 
result in 0.52 MTCO2e per capita, which is below the 0.73 MTCO2e per-capita threshold. 
Energy-related missions from nonresidential land uses would result in 2.28 
MTCO2e/Ksf, which is below the 4.28 MTCO2e/Ksf threshold. There would be a surplus 
in emissions reductions needed for both the residential and nonresidential sectors, by 
1,933 and 2,134 MTCO2e/year, respectively. Emissions from project-generated VMT in 
2032 would result in 2.50 MTCO2e per capita, which is above the 1.47 MTCO2e per-
capita threshold. The surplus of emissions reductions from the residential and 
nonresidential sectors can be applied to GHG emissions reductions needed for the 
mobile sector. The additional reduction of 4,067 MTCO2e/year would reduce the mobile 
sector’s per capita emissions to 2.05 MTCO2e, but would still require an additional 
reduction of 5,289 MTCO2e/year to meet the threshold. Even with the additional 
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reductions in GHG emissions from the residential and nonresidential energy sectors, 
project-generated GHG emissions would exceed applicable Sacramento County 
thresholds of significance for transportation and result in a cumulatively considerable 
contribution to climate change. This impact would be potentially significant.  

MITIGATION MEASURES 
CC-1. Implement Mitigation Measure AQ-2. Emissions estimates account for all 

incorporated design measures (as indicated in the Air Quality Mitigation Plan 
[AQMP] in Appendix AQ-2 of this EIR). These include traffic calming 
measures and a neighborhood electric vehicle (NEV) network. The measures 
of the AQMP would reduce GHG emissions through reduced vehicle idling 
and fuel consumption, and switching to cleaner fuels (i.e., electricity). 

CC-2. Reduce greenhouse gas emissions on-site. The project applicant shall 
incorporate the following mitigation measures into the project to reduce 
operational emissions of GHGs to the extent feasible. 

TRANSPORTATION 
Although the project has not committed to implementing Tier 1 or 2 of the California 
Green Building Standards, it is considered feasible mitigation and would involve the 
following design features for the project: 

• For each single-family residential unit, install a listed raceway, associated 
overcurrent protective device and the balance of a dedicated 208/240-volt branch 
circuit at 40 amperes (amp) minimum, to pre-wire the home for electric vehicle 
charging. The raceway shall not be less than trade size 1 (nominal 1-inch inside 
diameter). The raceway shall originate at the main service or unit subpanel and 
shall terminate into a listed cabinet, box, or other enclosure near the proposed 
location of an Electric Vehicle (EV) charger. Raceways are required to be 
continuous at enclosed, inaccessible, or concealed areas and spaces. The 
service panel and/or subpanel shall provide capacity for a 40-amp minimum 
dedicated branch circuit. All electrical circuit components and Electric Vehicle 
Service Equipment (EVSE), including a receptacle or box with a blank cover, 
related to Section A4.106.8 of the California Green Building Standards Code 
shall be installed in accordance with the California Electrical Code. 

• Multifamily residential buildings shall design at least 10 percent of parking spaces 
to include EVSE, or a minimum of two spaces to be installed with EVSE for 
buildings with 2-10 parking spaces. EVSE includes EV charging equipment for 
each required space connected to a 208/240-volt, 40-amp panel with conduit, 
wiring, receptacle, and overprotection devices. 

• Nonresidential buildings shall design at least 10 percent of parking spaces to 
include EVSE, or a minimum of two spaces to be installed with EVSE for 
buildings with 2-10 parking spaces. EVSE includes EV charging equipment for 
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each required space connected to a 208/240-volt, 40-amp panel with conduit, 
wiring, receptacle, and overprotection devices. 

• Nonresidential land uses with 20 or more on-site parking spaces shall dedicate 
preferential parking spaces to vehicles with more than one occupant and zero 
emission vehicles (ZEVs) (including battery electric vehicles and hydrogen fuel 
cell vehicles). The number of dedicated spaces should be no less than two 
spaces or 5 percent of the total parking spaces on the individual project site, 
whichever is greater. These dedicated spaces shall be in preferential locations 
such as near the main entrances to the buildings served by the parking lot and/or 
under the shade of structures or trees. These spaces shall be clearly marked 
with signs and pavement markings. This measure shall not be implemented in a 
way that prevents compliance with requirements in the California Vehicle Code 
regarding parking spaces for disabled persons or disabled veterans. 

• Research the feasibility of a monetary incentive program for future residents to 
purchase electric vehicles. 

BUILDING ENERGY 
Although the project has not committed to implementing Tier 1 or 2 of the California 
Green Building Standards, it is considered feasible mitigation and would involve the 
following design features for the project: 

• All project buildings shall be designed to include Cool Roofs in accordance with 
the requirements set forth in Tier 2 of the California Green Building Energy Code, 
Sections A4.106.5 and A5.106.11.2. 

• All project buildings shall comply with requirements for water efficiency and 
conservation as described in the California Green Building Standards Code, 
Divisions 4.3 and 5.3. 

• Multiple electric receptacles shall be included on the exterior of all nonresidential 
buildings and accessible for purposes of charging or powering electric landscaping 
equipment and providing an alternative to using fossil fuel-powered generators. 
The electrical receptacle shall have an electric potential of 100 volts. There should 
be a minimum of one electrical receptacle on each side of the building and one 
receptacle every 100 linear feet around the perimeter of the building. 

• Ensure that all appliances and fixtures installed in buildings developed under the 
project are Energy Star®-certified if an Energy Star®-certified model of the 
appliance is available. Types of Energy Star®-certified appliances include 
boilers, ceiling fans, central and room air conditioners, clothes washers, compact 
fluorescent light bulbs, computer monitors, copiers, consumer electronics, 
dehumidifiers, dishwashers, external power adapters, furnaces, geothermal heat 
pumps, programmable thermostats, refrigerators and freezers, residential light 
fixtures, room air cleaners, transformers, televisions, vending machines, 
ventilating fans, and windows (EPA 2018). If EPA’s Energy Star® program is 
discontinued and not replaced with a comparable certification program before 
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appliances and fixtures are selected, then similar measures which exceed the 
most current California Green Building Standards Code may be used. 

• All residential appliances, including all space and water heating and 
cooking appliances, shall Require all space and water heating be solar- or 
electric-powered. Use of natural gas for heating or cooking in residences 
shall be prohibited.  and only allow natural gas usage for cooking appliances in 
residences, as feasible. 

• Install high efficiency lighting (i.e., light emitting diodes) in all streetlights, security 
lighting, and all other exterior lighting applications. 

WASTE GENERATION 
• Create a local composting program for residents to achieve the statewide 75-

percent waste diversion target. 
 

Implementation of Mitigation Measure CC-2 would reduce GHG emissions associated 
with the mobile sector, however they would not be reduced to a level that would achieve 
the sector’s target. Thus, the surplus of GHG emissions reductions achieved by the 
energy sector would be credited to the mobile sector. GHG emissions reductions 
achieved through implementation of Mitigation Measures CC-1 and CC-2 are shown 
below in Table CC-1112. 

Table CC-1112: Summary of Greenhouse Gas Emission Reductions from 
Mitigation Measures in 2032 

Sector 
Annual GHG 
Emissions 

(MTCO2e/year) 

Mass 
Emissions 

GHG 
Threshold 

(MTCO2e/year) 

Reduction 
Needed 

(MTCO2e/year) 

Reduction 
Credited to 

Transportation 
Sector 

(MTCO2e/year) 

Threshold 
Met? 

Mitigation Measures 

EV Charging NA NA NA 2,404 NA 

100 Percent Solar 
on All 
Nonresidential 
Buildings 

NA NA NA 1,195 NA 

100 Percent Solar 
on All Multifamily 
Residential 
Buildings 

NA NA NA 555 NA 

Tree Planting NA NA NA NA NA 

Emissions Sector Totals 

Residential Energy 4,726 6,659 (1,933) 1,933 Yes 

Nonresidential 
Energy 1,827 3,961 (2,134) 2,134 Yes 
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Sector 
Annual GHG 
Emissions 

(MTCO2e/year) 

Mass 
Emissions 

GHG 
Threshold 

(MTCO2e/year) 

Reduction 
Needed 

(MTCO2e/year) 

Reduction 
Credited to 

Transportation 
Sector 

(MTCO2e/year) 

Threshold 
Met? 

Transportation 13,710 13,410 301 NA No 

Landscape 
Equipment 61 NA NA NA NA 

Waste Generation 1,061 NA NA 834 NA 

Water Use 341 NA NA NA NA 

Total 21,726 NA NA 9,055 NA 
Notes: GHG = greenhouse gas; MTCO2e/year = metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalent per year; NA = not applicable; EV = 
electric vehicle. Parentheses indicate surplus in emission reduction needed. 

Source: Modeling conducted by Ascent Environmental in 2019. 

 

Although area-source (i.e., landscape equipment), waste generation, and water use are 
not captured under the County’s GHG thresholds, reduction in these emissions sectors 
can be counted toward achieving the transportation sector’s threshold. 

As shown in Table CC-1112 above, implementation of Mitigation Measures CC-1 and 
CC-2 would not reduce transportation-related GHG emissions to meet the 
recommended 2032 threshold. After mitigation is applied, GHG emissions associated 
with the transportation sector would be 13,710 MTCO2e/year, or 1.49 
MTCO2e/capita/year. To reach the 1.47 MTCO2e/capita/year threshold, an 301 
MTCO2e/year is required to be reduced to meet the threshold.  

CC-3. Purchase carbon offsets. In addition to Mitigation Measures CC-1 and CC-2, 
the project developer shall offset the remaining GHG emissions that exceed 
the transportation mass emission threshold of 301 MTCO2e/year for the 
lifetime of the project (i.e., 25 years) (SMAQMD 2018) by funding activities 
that directly reduce or sequester GHG emissions or, if necessary, obtaining 
carbon credits. This mitigation measure is consistent with guidance 
recommended by SMAQMD and CARB (SMAQMD 2018:6-12 and CARB 
2017:152). This measure is also consistent with the State CEQA Guidelines, 
which recommend several options for mitigating GHG emissions. State CEQA 
Guidelines Section 15126.4(C)(3) states that measures to mitigate the 
significant effect of GHG emissions may include “off-site measures, including 
offsets that are not otherwise required…” 

Mitigation Measure CC-3 requires the project developer to implement an off-
site GHG emissions reduction program or to pay GHG offset fees to 
compensate for the project’s transportation-related emissions in excess of 
301 MTCO2e/year. Based on the results shown in Table CC-1112, the total 
GHG emissions that would need to be offset by the project would be 7,519 
MTCO2e. 
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SMAQMD and CARB recommend that lead agencies prioritize direct 
investments in GHG reductions near the project site to provide potential local 
air quality and economic co-benefits. For example, direct investment in a local 
building retrofit program can pay for cool roofs, solar panels, solar water 
heaters, smart meters, energy-efficient lighting, energy-efficient windows, 
insulation, and water conservation measures for existing buildings within the 
geographic area of the project. Other examples of local direct investments 
include financing installation of regional electric vehicle charging stations, 
paying for electrification of public school buses, and investing in local urban 
forests. However, it is critical that any such investments in actions to reduce 
GHG emissions are real and quantifiable, as determined by the County, 
SMAQMD, or a consultant selected by the County. 

Where development of a local offset is not feasible, the County shall allow 
project proponents to mitigate GHG emissions through the purchase of local 
or California-only carbon credits issued through a the CAPCOA Rx program 
or CARB-accredited offset project registry. Carbon offsets purchased through 
these programs meet the criteria of additionally and represent emissions 
reduction that would not otherwise occur, satisfying the CEQA mitigation 
requirements. Establishment of offsets or purchases of carbon credits to 
offset operation-generated GHG emissions should be made before 
recordation of small lot final maps and proof of purchase shall be provided by 
the applicant to the County.  

Implementation of Mitigation Measure CC-1 requires the project to comply with all 
provisions included in the AQMP. This mitigation would be consistent with provisions of 
General Plan Policy AQ-4. Implementation of Mitigation Measure CC-2 would further 
reduce GHG emissions associated with residential and nonresidential building energy 
and transportation. However, GHG emissions would not be mitigated to a less-than-
significant level through the provisions of the AQMP and Mitigation Measure CC-2 
alone. Thus, the purchase of carbon offsets as discussed in Mitigation Measure CC-3 
would reduce the transportation-related GHG emissions to reduce mass emissions by 
301 MTCO2e/year for the transportation sector by 2032. With implementation of 
Mitigation Measure CC-3, all GHG thresholds would be met and this impact would be 
reduced to a less-than-significant level. 

IMPACT: CLIMATE CHANGE EFFECTS ON THE PROJECT 
As discussed previously in this section, there is substantial evidence that human-
induced increases in GHG concentrations in the atmosphere have led to increased 
global average temperatures (climate change) through the intensification of the 
greenhouse effect, and associated changes in local, regional, and global average 
climatic conditions. 

Although there is a strong scientific consensus that global climate change is occurring 
and is influenced by human activity, there is less certainty as to the timing, severity, and 
potential consequences of the climate phenomena, particularly at specific locations. 
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Scientists have identified several ways in which global climate change could alter the 
physical environment in California (CNRA 2012, DWR 2006, IPCC 2014). These include: 

• increased average temperatures; 

• modifications to the timing, amount, and form (rain vs. snow) of precipitation; 

• changes in the timing and amount of runoff; 

• reduced water supply; 

• deterioration of water quality; and 

• elevated sea level. 

Several of these changes may translate into a variety of issues and concerns that may 
affect the project area, including: 

• increased frequency and intensity of wildfire as a result of changing precipitation 
patterns and temperatures; 

• reliability in water supply associated with changes to precipitation and snowmelt 
patterns; and 

• increased risk of flood associated with sea level rise. 

Annual average temperatures in Sacramento County are projected to increase steadily. 
According to Cal-Adapt, the project area is projected to experience a temperature 
increase of 3.5°F by 2050 and 5.9°F by 2099 under the low-emissions scenario, and an 
increase of 4.1°F by 2050 and 8.7°F by 2099 under the high-emissions scenario, as 
compared to the 1961 to 1990 baseline period (Cal-Adapt 2018). 

Increased temperature is expected to lead to secondary climate change impacts, 
including increases in the frequency, intensity, and duration of extreme heat days and 
multi-day heat waves/events in California. Cal-Adapt defines the extreme heat day 
threshold for Sacramento County as 103.5°F or higher. An extreme heat day is defined 
as day between April through October where the maximum temperature exceeds the 
98th historical percentile of maximum temperature based on daily temperature data from 
1961 to 1990 (i.e., 103.5°F). From the data collected from 1961 to 1990, Sacramento 
County has a historical average of 4 extreme heat days per year. Sacramento County is 
already experiencing an increase in the frequency of extreme heat days per year with a 
current average of 7 to 11 extreme heat days per year from 2010 to 2016, with 16 
extreme heat days in 2015 (Cal-Adapt 2018). 

Cal-Adapt data shows a range of projected increases in the number of extreme heat 
days by 2099, all of which are at least four times the historical (1961-1990) average in 
both emissions scenarios. The projected annual average number of extreme heat days 
under the low-emissions scenario is approximately 20 days per year in 2050 and 24 
days per year at the end of the century. Under the high-emissions scenario, Cal-Adapt 
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predicts that the project area will experience 20 extreme heat days per year in 2050 and 
43 days per year by 2099 (Cal-Adapt 2018). 

The project would meet the 2016 Title 24 building energy standards, which require well-
insulated buildings and high-efficiency heating, ventilation, and air conditioning units. 
The project would also plant shade trees throughout the project area, which would 
assist in mitigating the urban heat island effect that may intensify with the projected 
increase in extreme heat days. 

Fire risk data for the State of California has been projected for years 2020, 2050, and 
2085. The data models the areas within the State that are projected to experience 
increases in area burned compared to the expected burn rate without climate change. 
Based on these maps, the project is not located within an area projected to experience 
greater than expected wildland fire risks (Cal-Adapt 2018). However, wildfires within the 
Sierra Nevada and areas outside the County could affect air quality in Sacramento 
County. Wildland fires produce substantial emissions of particulate matter (smoke, 
soot), which may cause health effects including restricted breathing and aggravation of 
existing respiratory and cardiovascular diseases in the short-term, and alterations to 
immune systems and cancer from chronic exposure. Particulate matter from wildfire 
dissipates throughout the Central Valley, degrading air quality conditions for short or 
extended periods of time. The duration of wildfire-related particulate matter in the 
County’s air is linked to wind patterns originating from the Sacramento-San Joaquin 
Delta. Colloquially known as the “Delta Breeze,” oceanic winds are channeled through 
the Delta into Sacramento County, and help disperse air pollutants north of the 
Sacramento Valley; however, during about half of the days from July to September, a 
phenomenon called the “Schultz Eddy” prevents this from occurring. These natural 
phenomena affect the severity of wildfire-related air pollution in Sacramento County 
(SMAQMD 2016). For example, during the summers of 2013 through 2015, several 
wildfire incidents occurred in Northern California that increased levels of particulate 
matter within Sacramento County. 

Sacramento Metropolitan Fire District (Metro Fire) is a combination of 16 smaller fire 
departments in the Sacramento area. Metro Fire’s Community Wildfire Protection Plan 
(CWPP) works to improve the resiliency of the Sacramento area to wildfires. This is 
achieved through identifying community wildfire risk, delineating the wildland/urban 
interface, implementing vegetation best management practices, and providing education 
and outreach (Metro Fire 2012). 

The Sacramento County General Plan includes several policies described above that 
address and mitigate wildfire risk. As determined by CALFIRE, the project is not located 
in an area anticipated to have an increase in fire risk because of climate change. 
Further, through implementation of Metro Fire’s CCWP and the policies listed in the 
County’s General Plan, wildland fire risk would be reduced.  

The Sacramento County Water Agency (SCWA) would be the responsible water 
purveyor for the project and has prepared a Water Supply Assessment (WSA) to 
demonstrate that the planned water supplied of the SCWA are sufficient to meet the 
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demands of the project in addition to the existing and projected water supply obligations 
of SCWA (SCWA 2018). Water supply was evaluated for normal, single-dry, and 
multiple-dry years. The project lies entirely within the boundaries of SCWA’s Zone 40/41 
service area. 

Based on the WSA, the project is anticipated to require 1,484 acre-feet of water per 
year. Water demands for the project have been addressed in the latest Zone 41 Urban 
Water Management Plan and the Zone 40 Water Supply Master Plan (SCWA 2011, 
2016). The projected water demand in the UWMP is estimated in gallons per capita per 
day and based on the projected population as determined by SACOG for the year 2035. 
The project is located within SACOG’s Blueprint Preferred Smart Growth area and 
within the build-out area identified in the Water Supply Master Plan; therefore, the 
population projection for the project area is included in the total population projection for 
SCWA. Thus, based on the WSA conducted for the project and the most current water 
supply projections, water supply would be adequate for the project (SWCA 2018). 

With regards to increased flood risk, the project is not located in a coastal zone or within 
areas where an increase threat of flood may occur (Cal-Adapt 2018). However, 
Sacramento County is vulnerable to riverine flooding. Riverine flooding generally occurs as 
a result of prolonged rainfall, or rainfall combined with snowmelt and/or already saturated 
soils from previous rain events. Riverine flooding can occur anytime from November 
through April and is largely caused by heavy and continued rains. Intense storms may 
overwhelm local waterways, as well as threaten the integrity of flood control structures. 

Sacramento County is considered highly likely to experience catastrophic flooding as a 
result of riverine flooding. Due to the County’s relatively flat, generally low-lying terrain 
and numerous waterways, historically, flooding has constituted the most frequent 
natural hazard experienced by Sacramento County. While it is uncertain precisely how 
and to what extent climate change will affect flooding events in Sacramento County, it is 
reasonable to expect that an increase in flooding could have serious ramifications, 
because the area is already considerably vulnerable. More rapid and earlier snowmelt, 
or increased potential for high-intensity storm events, compared to historical trends, 
could potentially place additional strain on the components of flood control systems 
(e.g., levees, dams), and increase the likelihood of flooding in Sacramento County. The 
project area is not located in a zoned area by the U.S. Federal Emergency Management 
Agency, which means that the area would have protection from the 100-year flood when 
construction is complete (FEMA 2012). Thus, development of the project at the project 
area would be sufficiently protected by flood risk. Refer to Section 12, “Hydrology, 
Drainage, and Water Quality” for more details about flood protection around the project. 

Based on currently available data, the project is not located within an area projected to 
experience a substantial increase in wildland fire risk or flooding as a result of climate 
changes in the future. Further water supply for the project would be adequate. 
Anticipated changes in future climate patterns are not anticipated to have any 
substantial adverse effects on the project. This impact would be less than significant. 
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MITIGATION MEASURES 
No mitigation is required. 
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8 CULTURAL RESOURCES 

INTRODUCTION 

The Mather Field Project EIR (2016) evaluated the Mather South Plan Area (Plan Area) 
at the plan-level and that analysis is hereby incorporated by reference and summarized 
in this section where appropriate. This chapter describes the regulatory and 
environmental setting for cultural resources in the Plan Area, identifies and analyzes 
impacts related to cultural resources from implementation of the Mather South Project at 
a project-level of detail, and if necessary, recommends mitigation measures to reduce 
or eliminate significant impacts. 

Several cultural resource studies have been conducted within the overall Mather Field 
Specific Plan Area, which includes the Mather South Project. The key sources of data 
and information used in the preparation of this section are listed below. 

• detailed records search data, 

• input from Native American tribes and historical organizations, 

• a review of historical literature and previous cultural reports, and 

• field surveys.  

Plate CR-1, below, shows the Mather Field Project study area, the Area of Potential 
Effect (APE), and the previous cultural study coverage locations. The Plan Area is a 
subset of this area and highlighted in yellow. 

During the NOP scoping process, one comment was received about the County’s 
requirements, under AB 52 and SB 18, to notify local tribes of the project.  

A copy of the NOP and comment letters received in response to the NOP are included 
in Appendix PD-2 of this Mather South Project Draft EIR.  

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 

Much of the information in this section is summarized from the Mather Field Project 
Cultural Resources Survey Report, (Survey Report) prepared by ESA, in June 2012 
(ESA 2012). The Survey Report was prepared to support the processing of the Mather 
Field Specific Plan, Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). Parenthetical citations 
indicate information from additional sources. 
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Plate CR-1: Mather Field Project Study Area and Cultural Resources Survey Coverage 
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PREHISTORY 
Central Valley California archaeology has been described as a series of patterns that are 
non-temporal, integrative cultural units - the general life way shared by people within a 
given geographic region. Specifically, three such patterns, which overlap somewhat in 
adjoining areas, are recognized for Central Valley California: the Windmiller, Berkeley, 
and Augustine Patterns. 

The Windmiller Pattern, which may represent the advent of early Penutian 
speaking populations, extends from approximately 4,500 to 3,000 years before 
present. This pattern was focused primarily on the lower Central Valley and Delta 
regions and reflects the influence of a lacustrine or marsh adaptation. 

The Berkeley Pattern extends roughly from 3,000 to 1,500 years before present. 
The Berkeley Pattern has a greater emphasis on the exploitation of the acorn as 
a staple than the earlier Windmiller Pattern. The Berkeley Pattern initially may 
represent the spread of proto-Miwok and Costanoans, collectively known as 
Utians, from their hypothesized lower Sacramento Valley/Delta homeland. 

The Augustine Pattern extended temporally from circa 1,500 years before 
present to European contact. Augustine initially appears to be largely an 
outgrowth of the Berkeley Pattern but may have become a blend of Berkeley 
traits with those carried into the state by the migration of Wintuan populations 
from the north. 

ETHNOLOGY 
The Mather South Plan Area is believed to have been inhabited ethnographically by the 
Nisenan, also known as Southern Maidu, and the Plains Miwok. The Nisenan, together 
with the Maidu and Konkow, form the Maiduan language family of the Penutian linguistic 
stock. The traditional area of the Southern Nisenan is thought to have been located 
between the drainages of the Feather River and the American River. Within this region, 
the Nisenan are thought to have occupied the area from about Big Chico Creek to the 
American River or the Cosumnes River. 

HISTORY 
Prior to the Gold Rush, the first recorded non-Native presence in the area was in 1827 
by Jedediah Smith whose trapping group explored the area in his search for a pass over 
the Sierra Nevada. 

Johann August Sutter arrived in San Francisco in 1839 with a Mexican general passport 
for a small colony which grew into an enormous land grant of 48,000 acres at the 
junction of the Sacramento and American Rivers. Here he established New Helvetia 
(present day Sacramento). In 1839, Sutter built an adobe house which in four years 
grew into a wooden-walled trading post known as Sutter’s Fort. In 1844 William A. 
Leidesdorff was granted 35,000 acres along the American River called “The Rancho Rio 
de las Americanos.” 
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When gold was discovered in 1848, mining camps sprang up along the Sacramento and 
American rivers. Agricultural communities in the American River basin were established 
to feed the miners and expanded as miners left the gold fields and turned to farming 
and ranching. 

HISTORY OF MATHER AIR FORCE BASE 
All of the built environment cultural resources located in the Mather South Plan Area are 
related to the development of the former Mather Air Force Base (Mather AFB) property 
which has been used for aviation since 1918. As part of the Historic Resources Inventory 
and Evaluation Report: Sacramento Mather Airport, Sacramento County, California, JRP 
prepared a history of Mather AFB (JRP 2011), which is summarized below. 

American aircraft were first used in combat during World War I. The Army Air Corps 
quickly assembled a string of training facilities in 1917 and 1918 to train pilots in the use 
of military aircraft. Mather AFB was one such facility. The Army Air Corps purchased 
about 800 acres of pasture land in Sacramento County, and built a small landing strip 
and temporary buildings sufficient to allow training to begin in June 1918 (JRP 2011: 4). 
Opened as Mills Field, the facility was soon renamed to honor Second Lieutenant Carl 
Spencer Mather, an Army Air Service test pilot killed that year in an aerial training 
mission. The war ended on November 11, 1918, and shortly thereafter the Air Corps 
shut down the training operations at Mather AFB (JRP 2011: 3-4, Pacific Legacy 2010: 
11, ESA 2012: 3-14). 

Between the two World Wars, Mather AFB remained in the ownership of the federal 
government and was used sparingly as an auxiliary airfield for larger Air Corps facilities 
elsewhere (JRP 2011: 5). No buildings remain from this relatively quiet interwar period 
(Pacific Legacy 2010: 11-12). From 1938 to 1941, the War Department established new 
bases throughout the nation (JRP 2011: 6). California was home to a disproportionately 
large number of these bases, reflecting the concern that the U.S. would soon be at war 
in the Pacific (Foster-Wheeler and JRP 2000: 7-19, 7-20). Mather AFB was reactivated 
in May 1941 and served various purposes during World War II. For much of the war, it 
was a Port of Debarkation, a take-off point for aircraft, equipment, and personnel bound 
for the Pacific (JRP 2011: 8, Pacific Legacy 2010: 12). 

Following the conclusion of World War II, many bases, including Mather AFB, expanded 
in response to perceived threats from the Soviet Union and other potentially hostile 
nations (JRP 2011: 8). From 1958 to 1963, Mather AFB was home to a squadron of 
long-range bombers, many of which were nuclear armed, as part of the Strategic Air 
Command (SAC). The SAC presence began to diminish in 1963, and the 320th 
Bombardment Wing absorbed the 4134th. The new unit’s primary operations were 
bombardment training and airborne refueling, and, consequently, ground alert 
operations ceased at Mather AFB. In the periods of 1965 to 1966 and 1972 to 1973, 
there were major reductions to the 320th. To serve operations in Southeast Asia, SAC 
relocated much of its Mather unit to new bases (JRP 2011: 9, Ravenstein 1984: 170-
171). Through 1989, Mather AFB was home to a variety of aircraft, from refueling craft 
to navigational training craft. 
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In 1988, the Secretary of Defense created the Base Realignment and Closure 
Commission, which managed an orderly process for closing or realigning military bases 
whose original purpose was no longer needed. Over the next decade, dozens of military 
bases throughout the U.S. were closed, including numerous facilities in California. The 
Air Force officially closed Mather AFB in September 1993 (JRP 2011: 13, Pacific 
Legacy 2010: 12). Beginning in the mid-1990s, Sacramento County began to assign 
portions of the former base for non-military uses. In May 1995, the airport area 
reopened as a general aviation facility with an air cargo focus, operated by the 
Sacramento County Airport System. A portion of the base was designated as Mather 
Regional Park. In 1997, the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) took over the old 
Mather hospital and currently operates it as a VA hospital (JRP 2011: 13). 

Evidence of previous military training is present in the Mather South Plan Area, 
particularly in the central eastern portion of the site, by fox holes, trenches for 
communication wires, and observation posts (ESA 2012: 5-9). There are ten vernacular 
masonry buildings and seven concrete/earthen covered bunkers within the fence line of 
the site (ESA 2012: 5-2). Ten of these structures (six buildings and four bunkers) were 
built between 1957 and 1964, based on historic aerial photographs (ESA 2012: 5-2). All 
structures have been vandalized with graffiti, all of the copper wires have been pulled 
out of the walls and ceilings, and nearly all of the windows have been broken (ESA 
2012: 5-3). The bunkers are also covered with graffiti, but the doors have been either 
welded shut or have a new, heavy-duty padlock inside an iron tube to prevent additional 
tampering (ESA 2012: 5-3). 

REGULATORY SETTING 

FEDERAL 

SECTION 106 OF THE NATIONAL HISTORIC PRESERVATION ACT 
Federal regulations for cultural resources are governed primarily by Section 106 of the 
National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA) of 1966 (as amended). Section 106 of the 
NHPA requires Federal agencies to take into account the effects of their undertakings 
on historic properties and affords the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation (ACHP) 
a reasonable opportunity to comment on such undertakings. The ACHP’s implementing 
regulations are the “Protection of Historic Properties” 36 Code of Federal Regulations 
(CFR) Part 800. The Federal agency first must determine whether it has an undertaking 
that is a type of activity that could affect historic properties. Historic properties are those 
that meet the criteria for or are listed in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP). 

NATIONAL REGISTER OF HISTORIC PLACES 
“Historic properties,” as defined by the ACHP, include any “prehistoric or historic district, 
site, building, structure, or object included in, or eligible for inclusion in the NRHP 
maintained by the Secretary of the Interior” (CFR Section 800.16(I)). Eligibility for 
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inclusion in the NRHP is determined by applying the following criteria, developed by the 
National Park Service in accordance with the NHPA: 

The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archaeology, 
engineering, and culture is present in districts, sites, buildings, structures, and 
objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, 
workmanship, feeling and association and: 

(a) That are associated with events that have made a significant 
contribution to the broad patterns of our history; or 

(b) That are associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; or 

(c) That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period or method 
of construction, or that represent the work of a master, or that possess 
high artistic values, or that represent a significant and distinguishable 
entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or 

(d) That have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in 
prehistory or history. 

STATE 
Under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), lead agencies must consider 
the effects of their projects on historic resources. CEQA defines a “historic resource” as 
a resource listed in, or determined to be eligible for listing in, the California Register of 
Historical Resources (CRHR), a resource included in a local register of historical 
resources, and any object, building, structure, site, area, place, record, or manuscript 
which a lead agency determines to be historically significant (Section 15064.5[a] of the 
CEQA Guidelines). Sacramento County does not currently have a local register. Public 
Resources Code (PRC) Section 5024.1 requires that any properties that can be 
expected to be directly or indirectly affected by a proposed project be evaluated for 
CRHR eligibility. According to PRC Section 5024.1(c)(1–4), a resource may be 
considered historically significant if it retains integrity and meets at least one of the 
following criteria. A property may be listed in the CRHR if the resource: 

1. Is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad 
patterns of California’s history and cultural heritage; 

2. Is associated with the lives of persons important in our past; 

3. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region or method of 
installation, or represents the work of an important creative individual, or 
possesses high artistic values; or  

4. Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or 
history. 
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To be considered eligible, a resource must meet one of the above stated criteria and 
also retain integrity. Integrity has been defined by the National Park Service as 
consisting of seven elements: location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, 
and association. 

Impacts to historical resources that materially impair those characteristics that convey 
its historical significance and justify its inclusion or eligibility for the NRHP or CRHR are 
considered a significant effect on the environment (CEQA guidelines 15065(a)(1)). 

In addition to historically significant resources, which can include archaeological 
resources that meet the criteria listed above, an archeological site may meet the 
definition of a “unique archeological resource” as defined in PRC Section 21083.2: 

An archaeological artifact, object, or site about which it can be clearly 
demonstrated that, without merely adding to the current body of knowledge, there 
is a high probability that it meets any of the following criteria: 

(1) Contains information needed to answer important scientific research 
questions and that there is a demonstrable public interest in that 
information. 

(2) Has a special and particular quality such as being the oldest of its type 
or the best available example of its type. 

(3) Is directly associated with a scientifically recognized important 
prehistoric or historic event or person. 

If it can be demonstrated that a project will cause damage to a unique archaeological 
resource, the lead agency may require reasonable efforts to be made to permit any or 
all of these resources to be preserved in place or left in an undisturbed state. To the 
extent that they cannot be left undisturbed, mitigation measures are required (Section 
21083.2 (a), (b), and (c)). Section 21083.2(g) describes a unique archaeological 
resource as an archaeological artifact, object, or site about which it can be clearly 
demonstrated that without merely adding to the current body of knowledge, there is a 
high probability that it meets any of the following criteria: 

(1) Contains information needed to answer important scientific research questions 
and that there is a demonstrable public interest in that information. 

(2) Has a special and particular quality such as being the oldest of its type or the 
best available example of its type. 

(3) Is directly associated with a scientifically recognized important prehistoric or 
historic event or person. 

State CEQA Guidelines Section 15064.5, subdivision (e), requires that excavation 
activities be stopped whenever human remains are uncovered and that the county 
coroner be called in to assess the remains. If the county coroner determines that the 
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remains are those of Native Americans, the Native American Heritage Commission 
(NAHC) must be contacted within 24 hours. At that time, the lead agency must consult 
with the appropriate Native Americans, if any, as timely identified by the NAHC. Section 
15064.5 directs the lead agency (or applicant), under certain circumstances, to develop 
an agreement with the Native Americans for the treatment and disposition of the remains. 

SENATE BILL 18 
Senate Bill 18 (Government Code Sections 65352.3 and 65352.4) requires that, before 
the adoption or amendment of a general plan proposed on or after March 1, 2005, a city 
or county must provide California Native American tribes an opportunity to participate in 
local land use decisions at an early planning stage, for the purpose of protecting, or 
mitigating impacts to, Native American places, features, and objects. 

ASSEMBLY BILL 52 
As of July 1, 2015, the “[a] project with an effect that may cause a substantial adverse 
change in the significance of a tribal cultural resource is a project that may have a 
significant effect on the environment.” (Pub. Resources Code, § 21084.2.). To help 
determine whether a project may have such an effect, the Public Resources Code 
requires a lead agency to consult with any California Native American tribe that 
requests consultation and is traditionally and culturally affiliated with the geographic 
area of a project. That consultation must take place before the determination of whether 
a negative declaration, mitigated negative declaration, or environmental impact report is 
required for a project. (Pub. Resources Code, § 21080.3.1.) 

AB 52 adds tribal cultural resources to the categories of cultural resources in CEQA, 
which had formerly been limited to historic, archaeological, and paleontological 
resources. “Tribal cultural resources” are defined as either: 

(1) Sites, features, places, cultural landscapes, sacred places, and objects with 
cultural value to a California Native American tribe that are either of the following: 

a. Included or determined to be eligible for inclusion in the California Register 
of Historical Resources (CRHR) 

b. Included in a local register of historical resources as defined in subdivision 
(k) of Section 5020.1. 

(2) A resource determined by the lead agency, in its discretion and supported by 
substantial evidence, to be significant pursuant to criteria set forth in subdivision 
(c) of Section 5024.1. In applying the criteria set forth in subdivision (c) of Section 
5024.1 for the purposes of this paragraph, the lead agency shall consider the 
significance of the resource to a California Native American tribe. 

As stated in Section 11 of AB 52, this act shall apply only to a project that has a notice 
of preparation or a notice of negative declaration or mitigated negative declaration filed 
on or after July 1, 2015. The Revised Notice of Preparation (NOP) for the Mather South 
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Project EIR was filed with the State Clearinghouse on January 5, 2017. Therefore, the 
Mather South EIR is subject to AB -52. 

On January 12, 2017, email notifications were sent to tribes who had previously 
requested consultation through the AB-52 process, and responses requesting 
consultation were received from the Ione Band of Miwok, the United Auburn Indian 
Community of the Auburn Rancheria (UAIC), and Wilton Rancheria. County of 
Sacramento Office of Planning and Environmental Review (PER) provided additional 
information as requested and met with representatives from one of the tribes. Additional 
information about consultation efforts via the AB-52 process can be found below under 
“Consultation.” 

LOCAL 

SACRAMENTO COUNTY GENERAL PLAN 
Relevant policies from the Sacramento General Plan include the following.  

CO-150. Utilize local, state and national resources, such as the NCIC [North Central 
Information Center], to assist in determining the need for a cultural resources 
survey during project review. 

CO-151. Projects involving an adoption or amendment of a General Plan or Specific 
Plan or the designation of open space shall be noticed to all appropriate 
Native American tribes in order to aid in the protection of traditional tribal 
cultural places. 

CO-155. Native American burial sites encountered during preapproved survey or 
during construction shall, whenever possible, remain in situ. Excavation and 
reburial shall occur when in situ preservation is not possible or when the 
archeological significance of the site merits excavation and recording 
procedure. On-site reinternment shall have priority. The project developer 
shall provide the burden of proof that off-site reinternment is the only feasible 
alternative. Reinternment shall be the responsibility of local tribal 
representatives. 

CO-157. Monitor projects during construction to ensure crews follow proper reporting, 
safeguards, and procedures. 

CO-158. As a condition of approval of discretionary permits, a procedure shall be 
included to cover the potential discovery of archaeological resources during 
development or construction. 

CO-159. Request a Native American Statement as part of the environmental review 
process on development projects with identified cultural resources. 
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CORDOVA COMMUNITY PLAN 
The Cordova Community Plan does not contain specific policies related to the 
protection of cultural resources.  

MATHER FIELD SPECIFIC PLAN AND SPECIAL PLANNING AREA 
The Mather Field Specific Plan and Special Planning Area contains the following 
policies that are applicable to the project.  

603-19. PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR MATHER FIELD EXCEPT THE SINGLE 
FAMILY RESIDENCES AND PARKS SUBAREAS AS IDENTIFIED IN SECTION 603-
20.3 AS “Site D.” Should any cultural resources, such as structural features, unusual 
amounts of bone or shell, artifacts, human remains, or architectural remains be 
encountered during any development activities, work shall be suspended and the 
Department of Community Development, Planning and Environmental Review Division 
shall be immediately notified at (916) 874-6141. At that time, the Division of Planning and 
Environmental Review will coordinate any necessary investigation of the find with 
appropriate specialists as needed. The project applicant shall be required to implement 
any mitigation deemed necessary for the protection of the cultural resources. In addition, 
pursuant to Section 5097.97 of the State Public Resources Code and Section 7050.5 of 
the State Health and Safety Code, in the event of the discovery of human remains, all 
work is to stop and the County Coroner shall be immediately notified. If the remains are 
determined to be Native American, guidelines of the Native American Heritage 
Commission shall be adhered to in the treatment and disposition of the remains.  

603-19.1. PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR MATHER FIELD SINGLE FAMILY 
RESIDENCES AND PARKS AS IDENTIFIED IN SECTION 603-20.3 AS “Site D.” Same 
as 603-19.  

DISCLOSURE OF CULTURAL RESOURCES INFORMATION 
Public disclosure of site-specific cultural resources information is expressly exempt from 
the California Public Records Act, Government Code Sections 6250-6270. Furthermore, 
information obtained during Native American consultation or through consultation with 
the local and state agencies, including the North Central Information Center (NCIC), 
should remain confidential and is exempt from public disclosure under Senate Bill 922. 
Additionally, Sacramento County staff has signed an “Agreement to Confidentiality” with 
the NCIC that states that site specific information will not be distributed or released to 
the public or unauthorized individuals. An authorized individual is a professional 
archaeologist or historian that qualifies under the Secretary of Interior’s standards to 
view confidential cultural resources materials. 
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SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA 

In accordance with Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines, a project would be 
considered to have a significant effect if it would result in any of the conditions listed 
below. 

• Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a historical resource 
as defined in CEQA Guidelines, Section 15064.5. 

• Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an archaeological 
resource as defined in CEQA Guidelines, Section 15064.5. 

• Disturb any human remains, including those interred outside of formal 
cemeteries. 

• Cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a tribal cultural 
resource as defined in Public Resources Code 21074. 

METHODOLOGY  

Review of previous cultural resource studies, archival research, Native American 
consultation, and fieldwork were conducted to establish what cultural resources may 
be present within the Mather South Plan Area and, furthermore, may be adversely 
affected because of implementation of the project. 

PRE-FIELD RESEARCH 

PREVIOUS STUDIES FOR THE MATHER FIELD AREA 
The information presented below and the analysis of impacts is based on the following 
studies. 

• Mather Specific Plan Project Sacramento County, California. Draft Phase 
Cultural Resources Survey Report. Draft December 2012. Prepared for the 
United States Army Corps of Engineers, Sacramento District (ESA 2012). 

• Historic Resources Inventory and Evaluation Report: Sacramento Mather Airport, 
Sacramento County, California. Davis, CA (JRP 2011). 

• Revised Draft: Archaeological Resources Inventory and Evaluation of MAMP 3 
and MAMP 4, Mather Airport, Sacramento County California. Sacramento, CA 
(Pacific Legacy 2010). 

• Final Archaeological Resources Inventory and Evaluation Sacramento Mather 
Airport, Sacramento County, California. Final. January. Prepared for CDM, 
Sacramento, CA (Pacific Legacy 2011). 

• Mather Specific Plan Project Sacramento County, California: Draft Phase, 
Cultural Resources Survey. Sacramento, CA (ESA 2012). 
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Previous survey coverage for these reports is illustrated in Plate CR-1. No previously 
recorded resources identified through the previous studies or the records search have 
been recommended or determined eligible for listing in the NRHP or CRHR. 

NCIC RECORD SEARCH 
On April 4, 2014, ICF conducted an updated records search for the Mather Field Project 
study area, which included the Mather South Project Plan Area at the North Central 
Information Center (NCIC) of the California Historical Information System (CHRIS) at 
California State University, Sacramento. The NCIC maintains the State of California’s 
official records of previous cultural resource studies and recorded cultural resources for 
Sacramento County. ICF consulted the CHRIS base maps of previously recorded 
cultural resources for the entire Mather Field APE, and a ¼-mile buffer around the 
Mather Field Project study area. Additional sources of information, consisting of 
previously conducted cultural resources surveys and historic maps (from the U.S. 
Geological Survey and General Land Office), were selectively reviewed to identify areas 
that have a high potential for the presence of historic and prehistoric sites. The following 
resources were reviewed: 

• National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) and California Register of Historical 
Resources (CRHR). 

• California Office of Historic Preservation Historic Property Directory (2010). 

• California Inventory of Historic Resources (1976). 

• Historic Properties reference map. 

ICF also requested a new list of studies for the records search area; a total of 33 studies 
have been conducted. The updated records search identified no new sites in the Mather 
Field Project study area subsequent to the 2012 Survey Report. However, five new 
resources were located within the ¼-mile buffer (P-34-2216, P-34-2219, P-34-719, 
P-34-2224, and P-2225). These resources are all located outside of the project 
boundaries for the Mather Field Project and thus outside of the Mather South Plan Area. 

CONSULTATION 
On January 12, 2017, PER staff sent a notice to the Native American Heritage 
Commission (NAHC) requesting that it consult its sacred lands file and send a list of 
individuals and organizations that may have knowledge of properties of cultural or 
religious importance to Native Americans located within the APE and vicinity of the 
Mather South Project. The NAHC responded, indicating that no sacred lands file 
resources occur in or near the Plan Area. 
Per the requirements of SB 18, PER sent notification letters via certified mail on 
February 17, 2017 to the seven tribal entities with traditional lands or cultural places 
within the boundaries of the Plan Area identified by the NAHC. PER did not receive any 
inquiries for consultation as a result of the SB 18 notifications. 
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Per AB 52, PER sent email notification to tribes who had previously requested 
consultation through the AB 52 process. These notifications were sent on January 12, 
2017 and coincided with the release of the revised NOP for this EIR. PER received 
requests for consultation from the Ione Band of Miwok Indians, UAIC, and Wilton 
Rancheria. PER provided additional project information and electronic copies of the 
cultural studies/surveys conducted to representatives from each of the tribes. Project 
meetings were conducted with representatives from UAIC on June 28, 2017 and August 
30, 2017. UAIC representatives indicated that there were no concerns or issues at this 
time but requested to be notified if the project is revised or expands its boundaries. To 
date, the Ione Band of Miwok Indians and Wilton Rancheria have not provided 
responses for further consultation after continued follow-up. The County has closed the 
consultation process with these tribes.  

FIELD SURVEY 
On May 15 and May 27, 2014, and between January 13 and January 23, 2015, an ICF 
architectural historian, an ICF archaeologist, and ICF cultural resources specialists 
performed updated field surveys of the APE as presented in Plate CR-1. The surveys 
resulted in the identification of 73 resources within the Mather Field APE. Of these 73 
resources, 23 resources are located adjacent to or within the Mather South Plan Area. 

During the surveys, an ICF architectural historian conducted a survey of all built 
environment resources (i.e., buildings, structures, and linear features) constructed 
before 1989 located within the Plan Area. These buildings and structures were 
documented with photographs and written notes. 

California Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) 523 forms were completed for 
buildings, structures, objects and sites within the Plan Area. Copies of these DPR forms 
are provided in ICF’s 2014 Addendum Report for the project. This technical study can 
be reviewed at 827 7th Street, Room 225, Sacramento, CA 95814. 

ISSUES NOT DISCUSSED FURTHER 
All issues have been evaluated below.  

IMPACTS AND ANALYSIS 

2016 MATHER FIELD PROJECT EIR IMPACTS DETERMINATION 
The Mather Field Project EIR evaluated impacts related to cultural resources from 
implementation of the Mather Field Project which consisted of a realignment of Zinfandel 
Drive and trunk extension, creation of the Mather Preserve and the establishment of an 
Urban Development Area designation for the Mather South Plan Area.  

The EIR concluded less than significant impacts at a programmatic-level and for the 
Zinfandel Drive trunk extension related to archaeological resources, unidentified human 
remains, and historical resources with implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-1 
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which would require work stoppage and notification of a professional archaeologist. The 
discussion of impacts can be found on pages 8-18 through 8-25 of the Mather Field 
Project EIR and is hereby incorporated by reference. 

ADOPTED MITIGATION MEASURES  
CR-1: UNANTICIPATED DISCOVERIES OF CULTURAL RESOURCES: If 

subsurface deposits believed to be cultural or human in origin are discovered 
during construction activities, including those activities related to and 
consistent with a wetlands management plan within the proposed (Mather) 
Preserve area, then all work must halt within a 200-foot radius of the 
discovery. A qualified professional archaeologist, meeting the Secretary of the 
Interior’s Professional Qualification Standards for prehistoric and historic 
archaeology, shall be retained at the Applicant’s expense to evaluate the 
significance of the find. If it is determined due to the types of deposits 
discovered that a Native American monitor is required, the Guidelines for 
Monitors/Consultants of Native American Cultural, Religious, and Burial Sites 
as established by the Native American Heritage Commission shall be 
followed, and the monitor shall be retained at applicant’s expense.  

Work cannot continue within the 200-foot radius of the discovery site until the 
archaeologist conducts sufficient research and data collection to make a 
determination that the resource is either 1) not cultural in origin; or 2) not 
potentially eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places or 
California Register of Historical Resources. 

If a potentially-eligible resource is encountered, then the archaeologist and 
project proponent shall arrange for either 1) total avoidance of the resource, if 
possible; or 2) test excavations or total data recovery as mitigation. The 
determination shall be formally documented in writing and submitted to the 
NCIC as verification that the provisions of CEQA for managing unanticipated 
discoveries have been met. 

In addition, pursuant to Section 5097.97 of the State Public Resources Code 
and Section 7050.5 of the State Health and Safety Code, in the event of the 
discovery of human remains, all work is to stop and the County Coroner shall 
be immediately notified. If the remains are determined to be Native American, 
guidelines of the Native American Heritage Commission shall be adhered to 
in the treatment and disposition of the remains. 

MATHER SOUTH PROJECT IMPACTS DETERMINATION 

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS FOR CULTURAL RESOURCES LOCATED IN THE 

MATHER SOUTH PLAN AREA 
A total of 23 resources (buildings, structures, infrastructure remains, and previously 
identified sites) originally constructed before 1989 are located adjacent to or within the 
Mather South Plan Area. Resources constructed after 1989 are not included in this 
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study because of their age and ineligibility for listing as a historic resource. Table CR-1, 
below, provides a summary of the cultural resources identified adjacent to or within the 
Mather South Plan Area, noted in the ESA 2012 report and in the ICF 2014 and ICF 
2015 Addendum Reports. Overall, the resources that remain onsite are related to the 
former Mather AFB. 

Seventeen structures located adjacent to or within the Mather South Plan Area have 
been categorized according to the property types established in JRP’s 2011 report and 
were fully evaluated under NRHP and CRHR Criteria. These buildings and structures 
were also evaluated in accordance with Section 15064.5(a) of CEQA. Through the 
evaluation, these buildings were found not to be significant resources eligible for listing 
in the NRHP or CRHR. The 17 structures in the APE are among dozens of extant 
buildings at the former Mather AFB. All buildings that remain were constructed during 
the Cold War-era expansion of the base during the 1950s and 1980s. These resources 
were not found to be significant additions to Mather AFB. There is no indication that 
they played an important role individually or as a group in supporting Mather AFB 
operations and do not appear to be significant under NRHP Criterion A or CRHR 
Criterion 1. 

According the National Register Bulletin 15, How to Apply the National Register Criteria 
for Evaluation, NRHP Criterion B “is generally restricted to those properties that 
illustrate a person’s important achievements” (U.S. DOI 1995: 14). To be found eligible 
under NRHP Criteria B or CRHR 2, the property must be directly tied to the important 
person and the place where the individual conducted or produced the work for which he 
or she is known. Military buildings and structures that were constructed onsite represent 
the collective efforts of many individuals, rather than the work of any single individual. 
Thus, the remaining Mather AFB buildings and structures ultimately lack the level of 
singular importance necessary for listing in the NRHP under Criterion B or the CRHR 
under Criterion 2. Most of these resources are unadorned buildings and structures 
typical of utilitarian architecture and engineering features found on military bases 
throughout California and elsewhere. Therefore, they do not appear to be significant 
under NRHP Criterion C or CRHR Criterion 3.  

Because these building and structures are not likely to yield any information important in 
prehistory or history, they do not appear to be significant under NRHP Criterion D or 
CRHR Criterion 4. 

The remaining 6 of the 23 resources identified are resources that ICF has categorized 
as minor, ubiquitous, or fragmentary infrastructure (MUFI). Essentially, they are remains 
of the Mather AFB infrastructure and no longer retain necessary associations to context, 
historic distinction, or integrity to be considered eligible for listing in the NRHP or CRHR. 
For this project, MUFI is defined as the following resource type: 

• previously identified resources that no longer exist; 

• building and structure ruins and foundations; 

• air strips and landing pads; 
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• culverts; and 

• fences, walls, gates, and gate posts. 

These resources were fully evaluated under NRHP and CRHR Criteria in DPR 523 
forms are located in Appendix D of the ICF 2014 Addendum Report and Appendix C of 
ICF 2015 Addendum Report. 

Table CR-1: Identified Cultural Resources Adjacent or Within the 
Mather South Plan Area 

Resource 
Reference 
Number 

Previous 
Site Name 

Mather 
Building 
Number 

Original 
Use if 
known 

Property 
Type/Note 

Built 
Environment 

or MUFI 
Year 
Built 

OHP 
Status 

Code-6Z* 
39  18003 Dog kennel  BE 1961 6Z 

40  18002 Dog kennel 
office  BE 1961 6Z 

41  18005 Water well  BE 1958 6Z 

42  unknown  Structure 
remains MUFI n/a 6Z 

43 MSP-
MSB-01 

108202 
and 18021 

Entry 
control 
office 

 BE 1958 6Z 

44 MSP-
MSB-10 18010 

Munition 
maintenanc

e office 
 BE 1958 6Z 

45  18011 
Electrical 
generator 

station 
 BE 1980 6Z 

46 MSP-
MSB-09 18015 Munitions 

inspection  BE 1958 6Z 

47  18018 Missile 
assembly  BE 1975 6Z 

48 MSP-
MSB-08 18025 Storage 

igloo  BE 1958 6Z 

49 MSP-
MSB-07 18030 Storage 

igloo  BE 1958 6Z 

50 MSP-
MSB-06 18035 Storage 

igloo  BE 1958 6Z 

51 MSP-
MSB-05 18040 Storage 

igloo  BE 1958 6Z 

52  18092 
Security 
control 
tower 

Structure 
remains MUFI 1958 6Z 

53 MSP-
MSB-04 18050 Storage 

igloo  BE 1958 6Z 
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Resource 
Reference 
Number 

Previous 
Site Name 

Mather 
Building 
Number 

Original 
Use if 
known 

Property 
Type/Note 

Built 
Environment 

or MUFI 
Year 
Built 

OHP 
Status 

Code-6Z* 

54  
18042, 
18044, 
18046 

Storage 
igloos  BE 1975 6Z 

55 MSP-
MSB-02 18070 Munitions 

shop  BE 1958 6Z 

56 MSP-
MSB-03 18060 Munitions 

storage  BE 1958 6Z 

57a/b  18080 and 
18090 

Explosives 
facilities 

Structure 
remains MUFI 1966 6Z 

58  18051 Fire team 
facility  BE 1980 6Z 

59    Culvert MUFI n/a 6Z 
60    Culvert MUFI n/a 6Z 
61 MSP-01   Fence posts MUFI n/a 6Z 

*Found ineligible for NR, CR or Local designation through survey evaluation 

 

The project would require additional offsite improvements that would result in ground 
disturbing activities that have not been surveyed for cultural or tribal cultural resources 
because they would occur as mitigation for project-related traffic impacts, and as 
separate projects would require future supplemental environmental analysis.  

Segments of roadway along Grant Line Road, Jackson Road, Sunrise Boulevard, and 
Zinfandel Drive would be widened to accommodate additional project-related traffic. 
Additionally, intersections within the traffic study area would be improved from two-way 
stops to either roundabouts or signalized controls. In some cases, lanes would be 
reconfigured to provide an additional turn lane. In the case of freeway capacity issues, 
an electronic traffic management system would be implemented which may result in 
future improvements to carrying capacity of parallel local facilities.  

Implementation of traffic mitigation measures may result in environmental impacts 
because of construction activities and ground-disturbance, specifically including 
resource areas such as air quality, biological resources, cultural resources, and noise. 
Where mitigation and impacts are internal to the Plan Area, impacts are evaluated 
throughout the EIR. In the case of offsite impacts related to traffic improvements such 
as widening roads, installing signals and roundabouts, or reconfiguring lanes, additional 
environmental review would occur, and mitigation similar to that recommended for the 
project would likely be implemented to reduce impacts. All feasible mitigation would be 
required to be implemented consistent with state and federal requirements, as well as 
can be found in the County’s General Plan, Grading Ordinance, Erosion and Sediment 
Control Plan, and any other relevant County regulation for the minimization of 
environmental impacts. 
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HISTORICAL RESOURCES 

IMPACT: CAUSE A SUBSTANTIAL ADVERSE CHANGE IN THE SIGNIFICANCE OF A 
HISTORIC RESOURCE 
Based upon the conclusions of the studies discussed previously, a total of 23 cultural 
resources (archaeological and built environment resources) were identified adjacent to 
or within the Mather South Plan Area. The ICF Addendum Reports conclude that none 
of these resources meet the criteria for listing in the NRHP and/or the CRHR. There 
does not appear to be the potential for a historic district or a historic landscape for which 
these resources might be considered as contributing elements. Consequently, none of 
the 23 buildings, structures or objects are considered historic resources for the 
purposes of CEQA. Therefore, the Mather South Project would not result in any impacts 
to known historic resources; however, given the historic uses of the Plan Area, unknown 
historic resources may be uncovered during construction activities. This would be a 
potentially significant impact. With implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-1, the 
project would result in a less than significant impact with mitigation. 

MITIGATION MEASURE 
CR-1. For any unexpected historic or cultural resources discovered during project 

construction, work shall be halted until a qualified archaeologist evaluates the 
resource encountered. 

1. In the event of an inadvertent discovery of historic or cultural resources, all 
work must halt within a 200-foot radius of the discovery. A qualified 
professional archaeologist, meeting the Secretary of the Interior’s 
Professional Qualification Standards for prehistoric and historic 
archaeology, shall be retained at the Applicant’s expense to evaluate the 
significance of the find. If it is determined due to the types of deposits 
discovered that a Native American monitor is required, the Guidelines for 
Monitors/Consultants of Native American Cultural, Religious, and Burial 
Sites as established by the Native American Heritage Commission shall 
be followed, and the monitor shall be retained at the Applicant’s expense. 

a. Work cannot continue within the 200-foot radius of the discovery site 
until the archaeologist and/or tribal monitor conducts sufficient research 
and data collection to determine that the resource is either 1) not cultural 
in origin; or 2) not potentially eligible for listing on the National Register 
of Historic Places or California Register of Historical Resources. 

b. If a potentially-eligible resource is encountered, then the archaeologist 
and/or tribal monitor, Office of Planning and Environmental Review staff, 
and project proponent shall arrange for either 1) total avoidance of the 
resource, if possible; or 2) test excavations or total data recovery as 
mitigation. The determination shall be formally documented in writing 
and submitted to the County Environmental Coordinator as verification 
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that the provisions of CEQA for managing unanticipated discoveries 
have been met. 

2. Pursuant to Sections 5097.97 and 5097.98 of the State Public Resources 
Code, and Section 7050.5 of the State Health and Safety Code, if a 
human bone or bone of unknown origin is found during construction, all 
work is to stop and the County Coroner and Office of Planning and 
Environmental Review (PER) shall be immediately notified. If the remains 
are determined to be Native American, the coroner shall notify the Native 
American Heritage Commission within 24 hours, and the Native American 
Heritage Commission shall identify the person or persons it believes to be 
the most likely descendent from the deceased Native American. The most 
likely descendent may make recommendations to the landowner or the 
person responsible for the excavation work, for means of treating or 
disposition of, with appropriate dignity, the human remains and any 
associated grave goods. 

ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

IMPACT: CAUSE SUBSTANTIAL ADVERSE CHANGE IN THE SIGNIFICANCE OF A UNIQUE 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCE 
No archaeological resources were identified as a result of previous studies conducted; 
however, it is still possible that significant buried archaeological materials are present 
within the Mather South Plan Area. Disturbance or destruction of previously unknown 
resources may result from ground-disturbing construction activities. This would be a 
potentially significant impact. With implementation of Mitigation Measure CR-1 (above), 
environmental impacts to potentially significant cultural resources (including 
archaeological resources) would be less than significant with mitigation. 

MITIGATION MEASURE 
Implement Mitigation Measure CR-1. 

HUMAN REMAINS 

IMPACT: DISTURB ANY HUMAN REMAINS, INCLUDING THOSE INTERRED OUTSIDE OF 
FORMAL CEMETERIES 
There are no known human burial sites within the Mather South Plan Area; however, it 
is possible that buried human remains are present and have not been identified 
because of a lack of surficial evidence. It is possible that previously unknown human 
remains may be encountered during ground-disturbing construction activities associated 
with the project. This would be a potentially significant impact. Section 5097.94 of the 
Public Resources Code and Section 7050 of the California Health and Safety Code 
protect Native American burials, skeletal remains and grave goods, regardless of age 
and provide method and means for the appropriate handling of such remains. In the 
event that human remains are discovered during implementation of the Mather South 
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Project, strict adherence to mitigation as outlined in Mitigation Measure CR-1 (above) 
would reduce this impact to less than significant with mitigation. 

MITIGATION MEASURES 
Implement Mitigation Measure CR-1. 

TRIBAL CULTURAL RESOURCES 

IMPACT: CAUSE A SUBSTANTIAL ADVERSE CHANGE IN THE SIGNIFICANCE OF A 
TRIBAL CULTURAL RESOURCE  
To determine the possibility of impacts to tribal cultural resources, PER staff consulted 
with three separate tribal entities: The Ione Band of Miwok, the UAIC, and Wilton 
Rancheria. None of these tribes have indicated that tribal cultural resources are known 
within the Mather South Plan Area. Because no tribal cultural resources have been 
identified within the Plan Area to date, potential impacts would likely be less than 
significant. Nonetheless, the potential exists to uncover previously undiscovered tribal 
cultural resources during construction activities. Disturbance of these unknown 
resources would be a potentially significant impact. Implementation of Mitigation 
Measure CR-2 would reduce this impact to less than significant with mitigation. 

MITIGATION MEASURES 
CR-2. If the lead agency determines that a project may cause a substantial adverse 

change to a tribal cultural resource, and measures are not otherwise identified 
in the consultation process provided in Section 21080.3.2 of the Public 
Resources Code, one of the following measures would be implemented to 
avoid and/or minimize the impact to tribal cultural resources: 

1. Avoidance and preservation of the resources in place, including, but not 
limited to, planning and construction to avoid the resources and protect 
the cultural and natural context, or planning greenspace, parks or other 
open space, to incorporate the resources with culturally appropriate 
protection and management criteria. 

2. Treating the resource with culturally appropriate dignity taking into account 
the tribal cultural values and meaning of the resource, including, but not 
limited to, the following: 

a. Protecting the cultural character and integrity of the resource. 

b. Protecting the traditional use of the resource. 

c. Protecting the confidentiality of the resource. 

3. Permanent conservation easements or other interests in real property, 
with culturally appropriate management criteria for the purposes of 
preserving or utilizing the resources or places. 

4. Protecting the resource. 
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9 ENERGY 

INTRODUCTION  

The Mather Field Project EIR (2016) evaluated the provision of electricity and gas 
service to the Mather South Plan Area at the plan-level and that analysis is hereby 
incorporated by reference in this document and summarized as appropriate below. This 
chapter was prepared pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15126 and Appendix F of 
the CEQA guidelines, which require that EIRs include a discussion of the potential 
energy impacts of projects. The analysis considers whether the Mather South Project 
would result in inefficient, wasteful, and unnecessary consumption of energy.  

During the NOP scoping process, no commenters raised concerns related to the 
energy. A copy of the NOP and comment letters received in response to the NOP are 
included in Appendix PD-2 of this Mather South Project Draft EIR.  

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 

PHYSICAL SETTING 

ENERGY FACILITIES AND SERVICES IN THE PLAN AREA 
Electric service in the Mather South Plan Area is provided by the Sacramento Municipal 
Utility District (SMUD), while natural gas services are provided by West Coast Gas 
Company, which is a regulated, full service, natural gas supplier and distribution utility. 
Natural gas facilities exist in the Plan Area along Douglas Road, Sunset Boulevard, and 
Kiefer Boulevard (southern plan boundary). There are existing electrical infrastructure 
facilities along Sunrise Boulevard, Zinfandel Drive, and Kiefer Boulevard. The site is 
located directly south of Jackson Road and north of four two SMUD 230 kilovolt (kV) 
transmission lines, and two Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E) lines, that run 
through the proposed south-easterly portion of the West Jackson Highway Master Plan 
development area.  

ENERGY TYPES AND SOURCES 
California relies on a regional power system comprised of a diverse mix of natural gas, 
renewable, hydroelectric, and nuclear generation resources. Recent trends associated 
with energy use in California are discussed below. 

Gasoline and diesel fuel sold in California for motor vehicles is refined in California to 
meet specific formulations required by the California Air Resources Board (CARB). 
Major petroleum refineries in California are concentrated in three counties: Contra 
Costa County in northern California, Kern County in central California, and Los Angeles 
County in southern California.  
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In 2014, approximately 35 percent of all natural gas consumed in the State was used to 
generate electricity. Residential land uses represented approximately 17 percent of 
California’s natural gas consumption with the balance consumed by the industrial, 
resource extraction, and commercial sectors (EIA 2014). PG&E is the primary natural 
gas supplier in Sacramento County. 

Power plants in California meet approximately 68 percent of the in-state electricity 
demand; hydroelectric power from the Pacific Northwest provides another 12 percent; 
and power plants in the southwestern U.S. provide another 20 percent (EIA 2014). The 
contribution of in-state and out-of-state power plants depends upon, among other 
factors, the precipitation that occurred in the previous year and the corresponding 
amount of hydroelectric power that is available. SMUD is the primary electricity supplier 
in Sacramento County. 

As of July 2018, the California electricity system was powered by 29 percent 
renewables, including biomass, geothermal, small hydroelectric, solar, and wind (CEC 
2018a). Details on California renewable energy policy is included below in the 
Regulatory Setting. 

ALTERNATIVE FUELS 
A variety of alternative fuels are used to reduce demand for petroleum-based fuel. 
Conventional gasoline and diesel may be replaced (depending on the capability of the 
vehicle) with many transportation fuels, including biodiesel, electricity, ethanol, 
hydrogen, natural gas/methane, propane, and renewable diesel. 

California has a growing number of alternative fuel vehicles through the joint efforts of 
California Energy Commission (CEC), CARB, local air districts, federal government, 
transit agencies, utilities, and other public and private entities. As of September 2016, 
California contained nearly 14,000 alternative fueling stations (AFDC 2017). 

COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL ENERGY USE IN SACRAMENTO COUNTY 
SMUD purchases, generates, and distributes electric power to a 900-square mile 
services area in Sacramento County. Electricity purchased and produced by SMUD is 
generated from a variety of sources including hydro generation; cogeneration plants; 
advanced and renewable technologies such as wind, solar, and biomass/landfill gas 
power; and power purchased on the wholesale market. In 2016, non-residential 
customers in Sacramento County including the incorporated cities within the County, 
consumed 6,056 Gigawatt Hours (GWh) of electricity while residential customers 
consumed 4,795 GWh of electricity. In the same year, non-residential customers in 
Sacramento County consumed 104 million therms of natural gas and residential 
customers consumed 182 million therms of natural gas (CEC 2016).  

ENERGY USE FOR TRANSPORTATION 
Transportation is the second largest energy consumer nationwide, accounting for 27 
percent of the total national energy use (U.S. Department of Energy 2016). On-road 
vehicles are estimated to consume approximately 80 percent of California’s transportation 
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energy demand, with cars, trucks, and buses accounting for nearly all of the on-road fuel 
consumption. Petroleum products (gasoline, diesel, jet fuel) account for almost 99 percent 
of the energy used in California by the transportation sector, with the rest provided by 
ethanol, natural gas, and electricity (Bureau of Transportation Statistics 2015). 

VEHICLE MILES TRAVELED AND GASOLINE CONSUMPTION 
As noted in the Regulatory Setting of this section, several State mandates and efforts, 
such as Senate Bill (SB) 375, seek to reduce vehicle miles traveled (VMT) in California. 
Fuel consumption per capita in California decreased by nearly 11 percent from 2008 to 
2011 (Bureau of Transportation Statistics 2015). Despite the progress in reducing per-
capita VMT and per-capita fuel consumption, the continued projected increases in total 
fuel consumption and VMT can be attributed to the overall increase in population. In 
2016, the daily VMT in unincorporated Sacramento County totaled 8,741,000, which 
accounts for 25 percent of the County’s total daily VMT including state highways and 
incorporated cities within the County (Caltrans 2016). In 2016, the average fuel efficiency 
for a gasoline light duty automobile in Sacramento County was 27 miles per gallon. In 
Sacramento County, the average fuel efficiency for a gasoline light duty truck in 
Sacramento County was 23 miles per gallon (CARB 2018a).  

ENERGY USE AND CLIMATE CHANGE 
Scientists and climatologists have produced evidence that the burning of fossil fuels by 
vehicles, power plants, industrial facilities, residences, and commercial facilities has led 
to an increase of greenhouse gases (GHG) in the earth’s atmosphere and resulted in 
increases earth’s temperature. For an analysis of GHG emissions and the project’s 
impacts on climate change, refer to Chapter 7, “Greenhouse Gas Emissions and 
Climate Change.” 

REGULATORY SETTING  

FEDERAL 

ENERGY POLICY AND CONSERVATION ACT, AND CAFE STANDARDS 
The Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975 established nationwide fuel economy 
standards to conserve transportation fuels. Pursuant to this Act, the National Highway 
Traffic and Safety Administration, part of the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), 
is responsible for revising existing fuel economy standards and establishing new vehicle 
economy standards as part of the Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) program. 
Compliance with CAFE standards is determined based on each manufacturer’s average 
fuel economy for the portion of their vehicles produced for sale. Under the program, 
DOT is authorized to assess penalties for noncompliance. Under the Energy 
Independence and Security Act of 2007 (described below), the CAFE standards were 
revised for the first time in 30 years. 
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ENERGY POLICY ACT OF 1992 
The Energy Policy Act of 1992 (EPAct) was passed to increase the use of clean energy 
and increase energy efficiency in the United States. The legislation covers a broad 
range of topics related to energy use including energy efficiency, alternative fuels, 
electric vehicles, radioactive waste, and energy conservation. The act provides tax 
incentives and marketing strategies for increase the use renewable energy 
technologies, establishes certain energy efficiency requirements for commercial 
buildings and establishes efficiency standards for commercial heating and air-
conditioning equipment, electric motors, and lamps. EPAct also requires certain federal, 
state, and local government and private fleets to purchase a percentage of light-duty 
AFVs capable of running on alternative fuels each year.  

ENERGY POLICY ACT OF 2005 
The Energy Policy Act of 2005 provides renewed and expanded tax credits for electricity 
generated by qualified energy sources, such as landfill gas; provides bond financing, tax 
incentives, grants, and loan guarantees for clean renewable energy and rural community 
electrification; and establishes a federal purchase requirement for renewable energy. 

STATE 

WARREN-ALQUIST ACT 
The 1975 Warren-Alquist Act established the California Energy Resources Conservation 
and Development Commission, now known as CEC. The Act established state policy to 
reduce wasteful, uneconomical, and unnecessary uses of energy by employing a range of 
measures. The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) regulates privately-owned 
utilities in the energy, rail, telecommunications, and water fields. 

ENERGY ACTION PLAN 
The first Energy Action Plan (EAP) emerged in 2003 from a crisis atmosphere in 
California’s energy markets. The State’s three major energy policy agencies (CEC, 
CPUC, and the Consumer Power and Conservation Financing Authority [established 
under deregulation and now defunct]) came together to develop one high-level, 
coherent approach to meeting California’s electricity and natural gas needs. It was the 
first time that energy policy agencies formally collaborated to define a common vision 
and set of strategies to address California’s future energy needs and emphasize the 
importance of the impacts of energy policy on the California environment. 

In the October 2005 Energy Action Plan II, CEC and CPUC updated their energy policy 
vision by adding some important dimensions to the policy areas included in the original 
EAP, such as the emerging importance of climate change, transportation-related energy 
issues, and research and development activities. The CEC recently adopted an update 
to the EAP II in February 2008 that supplements the earlier EAPs and examines the 
State’s ongoing actions in the context of global climate change. 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA ENERGY ACTION PLAN 
CEC is responsible for preparing the State Energy Plan, which identifies emerging 
trends related to energy supply, demand, conservation, public health and safety, and 
the maintenance of a healthy economy. The current plan is the 1997 California Energy 
Plan. The plan calls for the State to assist in the transformation of the transportation 
system to improve air quality, reduce congestion, and increase the efficient use of fuel 
supplies with the least environmental and energy costs. To further this policy, the plan 
identifies a number of strategies, including assistance to public agencies and fleet 
operators in implementing incentive programs for zero-emission vehicles and 
addressing their infrastructure needs; and encouragement of urban design that reduces 
VMT and accommodates pedestrian and bicycle access. 

ASSEMBLY BILL 2076: REDUCING DEPENDENCE ON PETROLEUM 
Pursuant to Assembly Bill (AB) 2076 (Chapter 936, Statutes of 2000), CEC and CARB 
prepared and adopted a joint agency report in 2003, Reducing California’s Petroleum 
Dependence. Included in this report are recommendations to increase the use of 
alternative fuels to 20 percent of on-road transportation fuel use by 2020 and 30 percent 
by 2030, significantly increase the efficiency of motor vehicles, and reduce per capita 
VMT (CEC 2003). Further, in response to the CEC’s 2003 and 2005 Integrated Energy 
Policy Reports, Governor Davis directed CEC to take the lead in developing a long-term 
plan to increase alternative fuel use. 

SENATE BILL 1078: CALIFORNIA RENEWABLES PORTFOLIO STANDARD PROGRAM 
SB 1078 (Chapter 516, Statutes of 2002) establishes a renewable portfolio standard 
(RPS) for electricity supply. The RPS requires that retail sellers of electricity, including 
investor-owned utilities and community choice aggregators, provide 20 percent of their 
supply from renewable sources by 2017. This target date was moved forward by SB 
1078 to require compliance by 2010. In addition, electricity providers subject to the RPS 
must increase their renewable share by at least one percent each year. The outcome of 
this legislation will impact regional transportation powered by electricity. As of 2018, the 
State has reported that 29 percent of electricity is sourced from certified renewable 
sources (see “Environmental Settings” section). 

SENATE BILL X1-2: CALIFORNIA RENEWABLE ENERGY RESOURCES ACT 
SB X1-2 of 2011 requires all California utilities to generate 33 percent of their electricity 
from renewables by 2020. SB X1-2 sets a three-stage compliance period requiring all 
California utilities, including independently-owned utilities, energy service providers, and 
community choice aggregators, to generate 20 percent of their electricity from 
renewables by December 31, 2013; 25 percent by December 31, 2016; and 33 percent 
by December 31, 2020. SB X1-2 also requires the renewable electricity standard to be 
met increasingly with renewable energy that is supplied to the California grid from 
sources within, or directly proximate to, California. SB X1-2 mandates that renewables 
from these sources make up at least 50 percent of the total renewable energy for the 
2011–2013 compliance period, at least 65 percent for the 2014-2016 compliance 
period, and at least 75 percent for 2016 and beyond.  
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SENATE BILL 350: CLEAN ENERGY AND POLLUTION REDUCTION ACT OF 2015 
The Clean Energy and Pollution Reduction Act of 2015 (SB 350) requires the amount of 
electricity generated and sold to retail customers per year from eligible renewable 
energy resources to be increased to 50 percent by December 31, 2030. This act also 
requires doubling of the energy efficiency savings in electricity and natural gas for retail 
customers through energy efficiency and conservation by December 31, 2030. 

ASSEMBLY BILL 1007: STATE ALTERNATIVE FUELS PLAN 
AB 1007 (Chapter 371, Statues of 2005) required CEC to prepare a state plan to 
increase the use of alternative fuels in California. CEC prepared the State Alternative 
Fuels Plan (SAF Plan) in partnership with CARB and in consultation with other state, 
federal, and local agencies. The SAF Plan presents strategies and actions California 
must take to increase the use of alternative non-petroleum fuels in a manner that 
minimizes the costs to California and maximizes the economic benefits of in-state 
production. The SAF Plan assessed various alternative fuels and developed fuel 
portfolios to meet California’s goals to reduce petroleum consumption, increase 
alternative fuel use, reduce GHG emissions, and increase in-state production of biofuels 
without causing a significant degradation of public health and environmental quality. 

EXECUTIVE ORDER S-06-06 
Executive Order (EO) S-06-06, signed on April 25, 2006, establishes targets for the use 
and production of biofuels and biopower, and directs state agencies to work together to 
advance biomass programs in California while providing environmental protection and 
mitigation. The EO establishes the following target to increase the production and use of 
bioenergy, including ethanol and biodiesel fuels made from renewable resources: 
produce a minimum of 20 percent of its biofuels within California by 2010, 40 percent by 
2020, and 75 percent by 2050. The EO also calls for the State to meet a target for use 
of biomass electricity. The 2011 Bioenergy Action Plan identifies those barriers and 
recommends actions to address them so that the State can meet its clean energy, 
waste reduction, and climate protection goals. As of 2015, 3.2 percent of the total 
electricity system power in California was derived from biomass. 

CALIFORNIA GREEN BUILDING STANDARDS 
California Code of Regulations, Title 24, Part 6, is California’s Energy Efficiency 
Standards for Residential and Non-Residential Buildings. Title 24 was established by 
CEC in 1978 in response to a legislative mandate to create uniform building codes to 
reduce California’s energy consumption and provide energy efficiency standards for 
residential and non-residential buildings. In May 2018, the CEC adopted proposed 
changes for the 2019 Building Energy Efficiency Standards as part of the rulemaking 
process and, if adopted, would take effect on January 1, 2020. The proposed new 
standards are not officially adopted yet and require final approval from the California 
Building Standards Commissions; however, they are not anticipated to change 
substantially from what has been proposed thus far. The standards are designed to 
move the State closer to its zero net energy goals for new residential development. It 
does so by requiring all new residences to install enough renewable energy to offset all 
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the site electricity needs of each residential unit (CCR, Title 24, Part 6, section 
150.1(c)14). CEC estimates that the combination of mandatory on-site renewable 
energy and prescriptively-required energy efficiency features will result in new 
residential construction that uses 53 percent less energy than the 2016 standards. 
Nonresidential buildings are anticipated to reduce energy consumption by 30 percent 
compared to the 2016 standards primarily through prescriptive requirements for high-
efficacy lighting (CEC 2018b). The building efficiency standards are enforced through 
the local plan check and building permit process. Local government agencies may 
adopt and enforce additional energy standards for new buildings as reasonably 
necessary in response to local climatologic, geologic, or topographic conditions, 
provided that these standards are demonstrated to be cost effective and exceed the 
energy performance required by Title 24, Part 6. 

ASSEMBLY BILL 32, CLIMATE CHANGE SCOPING PLAN AND UPDATE 
In December 2008, CARB adopted its Climate Change Scoping Plan, which contains 
the main strategies California will implement to achieve reduction of approximately 118 
million metric tons (MMT) of carbon dioxide-equivalent (CO2e) emissions, or 
approximately 21.7 percent from the State’s projected 2020 emission level of 545 MMT 
of CO2e under a business-as-usual scenario (this is a reduction of 47 MMT CO2e, or 
almost 10 percent, from 2008 emissions). In 2016, statewide GHG emissions from GHG 
emitting activities were 429 MMTCO2e. As a result, California has reached the target 
established in Assembly Bill (AB) 32 to reduce statewide GHG emissions to 1990 levels 
(431 MMTCO2e) by 2020 and has done so four years ahead of the target year. 

On December 14, 2017, CARB approved the 2030 Climate Change Scoping Plan, 
which lays out the framework for achieving the 2030 reductions as established in EO B-
30-15 and SB 32 and AB 197 (discussed below). The Scoping Plan Update identifies 
reductions to be made by each sector to achieve a 40 percent reduction of 1990 levels 
of GHGs by 2030. The measures identified in the 2017 Scoping Plan Update will have 
the co-benefit of reducing California’s dependency of fossil fuels and making land use 
development and transportation systems more energy efficient. More details about the 
statewide GHG reduction goals and Scoping Plan measures are provided in the 
regulatory setting of Chapter 7, “Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Climate Change.” 

SENATE BILL 375 
Senate Bill 375 (SB 375), signed by the Governor in September 2008, aligns regional 
transportation planning efforts, regional GHG emission reduction targets, and land use 
and housing allocation. SB 375 requires metropolitan planning organizations (MPOs) to 
adopt a Sustainable Communities Strategy or Alternative Planning Strategy, showing 
prescribed land use allocation in each MPO’s Regional Transportation Plan. CARB, in 
consultation with the MPOs, is to provide each affected region with reduction targets for 
GHGs emitted by passenger cars and light trucks in their respective regions for 2020 
and 2035. Implementation of SB 375 will have the co-benefit of reducing California’s 
dependency of fossil fuels and making land use development and transportation 
systems more energy efficient. 
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In March of 2018, CARB approved the final staff recommendations for updated MPO 
reduction targets. The final recommended reduction targets established for SACOG are 
to achieve a 7 percent per-capita reduction compared to 2012 emissions from cars and 
trucks by 2020 and a 19 percent per-capita reduction by 2035 (CARB 2018b).  

EXECUTIVE ORDER B-30-15 
Executive Order B-30-15 establishes a California GHG reduction target of 40 percent 
below 1990 levels by 2030. The executive order aligns California’s GHG reduction 
targets with those of leading international governments such as the 28-nation European 
Union which adopted the same target in October 2014. California is on track to meet or 
exceed the target of reducing GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020, as established in 
the California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (AB 32, discussed above). 
California’s new emission reduction target of 40 percent below 1990 levels by 2030 will 
make it possible to reach the ultimate goal of reducing emissions 80 percent below 
1990 levels by 2050. Reductions in GHG emissions can also result in reduction in 
energy consumption from increasing energy efficiency (building and vehicles) and 
replacement of fossil fuel sources with renewable energy sources.  

SENATE BILL 32 AND ASSEMBLY BILL 197 OF 2016 
In August 2016, Governor Brown signed SB 32 and AB 197, which serve to extend 
California’s GHG reduction programs beyond 2020. SB 32 amended the Health and 
Safety Code to include Section 38566, which contains language to authorize CARB to 
achieve a statewide GHG emission reduction of at least 40 percent below 1990 levels 
by no later than December 31, 2030. SB 32 codified the targets established by EO B-
30-15 for 2030, which set the next interim step in the State’s continuing efforts to pursue 
the long-term target expressed in EOs S-3-05 and B-30-15 of 80 percent below 1990 
emissions levels by 2050. Achievement of these goals will have the co-benefit of 
reducing California’s dependency of fossil fuels and making land use development and 
transportation systems more energy efficient. 

ADVANCED CLEAN CARS PROGRAM 
In January 2012, CARB approved the Advanced Clean Cars program which combines 
the control of GHG emissions and criteria air pollutants, as well as requirements for 
greater numbers of zero-emission vehicles, into a single package of standards for 
vehicle model years 2017 through 2025. The new rules strengthen the GHG standard 
for 2017 models and beyond. This will be achieved through existing technologies, the 
use of stronger and lighter materials, and more efficient drivetrains and engines. The 
program’s zero-emission vehicle regulation requires battery, fuel cell, and/or plug-in 
hybrid electric vehicles to account for up to 15 percent of California’s new vehicle sales 
by 2025. The program also includes a clean fuels outlet regulation designed to support 
the commercialization of zero-emission hydrogen fuel cell vehicles planned by vehicle 
manufacturers by 2015 by requiring increased numbers of hydrogen fueling stations 
throughout the state. The program will have significant energy demand implications as 
battery, fuel cell, and/or plug-in hybrid electric vehicle sales increase overtime, creating 
new demand for electricity services both in residential and commercial buildings (e.g. 
charging stations) as well as demand for new EV and hydrogen fuel cell charging 
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stations. The number of stations will grow as vehicle manufacturers sell more fuel cell 
vehicles. By 2025, when the rules will be fully implemented, the statewide fleet of new 
cars and light trucks will emit 34 percent fewer global warming gases and 75 percent 
fewer smog-forming emissions than the statewide fleet in 2016 (CARB 2016).  

LOCAL 

SACRAMENTO COUNTY GENERAL PLAN 
The Sacramento County General Plan contains the following policies and 
implementation measures which pertain to energy use.  

EN-1. Develop standards which would reduce the energy required to maintain 
interior spaces in the comfort zone, including such standards as tree planting 
and proper orientation of dwellings. 

EN-2. Inform the public of the need and of ways to conserve energy in the home.  

EN-5. Reduce travel distances and reliance on the automobile and facilitate 
increased use of public transit through appropriate land use plans and 
regulations.  

EN-6. Actively support the efforts of the Regional Transit District to expand and 
upgrade service and attract an increasing percentage of travel.  

EN-7. Expand existing programs and develop new programs which promote and 
encourage vanpooling and carpooling.  

EN-8. Promote and encourage increased percentages of more efficient cars.  

EN-9. Inform the public of the need to reduce auto travel and encourage the use of 
public transit and other energy efficient modes of travel.  

EN-10. Continue implementation of the Bikeways Master Plan and develop standards 
for neighborhood bikeways and pedestrian-ways, incorporating them into 
Neighborhood Planning Standards. 

EN-11. Promote the location within the Sacramento area of those industries which 
are labor intensive, utilize solar energy systems, and are consistent with other 
policies in terms of environmental protection.  

EN-12. Encourage industry located or locating in the Sacramento area to participate 
in cogeneration of power. 

EN-14. Develop or revise design standards relating to building solar orientation, 
landscaping, impervious surfaces, and parking space requirements to 
conserve energy. 
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EN-16. Promote the use of passive and active solar systems in new and existing 
residential, commercial, and institutional buildings as well as the installation of 
solar swimming pool heaters and solar water and space heating systems.  

EN-17. Support the development and improvement of solar space cooling systems.  

EN-18. Develop and implement standards for the protection of the solar rights of 
property owners.  

EN-19. Support the development and use of renewable sources of energy, including 
but not limited to biomass, solar, wind, and geothermal.  

CORDOVA COMMUNITY PLAN 
The Cordova Community Plan does not contain specific policies related to energy 
consumption.  

MATHER FIELD SPECIFIC PLAN AND SPECIAL PLANNING AREA 
There are no policies within the Mather Field Specific Plan or Special Planning Area that 
pertain to energy.  

SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA 

The following significance criteria are based on CEQA Guidelines Appendix F (energy), 
under which implementation of the project would have a potentially significant adverse 
impact if the project would: 

1. Result in wasteful, inefficient, or unnecessary consumption of energy, during 
project construction or operation, as evidenced by a failure to decrease overall 
per-capita energy consumption or decrease reliance on fossil fuels such as coal, 
natural gas, and oil; 

2. Fail to incorporate feasible renewable energy or energy efficiency measures into 
building design, equipment use, transportation, or other project features, or 
otherwise fail to increase reliance on renewable energy sources; or 

3. Exceed the available capacities of energy supplies that require the construction 
of facilities. 

METHODOLOGY 

CONSTRUCTION 
Development of the Mather South Project is anticipated to take place in four phases 
over a 14-year period from 2019 through 2032. Energy consumption associated with 
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construction of the project includes gasoline and diesel fuel use for construction worker 
commute trips, vendor haul trips, and off-road diesel equipment.  

Construction-related energy consumption anticipated with the development of various 
land uses as part of the project was estimated, including the gallons of gasoline, and 
gallons of diesel fuel. Energy consumption estimates are included in Appendix EN-1. 
Construction-related energy consumption levels associated with project implementation 
were calculated using the California Emissions Estimator Model (CalEEMod) version 
2016.3.2 computer program (CAPCOA 2017) and were estimated using project specific 
construction activity data for the phased development of the various land uses included 
in the project. Where specific information about construction activity was not known, 
CalEEMod default values based on the project’s land uses and location of the project 
site were used. Transportation fuel consumption associated with construction worker 
commutes for all phases of construction activity were estimated using CARB’s 
EMFAC2017 (i.e., average fuel use by vehicle class for passenger vehicles). Off-road 
fuel consumption was estimated using CalEEMod default off-road equipment used for 
each phase of construction and fuel use rates for this equipment from the South Coast 
Air Quality Management District CEQA Air Quality Handbook (SCAQMD 1993).  

OPERATIONS 
Energy use related to the Mather South Project would include electricity and natural gas 
use in new buildings and fuel consumptions related to increased vehicle activity under 
the project. Building energy would include energy consumed for space heating and 
cooling, appliances, facility and equipment operation, lighting, and other miscellaneous 
plug loads at residential units, the elementary school, the environmental education 
campus, the research and development campus and retail land uses. Transportation-
related energy consumption includes the use of fuels and electricity to power cars, 
trucks, and public transportation. Energy would also be consumed by equipment and 
vehicles used during project construction and routine maintenance activities. 

Energy use associated with building operations for the land uses included in the project 
was estimated using CalEEMod v. 2016.3.2 with appropriate adjustments made to 
account for the 2019 Building Energy Efficiency Standards under Title 24. The 2019 
Title 24 Building Energy Efficiency Standards require single-family housing to generate 
their electricity demand from renewable sources such as solar photovoltaics. Emissions 
modeling accounted for solar generation based on the 2019 Title 24 standards. 
Assumptions and details regarding the estimated solar generation can be found in 
Appendix AQ-GHG-1. Table EN-2 below summarizes the levels of energy consumption 
associated with the operation of new buildings and facilities that would be built as part of 
project implementation. Considering the 14-year buildout of the project, this approach is 
conservative in that full project buildout is unlikely to occur under the 2019 Building 
Energy Efficiency Standards. As the Title 24 Building Energy Efficiency Standards 
continue to be updated on a triennial basis, project development which is to occur under 
future Building Energy Efficiency Standards is anticipated to result in further reductions 
in building energy use associated with the project.  
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Energy use associated with transportation activities as part of the project were 
estimated based on the traffic study which was conducted for the project using the 
traffic study annual VMT estimate. Transportation fuel-use associated with these 
activities were calculated by applying average fuel usage rates per vehicle mile to the 
total annual VMT estimates associated with the project (see Appendix TR-1, 
“Transportation Impact Report” for details on the assumptions behind the VMT 
modeling). CARB’s EMFAC2017 model includes average fuel usage rates by vehicle 
class, fuel type (e.g., diesel, gasoline, natural gas, and electricity), speed bin, calendar 
year, and county. CARB’s EMFAC2017 average fuel usage rates by vehicle class for 
Sacramento County were used in this analysis. DKS (project traffic consultant) provided 
daily VMT, by speed bin and vehicle class, attributable to project implementation.  

The Mather South Community Master Plan (Appendix PD-1) contains multiple policies 
and design guidelines that would result in the conservation of energy. These policies 
were considered qualitatively as part of the analysis of the project’s energy use. 
Because these policies are not necessarily required as part of final project development, 
they have not been included in the quantitative analysis of building energy use as part 
of this EIR.  

ISSUES NOT DISCUSSED FURTHER  
All issues have been evaluated below.  

IMPACTS AND ANALYSIS 

2016 MATHER FIELD PROJECT EIR DETERMINATION 
The Mather Field Project EIR evaluated impacts related to energy infrastructure from 
implementation of the Mather Field Project which consisted of a realignment of Zinfandel 
Drive and trunk extension, creation of the Mather Preserve and the establishment of an 
Urban Development Area designation for the Mather South Plan Area. 

The EIR concluded that less-than-significant impacts related to the provision of 
electrical service with implementation of General Plan polices. The discussion of 
impacts can be found on pages 11-34 and 11-35 of the Mather Field Project EIR and is 
hereby incorporated by reference.  

MATHER SOUTH PROJECT IMPACTS DETERMINATION 

IMPACT: RESULT IN WASTEFUL, INEFFICIENT, OR UNNECESSARY CONSUMPTION OF 
ENERGY 
Appendix F of the State CEQA Guidelines requires the consideration of the energy 
implications of a project. CEQA requires mitigation measures to reduce “wasteful, 
inefficient and unnecessary” energy usage (Public Resources Code Section 21100, 
subdivision (b)(3)). Neither the law nor the State CEQA Guidelines establish criteria that 
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define wasteful, inefficient, or unnecessary use. Compliance with California Code of 
Regulations Title 24 Energy Efficiency Standards would result in the design and 
development of new buildings which would increase energy-efficiency compared to 
buildings built previously under past Title 24 Energy Efficiency Standards. However, 
these increases in energy efficiency and general compliance with the building code 
does not address all energy demand during construction and operation of a project. For 
instance, energy use associated with new commute trips, the transportation of goods to 
commercial land uses, or fuel use during project construction are not under the purview 
of the State’s building code. The additional anticipated energy use by use type is 
discussed below.  

CONSTRUCTION ENERGY USE 
As discussed in Chapter 1 Project Description, project implementation would result in 
the development of new land uses including low- to high-density residential, 
commercial, public facilities, a research and development campus, an environmental 
education campus, parks, recreation, and open space areas. As shown in Table EN-1, 
construction activity associated with the development of these land uses would result in 
energy use during each phase of project construction. The construction of buildings, 
facilities and infrastructure associated with these land uses would result in fuel use from 
off-road construction equipment, fuel use for the transport of construction-related goods, 
and from construction workers commuting to and from the project site. Table EN-1 
summarizes the levels of energy consumption from the construction of all land uses 
included for each phases of the project. Project construction would take place over a 14-
year period and would be organized into four phases, with the final construction phase 
ending in 2032. For all phases of project construction, an estimated 843,129 gallons of 
gasoline and 1,250,649 gallons of diesel fuel would be needed. Over the project’s 14-
year buildout period, the average annual fuel use for construction would be 52,696 
gallons of gasoline and 78,166 gallons of diesel. Energy use resulting from construction 
worker commute trips and construction equipment activity would be typical of that 
associated with construction of the new land uses included in the project.  

Table EN-1: Construction Energy Use for Mather South Project 

Construction Phase 
Diesel Off-road 

Equipment 
(gallons) 

Gasoline On-
road (gallons) 

Diesel On-road 
(gallons) 

Diesel Total 
(gallons) 

1 130,279 264,156 260,575 390,854 

2 97,478 119,643 103,755 201,233 

3 95,607 243,151 232,638 328,245 

4 127,880 216,179 202,437 330,317 

TOTAL 451,243 843,129 799,405 1,250,649 
Source: Calculations by Ascent Environmental in 2018 
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OPERATIONAL BUILDING ENERGY AND STATIONARY SOURCES 
Energy demand associated with development of the Mather South Project would include 
natural gas and electricity for use in appliances (e.g., water heating, building heating 
and cooling, clothes washers, dishwashers). Electricity would be used for lighting in 
buildings as well as for street and public lighting. Energy would also be used in the form 
of fuels for use in stationary equipment (e.g., generators, landscaping equipment). 
Transportation-related energy consumption would include the use of fuels and electricity 
to power cars and trucks. This analysis estimates the energy use associated with the 
project as proposed before any mitigation measures would be applied to the project that 
would reduce the projects overall energy use.  

All buildings to be developed as part of project implementation would be required to 
comply with the Title 24 Building Energy Efficiency Standards. As the project is 
developed through 2032, the Title 24 Building Energy Efficiency Standards are 
anticipated to be updated with increasingly stringent energy efficiency requirements. 
This would result in increased building energy efficiency overtime as buildings continue 
to be developed as part of the project. Although, buildings to be developed as part of 
project would be subject Title 24 Building Energy Efficiency Standards, project 
implementation would still result in an increase in overall energy use. Table EN-2 
summarizes the levels of energy consumption associated with the operation of land 
uses that would be built. For all project land uses anticipated to result in energy 
consumption, an estimated 34,639 megawatt-hours per year of electricity and 51,991 
million British thermal units per year of natural gas would be consumed. Operational 
energy use is anticipated to be typical of the residential, commercial, educational, and 
light industrial land uses included in the project.  

Table EN-2: Operational Energy Use for Mather South Project 
New Land Uses Energy Use Units 

Environmental Education Campus  

Electricity 4,921 MWh/year 

Natural Gas  8,596 MMBtu/year 

Research & Development Campus 

Electricity 3,897 MWh/year 

Natural Gas  4,086 MMBtu/year 

Commercial (Retail and Community Center) 

Electricity 2,172 MWh/year 

Natural Gas  1,185 MMBtu/year 

Public Facilities 

Electricity 841 MWh/year 

Natural Gas  1,364 MMBtu/year 
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New Land Uses Energy Use Units 

Residential 

Electricity 22,809 MWh/year 

Natural Gas  38,706 MMBtu/year 

Total  

Electricity 34,639 MWh/year 

Natural Gas  51,991 MMBtu/year 
Notes: MWh/year = megawatt-hours per year; MMBtu/year = million British thermal units per year. 
Source: Calculations by Ascent Environmental in 2019 

 

Chapter 4.5, Sustainability and Resource Management, in the Mather South Community 
Master Plan includes various policies regarding building energy conservation which 
would serve to reduce energy use. Policy 4.5-14 encourages the incorporation of 
photovoltaic solar energy systems for multi-family, commercial/ industrial, and 
institutional uses in the project area. Policy 4.5-13 encourages the use green building 
design standards to reduce energy use, promotion of building designs which utilize 
heating and cooling, and encourages the inclusion of landscaping features such as tree 
canopies to help reduce building energy use. These policies would help to reduce 
overall building energy demand and reduce the project’s overall energy use.  

Chapter 6, Design Guidelines, in the Mather South Community Master Plan includes 
several guidelines which would serve to reduce building energy use in building to be 
developed as part of project implementation. Specifically, guideline DG 6-10 would 
encourage the use of the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) 
Green Building Rating System for new buildings to be developed as part of project 
implementation.  

In addition to policies included in the Mather South Community Master Plan, the Mather 
South Project includes regulatory adjustments (i.e., 2019 Title 24 Building Energy 
Efficiency Standards) which increase energy efficiency for buildings and facilities to be 
developed as part of the project. Additionally, given the long buildout period for the 
Mather South Project, future development projects would be subject to updates to the 
State’s Title 24 Building Energy Efficiency Standards.  

OPERATIONAL TRANSPORTATION ENERGY USE 
Project implementation would involve the development of new land uses over the buildout 
period of the project with project construction ending in 2032. Development of these new 
land uses would result in new vehicle trips, discussed in detail in Chapter 17 Traffic and 
Circulation. New vehicle trips associated with the project would result in energy use in the 
form of gasoline, diesel, compressed natural gas (CNG), and electricity. As shown in 
Table EN-3 below, project implementation is estimated to result in the annual 
consumption 1,836,388 gallons of gasoline, 397,563 gallons of diesel, 33,968 diesel 
equivalent gallons of natural gas, and 8,124 megawatt hours per year of electricity.  
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The Air Quality Mitigation Plan (AQMP), which has been developed as part of mitigation 
for this project, includes a series of mitigation measures which would result in increased 
energy efficiency for both transportation and building operations energy use as part of 
the project. Transportation energy considerations include pedestrian amenities and 
neighborhood design features which promotes walking as the primary mode for trips. 
Mitigation also includes the implementation of a Neighborhood Electric Vehicle (NEV) 
Network which would reduce the use of fossil fuel-based transportation modes. The 
Mather South Community Master Plan includes policies which reduce energy use in 
buildings and facilities as part of the project as well as provide policies for reductions in 
transportation energy use.  

Table EN-3: Annual Operational Transportation Energy Use for the 
Mather South Project 

Vehicle Type Gasoline 
(gal/year) Diesel (gal/year) Natural Gas 

(DEG/year) 
Electricity 

(MWh/year) 

Passenger Vehicles 1,438,669 9,762 N/A 8,124 

Trucks 383,353 375,932 8,805 N/A 

Buses 14,367 11,869 25,163 N/A 

Total 1,836,388 397,563 33,968 8,124 
Notes: gal/year = gallons per year, DEG/year = diesel equivalent gallons per year, MWh/year = megawatt hours per year 
Source: Calculations by Ascent Environmental in 2018 

Chapter 4.4 of the Mather South Community Master Plan includes a Transportation 
Plan (See Appendix PD-1) including various policies which serve to reduce automobile 
use as the primary mode of transportation by promoting community design features 
which promote walking, biking, and public transit use as primary modes of 
transportation. Increased use of active transportation modes, including biking and 
walking as well as increased public transit, would result in reductions in VMT and 
subsequent energy use as part of project development. These include providing 
streetscape characteristics which promote active transportation modes, providing traffic 
calming measures to reduce vehicle speeds and discourage vehicle use, and providing 
adequate pedestrian and bicycle facilities throughout the project area. The 
Transportation Plan also includes policies for the implementation of an NEV Network 
(Policies 4.4-9 through 4.4-11) which would encourage the use of EVs within the 
neighborhood and reduce the use of fossil fuel-based transportation modes.  

Energy efficiency policies included in the Mather South Community Master Plan and 
inclusions of the Title 24 Building Energy Efficiency Standards, which are required as 
part of project development, would ensure that project implementation would not result 
in the wasteful or inefficient use of energy. Energy use would be required during all 
phases of project construction. Project construction activity would result in gasoline 
consumption from construction worker commute trips, diesel fuel use from on-road 
diesel vehicles for vendor trips and off-road diesel construction equipment used in the 
construction of buildings, facilities and infrastructure. Operational activity associated 
with the project’s land uses would generate new vehicles trips resulting in the 
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consumption of gasoline, diesel fuel, natural gas, and electricity. Buildings and facilities 
as part of the project’s various land uses would result in the consumption of electricity 
from lighting and appliances as well as natural gas for water and space heating. This 
analysis estimates the energy use associated with the project as proposed with all 
design features but does not include reductions from proposed mitigation measures. As 
discussed above, the project would include design features included in the Mather 
South Project that would increase energy efficiency in the buildings and facilities 
associated with the project as well as increase the project’s renewable energy use. The 
project would also include design features to reduce the project’s anticipated annual 
VMT and, therefore, reduce transportation-related energy demand. Therefore, this 
impact would be less than significant.  

MITIGATION MEASURES 
No mitigation measures are required. 

Although project implementation would not result in the wasteful, inefficient or 
unnecessary use of energy, it should be noted that with implementation of Mitigation 
Measures AQ-1, AQ-2 and CC-2 which are included as part of this EIR, the project 
would result in a further reduction of energy use associated with project construction 
and operational activities as well as increasing the project’s use renewable energy. 
Mitigation Measure AQ-1 includes the implementation SMAQMD’s Enhanced Exhaust 
Control Practices during project construction which are intended to reduce diesel PM 
and NOX emissions. These practices would also result in a reduction in energy use 
associated with construction activity through the use of more fuel-efficient off-road 
construction equipment. Mitigation Measure AQ-2 includes the implementation of an Air 
Quality Mitigation Plan which includes incorporation of traffic calming measures and a 
NEV network into the project design. The Air Quality Mitigation Plan is intended to 
reduce criteria air pollutant emissions during operational activities as part of the project 
but would also result in reductions in energy use through reductions in project related 
VMT. Mitigation Measure CC-2 includes a series of strategies and design features to be 
included in the project to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and would also result in 
reductions in energy use and increased use of renewable energy sources. These 
strategies include installation of Electric Vehicle Service Equipment in both residential 
and nonresidential land uses as part of the project, water conservation design 
improvements, requirements for the use of Energy Star®-certified appliances in new 
development, requirements for the installation high efficiency lighting, and requirements 
for all space and water heating to be solar-powered or electric-powered, as feasible.  

IMPACT: EXCEED THE AVAILABLE CAPACITIES OF ENERGY SUPPLIES THAT REQUIRE 
THE CONSTRUCTION OF FACILITIES. 
Implementation of the Mather South Project would result in the development of new land 
uses (e.g., residential, commercial, educational) within the Plan Area which would result 
in new energy demand for both electricity and natural gas. As discussed in section 5.9.2 
of the Mather South Community Master Plan, West Coast Gas would provide natural gas 
service within the project area through existing gas line facilities that are provided along 
Douglas Road, Sunset Boulevard, and Kiefer Boulevard (southern plan boundary). 
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Currently, there is no natural gas infrastructure serving the Mather South Plan Area. 
However, the approved Mather Field Project (PLNP2013-00044) includes the Zinfandel 
Drive and Trunk Sewer Extension which would be located adjacent to Zinfandel Drive. 
This roadway and trunk extension would extend to just south of the Mather Golf Course, 
which is the northwestern corner of the Plan Area (Plate PU-1) and anticipated to be 
complete in 2020. The development of the sewer line extension would also include a 
natural gas pipeline to service the Plan Area (Williams, pers. comm. 2018). Therefore, 
the natural gas infrastructure for Mather South Project has been considered in the 
planning of the project as part of the Zinfandel Drive and Trunk Sewer Extension 
Considering and would not exceed the available capacity for energy supplies. 

With regard to electricity serving the Plan Area, new infrastructure and facilities would 
be required to service the project and has been considered as part of the planning. The 
project would require one new distribution substation which is proposed to be located in 
one of two locations within the project site. The substation would receive electricity from 
the Jackson Bulk Substation along a 69 kV overhead sub-transmission line that runs 
along the east side of Zinfandel Drive, or alternatively, along the east side of the 
Regional Bike Trail on the west side of the Folsom South Canal. The project would also 
include the installation of new subtransmission (69 kV) electrical lines along Douglas 
Road, Zinfandel Drive, and Kiefer Boulevard. The new substation and sub-transmission 
lines would require land easements to service the project. SMUD, in coordination with 
Sacramento County, has provided specific design considerations for the new electrical 
infrastructure and facilities required to service the project. For the substation, these 
considerations include parcel size requirements, SMUD’s landscaping standards, 
setback and easement requirements, preferred land use locations (commercial or 
industrial), and soil and terrain considerations. For the substation, these considerations 
include setback and easement requirements. As discussed in Chapter 1 Project 
Description, the new electrical substation and new subtransmission lines have been 
integrated into the project site plans. The lead agency would work closely with SMUD 
during the development of the various land uses associated with the project to plan and 
develop appropriate electricity infrastructure to accommodate new land uses.  

Project implementation would result in demand for new natural gas infrastructure along 
Zinfandel Road and would be installed during the Zinfandel Drive and Trunk Sewer 
Extension construction process as part of the Mather Field Project. Project 
implementation would also result in demand for new electricity infrastructure to service 
the project including a new substation and additional subtransmission (69kV) electrical 
lines along roadways adjacent to the project site. Development of electrical 
infrastructure supporting the project is anticipated to occur consistent with the phasing 
of project implementation with completion occurring in 2032. Given the size and location 
of the Mather South Project, the project would result in new energy demand which 
would exceed the existing energy needs associated with the currently undeveloped Plan 
Area. However, as discussed above, the planning and development of energy 
infrastructure to support project implementation has been integrated into the project 
planning process and integrated to the project site plans. Therefore, this impact would 
be less than significant.  
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10 GEOLOGY, SOILS, AND PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

INTRODUCTION 

The Mather Field Project EIR (2016) evaluated the Mather South Plan Area at the plan-
level and that analysis is hereby incorporated by reference and summarized below 
where appropriate. This chapter describes the regulatory and environmental setting for 
geology, soils, and paleontological resources in the Plan Area, identifies and analyzes 
impacts related to these resources from implementation of the Mather South Project at 
a project-level, and if necessary, recommends mitigation measures to reduce or 
eliminate significant impacts. 

During the NOP scoping process, no commenters raised concerns related to geology, 
soils, or paleontological resources. A copy of the NOP and comment letters received in 
response to the NOP are included in Appendix PD-2 of this Mather South Project Draft 
EIR.  

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING 

REGIONAL GEOLOGY 
The present-day landscape of Sacramento County has been shaped over time by the 
ongoing processes of erosion and deposition. Material eroded from the ancestral Sierra 
Nevada, formed over 100 million years ago, was deposited onto the Sacramento Valley 
floor. Approximately 10 to 15 million years ago tectonic uplifts altered the 
geomorphology of the Sierra Nevada. Glaciation, volcanism, and erosion followed the 
uplifting, adding layers of sediment to the valley floor. Under the present geologic 
conditions, the alteration of the local geomorphology continues through stream erosion 
of the valley sediments and subsequent deposition in adjacent floodplains. 

Sacramento County is situated in portions of two geomorphic provinces, primarily the 
Great Valley Province. A small area in the northeastern part of the County is in the 
Sierra Nevada province. The Great Valley province is further divided into four 
geomorphic subunits, including the Delta, the River Floodplain, the Alluvial Plain, and 
the Low Foothills. The Mather South Plan Area is located within the Alluvial Plain 
geomorphic subunit. The Alluvial Plain subunit is an extensive area of former floodplain 
that has been highly dissected by subsequent stream erosion. This geomorphic subunit 
is comprised of older, Quaternary deposits. This area is underlain by soil which is 
characterized by layers of hardpan or dense, impervious clay.  
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GEOLOGIC HAZARDS 

SEISMIC HAZARDS 
No known active faults (those that have experienced movement in the last 11,000 
years) lie within or near the Mather South Plan Area (Plate GS-1). The nearest known 
active faults are located more than 40 miles west of the site in the San Francisco Bay 
Area and near Auburn to the northeast. Table GS-1 summarizes the distances to 
mapped, active regional faults that are shown on the California Geological Survey 
(CGS) 2010 Fault Activity Map. 

Table GS-1: Approximate Distances to Regional Active Faults 
Fault Distance (miles) MCE Magnitude1 

Dunnigan Hills 41 6.50 

https://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.us
da.gov/App/WebSoilSurvey.aspx 

https://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.us
da.gov/App/WebSoilSurvey.aspx 

https://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.us
da.gov/App/WebSoilSurvey.aspx 

Clayton/Marsh Creek 56 No data 

Concord 58 6.50 

West Napa 60 6.50 

Cleveland Hill 60 6.50 
1 Estimated Maximum Credible Earthquake Magnitude, Mw 
Source: ENGEO 2012 

CGS has prepared a map of the state which shows the earthquake shaking potential of 
areas throughout California based primarily on an area’s distance from known active 
faults. The map shows the east and central portions of Sacramento County in a 
relatively low intensity groundshaking zone, while the westernmost portion of the county 
is in a relatively moderate groundshaking zone (see Plates GS-1: Regional Faulting and 
Seismicity and GS-2: Earthquake Shaking Potential for California). 

The county is in an area which is noted to have some of the lowest groundshaking 
potential in the State. 

LIQUEFACTION 
Liquefaction is a process whereby the strength and stiffness of a soil is reduced by 
earthquake shaking or rapid cyclic loading. Liquefaction occurs in saturated, typically 
cohesionless soils. Earthquake shaking can cause the pore water pressure to increase 
to a point where the strength of the soil decreases and the ability of a soil deposit to 
support foundations for buildings and bridges are significantly reduced.  

The downtown and Delta regions of Sacramento County have the potential to exhibit 
liquefaction. However, the Mather South Plan Area is located within the Alluvial Plain of 
the county, which as described above is not generally prone to liquefaction potential. In 
addition, the Plan Area is located in an area that is generally not subject to strong 
groundshaking. 
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Plate GS-1: Regional Faulting and Seismicity 
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SOILS AND SOIL HAZARDS 

SOIL TYPES 
According to the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) Web Soil Survey, the Mather 
South Plan Area is underlain by five specific soil units (NRCS 2017). A brief description, as 
presented in the Soil Survey of Sacramento County, California (NRCS 1993) of each soil unit 
present within the Plan Area is provided below, and a soil map is shown on Plate GS-3. 
Characteristics of the soil types are also summarized in Table GS-2. 

Table GS-2: Soil Characteristics in the Plan Area 
Soil Type Water Erosion Potential Shrink-Swell Potential 

191: Red Bluff Loam, 0 to 2 Percent Slopes Slight Low to Moderate 
192: Red Bluff Loam, 2 to 5 Percent Slopes Slight to Moderate Low to Moderate 
193: Red Bluff-Redding Complex, 0 to 5 
Percent Slopes 

Slight Low to High 

195: Red Bluff-Xerarents complex, 0 to 2 
Percent Slopes 

Slight Low to Moderate 

198: Redding Gravelly Loam, 0 to 8 Percent 
Slopes 

Slight to Moderate Low to High 

Source: NRCS 1993 

191: RED BLUFF LOAM, 0 TO 2 PERCENT SLOPES 
This unit is very deep and well drained and is located on intermediate terraces. This soil type is 
located in two small areas at the project boundary of the northwestern and northcentral portion 
of the Plan Area. Runoff is slow, permeability is moderately slow, and available water capacity 
is high. This soil type covers approximately 1.7 percent of the Plan Area and can be classified 
as Prime Soil when irrigated.  

192: RED BLUFF LOAM, 2 TO 5 PERCENT SLOPES 
This unit is very deep and well drained and is located on high terraces. This soil type is present 
within a small area of the southern portion of the Plan Area, centrally located between two 
other soil types found within the Plan Area. Runoff is slow or medium, permeability is 
moderately slow, and the available water capacity is high. This soil type covers approximately 
2.2 percent of the Plan Area and can be classified as Prime Soil when irrigated.  

193: RED BLUFF-REDDING COMPLEX, 0 TO 5 PERCENT SLOPES 
This unit contains approximately 45 percent Red Bluff soil and 40 percent Redding soil. The 
unit is located on high terraces. This soil type is present primarily in the southern portion of the 
Plan Area, although it is also located in the northwest and central eastern portion of the Plan 
Area. Red Bluff soil is very deep and well drained, with slow runoff, moderately slow 
permeability, and high available water capacity. According to the soil survey, this unit type may 
provide wetland functions and values, which should be considered when plans are made for 
the enhancement of wildlife habitat or land use conversion. This soil type covers approximately 
34.3 percent of the Plan Area. 
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Plate GS-2: Earthquake Shaking Potential for California 
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Plate GS-3: Soil Types within the Mather South Plan Area 
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195: RED BLUFF-XERARENTS COMPLEX, 0 TO 2 PERCENT SLOPES 
This unit contains approximately 50 percent Red Bluff soil and 35 percent Xerarents. 
This unit is located on high terraces. This soil type is present primarily in the northern 
and central portion of the Plan Area, although it is also located in the central and 
southeastern portion of the Plan Area. Red Bluff soil is very deep and well drained, with 
moderately slow permeability and high available water capacity. Xerarents are very 
deep, well drained, and altered. Runoff is slow, permeability is slow to moderate, and 
available water capacity is moderate or high. According to the soil survey, this unit type 
may provide wetland functions and values, which should be considered when plans are 
made for the enhancement of wildlife habitat or land use conversion. This soil type 
covers approximately 59.9 percent of the Plan Area.  

198: REDDING GRAVELLY LOAM, 0 TO 8 PERCENT SLOPES 
This unit is moderately deep and moderately well drained and is located on high 
terraces and terrace remnants. This soil type is located within the southwestern and 
southeastern portion of the Plan Area. Permeability is very slow, so water can remain 
perched above the claypan for short periods following heavy rainfall. Available water 
capacity is low and runoff is very slow or medium. This soil type covers approximately 
1.9 percent of the Plan Area.  

The California State Department of Conservation Departments’ soil rating system does 
not determine the site to have significant agricultural value by any one of the four levels 
of soil suitability. It is not apparent whether agricultural uses occurred on the site in the 
last century. Review of the July 1980 printing of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Soil 
Conservation Service Soil Survey of Sacramento County, California, identifies the near-
surface soils on the subject property to consist of three different soil types all within the 
Redding Corning Red Bluff series. These soils are moderate to well drained soils over a 
cemented hardpan. However, construction on the Folsom South Canal in the late 1960s 
deposited spoil materials over much of the Plan Area to the south of the golf course, 
thereby obscuring the native soils (Mather South Community Masterplan 2018).  

SOILS HAZARDS 
Different types of soil have different characteristics and some may be more suitable for 
development than others. Some soil types are more prone to certain soil hazards, 
including those described below. 

SUBSIDENCE 
Subsidence is the gradual settling or sinking of the earth's surface with little or no 
horizontal motion. Sacramento County is affected by five types of subsidence. They are: 
compaction of unconsolidated soils by earthquake shaking, compaction by heavy 
structures, the erosion of peat soils, peat oxidation, and fluid withdrawal. The pumping 
of water for residential, commercial and agricultural uses from subsurface aquifers 
causes the greatest amount of subsidence in Sacramento County. Historic groundwater 
use within the Central Basin, which the Plan Area is a part, has resulted in a general 
lowering of groundwater elevations. Over time isolated groundwater depressions have 
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grown and coalesced into a single cone of depression that is centered in the 
southwestern portion of the Central Basin (SCGA 2006). Groundwater management is 
discussed in detail in Chapter 18 Water Supply of this EIR.  

EXPANSIVE SOILS 
Expansive soils represent approximately one third of all soil types in Sacramento 
County. These soils are largely comprised of clays, which greatly increase in volume 
when water is absorbed and shrink when dried; hence the likelihood for expansive soils 
to occur within soils is indicated as shrink-well potential. Poor drainage conditions may 
also play a role because soil moisture contributes to the expansiveness of the soils.  

Expansive soils are of concern because building foundations may rise during the rainy 
season and fall during the dry season in response to the clay's action. If movement 
varies under different parts of the building, the result is that foundations crack, structural 
portions of the building are distorted, and doors and windows are warped so that they 
do not function properly. 

As described above under the description of the soil types present within the Mather 
South Plan Area and in Table GS-2, soil types with low-to-high shrink-swell potential are 
present within the Plan Area. 

LANDSLIDES 
Landslide is a general term used for a falling mass of soil and rock. The topography of 
the majority of Sacramento County is relatively flat and not subject to landslide. In 
Sacramento County, only a narrow strip along the eastern boundary, from the Placer 
County line to the Cosumnes River, is considered to have landslide potential.  

The Mather South Plan Area is not located in an area that is considered to have 
landslide potential. The topography of the site is relatively flat, and there are no major 
slopes, so the potential for landslide risk would be very low. 

EROSION 
Erosion is a natural geological process by which landforms are worn down or reshaped 
by wind and water and the eroded material is deposited elsewhere. It can occur 
naturally in some areas of the County, particularly along portions of the American River 
bluffs; however, the highest potential for erosion to occur is as a result of construction 
activity. Erosion can occur when construction activities remove stabilizing vegetation 
cover and/or expose soils to wind and rain. Sacramento County, through Grading and 
Drainage Ordinances, provides measures to limit or restrict construction practices which 
might cause erosion, create a nuisance, constitute a hazard, or obstruct waterways. 
Permits issued under these ordinances ensure that projects avoid potentially significant 
erosion hazards. 

Most of the soil types within the Mather South Plan Area have a low potential for 
erosion, although two soil types, Redding gravelly loam and Red Bluff loam, have a low 
to moderate potential for erosion. 
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NATURALLY OCCURRING ASBESTOS 
Asbestos is a naturally occurring, fibrous silicate mineral mined for its useful properties, 
such as thermal insulation, chemical and thermal stability, and high tensile strength 
(greater resistance to longitudinal stress before rupturing). It was at one time commonly 
used as an acoustic insulator and for thermal insulation in building materials. It is often 
found occurring naturally in ultramafic rock, a rock closely related to serpentinite, but 
can also be associated with other rock types in California, though much less frequently 
than serpentinite and/or ultramafic rock. 

Asbestos is classified as a known human carcinogen by state, federal, and international 
agencies and is identified as a toxic air contaminant. Asbestos poses a health risk only 
when it becomes friable, such as through disturbance or damage, and if inhaled into the 
lungs, can cause serious health problems including lung disease and cancer. Due to the 
risk of health problems, asbestos-containing building materials were banned by the US 
EPA in 1989 for construction of new structures. 

Although it is no longer used in new construction, because it occurs naturally, asbestos 
may be released to the atmosphere because of vehicular traffic on unpaved roads, 
during grading for development projects, and at quarry operations (broken or crushed 
serpentinite and ultramafic rocks) in areas where is occurs. The Sacramento 
Metropolitan Air Quality Management District determined that naturally occurring 
asbestos is present within areas of eastern Sacramento County, particularly along the 
County’s boundary with El Dorado County, including within the City of Folsom and the 
unincorporated community of Rancho Murieta. However, all of the areas with naturally 
occurring asbestos are located east of Grant Line Road, so naturally occurring asbestos 
is not present within or in the vicinity of the Mather South Plan Area (SMAQMD 2018). 

MINERAL RESOURCES 
Mineral resources in Sacramento County include sand, gravel, clay, gold, silver, peat, 
topsoil, lignite, natural gas and petroleum. The principal resources which are in 
production are aggregate (sand and gravel) and natural gas. Resource conservation 
issues associated with natural gas production and the lesser minerals are not currently 
considered vital within Sacramento County and conservation issues related to mineral 
resources focus primarily on aggregate production. 

As shown on GS-4 below, the Mather South Plan Area is located within an Urban 
Services Boundary zone. This indicates that the area has been designated for 
development, even as the site may contain mineral occurrences of undetermined 
significance.  

The State designates Aggregate Resource Areas (ARA) for the County to utilize for land 
use planning and conservation. In all, 22 ARAs are designated as available land in 
Sacramento County. As shown (Plate GS-4), the Plan Area is not located within or 
adjacent to any ARAs. However, active aggregate mining activities are located just west 
of Excelsior Road, south of Mather Airport. 
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Plate GS-4: Mineral Resources Map 
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PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES BACKGROUND 
Paleontological resources are the remains and/or traces of prehistoric plant and animal 
life exclusive of human remains or artifacts and the geologic units that house them. 
Paleontological resources are useful in education in that they promote the 
understanding of the history of life and the diversity of the Earth's biota. In Sacramento 
County, fossil vertebrates have been recovered from the Riverbank formation at Arco 
Arena, along Chicken Ranch Slough near Howe Avenue and Arden Way, at the 
Teichert Gravel Pit, the Davis Gravel Pit, and on Ehrhardt Avenue, near the Sacramento 
Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant (Sacramento County 2010).  

The Mather South Plan Area is mapped as Tertiary Laguna Formation. The Laguna 
Formation is described as interbedded alluvial gravels, sand, and silt (ENGEO 2012). 
The Laguna Formation (Pliocene aged formation) has produced significant fossil 
remains at many localities within the Central Valley and is considered to have high 
sensitivity under criteria established by the Society of Vertebrate Paleontology (SVP) 
(Sacramento County 2010). 

REGULATORY SETTING 

STATE 

ALQUIST-PRIOLO EARTHQUAKE FAULT ZONING ACT 
The 1972 Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act regulates development near active 
faults to mitigate the hazard of surface fault rupture. Under this Act, the State Geologist 
is required to delineate earthquake fault zones along known active faults in California. 
Cities and counties affected by these zones must regulate certain developments within 
these zones, and withhold development permits for sites until geologic investigations 
demonstrate that they are not threatened by surface displacements from future faulting. 
For the purposes of this act, an active fault is defined as a fault that has “had surface 
displacement within Holocene time” (about the last 11,000 years). Sacramento County 
is not affected by Earthquake Fault Zones. 

SEISMIC HAZARDS MAPPING ACT 
The Seismic Hazards Mapping Act of 1990 requires the State Geologist to delineate 
liquefaction and earthquake-induced landslide hazard zones in the state. Cities and 
counties affected by these hazard zones must regulate certain developments within 
these zones, and withhold development permits for sites until geologic investigations 
demonstrate they are not threatened by liquefaction, earthquake, or induced landsliding 
during future earthquakes. Sacramento County is located outside of the Seismic Hazard 
Mapping Zones, although according to the CGS, the County has not yet been evaluated 
for possible inclusion in a Seismic Hazard Zone. 
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CALIFORNIA UNIFORM BUILDING CODE 
The California Uniform Building Code (CBC) contains the minimum standards for design 
and construction in California. All development in California is subject to the regulations 
of the CBC. Local standards other than the code may be adopted if those standards are 
more strict. Some design considerations associated with seismic hazards need to 
address the appropriate building codes for a particular site. The 2016 California Building 
Code is adopted and incorporated into Title 16 of the Sacramento County Code and all 
construction, alteration, moving, demolition, repair and use of any building or structure 
within Sacramento County shall be made in conformance with the CBC. 

LOCAL 

LAND GRADING AND EROSION CONTROL 
The Mather South Project would be required to comply with the Sacramento County 
Land Grading and Erosion Control Ordinance (Sacramento County Code Ch. 16.44). 
The ordinance was established to minimize damage to surrounding properties and 
public rights-of-way; limit degradation to the water quality of watercourses; and curb the 
disruption of drainage system flow caused by the activities of clearing, grubbing, 
grading, filling, and excavating land. The ordinance establishes administrative 
procedures, minimum standards of review, and implementation and enforcement 
procedures for the control of erosion and sedimentation that are directly related to land 
grading activities. 

SACRAMENTO COUNTY GENERAL PLAN  
The General Plan contains the following goals and policies related to seismic and 
geologic hazards, and to conservation of soils.  

SA-1. The County shall require geotechnical reports and impose the appropriate 
mitigation measures for new development located in seismic and geologically 
sensitive areas. 

CO-161. As a condition of approval for discretionary projects, require appropriate 
mitigation to reduce potential impacts where development could adversely 
affect paleontological resources. 

CO-163. Require that a certified geologist or paleoresources consultant determine 
appropriate protection measures when resources are discovered during the 
course of development and land altering activities. 

CORDOVA COMMUNITY PLAN 
The Cordova Community Plan does not contain any specific policies related to geology, 
soils, seismic safety or paleontological resources.  
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MATHER FIELD SPECIFIC PLAN AND SPECIAL PLANNING AREA 
The Mather Field Specific Plan and Special Planning Area contains the following 
principle that is applicable to the project.  

PRINCIPLE 5. Allow for the extraction of aggregate resources in a manner that is 
consistent with environmental regulations and development objectives. 

SIGNIFICANCE CRITERIA 

Based on Appendix G of the State CEQA Guidelines, the project was determined to 
result in a significant impact to geology, soils or paleontology if it would:  

1. Expose people or structures to substantial risk of loss, injury, or death involving: 
a. Rupture of a known earthquake fault, as delineated on the most recent 

Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Map issued by the State Geologist for 
the area or based on other substantial evidence of a known fault. 

b. Strong seismic groundshaking 
c. seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction 
d. Landslides 
e. Unsafe exposure to naturally occurring asbestos 

2. Result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil. 
3. Be located on a geological unit or soil that is unstable, or that would become 

unstable as a result of the project, and potentially result in on- or off-site 
landslide, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction, or collapse. 

4. Have soils incapable of adequately supporting the use of septic tanks or 
alternative wastewater disposal systems where sewers are not available.  

5. Result in a substantial loss of an important mineral resource. 
6. Directly or indirectly destroy a unique paleontological resource or site. 
7. Result in conversion of Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of 

Statewide Importance (Farmland), as shown on the maps prepared pursuant to 
the Farmland Mapping and Monitoring Program of the California Resources 
Agency, to non-agricultural use? 

METHODOLOGY 

In general, the geotechnical characteristics of the Plan Area determine the potential for 
structural and safety hazards as well as mineral resource impacts that could occur with 
development related to the Mather South Project. A Preliminary Geotechnical Report 
was prepared for the Plan Area by ENGEO Incorporated (ENGEO) in August 2012. The 
report is included as Appendix GS-1 of this EIR. The Mather South Project is analyzed 
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in terms of its potential for geologic or soils-related hazards to people and property in 
the Plan Area as well as potential for mineral resource impacts and impacts to 
paleontological resources.  

ISSUES NOT DISCUSSED FURTHER 
All issues have been evaluated below.  

IMPACTS AND ANALYSIS 

2016 MATHER FIELD PROJECT EIR DETERMINATION 
The Mather Field Project EIR evaluated impacts related to geology, soils, and 
paleontology from implementation of the Mather Field Project which consisted of a 
realignment of Zinfandel Drive and trunk extension, creation of the Mather Preserve and 
the establishment of an Urban Development Area designation for the Mather South Plan 
Area.  

The EIR concluded less than significant or no impacts related to geology and soils, 
paleontology, mineral resources, and agricultural resources. The discussion of impacts 
can be found on pages CK-2 and CK-7 of the Mather Field Project EIR and is hereby 
incorporated by reference. 

MATHER SOUTH PROJECT IMPACTS DETERMINATION 

IMPACT: SEISMIC-RELATED ISSUES  
The Mather South Plan Area is not located within an Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault 
Zone or within the vicinity of a known fault. In addition, Sacramento County is in one of 
the areas least prone to earthquake shaking potential, as depicted in Plate GS-1 and 
GS-2, above. This, in combination with required CBC compliance, would ensure that 
buildings are built to withstand minor groundshaking that could occur across the Plan 
Area. Though there is topographical variation on the site, there are no major bluffs or 
geologic features that would make the project susceptible to landslides. Therefore, 
impacts related to criteria 1a through 1d, which evaluate impacts related to seismic 
activity and landslides would be less than significant.  

The Mather South Plan Area is not within a mapped naturally occurring asbestos area 
and would connect to a public sewer system. Therefore, there would be no impacts 
related to naturally occurring asbestos or soil suitability for septic systems.  

MITIGATION MEASURES: 
None required. 
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IMPACT: SOIL EROSION OR LOSS OF TOPSOIL 
According to the NCRS web soil survey and The Soil Survey of Sacramento County, 
California, (1993) issued by the USDA Soil Conservation Service, the soil types mapped 
within the Plan Area have water erosion potential ranging from low to moderate. The 
most likely potential for erosion to occur would be during construction when soils would 
be graded and excavated, and may be exposed to the effects of wind and/or water for 
some length of time. 

The Mather South Project, like all other development within the County, would be 
required to comply with the Sacramento County Land Grading and Erosion Control 
Ordinance (Sacramento County Code Ch. 16.44). The ordinance was established to 
minimize damage to surrounding properties and public rights-of-way; limit degradation 
to the water quality of watercourses; and curb the disruption of drainage system flow 
caused by the activities of clearing, grubbing, grading, filling, and excavating land. The 
ordinance establishes administrative procedures, minimum standards of review, and 
implementation and enforcement procedures for the control of erosion and 
sedimentation that are directly related to land grading activities. Refer to Chapter 12 
Hydrology and Water Quality of this EIR for further discussion of required erosion 
control mechanisms. 

Because the project would be subject to the County Land Grading and Erosion Control 
Ordinance and the State Water Resources Control Board stormwater permitting 
requirements, any development related to the project would be subject to erosion and 
sediment control measures as a matter of standard policy. As such, the project would 
not result in substantial soil erosion or the loss of topsoil and impacts related to soil 
resources would be less than significant. 

MITIGATION MEASURES: 
None required. 

IMPACT: EXPOSURE TO EXPANSIVE SOILS 
According to the Preliminary Geotechnical Report prepared by ENGEO, the Mather 
South Plan Area contains clayey soils with medium to high expansive properties with 
variations in moisture content. It is anticipated that isolated pockets of expansive clay 
are present at various locations across the Plan Area (ENGEO 2012). Furthermore, the 
soils within the Plan Area exhibit shrink-swell potential in the low to high range. 

Development related to the Mather South Project would result in new structures and 
roadways located in areas potentially containing expansive soils, which have the ability 
to cause structural damage to both foundations and roads. To address this, the 
construction permitting process within Sacramento County requires completed 
geotechnical reports for developments located within areas known to contain expansive 
soils; the purpose of this is to identify potential hazards that may impact a project as 
well as implement measures to eliminate the hazardous soil conditions. Measures 
related to eliminating potential hazards related to expansive soils include the excavation 
of silts and clays to a suitable depth (recommended at the upper 1 to 2 feet of building 
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pads, per the preliminary geotechnical report), the replacement of these materials with 
engineered fill and compacted granular fill material, or the mixing of onsite soils to 
achieve a consistent soil composition. This would effectively mitigate any expansive 
soils within the construction areas of the project, and ensure that any expansion and 
contraction under the foundation would be evenly distributed. In addition, structural 
design must conform to the criteria detailed in the CBC (Chapters 16 [structural design], 
18 [soils and foundations], 33 [safeguards during construction] and the Appendix to 
Chapter 33). The codes and policies are part of the existing regulatory framework of the 
County and adherence is required for any new development related to the Project. 

Because all project-related development would adhere to the CBC, the project would 
ensure the maximum necessary protection available for development within areas 
known to contain expansive soils would occur and the project would avoid substantial 
risk to life and property. Therefore, impacts related to expansive soils would be less 
than significant. 

MITIGATION MEASURES: 
None required. 

IMPACT: RESULT IN A SUBSTANTIAL LOSS OF A MINERAL RESOURCE 
Development of the Mather South Project would result in new residential and 
commercial development in the Plan Area, which would create a permanent loss of 
access to mineral resources. The Plan Area has been designated a part of the Urban 
Services Boundary, which indicates the County’s intent for development of the site. 
Additionally, the site has not been designated by the State as an ARA, nor is it adjacent 
to any of the active mining sites in the vicinity. The Mather Field Specific Plan illustrates 
the continued importance of access to mineral resources within the Mather Field 
Specific Plan area, and development of the Mather South Project would not restrict that 
access. Therefore, impacts related to mineral resources are less than significant.  

MITIGATION MEASURES: 
None required. 

IMPACT: POTENTIAL DESTRUCTION OF BURIED PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES 
Construction of the Mather South Project would involve grading activities and some 
trenching for infrastructure development. Because ground disturbing activities would be 
relatively shallow and not require deep digging and trenching, the potential for 
encountering buried paleontological resources is low. However, given that the Laguna 
Formation, which underlies the Plan Area, is considered to have high paleontological 
sensitivity under criteria established by the SVP, it is possible that buried 
paleontological resources could be encountered. Therefore, impacts related to 
paleontological resources would be potentially significant. With the implementation of 
the Mitigation Measure GS-1 below, in the event of a discovery of paleontological 
resources, impacts would be reduced to less than significant with mitigation. 
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MITIGATION MEASURES: 
GS-1. In the event that paleontological resources are unearthed during ground-

disturbing activities during site preparation and/or construction, ground-
disturbing work shall immediately cease in the vicinity of the discovery. The 
project applicant shall immediately notify the Environmental Coordinator of 
the discovery and contact the Geology Department of the University of 
California at Davis or other qualified institution. A qualified paleontologist or 
paleoresources consultant shall prepare a mitigation program for the 
discovery and monitor the area of the discovery and the vicinity and identify, 
curate, and store the specimen as appropriate. All phases of mitigation shall 
be supervised by a professional paleontologist who maintains the necessary 
paleontological collecting permits and repository agreements.  

If any additional paleontological remains are encountered during the project, 
the paleontologist has the authority to stop work in the immediate vicinity of 
the find to evaluate the find, record, and remove the find if significant. The 
paleontologist shall also prepare a report of the find(s) and their significance 
after operations are complete. 

IMPACT: RESULT IN LOSS OF IMPORTANT AGRICULTURAL SOILS 
Development of the Mather South Project would result in new residential and 
commercial development in the Plan Area, which would create a permanent loss of 
access to soils within the Plan Area. The Plan Area has been designated a part of the 
Urban Services Boundary, which indicates the County’s intent for development of the 
site. As described above, a portion of the Plan Area contains soils that may be 
considered for Prime Soils classification (191: Red Bluff Loam (1.7 percent) and 192: 
Red Bluff Loam (2.2 percent)). However, construction of the Folsom Canal resulted in 
the distribution of other soils across areas in the vicinity of the red bluff loam soils. 
Additionally, the historic use of the Plan Area was as Mather AFB and the site has not 
been in active agriculture since before the early turn of the century. Therefore, the 
project site is not designated as Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of 
Statewide Importance on the current Sacramento County Important Farmland Map 
published by the California Department of Conservation. There would be no impact 
related to important agricultural soils.  

MITIGATION MEASURES: 
None required. 
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